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3

Introduction

The genesis of the Conference on Performance
Measures to Improve Transportation Systems
and Agency Operations detailed in these pro-

ceedings goes back nearly a decade to the growing
interest (and often the debates) that surrounded the
development and use of performance measures to
guide investment decisions at all levels of govern-
ment. Several factors have encouraged this trend to-
ward using performance measures in transportation
planning and programming, including

• Desire to increase the accountability of public
expenditures,

• Need to communicate results to customers and
to get their support for investments by focusing on
results in the face of reduced resources, and

• Responsiveness to federal and state statutes.

The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act of 1991 (ISTEA) and the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) directed a focus
on performance by articulating planning factors,
encouraging (and sometimes requiring) manage-
ment systems, fiscally constraining capital improve-
ment programs, and linking the plans to these pro-
grams, while many state legislatures moved toward
performance-based budgeting. Simultaneously, there
has been a strong aversion by many transportation
professionals to have the dialogue on transportation
performance controlled by people who do not have
direct responsibility for the system. Responding to
this trend of growing interest in the topic, the Trans-
portation Research Board (TRB) and transportation
agencies throughout the United States and abroad

have actively explored performance measures, and im-
portant research has been completed. Although an
enormous amount of experience has been gained, the
Conference on Performance Measures to Improve
Transportation Systems and Agency Operations af-
forded practitioners the opportunity to share experi-
ences and address issues that impede the development
of practical and useful performance measurement sys-
tems and processes.

The Subcommittee on Performance Measures of
the TRB Standing Committee on Planning, Program-
ming, and System Evaluation has long provided a fo-
rum for the theory and application of performance
measurement. Because the topic can be very broad
and far ranging, a focus for the conference was de-
fined at a workshop during the January 1999 TRB
annual meeting. Attendance at the workshop—more
than 150 participants—far exceeded expectations.
Workshop participants believed that the conference
should focus on using performance measures for
transportation investment decisions, but with a clear
understanding that organizational performance (in-
cluding program delivery) must be considered. Dis-
cussions also made it clear that the conference should
consider all modes and deal with multijurisdictional
issues as well. Finally, the conference focused on ap-
plying performance measures to system outcomes rel-
ative to investment decisions. Not only is there a lot
of work yet to be done on this topic; many other
areas of performance measurement also warrant the
same level of investigation.

The contributions of the conference committee and
the conference participants were critical to the success
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of this event. The committee, cochaired by Lance Neu-
mann and Sandra Straehl, developed the conference
program. The full committee is listed on page ii. There
were many more program participants than can be
individually recognized in this preface; their contri-
butions appear in these Proceedings. The committee
and the Transportation Research Board also would
like to acknowledge the following contributors to this
event: the Federal Highway Administration, the Na-
tional Transit Institute, and the American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials.

These Proceedings were prepared by Henry L.
Peyrebrune. The presentations, resource papers, and
summaries of views expressed by conference speak-
ers, panelists, and participants are included to pro-
vide a record of the conference. The views expressed
do not necessarily reflect the views of the committee,
TRB, the National Research Council (NRC), or the
sponsors of the conference.

This report has been reviewed in draft form by in-
dividuals chosen for their diverse perspectives and
technical expertise, in accordance with procedures
approved by NRC’s Report Review Committee.

The purpose of this independent review is to provide
candid and critical comments that will assist the in-
stitution in making its published report as sound as
possible and to ensure that the report meets institu-
tional standards for objectivity, evidence, and respon-
siveness to the charge. The review comments and
draft manuscript remain confidential to protect the
integrity of the deliberative process. We wish to
thank the following individuals for their review of
this report: Ken Cervenka, North Central Texas
Council of Governments; Bradley L. Mallory, Penn-
sylvania Department of Transportation; and Theo-
dore H. Poister, Georgia State University.

Although the reviewers listed above have provided
many constructive comments and suggestions, they
did not see the final draft of the report before its
release. The review of this report was overseen by
Lester A. Hoel of the University of Virginia, Char-
lottesville. Appointed by NRC, he was responsible
for making certain that an independent examination
of this report was carried out in accordance with in-
stitutional procedures and that all review comments
were carefully considered.
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Executive Summary

In October 2000, more than 120 transportation
and planning officials gathered in Irvine, Califor-
nia, for the Conference on Performance Measures

to Improve Transportation Systems and Agency Op-
erations. The objective of the conference was to bring
together a group of government, academic, and busi-
ness leaders who had experience in transportation
systems performance measures and performance-
based planning and programming to address

• Organizational approaches to implementing and
using performance measures in transportation sys-
tems, including the connection between measures and
decision making;

• Implementation experience regarding the state of
the practice as well as lessons and guidelines for mov-
ing forward;

• Customer perspectives of transportation system
performance;

• Application of multimodal measures in the plan-
ning process and the assessment of system perfor-
mance; and

• Technical issues involving data, number and
type of measures, and trade-off analysis.

The conference was organized around four main
topics:

• Linking performance measures with decision
making;

• Implementing transportation system perfor-
mance measures in agencies;

• Selecting measures, data needs, and analytical is-
sues; and

• Connecting system performance measures to
broader goals.

(Note: The third general session was split into two
parts: a general discussion of the topic that was at-
tended by all participants and a discussion of tech-
nical aspects that was attended by a smaller group of
participants.) In addition, a session was dedicated to
a roundtable discussion of issues related to freight
performance measures.

A brief synopsis of some of the major points dis-
cussed at the conference follows.

OVERARCHING THEMES

• Increasing demands on, broader goals set for,
and limited resources available to transportation
agencies have encouraged the development of perfor-
mance measurement programs.

• Expectation for accountability of all govern-
mental agencies (e.g., the Washington, D.C., report
card and the Texas Transportation Institute Urban
Mobility Report) is growing.

• Performance measures are not a fleeting trend but
a permanent way of doing business that eventually
will be used at all levels of transportation agencies.

DEVELOPING A PERFORMANCE

MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

• The first consideration in developing a perfor-
mance measurement system should not be data selec-
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tion. Instead, experience shows the importance of
first identifying the goals and objectives to be ad-
dressed by the performance measures.

• Performance measures must be integrated into
the decision-making process; otherwise, performance
measurement will be simply an add-on activity that
does not affect the agency’s operation.

• Buy-in from customers, stakeholders, decision
makers, top management, and front-line employees
is critical for initial acceptance and continued success
of the performance measures.

• The presentation of performance measures data
must be carefully designed. The information must be
easily understood, and the data analysis and presen-
tation must provide the information necessary to im-
prove decision making.

DEFINING PERFORMANCE MEASURES

• No one set or number of performance measures
will fit all agencies.

• Performance measures can include input (e.g.,
dollars per mile of pavement), output (e.g., number
of miles resurfaced), or outcome (e.g., improved
pavement smoothness).

• Performance measures should be based on the
information needs of decision makers and should ad-
dress the goals of both the agency and the larger
community.

• One successful design is a set of nested perfor-
mance measures. A small set of strategic performance
measures used by the entire agency and top manage-
ment is developed for the operating arms of the
agency, and these measures could be developed in
greater detail at the task level.

• The nested design helps all employees in the or-
ganization see themselves in the big picture.

• Performance measures should be easily under-
stood.

• The set of measures should not be defined by
what data are readily available (e.g., vehicle miles
traveled, average travel times). Difficult-to-measure
items, such as quality of life, are important to the
community. The one caveat to this point is that trans-
portation professionals should not be held responsi-
ble for conditions beyond their control. This concern
may limit the participation of many transportation
agencies.

• Reasonable performance measures can be in-
compatible. For example, improving travel times and
reducing congestion can be achieved by adding road-
way capacity and improving vehicle flow through in-
tersections. These two actions, however, also can
decrease pedestrian safety and lower the perceived

quality of life. Conflicting goals and related perfor-
mance measures are inevitable, but they should be
explicitly recognized, and techniques for balancing
these interests should be available.

• The level of detail and the reporting cycle of the
performance measures must match the needs of the
decision makers.

• Building performance measures around cus-
tomer surveys and input is generally not sufficient.
Customers tend to focus on improvements to the cur-
rent system. So agencies must temper customer sur-
veys with actions that support their roles as stewards
of the transportation infrastructure.

• It is not necessary to begin with a comprehensive
performance measurement program. Many agencies
have been successful in beginning slowly, with a few
measures, then building on initial successes.

MAINTAINING PERFORMANCE

MEASUREMENT PROGRAMS

• Feedback on and assessment of the performance
measurement programs are essential. Although a sta-
ble set of measures applied over several years is ideal,
the measures used to track progress must change as
the goals of the agency and society change.

• Continued commitment throughout the organi-
zation is critical.

• One of the most difficult hurdles to sustaining a
performance measurement program is a change in
elected officials (such as governor or mayor) and the
resulting change in agency administration. Success-
fully weathering this type of change is especially
difficult if the performance measures have been de-
veloped in conjunction with a broad group of
stakeholders.

UNDERLYING DATA ISSUES

• It is important to optimize the use of existing or
easily accessible data.

• It is important to use multimodal or mode-
neutral performance measures.

• Sharing data between transportation agencies is
important to achieving multimodal measures. Shar-
ing data will require some level of agreement on data
definition and geographic units.

NEXT STEPS AND

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

• Clarify terminology of performance measures.
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• Fund the synthesis of best practices and other
mechanisms to share experience.

• Research new measures, in particular
–Soft measures such as quality of life,
–Mode-neutral measures, and
–Systemwide measures.

• Identify strategies to better use existing data.
• Develop techniques to balance or weigh com-

peting goals and measures.
• Provide staff training on performance measures,

data collection and analysis, and presentation tech-
niques.
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Conference and Proceedings Format

The Conference on Performance Measures to
Improve Transportation Systems and Agency
Operations was held October 29 through No-

vember 1, 2000, at the Beckman Center in Irvine,
California. The invitation-only conference was co-
sponsored by the Transportation Research Board
(TRB), the National Transit Institute, the Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO), and the Federal Highway Administra-
tion (FHWA), which provided the primary funding
for the conference. The more than 120 transportation
and planning officials who attended were academics;
consultants; and representatives from state depart-
ments of transportation (DOTs), metropolitan plan-
ning organizations (MPOs), transit authorities and
operators, FHWA, national organizations, and city
transportation agencies. The mix of representation
allowed for a lively exchange of viewpoints. The title
of these proceedings has been changed from the orig-
inal conference title to reflect the limited discussion
of the use of performance measures to influence
agency operations.

BACKGROUND

The need for a conference on performance measures
was identified by several TRB technical committees.
Representatives of these committees were on the
steering committee for the conference and were in-
strumental in establishing the scope and objectives of
the conference.

CONFERENCE OBJECTIVE

The objective of the conference was to bring together
a group of government, academic, and business lead-
ers who have experience in performance measures for
transportation systems as well as performance-based
planning and programming to address

• Organizational approaches to implementing and
using performance measures in transportation sys-
tems, including the connection between performance
measures and decision making;

• Implementation experience regarding the state of
the practice as well as lessons and guidelines for mov-
ing forward;

• Customer perspectives of transportation system
performance;

• Application of multimodal measures in the plan-
ning process and the assessment of system perfor-
mance; and

• Technical issues involving data, number and
type of measures, and trade-off analysis.

Agency operations were addressed in the context of
how operations affect performance measurement
programs or how these programs can affect opera-
tions and decision making.

CONFERENCE FORMAT

The conference steering committee and sponsors de-
veloped a format that afforded participants an op-
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portunity to participate in several ways, as described
below.

Tutorial Workshops

The conference began with two tutorials. The first
was a presentation on the results of National Coop-
erative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Proj-
ect 8-32(2)A, ‘‘Multimodal Transportation: Devel-
opment of a Performance-Based Planning Process,’’
by Cambridge Systematics. A copy of the final report
of the study, NCHRP Report 446: A Guideline for
Performance-Based Transportation Planning, was
provided to each conference participant.

The second tutorial was National Databases Avail-
able to Support Performance Measures. Several na-
tional databases were reviewed, including the High-
way Performance Measurement System (HPMS), the
National Transit Database (NTD), and the sources
and services provided by the Bureau of Transporta-
tion Statistics (BTS).

Poster Sessions

The steering committee solicited the agencies invited
to the conference to prepare poster presentations that
documented their experience with the use of perfor-
mance measurement. Twenty agencies prepared
poster presentations and sent personnel to explain
and discuss them. Time was available throughout the
conference to view the poster presentations, collect
literature, and share experiences. The poster session
presentations are summarized in Appendix A.

Resource Papers

Four resource papers were commissioned by the con-
ference steering committee:

• ‘‘Use of Performance Measures in Transporta-
tion Decision Making,’’ by Steven Pickrell and Lance
Neumann of Cambridge Systematics, Inc.;

• ‘‘Implementing Performance Measurement in
Transportation Agencies,’’ by Hal Kasoff of Parsons
Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas;

• ‘‘Transportation Data and Performance Mea-
surement,’’ by Doug Dalton, Joseph Nestler, John
Nordbo, Bob St. Clair, Ernest Wittwer, and Mark
Wolfgram of the Wisconsin Department of Trans-
portation; and

• ‘‘Measuring That Which Cannot Be Measured
—At Least According to Conventional Wisdom,’’ by

Michael Meyer of the Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology.

Copies of these resource papers were provided to the
conference participants and are included in this pro-
ceedings document.

General Sessions

Participants gathered to hear presentations and to
discuss issues and ideas in five general sessions. The
topics of the general sessions were

• Linking Performance Measures with Decision
Making;

• Agency Implementation of Transportation Sys-
tem Performance Measures;

• Selecting Measures, Data Needs, and Analytical
Issues;

• Connecting System Performance Measures to
Broader Goals; and

• Freight Performance Measures.

The first four general sessions consisted of a resource
paper presentation and a panel discussion (three or
four panelists commenting on the resource paper and
presenting views on the subject, followed by an open
question-and-answer session involving all of the par-
ticipants). The third general session was split into
two parts: a general discussion of the topic that was
attended by all participants, and a discussion of tech-
nical aspects that was attended by a smaller group of
participants. The fifth session was a roundtable dis-
cussion on issues related to the movement of freight
and various approaches to developing freight perfor-
mance measures.

Workshop Sessions

Each participant was assigned to one of eight work-
shop groups. The groups were established to include
various types of agencies, organizations, and geo-
graphic locations. The workshop groups stayed to-
gether for the entire conference. After the four pri-
mary general sessions, the workshops convened to
discuss four aspects of the general topic:

• State of the practice,
• Issues (related to the topic),
• Opportunities and constraints (related to im-

proving the state of the practice), and
• Next steps (future actions and research needs to

advance the state of the practice).
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Each workshop group designated one member as the
reporter of the workshop’s conclusions on each of the
four topics. The eight reporters for each topic met dur-
ing the conference to prepare a summary report on
the four aspects of the topic. The workshop reports
were completed before the conference ended and were
presented briefly at the closing session. The complete
reports are included in this proceedings volume as
Workshop Summaries. No summary was prepared for
the Freight Performance Measures session; however, a
summary of the general sessions is provided.

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS FORMAT

This proceedings volume is organized according to
the format of the conference. It includes the major
elements of the conference:

• Four resource papers;
• Panel discussions on each of the papers, includ-

ing summaries of the general discussions that fol-
lowed the panelist presentations;

• Workshop summary reports from four work-
shop sessions on

–State of the practice,
–Issues,
–Opportunities and constraints, and
–Next steps;

• Summary of the freight performance measures
session;

• Summary and conclusions of the general ses-
sions; and

• Appendixes
–Summary of the 20 poster sessions, including
the name and address of the agency contact per-
son (Appendix A, page 155);
–Report of the statewide planning committee
‘‘peer exchange’’ session on performance mea-
surement held in Madison, Wisconsin, in August
2000 (Appendix B, page 198);
–Research statements developed by the state-
wide planning committee as a result of the peer
exchange meeting (Appendix C, page 214); and
–List of conference participants (Appendix D,
page 216).
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Opening General Session

Lance Neumann, Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
Sandra Straehl, Montana Department of Transportation
Tony Harris, California Department of Transportation

OPENING REMARKS

Lance Neumann and Sandra Straehl

First of all, thank you to our four conference
sponsors. We also compliment the work of the
steering committee and the TRB staff, particu-

larly Jim Scott, Tom Palmerlee, Kim Fisher, and all
their staffs for the conference structure and logistics.

Let me give you just a quick summary of the meet-
ing. You are all here because you have interest in
performance measures for transportation systems.
The theme and the focus is how we use performance
measures to improve the product that we deliver to
our customers, and that product is transportation
services and facilities. This topic enjoys broad and
wide interest, and attendance at this meeting cer-
tainly reflects that interest. Many of us have worked
on this topic over the years. Conceptually, it is pretty
straightforward: performance measures offer a pow-
erful tool for setting objectives, focusing resource al-
location decisions, measuring results, and improving
accountability. However, in practice, defining and im-
plementing performance measures is a challenging
task that requires more effort and commitment than
the simplicity of the concept might suggest.

So we are here to focus on where we are in terms
of the state of the practice in using performance mea-
sures for transportation systems, and to define what
we need to do to advance that state of the practice.
Over the next couple of days, we will focus that dis-
cussion on four themes. The first theme asks how we
link performance measures with decision making:

How do we make performance measures have an im-
pact on what we do? How do we decide where re-
sources are allocated? How do we decide how to op-
erate and manage transportation systems? How
do we make performance measures relevant? and
How do we make performance measures have an im-
pact?

The second theme is assessing where we are in the
process of implementing performance measures in
various agency contexts and with different focuses in
terms of objectives and policies. Most important, we
will discuss what the barriers are, what issues you
need to address as an agency to implement this con-
cept, and what the experience to date has been in
terms of the most significant impediments and bar-
riers that need to be overcome.

The third theme focuses on the data you need to
implement and support a system of performance
measures. What kind of analytic tools do you need
to generate those performance indicators, including
forecasts of system performance with and without
different kinds of transportation actions?

The fourth theme recognizes that transportation is
not an end in itself. We invest in transportation to
support a whole range of societal goals related to the
economy, the environment, quality of life, equity, and
social justice. How do we relate performance mea-
sures for transportation systems to these broader so-
cietal goals and objectives? That is ultimately what
we are trying to work toward.

In addition, because interest is emerging and a lot
of work is focusing on freight transportation across
the country right now, we are going to have a session
on defining performance measures that relate more
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to the freight transportation system than to the pas-
senger transportation system.

Those are the themes that we are going to focus
on over the next few days and that we want to en-
gage the breakout groups in discussions about. As I
said, there was a lot of interest in this meeting. We
had to limit attendance because we wanted to have
breakout groups and because of logistical constraints
with the Beckman Center. The good news is that you
are the chosen few, and you should be very happy
about that. The better news is that you represent a
very interesting and diverse cross section of agencies
and geography, representing different levels of expe-
rience in terms of using and implementing perfor-
mance measures. As a result, all participants in this
meeting have a great opportunity to share informa-
tion, to learn from each other, and to advance our
knowledge about this topic.

Finally, because of the interest in the topic, we
want to create some information that we can share
with the broader transportation community. In ad-
dition to giving you an opportunity to spend a few
days in a nice place, have a lot of fun with a great
group of people, we also are going to put you to
work. We want to produce a summary of these pro-
ceedings that includes the breakout group discussions
so that we can produce a conference report that can
be widely disseminated.

WELCOME

Tony Harris

Iwant to take the opportunity to welcome each of
you to beautiful, sunny southern California. It
never rains here. I apologize for being a few

minutes late, but one of the performance measures
we have been looking at is trip reliability, and my
transportation was not reliable in getting here in a
timely manner. I want to take the opportunity to wel-
come each and every one of you on behalf of Director
Jeff Morales. He is a very strong advocate and be-
liever in performance measures. As such, he has en-
couraged us to look at ways to identify measures and
use them throughout the entire department.

We have a challenge to meet in California. The
themes of this conference hit on every challenge that
we are beginning to face at this point in time. We
currently have a department of about 22,000 em-
ployees, and it depends on whom you talk to, but I
have been told that another 15 million people are

going to move to California. The resources we have
for transportation obviously are not going to allow
us to be able to build our way out of the impact of
the projected population increase. We are going to
have to find a way to better manage the system. That
is really the key, where performance measurements
come into place as we try to move forward with this
current and future problem. We recognize that we
have to not only monitor and evaluate the problem
but also be innovative in anything and everything
that we do with the measures that we already have.

We have been making progress in this area. A
group of people has been working on trying to iden-
tify measures to help our partners, the regional trans-
portation planning agencies, and other departments
throughout the state, over the past 3 years. We re-
cently put together a prototype report that identifies
what you can measure; the measures that were iden-
tified make sense to and seem to be usable by the
decision makers. The measures are important not
only for our own internal operations and how we
manage here in California but even more so because
our decision-making process is very fragmented. We
take a large portion (75 percent) of our transporta-
tion dollars and put it into the control of regional
transportation planning agencies. In my job, I am
very interested in performance measures and being
able to provide decision makers with timely, relevant,
and accurate information so they can make the best
informed decisions as we begin to address the issues
on our transportation system.

It is congested out there. Those of you who had
the opportunity to travel a little bit, you saw that you
can get where you are going, but you have to plan
ahead. We also are beginning to notice in California
that we have different modes, but are they well con-
nected? That is the challenge we are facing along the
way. In addition, a significant amount of the goods
that come into the United States come in through
California. As a result, goods movement is becoming
a critical issue that we have to address.

Now that we have identified some of the measures,
one of the challenges confronting us is data. Data in
different areas of the state are readily accessible and
available on the highway system. Data are somewhat
available in some of the transit systems. Even within
those areas, there are significant gaps. How do we
close those gaps? How do we pull that information
in and use it in a timely manner? Data are needed
for the measures as we move forward, so it is going
to be a major issue. Then once you have information,
how do you use it? How do you communicate it?
How do you get it not only to decision makers but
also to the users of the system in a timely manner so
they can make necessary decisions? Should the trans-
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portation agency be responsible, or should it be
someone else, or should it be a combination? What
are the different methods for getting the different in-
formation out there?

I know I am asking you a lot of questions and not
giving you a lot of answers. Well, I am hoping that
you are going to give me a lot of answers over the
next few days, so we can move forward and address
the issues that we have in California. I believe that
this is the right approach. I am a firm believer if you
know what you are going to measure and you pro-
vide the information, the decision makers will make
the best informed decisions and the right decisions.

You have the unique opportunity to share different
ideas. I cannot emphasize enough what Lance and
Sandy said earlier, that it is very important that we
capture all of your discussion in the breakout sessions
so that we can use it, not only in California but
throughout the country. Performance measures are
going to be key in how we carry out our business
and how we inform decision makers about our trans-
portation needs.

Please provide us some answers to all of the ques-
tions that I asked you. You would make me a very
happy man, and I will invite you back again. Thank
you.
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RESOURCE PAPER

Use of Performance Measures in
Transportation Decision Making

Steven Pickrell and Lance Neumann, Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

Many transportation agencies have begun to
introduce explicit transportation system per-
formance measures into their policy, plan-

ning, and programming activities. The types of mea-
sures and methods of use vary widely from agency to
agency. In some cases, performance measures define
policy objectives at an early stage of policy or system
planning, and in other cases, they provide the basis
for an annual performance report on system condi-
tions and performance as a communication and re-
porting tool. Many agencies use performance mea-
sures to help screen projects or set project priorities in
the development of their transportation improvement
program (TIP). Also, many agencies are beginning to
explore the use of performance measures to help guide
resource allocation decisions at the program level in
the system planning and programming process. Of
course, these applications of performance measures
are not mutually exclusive. Some agencies are trying
to implement performance measures in an integrated
manner to set policy, allocate resources, and measure
and report results. These comprehensive applica-
tions of performance measures were the focus of the
recently completed National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP) research project on
performance-based planning (Cambridge Systematics,
Inc., 2000).

Although each agency must decide for itself where
and how performance measures should be used, per-
formance measures alone will not affect agency deci-
sion making or the effectiveness of policy and resource
allocation choices. To influence decisions, perfor-
mance measures must be linked to objectives and in-
tegrated into the planning, management, and decision-

making processes of an agency. Although significant
technical challenges are associated with defining and
measuring transportation system performance, a series
of management and institutional barriers also must be
overcome to implement a performance measure sys-
tem that really influences and guides agency decision
making.

Performance measurement is being applied widely
in many transportation agencies and often extends
well beyond the performance of the transportation
system itself. For example, many agencies define per-
formance measures to track program and project de-
livery and to improve various internal agency oper-
ations and business processes. Some agencies have
gone so far as to implement ‘‘pay for performance’’
programs to improve staff accountability and reward
good performance. Although the use of performance
measures in these contexts also can influence agency
decisions and, ultimately, the ability of an agency to
deliver transportation facilities and services, the focus
is on the use of measures that directly reflect the con-
dition and quality of the transportation system and
the service it provides.

The first section of this paper is a definition of the
elements of the process necessary to use performance
measures to influence decisions and a summary of why
agencies are increasingly interested in the use of sys-
tem performance measures as a decision-making tool.
Subsequent sections define several decision-making
contexts within which performance measures may be
applied and present some general lessons learned in
working with a broad range of agencies that have be-
gun to implement some aspect of performance-based
planning and decision-making processes. Finally, some
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FIGURE 1 Elements of performance-based planning process (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2000).

case study examples are provided to illustrate partic-
ular findings, and overall conclusions are presented.

WHAT IS PERFORMANCE-BASED PLANNING?

The use of performance measures to influence agency
decisions, particularly policy and resource allocation
decisions, involves much more than the measures
themselves, although picking the ‘‘right’’ measures is a
key element. This systematic, ongoing process (re-
ferred to as performance-based planning) must be in-
tegrated into an agency’s ongoing planning, manage-
ment, and decision-making processes. Figure 1 depicts
a typical transportation planning process and illus-
trates how these steps fit into it to create a modified
performance-based planning process. The following
seven features and elements are common to any
performance-based planning program.

Broad Goals

Broad goals are identified to describe what the agency
needs to accomplish to carry out its stated mission or

mandate. Transportation agencies often group their
goals according to major areas of focus, for example,
system maintenance, safety, or mobility. Within any of
these areas, general goals are identified, such as ‘‘cost-
effective highway maintenance’’ or ‘‘safer working
conditions’’ (Moving Pennsylvania Forward, 2001).

Objectives

Objectives provide specificity and permit the quan-
tification of progress toward general goals. They may
be specific, clearly stating in quantifiable terms what
the agency wants to achieve along each of the stated
goals, for example, ‘‘reduce fatal accident rates on
state roads by five percent from 1998 levels by Jan-
uary 1, 2002’’ (Four-Year Business Plan 2000–2004,
2000). Or they may remain more general and stra-
tegic in nature, for example, ‘‘implement prevention
strategies to reduce the employee injury rate’’ (Cam-
bridge Systematics, Inc., 2000). In either form, a
comparison of performance data with agency objec-
tives shows an agency how well the system is per-
forming (now and over time); suggest future impli-
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cations of current or potential policies, plans, and
programs; and identify opportunities for measurable
improvement. Objectives must accurately reflect the
overarching goals, and the desired direction or mag-
nitude of result should be unambiguous.

Performance Measures

Performance measures should be identified in re-
sponse to goals and objectives, rather than the other
way around. This sequence helps to ensure that an
agency is measuring the right parameters and that
success on the measures will in fact lead to success
in terms of goals and objectives. Performance mea-
sures are useful only in a context of clearly defined
objectives that, in turn, are aligned with broad goals
and an overall mission.1 Otherwise, agencies risk
spending resources on tracking unfocused measures
that have little impact on performance. Examples
abound of agencies and corporations having mea-
sured lots of aspects of their organizational or system
performance, only to conclude later that some (or
most) of the measured data do not reflect the achieve-
ment of objectives.

Analytical Methods and Data Needs

Analytical methods and data needs should be deter-
mined by what it will take to create or ‘‘populate’’
the desired measures. In many cases, an agency’s ca-
pabilities may be limited by available analytical tools,
data, and staff skills. One example is the common
use of volume-to-capacity ratios to measure highway
system congestion and to estimate a host of deriva-
tive measures (delay, speed, etc.). These limited mea-
sures may be used to describe an entire area of per-
formance, such as mobility or accessibility because
they are the most readily available. This situation of-
ten arises because many agencies have few predictive
tools other than forecasting models for travel de-
mand and do not have data-collection programs for
travel time. Ideally, agencies will define the necessary
programs of data collection and analysis that will,
over time, support a more robust and descriptive set
of multimodal performance measures.

1Federal Express Corporation, for example, has long emphasized
the objective of on-time package delivery as paramount to cus-
tomer satisfaction and, thus, organizational success. The company
spent a great deal of effort tracking packages through its system
and monitoring overall package volume before shifting its em-
phasis to tracking on-time delivery as the key metric and focusing
operational decisions on ways to improve this critical measure.

Decision Support

Decision support is a key element in the use of in-
formation from performance measures to influence
policy choices and resource allocation decisions. The
measures are used to define the implications of policy
or resource allocation choices so that decision makers
better understand the likely outcomes of choices. The
use of performance measures rarely makes these
choices ‘‘easier’’ or automatic. However, they can in-
form a decision-making process and more effectively
communicate the consequences of various choices.
They may help improve the degree to which decision
makers, staff, and the general public understand how
a certain decision is reached and may improve the
objectivity of the deliberation and decision-making
process.

Monitoring and Feedback

Monitoring and feedback is a critical component of
performance-based planning that includes the ongo-
ing monitoring of system performance and the ap-
propriate feedback to the planning and decision-
making processes. This step is usually completed with
observed data of actual system conditions and per-
formance. Synthesized or forecasted data may be sub-
stituted for observed data in some cases, for example,
where it is desirable to track the expected future out-
come of an investment decision with a long-term pay-
back period.

Communicating and Reporting Results

Communicating and reporting results is an element
of the monitoring-and-feedback process. However, it
is so important that it deserves emphasis. The audi-
ences for performance-related information will vary
from the agency staff responsible for delivering cer-
tain aspects of system performance to management,
elected officials, and customer and stakeholder
groups. The level of detail of reports may vary de-
pending on the audience, but collectively, they are a
key element in establishing accountability and pro-
viding a starting point for revising goals and objec-
tives, performance targets, or even the measures
themselves.

WHY UNDERTAKE PERFORMANCE-BASED

PLANNING?

Agencies have instituted performance measurement
processes for various reasons: to provide better in-
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formation about the transportation system to the
public and decision makers, to improve management
access to relevant performance data, or to generally
improve agency efficiency and effectiveness. Another
important consideration is the desire to improve the
link between resource allocation decisions, system
conditions, and performance results. The following
six factors contribute to the desire to link perfor-
mance data to decisions about system investment.

Accountability

Publicly funded agencies in particular have come un-
der increasing pressure to be accountable to ‘‘own-
ers’’ or ‘‘customers,’’ however they are defined. Re-
cent federal transportation legislation and funding
programs provide increased spending flexibility to
state and local agencies. Performance measurement
provides a means of determining whether resources
are being allocated to the priority needs that have
been identified through reporting on performance
and results to external or higher-level entities. The
desired effect is more informed decision making by
governing boards or bodies, with consequential pos-
itive impacts on results.

Efficiency

Setting performance targets that are aligned with an
agency’s goals and mission will help staff, manage-
ment, and decision makers stay focused on the pri-
orities and increase efficiency as a result. By helping
to focus actions and resources, performance mea-
surement may increase the level of output or outcome
achieved for a given level of input. It improves inter-
nal management and the ability to direct resources
when needed, to track results, and to make adjust-
ments with greater confidence that the changes will
have the desired effect.

Effectiveness

Performance measurement may help an agency to
better achieve objectives that have been identified
through a legitimate planning process and to improve
the correlation between agency objectives and those
of the system users or the general public. It reflects a
shift in agency thinking away from simply output
(e.g., ‘‘tons of salt applied’’) to outcome (e.g., ‘‘re-
duction in ice-related fatalities’’) and allows progress
to be tracked explicitly. Over time, performance
measurement should result in investment decisions
that bring about the outcomes desired by both cus-

tomers and those charged with system operation and
development.

Communications

As an adjunct to accountability, a good performance-
measuring program cannot help but improve com-
munications with an agency’s customer base and con-
stituency. It requires that goals and objectives be
stated in unambiguous, quantifiable terms and that
relatively straightforward measures of progress be
put in place.

Clarity

Performance measurement can actually improve the
planning process itself by lending clarity of purpose
to an agency’s actions and expenditures. The process
forces clear thinking about the purpose of planning
and programming actions and about the purpose of
repeated investment in the transportation system. If
applied at a sufficiently high level within an agency’s
planning and decision-making structures, it also can
improve internal strategic planning and the assess-
ment of organizational directions.

Improvement over Time

Monitoring, reporting, and evaluating allow for the
periodic refinement of programs and services, guided
by a better understanding of the impacts of alterna-
tive courses of action and the trade-offs among those
alternative choices.

LINKING PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TO

DECISION MAKING

Aside from the incidental goodwill that may result
from the distribution of system condition or perfor-
mance information to the general public, perfor-
mance measures themselves will not do much for an
agency unless linked to decision making. Linking per-
formance measurement to decision making is an es-
sential part of implementing a performance-based
planning process if the program is intended to have
a substantial lasting effect.

Transportation professionals are often skeptical
about the ability to significantly change the decision-
making process in public agencies. Agency staff often
perceive the process as overly politicized and subject
to last-minute abandonment of rational choices in
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favor of necessary compromises. Yet it is also appar-
ent that the effect of changes to the public agency
decision-making process can be subtle and long term.
For these reasons, it is still valuable to pursue a pro-
gram that provides managers and decision makers
with accurate, well-organized information on system
performance. The rate at which the users adopt this
information into their decision-making processes will
vary, as will the eventual impact of the performance
information, but the process will undoubtedly be bet-
ter informed and more open to discussion and debate
if useful information is put on the table.

DECISION-MAKING CONTEXTS

Transportation system performance measures can be
used within various decision-making contexts. Sev-
eral of these contexts are described below.

Policy Analysis

Performance measures can be used at very high,
broad levels within an agency to assist with policy
making and goal setting. For example, consider a
statewide multimodal transportation plan that fo-
cuses primarily on the strategic direction of the
agency, policies and goal statements to be met, the
implementation of actions, and desired outcomes.
Even at this high level, measures can be identified
that are consistent with broad policy and goals and
that specify the desired outcome in unambiguous,
quantifiable terms. The actual measures selected must
sum up the net effect at the system level of many
smaller, discrete actions. The time frame of the effect
of such actions may be relatively long; measures
might not show marked change until a given policy
has been implemented for several years.

Planning

Another common application of performance mea-
sures is in long-range planning. State departments of
transportation (DOTs) and regional agencies [met-
ropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), councils of
government (COGs), transportation authorities, etc.]
maintain long-range planning activities to determine
how to build and manage the transportation system
to meet the stated needs and goals of the relevant
customer group. The statewide and metropolitan
planning process is regulated by federal law when
federal transportation funds are involved.

Such processes typically occur on a 5-year cycle,
with a 20-year or longer time horizon. Analysis is

typically done systemwide or at the modal system
level, rather than at the project or program level.
They usually include analysis of long-term (20-year)
system and financial needs, with the focus on attain-
ing or maintaining long-term goals. In this context,
performance measures must be sufficiently specific to
permit distinguishing the effect of investment in one
modal system or program of activities versus another.

Resource Allocation and Programming

Programming is the process by which transportation
dollars from numerous sources and special programs
are allocated to specific programs, projects, or ser-
vices. As with long-range planning, where the use of
federal money is involved, the process can be quite
regimented given various funding programs, eligibil-
ity requirements, and geographic allocation rules.
The development of statewide TIPs (STIPs) by state
DOTs and TIPs by MPOs also require significant col-
laboration with partner agencies at other levels of
government, stakeholder groups, and the general
public. Notwithstanding the complexity that the pro-
gramming process can involve in generating a specific
program of projects, several states and MPOs have
begun to apply a more structured performance mea-
surement system to this process as well.

The objective is to give decision makers better in-
formation about the likely impact and outcome of
different mixes of investment (or budget) among dif-
ferent programs. A common example includes the
linking or integration of pavement and bridge man-
agement activities with performance measures. This
provides both actual and forecast estimates of system
condition at some future point that would result from
a defined level of system investment and usage. In
such cases as Colorado and Montana, the use of per-
formance measures helps determine the broad pro-
gram allocation of funds and provide guidance to
project selection decisions. In other cases such as the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission in San
Francisco, performance measures have been more
oriented to screening and selecting specific projects.

Trade-Off Analysis

A specific activity that performance measures have
supported in the policy, planning, and programming
contexts in several agencies is trade-off analysis. This
analysis may involve helping to set appropriate per-
formance targets for a policy or system plan when the
trade-offs involve different elements of the system
(highways versus transit) or objectives (safety versus
system preservation), given varying assumptions about
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the resources that may be available over some time
horizon.

In the programming process, the trade-offs tend to
focus on the different levels and mixes of perfor-
mance objectives that can be accomplished with a
given funding constraint. The use of performance
measures to help define the implications of these
choices and trade-offs can be one of the most pow-
erful ways to use performance measures to influence
decisions. Many agencies have learned that it is risky
to commit to any performance targets until this type
of analysis has been performed.

Corridor and Project-Level Analysis

Many agencies already use performance measures of
one kind or another to assist with project analysis
and selection. A typical example would include a ma-
jor investment study (or similar corridor-based anal-
ysis) of alternative modal solutions to transportation
needs in a defined corridor or a highway corridor
study to evaluate and select a preferred alignment
when the mode has already been determined. In ei-
ther case, the time frame for results of the decision is
often shorter than the planning and programming ac-
tivities, and the link between the decision and the
outcome is clearer.

Conversely, such actions often have limited or un-
detectable impact at the system level, and the mea-
sures applied must be defined and used appropriately
to accurately depict performance differences between
alternative solutions. The focus is often on site-
specific evaluation of project benefits and impacts,
and the measures should be ‘‘tuned’’ to that level of
specificity. As noted above, agencies should strive to
ensure that the objectives and measures applied to a
corridor or project-level analysis are consistent and
aligned with but not identical to measures and ob-
jectives used in some of the broader applications,
such as planning or programming.

System Operation

Opportunities are growing for the application of real-
time traffic and transit information for the operation
and management of transportation facilities. Such
data, collected through various stationary and mobile
sensing devices, typically are focused on system op-
erating conditions and performance rather than on a
physical infrastructure condition. Two such examples
are transit vehicle location data, which can be used
to improve adherence to transit schedules, and high-
way traffic speed or density information, which can

be used to detect and respond to incident-related con-
gestion or obstructions.

There are also opportunities for using such data
for planning applications. Data storage and manip-
ulation issues must be resolved, however, before such
data can be readily applied to planning or program-
ming uses with longer time frames that require sig-
nificant aggregation and parsing of real-time data.
Some DOTs report that institutional obstacles, in ad-
dition to technical ones, hamper smooth transfer of
data from traffic monitoring centers to planning and
analysis units.

Ongoing Monitoring and Evaluation

Performance measures can be used for ongoing mon-
itoring of capital programs or transportation services.
Some state agencies and MPOs generate trends and
conditions reports often for wide distribution to
elected officials, opinion leaders, and the general pub-
lic. In and of themselves, these status reports are un-
likely to have much of an influence on decisions about
resources or to move an agency closer to achieving its
goals. As part of an integrated planning and resource
allocation process, however, ongoing monitoring and
evaluation is a critical component.

Alignment of Measures with
Goals and Objectives

A system of performance measurement can be used
for any of the decision-making contexts in isolation.
Indeed, many states and MPOs apply the concept in
one context but not in others or not across the board.
However, much of the value of the concept lies in the
ability to tie these different but related elements of
the overall transportation planning and delivery pro-
cess together in a consistent framework of planning,
monitoring, evaluation, and feedback.

Performance objectives and measures can be used
to tie policies, plans, programs, and projects together
to achieve progress at multiple levels toward a set of
broadly held goals. Figure 2 illustrates this concept,
in which measures and data are necessary to address
decision support needs at different levels in an or-
ganization. Data and performance measures are
aligned in a way that relates to a common set of
goals. Objectives may be defined with varying de-
grees of specificity, depending on the level of decision
making to be supported. As noted previously, objec-
tives may be strategic in nature (e.g., ‘‘reduce fatal
accident rates’’) or program-specific (‘‘reduce the
number of alcohol-related traffic fatalities 5 percent
by 2002’’).
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FIGURE 2 Alignment of measures with common goals.

Developing goals, objectives, measures, and analyt-
ical methods that are aligned top to bottom and ap-
propriately detailed for different levels of decision
making requires thought at each step of the way. Pol-
icies and goals must be articulated in a way that sup-
ports objective evaluation and monitoring. Are they
clear statements of policy and intended outcome? Do
the subsequent system plans and modal elements lay
out more detailed objectives that are highly consistent
with the broad policies and goals? Do the perfor-
mance measurements selected at each level remain
consistent with the broad goals and objectives but pro-

vide the appropriate level of detail, time horizon for
results, and geographic coverage? Attention to these
questions during process development will help to en-
sure that the information generated is useful in a
decision-making context.

IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE

A review of performance-based planning processes at
numerous DOTs and MPOs offers useful guidance to
integrating performance data into decision-making
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processes. Some suggestions and examples of how
agencies can improve their processes, measures, and
data analysis to support decision making are listed
below.

Process Issues

Numerous issues regarding the process of performance-
based planning should be considered during design and
implementation.

Set Realistic Expectations

Practitioners of performance-based planning have
learned to set realistic expectations for the changes
that will be brought about. This is particularly true
in the area of decision making. Many agency staff
have commented on the difficulty of significantly
changing the process by which decisions about major
transportation project and program expenditures are
made. With increasingly complicated funding pro-
grams and formulas, planning regulations, and public
involvement requirements, the decision-making pro-
cess becomes even more difficult to track. Thus, al-
though a logical system of performance measurement
in functional areas of importance to an agency can
lead to better-informed decisions, users are cautioned
to be realistic about how quickly or fully the methods
and data will be embraced by senior managers and
elected officials.

Improve—Do Not Replace—Process

Performance measurement should be intended to im-
prove, guide, and enhance the decision-making pro-
cess rather than replace or ‘‘automate’’ it. Much has
been said about the undesirability of creating a
‘‘black box’’ approach to planning or decision mak-
ing. Experience and evidence suggest that overreli-
ance on quantitative modeling will not necessarily
lead to better results. In fact, practitioners have com-
mented that in some cases, decision makers tend to
overapply performance data and absolve themselves
of the responsibility to apply professional judgment
or take responsibility for decisions.

The emphasis should be on improving the trans-
parency of the planning and programming processes
rather than further cloaking them in quantitative lan-
guage understandable to only a few. It should en-
courage participants to be clear about their objectives
and more explicit about how they will work to
achieve those objectives.

Recognize Politics

Decision making related to planning and program-
ming is an inherently political process rather than
primarily a technical one, with plenty of ‘‘wheeling
and dealing’’ going on, both in plain sight and behind
the scenes. Cities, regions, and states have developed
their own unique processes in an organic fashion,
modifying them incrementally over time in response
to the needs and particulars of each system and con-
stituency. This situation is likely to continue, even as
agencies around the country strive to impart greater
objectivity and precision to their processes.

Factors such as the composition of decision-
making boards, leadership and management styles,
political appointments, and term limits all contribute
to a complex decision-making process that reflects the
history and culture of an area. The introduction of
performance measures is not likely to change this dra-
matically but should improve the process at the mar-
gins initially and more significantly over time.

Provide Better Information

Evaluation of decision-making structures and pro-
cesses around the country reveals that there is still
much interpretation and interpolation of data that
goes into any process and end decision. Not only is
much professional judgment required to decipher the
stacks of analytical output, field observations, and
financial data, but considerable political judgment is
also applied before final decisions are made. Infor-
mation is not always as current, complete, or accu-
rate as might be desired, and sometimes late-breaking
changes to the program or project in question are not
reflected in the available data. Yet a performance-
based planning and decision-making process still can
bring significant useful information to the table with-
out attempting perfection.

Add Structure to Decision-Making Process

By its nature and for some of the same reasons cited
above, transportation decision making can at times
devolve into a process that is less structured than is
desirable. In the heat of the moment, as last-minute
considerations begin to tear away at what might have
been an orderly and structured process, it is common
to lose sight of long-term goals and objectives. It is
even easier to lose track of the inevitable connection
between a short-term funding decision and long-term
desired outcomes. Thus, performance measurement
should add structure to the process or increase the
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ability of the existing structure to stand up to the
assault of late-in-the-game maneuvering.

With the appropriate structure in place, partici-
pants in the process will be more aware of the impact
of their decisions on transportation goals and objec-
tives. Performance-based planning should help to or-
ganize and tame the reams of paper and should ‘‘turn
data into information.’’ Officials will continue to
make decisions that depart from the program, but at
least they (and those around them) will be more
explicitly aware of the trade-offs implied by those
decisions.

Provide Guidance on
Choices Among Alternatives

Much of transportation planning and programming
these days comes down to tough choices among wor-
thy alternative courses of action. We probably would
not need such attention to the decision-making pro-
cess if we had either enough money to do everything
we wanted or no competing or conflicting ‘‘best’’ an-
swers to a given need or problem. But the supply of
money for transportation is not inexhaustible, and
there is a significant difference of opinion as to the
most appropriate uses for the available resources.

Performance measurement should help to better
define the available choices and to articulate the
trade-offs that are inherent in the choices among
courses of action. To this end, additional research is
under way to refine and improve processes and an-
alytical methods for conducting trade-off analysis in
a multimodal transportation environment (NCHRP
Project 8-36A, 2001).

Involve Stakeholders in Process Development

Securing the involvement and buy-in of key stake-
holders and decision makers is an important element
of success. Those who are expected to use the process
to shape and make decisions should be allowed to
influence the design of the program from the begin-
ning. Similarly, those who will be held accountable
for results (who are not always the same as the de-
cision makers) should be involved early on to ensure
that they will support rather than circumvent the pro-
cess or its intended outcome.

Performance Measures and Data

In addition to the process issues and considerations
above, several specific considerations have to do
more directly with the mechanics of performance-

based planning, including the measures themselves,
data, and analytical capabilities.

Limit Number of Measures

All other things being equal, fewer rather than more
measures is better, particularly when initiating a pro-
gram. Data collection and analytical requirements
can quickly overwhelm an agency’s resources. Simi-
larly, too much information, too many kinds of in-
formation, or information presented at too fine a
level of disaggregation can overwhelm decision mak-
ers. Numerous agencies and corporations report suc-
cess using the smallest set of measures that provides
the necessary information at the level of detail ap-
propriate to the type of decisions supported. It is use-
ful to imagine applying more numerous and specific
measures in a programming or project selection con-
text and fewer, broader measures when supporting
the development of policy or system plans.

Make It Understandable

The process and its components must be clearly un-
derstood by the intended audience (e.g., key deci-
sion makers and the public). Measures can be more
technical or industry specific when they are used to
support internal decisions about, for example, the
allocation of maintenance budgets to different
geographic areas or programs. For example, many
state DOTs maintain detailed indices or measures
about pavement rutting or cracking as part of their
internal evaluation and decision-making processes.
When reporting information on these programs to
higher-level decision makers or the general public,
more generalized measures are appropriate (e.g.,
‘‘percent pavement rated good or better’’).

Reflect Customer’s Point of View

Where appropriate, the selected performance mea-
sures should reflect the point of view of the customer
or system user. An agency must think about who its
customers are (often, there are multiple customer
groups or ‘‘market segments’’), what the customers
actually see of the department’s activities and results,
and how to define measures that describe that view.
For example, the Florida DOT’s Mobility Perfor-
mance Measures Program uses several measures to
define mobility, some of which are specifically se-
lected to describe the quality of travel from the users’
perspective [e.g., average travel speed on the state
highway system and ratio of auto to transit travel
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time (i.e., ‘‘how much longer or shorter would the
same trip take if made on transit rather than by
auto?’’)] (Florida’s Mobility Performance Programs,
2000). These measures stand in contrast to more in-
ternally oriented measures of mobility, such as the
average number of vehicles per lane mile (a measure
of traffic density or system utilization).

Also the ‘‘customer’’ may not always be a user of
the transportation system. Customers can include peo-
ple internal to the department (e.g., managers), ven-
dors and suppliers, and others. The point is to con-
sider both the context and the customer audience in
mind when defining measures.

Consider Time Frame

The decision-making contexts described above can
have significantly different time frames, both for the
making of the decision and for the effect of that de-
cision to take place. Using performance measures to
monitor the effectiveness of a policy plan requires
measures that can reflect long-term changes in system
usage or condition. For example, Oregon DOT uses
the aggregate present value of its entire inventory of
bridges on the state system as one measure of system
preservation and strives to maintain that aggregate
value through maintenance, rehabilitation, and re-
placement programs. The present value measure
changes rather slowly over time and is an appropriate
tool to help determine whether, over relatively long
periods of time, the department’s investment priori-
ties and allocation decisions are achieving the desired
objective of preserving the bridge inventory (1999
Oregon Highway Plan, 1999).

In contrast, measures focused on factors such as
pavement condition (e.g., ‘‘percentage of miles with
pavement rated fair or better’’) can and do change
more significantly over relatively shorter time frames,
depending on investment policies, maintenance prac-
tices, and even external factors such as weather and
travel demand, which can have relatively short-term
fluctuations.

Specify Measures

The geographic area covered by a measure varies de-
pending on the decision-making context in which it
is used. The scope of measures used to evaluate prog-
ress on broad policies and long-range planning goals
and objectives often is systemwide. To be effective in
a programming exercise, measures may need to be
focused on a geographic subarea (e.g., highway dis-
trict or region). At the corridor or project level, a
specific focus on corridor performance is needed to

help planners and decision makers distinguish the dif-
ferent outcomes between alternatives.

This same consideration applies to the underlying
data as well; data must be collected and aggregated
at a level of specificity appropriate to the investiga-
tion. Systemwide averages or distributions are the
norm for broad policy and planning purposes as well
as some programming applications; more disaggre-
gate data are usually required for more specific ap-
plications. One obvious rule of thumb is that the
measure should be just specific enough that a change
in decision causes a response in the measure (i.e.,
‘‘moves the needle’’).

Make Data Available

The ability to support measures in different applica-
tions varies considerably according to the availability
of data suited to the application. Agencies may have
ready access to certain data that support measures of
mobility at the corridor or facility level, for example,
but few data to support systemwide measures of mo-
bility. For example, commonly collected data such as
24-hour traffic volume data or transit boardings are
useful at the corridor or project level but less so at a
system planning level.

The availability of data varies by system ownership
as well. It is not uncommon for a state DOT to have
good data on its own highway system but poor data
on the rest of the multimodal transportation system,
which limits the usefulness of any multimodal mo-
bility measures. Even within one state’s highway sys-
tem, data availability often varies significantly by
facility class (e.g., Interstate highways versus low-
volume connectors).

Use Analytical Methods

The analytical methods most common to many agen-
cies include those that have been developed over time
in support of project analysis (e.g., forecasts of high-
way and transit demand) but are not well suited to
broad policy or program analysis. The output data
are not always readily aggregated to meaningful mea-
sures at the system level. Agencies need the ability to
analyze data and transform it into meaningful statis-
tics, indexes, and so forth; they also must be able to
generate forecasts of future performance or condi-
tions that would result from pending policies, pro-
grams, and projects. Several new or refined analytical
models have been developed in recent years that gen-
erate cost-benefit information for various multimodal
improvement strategies, travel demand management
strategies, and even operational strategies such as
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those commonly deployed in intelligent transporta-
tion system (ITS) programs.2

There always will be factors that are not fully cap-
tured in any set of measures but influence decision
making. Rather than try to capture every possible var-
iable or factor in performance data, agencies should
strive to focus measurement on the key indicators of
system performance and condition that are most rel-
evant to the kinds of decisions that must be made re-
peatedly.

Other Common Issues and Problems

Several other issues that can affect the success of us-
ing performance measures to influence decisions must
be dealt with during the implementation process.

Benchmarking

The practice of comparing an agency’s performance
with that of its peers or peer groups has its supporters
and its opponents. Agencies that engage in perfor-
mance measurement should expect this issue to arise.
In some cases, benchmarking to the performance level
of a group of peer agencies may help an agency to
initially define what a reasonable or desirable level of
performance is. It may be less useful to compare an
agency with a group of agencies that are not neces-
sarily peers. For example, a national ranking of agen-
cies (state DOTs, MPOs, etc.) according to some
broad indicators of system performance may have lit-
tle utility if a true peer group has not been established
or if the reasons for the differences in peer scores are
reported but not well understood or explained.

Differences in condition or performance are often
as much a result of divergent objectives, resources,
or external factors and constraints as of agency ef-
fectiveness or efficiency. Because performance mea-
sures and objectives should be tailored to overall mis-
sion and goals, agencies can reasonably be expected
to perform quite differently on standardized mea-
sures that are not derived from local goals.

2Examples include the surface transportation efficiency analysis
model, for economic cost-benefit analysis of multimodal trans-
portation alternatives at the corridor or facility level; the ITS de-
ployment analysis system, for cost-benefit analysis of ITS strate-
gies; and the highway economic requirements system, for analysis
of the economic requirements and cost-benefit ratio of highway
system investments. These analytical models were developed by
FHWA and are generally available at low or no cost to public
agencies.

Performance Targets

Defining an acceptable or desirable level of perfor-
mance can be tricky. Performance targets (sometimes
called ‘‘objectives’’ or ‘‘standards’’) must reflect an
agency’s priorities, goals, and resources. It is best to
begin with a cycle of objective measurement to define
the agency’s current position and to conduct suffi-
cient analysis to determine how much improvement
might reasonably be expected given current or likely
resource availability before setting numerical targets
or objectives.

External Factors

Agencies must be aware of, and even attempt to ac-
count for, outside influences on results. There is a
varying degree to which performance in different
goal areas can be conclusively linked to agency ac-
tions as opposed to external factors such as popula-
tion growth or economic activity. For example, many
system condition measures (e.g., of pavements and
bridges) are direct functions of agency practices,
whereas measures of mobility or safety (which in-
volve considerable human interaction) might be in-
fluenced more by external factors such as population
growth or economic activity, which are beyond the
control of the agency. In some cases, indexed rates
are more desirable than absolute measures to isolate
some of the external factors (e.g., fatalities per mil-
lion vehicle miles of travel rather than number of fa-
talities per year).

PERFORMANCE-BASED PLANNING IN

DECISION-MAKING CONTEXT: EXAMPLES

Although various technical and nontechnical issues
must be addressed in implementing a process of using
transportation system performance measures to influ-
ence agency decisions, many agencies have started
this process and are seeing results. The purpose of
the following brief examples is to just give a sense of
the range of these applications as a background for
the broader lessons and conclusions presented in this
paper.

Santa Clara Valley, California

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
(VTA) is the agency responsible for planning and pro-
gramming transportation projects and services in
Santa Clara County, California—home of northern
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California’s high-tech computer, communications, and
electronics industries. Since the mid-1980s, county res-
idents have supported a 0.5 percent increment to the
local sales tax that helps to fund various roadway,
transit, and other transportation projects and services.
Because of the county’s size (current population is
1.76 million) and economic vitality, the tax generates
roughly $100 million annually to supplement federal
and state transportation funds (Valley Transportation
Plan 2020, 2000, pp. 5–24).

The Valley Transportation Plan 2020 (VTP 2020)
is VTA’s 20-year plan of transportation investments
and services. Plan development began in 1997, and
the draft plan was released in September 2000 for
review and adoption. The plan lays out a prioritized
expenditure program that defines major new projects
and improvements in corridors, services, and activi-
ties. It describes which improvements have priority
and the benchmarks used to measure whether VTA
is succeeding over time in implementing the VTP.

The VTP prioritized list of expenditures was
developed in significant part through the use of a
performance-based analysis system developed by
VTA. The plan offers a systematic approach to plan-
ning and programming capital projects that will be
maintained through the 20-year planning horizon.
The same performance-based approach that was used
to develop the capital projects list is proposed for all
future updates to the plan. This approach allows de-
cisions to be made on a consistent, technically sound
evaluation of project proposals and to be preceded
by clear and consistent communication with outside
organizations and the community. After program-
ming decisions are made, the VTP 2020 approach
promotes sustained commitments to major planned
projects to secure funding and deliver the projects.

The VTP approach includes three applications of
the performance evaluation methodology: project se-
lection for the plan; project planning, programming,
and delivery after the VTP is adopted; and updating
and amending the VTP. The VTP performance-based
process was based on eight distinct measures of sys-
tem condition, capacity, and performance that in-
clude measures in the areas of mobility, accessibility,
air quality, and congestion management:

• Traffic level of service, in number of miles of
roadway that are deficient and defined by peak-
period speeds of less than 35 mph (freeway) or 13
mph (expressway);

• Duration of congestion, in number of hours that
specific segments are congested;

• Hours of delay per person trip during peak
hours;

• Travel time for 10 specific origin-destination
pairs for single-occupancy vehicles, high-occupancy
vehicles, and transit travel;

• Modal split;
• Vehicle miles of travel and vehicle hours of

travel;
• Transit accessibility, in number of peak-hour

work trips served by transit with walk access; and
• Air emissions (four specific tailpipe pollutants).

The VTA’s member agencies, accompanied by
broad public input, were the primary sources of proj-
ects identified for the capital investment program.
VTA also conducted comprehensive planning studies
of future transit, ITS, and nonmotorized transporta-
tion investments as well as land use studies during
the 2 years before plan adoption. All of the projects
were evaluated using methodologies approved by the
authority’s technical committees and directors.

Figure 3 illustrates the broad project selection pro-
cess developed by VTA and the specific ‘‘location’’ of
the technical performance evaluation step within it.
Results of the technical evaluation of individual proj-
ects are presented to member agencies and the pub-
lic. Presentations provide member agencies and the
general public opportunity to comment on the VTA’s
evaluation. The VTA Board of Directors then acts
with this combination of technical information and
public preferences to finalize the prioritized list of
projects.

After finishing the first cycle of planning and proj-
ect prioritization, VTA identified the weaknesses in
the process and began to refine it. One particular
drawback was the relative scarcity of data to support
transit-focused performance measures. The resulting
transit measures were not as quantitative or as robust
as those identified for the highway system, and some
participants observed that this led to overattention to
highway projects. VTA acknowledges that this is an
incremental process in which the agency’s capabilities
to support decision making have been expanded and
will continue to evolve. Although the selection and
prioritization of projects for the expenditure plan
were still highly political, without a doubt, the end
results were influenced by the presentation of detailed
performance information within a structured delib-
eration and decision process.

Montana

The Montana Department of Transportation (MDT)
has been implementing a performance-based pro-
gramming process (PPP) over the past several years
(Performance Programming Process, 2000). The ini-
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*Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) Board of Directors (BOD) action follows review and action by VTA
advisory committees.
**Proposed for major funding sources such as the state transportation improvement program, Transportation Equity Act
for the 21st Century (TEA-21), the next evolution of TEA-21, major earmarks, future sales tax, or bonds.

FIGURE 3 Valley Transportation Plan 2020 (2000): project selection process. ACE = Altamont Commuter Express (rail
service); TDA = Transportation Development Account (state funding source); TFCA = Transportation Fund for Clean Air
(state funding source); TLC = Transportation Liveable Communities Program (state funding source).

tial motivation to implement the PPP grew out of a
desire to establish a strong link between broad policy
goals established in MDT’s long-range system plan
(TRANPLAN 21) and an investment programming
process that was largely driven at the district office
level.

On the basis of the broad goal categories defined
by TRANPLAN 21, MDT established several work-
ing groups to develop candidate performance mea-
sures and preliminary performance targets in each
goal area. The candidate measures were reviewed by
the PPP implementation team, and an initial set of
measures was selected for the pavement, bridge,
safety, and congestion goals. The availability of data,
the capabilities of various management systems or
other analytical tools, and a philosophy that imple-
mentation should be incremental but start with the

goal areas and programs when the department was
spending the most resources all guided the selection
of the initial measures. In the case of pavement area,
the recommended performance measure was changed
after an additional review with top management to
define a measure that would be most meaningful and
understandable to top management, the legislature,
and the general public.

The proposed measures, the basic steps in the pro-
cess by which the measures would be used to help
define program funding targets, and, most important,
the link between these funding targets and the district
office-based project selection process were all docu-
mented and reviewed widely by key staff in the de-
partment (Figure 4). Although the basic philosophy
and logic behind PPP were widely supported, the im-
plications of this new way of doing business on ex-
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FIGURE 4 Performance programming annual cycle (Performance Programming Process, 2000).
(STIP = statewide transportation improvement program.)

isting decision-making processes and prerogatives
were not lost on anyone. At key points in the rollout
process, reaffirmation of support from top manage-
ment was critical. Clearly, a key factor in that sup-
port was the expressed request by the legislature for
the department to better explain what the MDT
budget was providing for the citizens of Montana.

During the fall of 1999 and the spring of 2000,
specific performance targets were defined in each of
the goal areas and program funding-level guidelines
were established during the initial cycle of the PPP
process. The availability of performance measure in-
formation to top management while discussing vari-
ous funding trade-offs was viewed as extremely help-
ful and led to some adjustments in funding allocations.
Although the first cycle of PPP was well received, it
also highlighted areas where improved data and ana-
lytical methods would be desirable, and future cycles

will begin to address these issues and broaden the goal
areas included in the process.

Colorado

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)
has developed over the past several years a perfor-
mance-based decision support program called the In-
vestment Strategy. The program is intended to help
higher-level decision makers consider trade-offs be-
tween strategic program areas when making signifi-
cant budget allocation decisions.

The Colorado Transportation Commission makes
investment decisions to program nearly $1 billion of
state and federal funds per year to address Colorado’s
transportation needs. Although CDOT uses several
traditional policy and planning instruments, various
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FIGURE 5 Colorado Department of Transportation investment categories (Preliminary Per-
formance Report, 1999).

investment decisions are made independently and
without the benefit of analysis to clarify the impact
of decisions on long-term goals or on other program
areas. Programs typically receive incremental budget
increases based on funding levels from the previous
year. Program area effectiveness is measured in terms
of departmental activity levels or output (e.g., ‘‘plow
miles of snow removal’’). This historical budget pro-
cess did not consider the effects of investment in one
area on performance in other program areas or the
overall results of the investment in terms of out-
come for the system user or customer. In contrast,
the evolving CDOT Investment Strategy focuses on
the trade-off between spending on one program ver-
sus another and measures the results in terms of
customer-oriented outcomes.

The Investment Strategy is a good model of a
performance-based system that strives for alignment
between broad goals and performance measures.
Multimodal goals and objectives are framed as
customer-oriented statements of purpose and explain
what the state is trying to achieve with its transpor-
tation system investments. Tracking performance
measures over time gives the Colorado Transporta-
tion Commission (the highest decision-making body
for state transportation policy and investments) in-
formation about how programs are performing in
terms of meeting these goals and objectives and
guides the commission’s investment decisions regard-
ing how much to spend on each transportation pro-
gram. The performance measures are then used to
monitor the performance of these programs, feeding

back into the next cycle of goal or target setting, pro-
gram evaluation, and investment decisions.

The Investment Strategy strives to ensure that
transportation investment decisions link program
performance evaluation with long-range system plan-
ning goals. The approach considers all modes; eval-
uates results in terms of customer-focused, outcome-
based measures; and takes a broad range of customer,
agency, and societal benefits and impacts into ac-
count.

CDOT grouped its many activities into five major
categories for the purposes of investment analysis:
safety, system quality, mobility, strategic projects, and
program delivery (Figure 5). These investment cate-
gories cover all of CDOT’s major activities, such as
planning, design, construction, and maintenance. This
grouping is noteworthy for at least two reasons:

• Department activities are organized according to
their impact on customer-oriented measures of re-
sults. For example, snow and ice removal activities,
although functionally a part of maintenance activi-
ties, are evaluated in terms of their effectiveness of
investment in the mobility category rather than the
system quality category because the primary result of
effective snow and ice removal is improved or main-
tained mobility for travelers rather than infrastruc-
ture maintenance.

• Investment categories consider, at least implicitly
by measuring net results, the activities of several
other major transportation agencies or providers in
Colorado. For example, measures of mobility take
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into account the capacity and performance of transit
service operated by regional authorities such as the
Denver area’s Regional Transit District because these
services are a critical component of multimodal mo-
bility in the metro region.

Numerous measures have been developed for each
investment category, for example, ‘‘statewide total fa-
tal and injury crash rates’’ in the safety investment
category and ‘‘pavement condition’’ in the system
quality category. A quantified performance objective
has been identified for each measure when sufficient
historical data exist. For example, CDOT’s objectives
are to ‘‘reduce the fatal crash rate from 1.38 to 1.35
per 100 million vehicle miles by 2005’’ and to ‘‘im-
prove state highway pavement condition to 60% in
fair or better condition and no more than 40% in
poor condition’’ (Preliminary Performance Report,
1999). In some cases, trend data or comfort with the
selected measures is not yet sufficient to warrant es-
tablishing quantified objectives. For example, in the
mobility category, CDOT is tracking new measures
for roadway congestion and travel time variability.
However, target values for the congestion index
probably will not be identified until the concept is
tested on a corridor rather than systemwide. Cus-
tomer perception (from surveys) of travel time vari-
ability will be used with the congestion index findings
to help guide decision makers to the most effective
actions to address congestion.

These measures are being tracked to monitor per-
formance and to help inform future budgeting deci-
sions. Currently, the amount of data available to cal-
culate the chosen performance measures is limited.
For several of the measures initially selected by
CDOT, only 1 or 2 years of data exist, making it
difficult to establish performance trends (recent or
historical) or future performance objectives with any
real degree of confidence. As CDOT implements
more of the necessary data-collection systems, re-
porting mechanisms, and supporting documentation,
the commission will have the tools and information
necessary to make investment decisions that include
an objective consideration of how well programs de-
liver on their stated goals and how much money they
consume to deliver the program. Over time, a clearer
picture should emerge, and the full power of the in-
vestment strategy for making investment decisions
should be revealed.

CONCLUSIONS

Interest in the use of transportation system perfor-
mance measures to influence agency decisions contin-

ues to increase, and the many state DOTs, MPOs,
transit operators, and local agencies that have begun
to implement performance measures offer a range of
experience. Although there always tends to be a gap
between the theory and the practice, in performance
measurement, the ‘‘devil’’ truly is in the details. Many
efforts have either failed or made very slow progress
because the implications of using performance mea-
sures (or the level of effort and support required for
success) were not well understood from the outset.
On the basis of direct work in a variety of agencies
and the research done as part of NCHRP Project 8-
32(2) (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2000), several
conclusions can be made about the integration of
performance measurement into the decision-making
process:

• Use of performance measures for influencing
agency decision making involves much more than the
measures themselves. An integrated framework that
includes aligned goals, objectives, measures, and an-
alytical methods will best support decision making at
various levels of an organization.

• In the early stages of implementation, em-
phasis needs to be placed on building an ongoing
performance-based planning and programming pro-
cess rather than on rapid near-term results in actual
system performance.

• Successful applications of performance measures
must be tightly linked to overall agency goals and
objectives and must connect both the strategic and
operational levels of an agency. Performance data
must be evaluated and presented at a level of detail
that is consistent with the decision-support needs of
the users.

• Progress will be incremental, and the implemen-
tation strategy should be incremental as well. It is
perfectly legitimate and often desirable to start with
a few measures and only a subset of an agency’s pro-
grams. Over time, additional programs can be
brought into the process, and new or refined mea-
sures can be introduced to take advantage of spe-
cially tailored data-collection programs and analysis
methods.

• Support of top management is critical. Anyone
who will be held accountable for results should par-
ticipate in the process of defining the performance
measures, the key elements of the performance-based
planning and management process, and the imple-
mentation strategy.

• A performance measurement process should be
used to better inform the decision-making process,
not replace it. The veracity of this statement quickly
becomes clear to anyone trying to implement perfor-
mance measures. Yet it is often one of the biggest
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concerns and points of resistance within an agency.
On the one hand, decision makers may be reluctant
to adopt performance measurement out of concern
of losing control of the process. On the other hand,
managers and analysts may become paralyzed with
inaction over the concern that the process is not ac-
curate or reliable enough to support critical resource
allocation decisions. Agencies should be comfortable
entering into a performance measurement process,
even with the realization that the initial impacts may
be subtle.

• Agencies should be clear about causality be-
tween actions within their control and performance
results. They also should be realistic about setting
performance expectations that can be met given
likely future agency resources.

• Data, analytical tools, and information are at the
core of using performance measures successfully. An
incremental strategy of applying existing data and
tools is usually necessary to make the case for any
additional data-collection or analytical method de-
velopment efforts. Agencies often have more data
available than are actually turned into useful perfor-
mance information to inform decisions.

• The use of existing data in new ways, or the use
of existing management systems or other tools to de-
fine performance goals or expectations, may meet
with as much resistance as the introduction of the
performance measures themselves. Institutional ob-
stacles to the development and application of new
methods are common and insidious. The champions
of performance measurement in an agency must an-
ticipate these obstacles and marshal the necessary or-
ganizational or political firepower to meet them.

• Feedback and assessment of the implementation
process are just as critical to the ultimate success of
the use of performance measures as the monitoring
and feedback of system performance are to the im-
provement of system performance over time. Ongo-
ing assessment and adjustment of implementation
mechanisms and strategies are critical to sustain
results. Agency (and stakeholder) resources must be
allocated for the long haul if a program is to be
successful.

In summation, transportation professionals and
policy makers have many reasons to be enthusiastic
about the potential benefits of integrating perfor-

mance measures into the decision-making process.
However, several nuances and potential pitfalls to the
process can be avoided through adequate planning
and preparation. Attention to the suggestions pre-
sented in this paper will help agencies more fully an-
ticipate what lies ahead when they embark on a per-
formance measurement program.
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IMPLEMENTING PERFORMANCE MEASURES

John Poorman

Iwas at another conference last week, and a lot of
pot shots were taken at engineers there. One joke
was based on that saying, that the optimist sees

the glass of water as half full and the pessimist sees
it as half empty; well, the engineer sees the glass as
too big. I would like to add that the planner sees the
ring on the table.

I am going to be talking about our experiences in
the Albany, New York, area, the capital district, in
implementing much of what Steve Pickrell said. Then
I will present specific add-ons, caveats, and com-
ments to the caveats that we need to be aware of,
which come as much from the planners’ view of the
‘‘ring on the table’’ as anything else.

Our metropolitan planning organization (MPO) at
the Capital District Transportation Committee
(CDTC) has a long tradition of a collaborative work-
ing relationship and dependence on technical quality
and objective decision making. It has allowed us, with
the passage of the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), to broaden our per-
spective beyond the traditional kinds of tasks that all
of us in this room have been involved in, to issues
such as social goals, community impact, and so on.

We chose to go through an exhaustive, extensive,
and intensive exercise to develop a new long-range
transportation plan. We spent 31/2 years working on
it with nine task forces, hundreds of people from
stakeholder groups, multiple conferences, workbooks
out to the community, 50–60 public meetings to lay

out some options, and 1 year of public review before
we adopted a regional transportation plan. In that
process, we ended up developing several principles
for 17 project types or categories (e.g., bridge re-
newal, community compatibility, economic develop-
ment) that were adopted, including strategies, ac-
tions, and budget categories for the next 20 years
from all fund sources.

I guess I should not have been surprised because
in the process of doing this, there was a heavy per-
formance measure orientation. We had to develop a
lot of performance measures to complement the tra-
ditional transportation measures. We came up with
measures for compatibility between the transporta-
tion system and residential and commercial land use,
and measures for access to reasonable alternatives to
the automobile. We were one of the first MPOs and
perhaps the only MPO that has seriously used as part
of our performance measures the whole concept of
full-cost accounting for all social and environmental
impacts, including the cost of construction, con-
structing garages in suburban areas, and so forth to
really give a full measure of what is going on. We
also recognized a need to introduce some soft mea-
sures, such as quality of life, because what we heard
from the task forces and from the public was ‘‘Travel
time is great, but I am concerned about my com-
munity and my quality of life.’’

This process was successful, and many of you have
heard me discuss it in the past. What I want to dis-
cuss is what has happened since then and the value
of that process. I was surprised—and I should not
have been because we did a good job with the plan
—but the first opportunity that our decision makers
(i.e., the 18 local elected officials and the 16 trans-
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portation agency heads that sit on our board) had to
use the results of our plan, they did. In 1997, with
$90 million on the table not committed to existing
projects, these folks committed every one of those
dollars to implement parts of the plan that had been
underfunded in the previous two plans.

In the 3 years since, we have had one major in-
vestment study, several other major studies, and a
major 16-mi corridor study. We are looking at light
rail and other options. These performance measures
have been implemented at that level, even down to
quality of life, access, and the full-cost concept,
which has led us to push for a bus rapid transit sys-
tem, not light rail, in this one major corridor because
we could not show environmental and social benefits
in a low-growth area like the capital district that
would pay for the half-a-billion-dollar capital invest-
ment in light rail. So the performance measures have
real benefits for real decisions in keeping people on
the same wavelength.

We saw the follow-through again in our 1999
transportation improvement plan (TIP) update. We
had to wait 2 years before anybody was even willing
to ask, but in soliciting our participants and going
out to the public and saying, ‘‘Here is what we did
in 1997, and we are trying to implement it; are we
on the right wavelength?,’’ there was a strong confir-
mation. There were some cost adjustments and
schedule changes, but our update process was very
easy because we had pretty much gotten it right be-
fore. The joy of all joys is, when the state legislature
and the governor put $3.8 billion out for a bond issue
vote this fall, we were able, as an MPO, to fully em-
brace the bond issue referendum because every single
project funded there came from the long-range plan
and the TIP.

I will make seven cautions and caveats quickly:

1. This approach was successful in our area be-
cause of strong working relationships. You are going
to have a hard time getting state DOT pavement
goals and local community urban revitalization roles
integrated in any location if state and local agencies
do not have good working relationships.

2. I do not know whether this comes through on
Steve’s stuff, but I am sure you would agree with this:
goals, objectives, and measures have to resonate with
society. We had that benefit because all aspects of
society were working with us on our plan. That is
where the quality-of-life measures and other mea-
sures arose. If we were just talking to the engineers
who were worried about the glass being too big, we
would have focused too much of society’s point of
view on pavement, bridge conditions, level of service,
travel time, and the like.

3. As a corollary to Point 2, if you pursue this
approach, be careful not to assign too much weight
to traditional measures and ones that you can mea-
sure easily. Measures that cannot be measured but
can only be sensed may be as important to the com-
munity as those that can be measured easily. These
are challenges that I hope we can discuss over the
next few days.

4. It may be difficult to be honest, but if you are
doing these things accurately, it is important to be
honest. In our long-range plan, we did not promise
that we would have less congestion in the future than
we had in 1997 because we could not make it happen
with reasonable resources, land use controls as they
are, and the quality-of-life aspects that we were try-
ing to pursue.

5. Recognize that the weights among the perfor-
mance measures change. What constitutes an attrac-
tive package of investments may change. It can be
judged only in the holistic sense.

6. Related to Point 5, various outcomes of deci-
sions may all be legitimate in the same set of perfor-
mance measures, depending on how the different out-
comes are weighted among the different objectives.

7. The final point is one that we are struggling
with in our staff right now with a cooperative state
DOT and other consultants doing the engineering
work. We are running into a significant conflict be-
tween the society weights, goals, and measures that
reflected our investment policy and the design prac-
tice that has been involved under context-sensitive
design. Context-sensitive design is great, and it is
what we need, but I hope we all realize that many of
the design standards do not particularly assist in
achieving the performance measures that we can eas-
ily measure.

I will just leave it at that. I think you all realize
that in designing facilities, if you use the 85th per-
centile speed and the 85th percentile speed is 10 mph
over the speed limit in a community that is pursuing
a quality of life, the measures are mutually incom-
patible. Yet the follow-through—system perfor-
mance, measuring, monitoring, decision-making in-
vestment, down to design operation—all has to be
integrated, or we lose the battle.
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THE MINNESOTA EXPERIENCE

David S. Ekern

These comments may not be reflective of the
Minnesota DOT in our overall approach and
may be more some personal observations as

they relate to what Steve Pickrell has done this morn-
ing. I think he has done an excellent job of weaving
together a lot of lessons learned from a lot of expe-
riences around the country.

We tend to portray the process of this business of
performance measures and performance management
as very logical. It is not. It is extremely messy. It starts
ugly, and it stays ugly in the process. Only when you
have been through it can you look back, draw a neat
picture, and say ‘‘That is what we were doing: we
were aligning customer needs, outcomes, strategic
objectives, targets, and measures; we went through it
in this process; it took us 2.5 years, and it was really
cool.’’

We are not doing that. We have allowed, in Min-
nesota, the perception or the encouragement that all
performance measures linked to investment manage-
ment and investment decision making should be done
through the department. It started in lots of different
places, and everybody used the wrong terms to start
with. This is one of the key issues that we need to
deal with, this lexicon of terminology. I understand
that one size does not fit all. But that does not change
the fact that what confuses our customers greatly is
that they can go from area to area, region to region,
and hear different terms used to describe the same
thing. Maybe that is something that is inherent in our
society, and we need to accept it. However, it does
cause us problems, I suspect, and as professionals in
the business, we need to address this issue, perhaps
through the Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials (AASHTO).

The Minnesota approach emphasizes connections
among goals, policies, and budgets at the different
planning levels: strategic plans, systems plans, and
business plans. It integrates three or four different
processes developed at three or four different times.
It allows us to educate people about their place in
the overall management of government.

In talking about strategic plan systems and busi-
ness plans, they are either the same or they are dif-
ferent, depending on where you are in the organiza-
tion and what their purpose is. We believe that our
strategic plan is our overall framework, our over-
arching document, the piece that we always carry
with us. It is small, easy to follow, quick to read,

fewer than 500 words, and has lots of pictures. Yet
it has withstood the test of time for us over the past
5 years. Why is that important? Because one of the
other lessons that we learned as we work through
this is that you need to be able to weather changing
administrations. Each administration put into place
in the transportation arena has a different mission
and set of objectives that it intends to achieve.

We have gone through that change over the past 2
years, from a very conservative, non-transportation-
oriented administration to an administration that is
characterized by a governor who is very clear in his
points of view. He published them, gave them to ev-
erybody: ‘‘Our job is to be accountable. Our job is
to remember [that] it is the people’s money we are
spending. And our job is to remember that govern-
ment is a limited function of society.’’

So how did that view translate? In fact, he put
transportation as an agenda item in his first year in
the administration. It also translated into

• Becoming multimodal;
• Developing 2,000 miles of interregional corri-

dors;
• Focusing on program delivery, both construction

and maintenance; and
• Making information a key.

The test for us was when we tested this agenda
against our strategic plans. We worked hard to make
sure that there was a fit or that our strategic plan
needed to change to respond to that change in direc-
tion. Therefore, it had to affect the performance mea-
sures we use.

That turned into linking strategic planning, per-
formance measures, and investments. There is a $177
million program investing in 33 projects on the key
2,000 mi to be completed by 2003 or under contract
by 2003. Those projects, theoretically, were not on
the books 2 years ago. That is a rapid turnaround
time. We had decentralized our project selection pro-
cess from a very traditional, technically oriented, in-
ternal system to a decentralized system. We did that
under the Intermodal Surface Transportation Effi-
ciency Act (ISTEA) of 1991. This program to estab-
lish interregional corridors is under a centralized
management system established for unique programs.

Let me make a couple more observations. Adjust-
ing to leadership was key in some of the processes I
have talked about. We tend to want to talk about the
precious few performance measures that we need. I
personally am not an advocate of that because I think
it drives people away from the table, including some
key professionals that you need at the table. We have
catalogued around 700 performance measures within
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our agency. We do not expose all those to the public,
obviously. I subscribe to the philosophy of shaping
performance measures to your audience. If someone
is proposing that everybody needs to be driven by
only six to eight performance measures, then you will
spend the rest of your life searching for those six per-
formance measures. In Minnesota, we have six stra-
tegic measures, I can tell you, throughout the orga-
nization; we may not all buy into those six and may
not see ourselves in them, and that is a key.

The last point I want to make is about customers
and what we have learned from customer service. We
have done a lot of customer research through omni-
bus surveys to establish performance measures.
Many states and entities are doing that, coordinated
with other organizations. We have run our own fo-
cus groups for various purposes. We completed a
$300,000 survey this spring to identify market seg-
ments. One of the key conclusions coming out of that
customer research (it is not the primary focus of it,
but it is important) is that customer research can help
prioritize and shift resources to products and services
that the customer currently believes should have
higher value. However, we also learned that customer
surveys alone cannot replace vision. That was really
clear when my boss looked at the results of that sur-
vey. He said there is no future piece to it. That is
critical as you talk about performance measures and
linking them to the investments you are going to
make in the future.

Three years ago we did not talk about light rail
transit (LRT) and what it could contribute to the
metropolitan area. If you did customer surveys, I
guarantee you that in the Twin Cities, LRT would
not be the highest-rated product and the service that
they would like to invest $100 million in. That is a
vision that has been brought to the table. It has taken
courage to bring that vision to the table and link it
to a longer-term performance measure of economic
vitality and the softer kinds of measures that we have
talked about here this morning.

BALANCING PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
WITH REAL LIFE

Pilka Robinson

Steve has put together an incredible combination
of research and interpretation that I found very
useful. It gives us some ideas for applying per-

formance measurement to what we do.
I am going to go right into my own personal ob-

servations about performance measures and how they
apply to the industry and my work. They do not re-
flect the views of our metropolitan planning organi-
zation (MPO), the state DOT, or anybody else. They
are how we, at the Sacramento Regional Transit Dis-
trict, see how these things affect our organization.

How does the Sacramento Regional Transit Dis-
trict use performance measures? That performance
measures allow us to measure accountability, effi-
ciency, and effectiveness in addition to supporting
communication and clarity is a really great concept.
In actuality, it gets somewhat cloudy. For one, we
find that determining truly identifiable measures and
applying them is difficult. We find that the research
required to collect all the data to do these perfor-
mance measures is often given short shrift because
we, as an operating agency, have many other issues
to deal with. Do you have four planners collecting
data, or do you have two drivers providing service?
Trade-offs are made because data collected for the
sake of collecting data does not really help. Then you
have got to have people to analyze the data, people
to read the results and understand what to do with
it, and people to apply the analysis. Practical prob-
lems arise as you try to use the measures. I am not
saying they are not important, but that is the reality
of things.

So how do we apply them at all? As staff, provid-
ers, and management of the transit system, we see
that we have to sell what we are trying to do but
with very limited resources. Rather than trying to ex-
plain why these resources should be allocated the
way they are, it is important and useful to be able to
throw up a few slides, show a few bar graphs, and
say, ‘‘This is why.’’ Well, we try to do that, but then
again, that decision-making body called the board of
directors comes through and says, ‘‘It does not show
social equity.’’ Mr. So-and-So here has to take his kid
to the doctor, or Mr. So-and-So there has to get to a
job, and the whole well-put-together performance
measure and what you are trying to do with it are
pushed aside. Decisions are made on that kind of
basis.
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I do not mean that performance measures have no
place. They give us a beginning point. They give us
a focus. If we are operating several transit routes and
we take those routes together and analyze them in a
zero-sum game, which go and which stay? Some have
to go if new ones have to come in. Here, performance
measures such as ridership measures (what we call
passengers per revenue vehicle mile) certainly help.
So performance measures do have a place as they
specifically measure only system performance.

You could call this a form of the trade-off analysis
that Steve suggested. But I am taking the concept of
trade-off analysis and trying to apply it to a much
wider selection, not only within the agency but also
without the agency: an intermodal, trade-off selec-
tion. As you all know, the Transportation Equity Act
for the 21st Century (TEA-21) provided a lot of flex-
ible funding. Although it was good, it also caused us
real conflict, often with the state DOTs and the road-
way lobbies. We thought, ‘‘Wow, we have a chance
to get some highway money.’’ But it was not that
easy. One of the factors used in this type of trade-off
analysis to make an intermodal decision was called
mode split. From my perspective, that term is bad—
you should not use it. Let me tell you why I believe
that it is not often a good measure of what we do.

Mode split is applied in terms of what the system
carried and what it can be expected to carry with this
type of investment. What is often missed is the avail-
ability of or the accessibility to the system. The high-
way mode, in most cases, provides 100 percent ac-
cessibility. Everybody has access to the roadway
system, everywhere. Accessibility to the transit sys-
tem does not always exist. It exists in some areas but
not as commonly as to roadways. Therefore, apply-
ing a performance measure like that used to make
decisions is often not a very good approach. But there
really are not other measures we can use. When there
are flexible funds to distribute, having good objective
performance measures can be very useful. Otherwise,
there is a lot of political—not decision making but
actual—weighing of objectives, and billions of dol-
lars are assigned in that way.

In the transit industry, thankfully, the Federal
Transit Administration has now come up with more
measurable criteria that are applied as projects are
selected to assign what is called ‘‘new-starts money.’’
Although this practice is good, it also has created a
problem for transit agencies in trying to collect data.
Collecting data for performance measures is a real
key point; it must be collected constantly and ana-
lyzed consistently, so that it is done the same way
throughout the number of years we do it.

In summary, several practical issues arise in apply-
ing performance measures. Maybe studies and re-
search papers like what Steve put together will bring
us all some focus and common ground on which we
can really apply them. Maybe they could lead us to
think about how to better make judgments based on
performance-based criteria.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Issue: What is the appropriate number of perfor-
mance measures? Is 700 too many?

Discussion: Minnesota has some 700 measures, but
only a few are corporate strategic measures. Most of
the measures are at the operational level.

Issue: What are the benefits of creating performance
measures for nonquantifiable factors? How can these
measures be used in the political decision-making
process?

Discussion: Including nonquantifiable measures is
useful to political decision makers because it gives
them a feel or indication for issues that are important
to the public.

Issue: Can we use multimodal performance measures
to make trade-offs between different modal programs
and projects?

Discussion: We are not there yet in our ability to
make multimodal trade-offs with performance mea-
sures. A National Cooperative Highway Research
Program project is under way that may be of some
help. At some point, we might recognize that we
are comparing apples and oranges and allow the
decision-making process to work with the best infor-
mation available.

Multimodal issues can be addressed through the
long-range planning and investment strategy process,
including both quantifiable and nonquantifiable mea-
sures. Investment strategies need to be unbalanced in
the early years to achieve a different balance in future
years. The plan and measures must be updated pe-
riodically to account for changes in technology and
public values.

Issue: How do you incorporate performance mea-
sures in a multijurisdictional framework?
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Discussion: California has developed an approach to
provide information on performance measurement to
the different agencies involved in transportation de-
cision making and periodically meet with them to
discuss needs, impacts, and so forth. Minnesota has
developed area transportation partnerships. Arizona
is developing its long-range state transportation plan
as a joint effort of the state DOT, the councils of
government, and the MPOs. The most important first
step is to establish a good working relationship be-
tween the multijurisdictional agencies.

Issue: How do you weigh societal measures against
engineering measures?

Discussion: There is no easy answer. It is a messy
process. The key is to involve the various stakehold-
ers in a dialogue, within a framework in which the
participants trust the process and have realistic ex-
pectations of what is and what is not possible.

Issue: How do you draw the line between system
stewardship and customer preference?

Discussion: Properly segmented market surveys can
be used by stewardship agencies to calibrate their de-
cision processes to include customer viewpoints.
However, they still need to make the stewardship de-
cisions based on many factors.
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STATE OF THE PRACTICE

Agrowing number of transportation agencies
are embracing performance measurement as a
management tool, but few agencies use per-

formance measurement across the full range of their
activities, and the existing measurement systems have
not been externally validated. The practice of perfor-
mance measurement is more art than science, and the
development of performance measurement systems is
a dynamic, incremental process that is still early in
its evolution. There is neither one right set of perfor-
mance measures nor one right process to develop a
performance measurement system. However, the
structure of performance measurement systems ap-
pears to be most effective when it is tiered from
broader to more detailed measures for use at different
decision-making levels.

Most performance measures relate to traditional
engineering areas such as pavements, bridges, and
traffic flow. Some agencies are being challenged to
consider broader measures, such as sustainability and
quality of life, creating a wide range of practice in
the field. This diversity reflects the unique social and
political environments that affect agencies. ‘‘One size
fits all’’ does not apply to the field of performance
measurement.

Performance measures are very useful in strategic
planning and in systems and operations planning for
state and regional transportation agencies and au-
thorities. Mutually agreed-on performance measures

hold promise for coordinating the plans and opera-
tions of the public agencies, service providers, and
stakeholders involved in transportation decision
making. The process of developing these measures
can start a dialogue that generates significant syner-
gistic benefits.

The use of performance measures to inform deci-
sion making is inconsistent from agency to agency;
few agencies pursue aggressive programs. Transpor-
tation agencies tend to be focused on the develop-
ment of measures and less so on processes for using
the measures in decision making. Too often, measures
lack a link to a clear decision structure. Performance
measures should be part of an overall decision-
support process, and much remains to be learned
about how to use measures to make investment de-
cisions, including how to balance their use with the
political dimensions of many investment alternatives.
Performance measures have been most successfully
applied in decision making related to day-to-day op-
erations.

ISSUES

The establishment of performance measures and their
tie to decision making should be driven by customer
information. This is difficult because different sets of
customers may have conflicting objectives and be-
cause customers seldom have a vision of the future.
They respond to current issues and needs, and they
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relate best to projects rather than broad policy is-
sues. For these reasons, the model that seems to
make the most sense is a strategic planning process
that uses input from a range of sources (including
the general public, political leaders, executives, and
professionals) to establish visions, goals, and mea-
sures.

Another issue is accountability. The public ex-
pects more of its political leaders. If we have a good
measurement system, we may be able to engage our
leaders in serious discussions about programs and
performance. Through this discussion, we can be-
come more accountable, and we can enable our po-
litical leaders to become more accountable as well.

Communication is very important. How can we
translate complex issues and data into information
that makes sense to the average citizen or elected
official? We must move away from jargon and ob-
scure measures and deal with issues that have mean-
ing and are understandable to our many audiences.
This also means that material may have to be tai-
lored to specific audiences. Elected officials and cit-
izens may not want the same information as the
transportation professionals. We must meet their
needs.

The factors involved in decision making must be
understood. We must understand the process used
in decision making as well as the quantitative and
qualitative information and judgment that are used
in making decisions. This understanding will pre-
vent us from providing useless, superfluous infor-
mation and allow us to provide helpful, needed in-
formation.

The data and information used in decision making
must be of high quality. They must originate from
reliable, consistent sources and meet the needs of the
decision makers. The decision makers must have
confidence in the information, or it will not be used.

A host of organizational issues are related to the
use of performance measures for decision making.
They include achieving buy-in from lower levels of
the organization on the benefits of a performance
measurement system, including a hierarchy of mea-
sures to ensure that every person within the orga-
nization can see himself or herself in the ‘‘big pic-
ture’’; the misuse of performance measures that
create an environment for ‘‘gaming’’ instead of im-
proved performance; the ability of performance
measurement systems to react to change in customer
demands or adapt to change in measures or tech-
nology; the need to maintain specialists, such as
economists, market researchers, data analysts, and
report writers; the establishment of reliable trends
for performance measures; and the development

of measures that are outcome-related rather than
output-related.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

With the establishing and maintaining of an ongoing
process of performance measurement, there is a need
to recognize constraints and seize opportunities, such
as the following.

Internal Decision Making and Support

Relate Decisions to Consequences

Staff needs to understand and better enable decision
makers to understand the consequences of their de-
cisions. What effect will the decision have on the per-
formance measures used in the decision? It may mean
establishing performance measures to identify the
success or failure of actions. Performance measures
can be used to document or justify decisions.

Establish Nested Hierarchy of Performance
Measures Linked to Decision Making

Agencies need a comprehensive set of performance
measures to ensure that all facets of issues are ad-
dressed and rolled up into key overall system perfor-
mance measures. They should show linkage through-
out the organization, help as a communication tool,
and foster the understanding of roles and responsi-
bilities within the organization.

Close Gaps in Decision-Making Coverage

Performance measures should be selected to close in-
ternal gaps in decision-making coverage and so the
decision makers, managers, and personnel can apply
the measures at each level.

Get Internal Buy-In to Support Measures of
External Performance

Reporting and linking to external decision makers
about performance results can be hampered unless
there is sufficient internal support from operations-
oriented staff whose cooperation or resources are
needed to gather or summarize measures. Thus, mar-
keting may be needed internally to improve the avail-
ability or reliability of particular measures.
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Maintain Staff Morale

Lower-nested performance measures should be sup-
portive and encouraging to front-line staff to main-
tain high morale and a sense of contribution.

Decision-Maker Agreement or Consent

Work Within Constraints of Limited Resources

Often, limited resources are available to collect per-
formance data, analyze it, report it, and use it in de-
cision making. These resources are often the first to
be cut during budget reductions, making it difficult
to sustain a performance measurement process.

Measure Value

Use performance measures to communicate the value
delivered using the funds available to the transpor-
tation agency and to identify the increased value that
would be secured by making increased funding avail-
able.

Foster Proactive Approaches

The reporting of performance measures can provide
opportunities to be more proactive with decision
makers and to be less frequently in a position of be-
ing reactive to events or circumstances.

External Support

Embrace Involvement of More
Organizations and the Public

Opportunities can be found when people are in-
volved in the decision processes and want meaningful
ways to measure and understand what is happening.
It is true at political and public levels. Measures may
find fertile ground if they are well done and well
communicated.

Enhance Credibility of
Performance Measure Results

Including the perspectives, assessment, or ‘‘audit’’ of
independent constituent or ‘‘watchdog’’ groups can
increase the credibility of performance measure re-
sults with decision makers. However, it also can cre-
ate an opportunity to criticize and focus on short-

comings, so be cautious. Other ways to better ensure
credibility include standardizing measurement and
data definitions, establishing ‘‘accounting rules,’’ and
submitting results to independent reviewers (internal
or external). There also may be a need to be vigilant
so that such groups do not misuse or misinterpret the
performance measure results.

Interorganizational Coordination

Link Access to Performance Results Across
Modes and Jurisdictions

It is often in the best interest to share data and re-
sults, but it can also be threatening and costly to
do so.

Build on Federal Performance
Monitoring Systems

Although the focus of such programs (e.g., highway
performance measurement system, National Transit
Database) is to have measures applicable and consis-
tent at the national scale, there may be opportunities
to use those processes to better serve state and local
needs, perhaps by including available detail through
a bottom-up effort.

Public Support and Involvement

Increase Understanding of Factors Beyond
Agency’s Control

The concerns of the public often extend beyond what
an agency can control. Having a measure that di-
rectly relates to an issue of public concern can open
an agency to criticism when the agency can do little
or nothing about it. An agency may not be able to
deliver on an issue that the public feels is important.
Early recognition of a problem can provide oppor-
tunities for partnering with other organizations to in-
crease control.

Seek to Listen to and Understand Public and
Decision-Maker Concerns

Early on, and on a continuing or periodic basis, seek
to listen to and understand the concerns of the public
(customers) and of various levels of decision makers.
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Change

Maintain Ongoing Working Relationship with
Decision Makers

Seek opportunities for outreach, and be willing to
share performance results with different external au-
diences to establish a ‘‘track record’’ or ‘‘batting av-
erage’’ with decision makers.

Foster Understanding of Longevity Issues

Many performance measures are intended to capture
long-term effects; they may not provide instant grat-
ification to current decision makers who may have a
short-term focus.

Anticipate Need to Change
Some Measures over Time

Discover and stay on top of the information the de-
cision makers want to use. This approach will pro-
vide timely and effective information for high-quality
decisions based on facts.

Maintain Consistent Leadership

We live in a political world where leaders change and
the values of society change, and thus our processes
need to be flexible and responsive to changing and
perhaps inconsistent decision-maker interest.

NEXT STEPS

Best Practices

Produce a synthesis of best (current) practices. In-
clude case studies that show how measures are being
used in decision making. Include case studies that
show the successful implementation of a performance
measurement system. Establish a library or ‘‘menu’’
of performance or evaluation measures segmented by
market groups, geographic corridors, areas, or
regions. Describe different methods and processes of
decision making (ways to accomplish shared decision
making). Research applicable practices from more
private-sector, business, or industry groups, including
successes and failures using performance measures in
ongoing and periodic decision making. Revisit
NCHRP Report 446; update and validate the state
of the practice among agencies included in this re-

port. Expand TRB peer group participation on this
issue.

Communications

Gather examples, case studies, and tools to effectively
communicate performance measures to policy mak-
ers, legislatures, and the public. We need information
on how performance measurement is effectively com-
municated to decision makers to allow them to make
informed decisions. This information can provide
others with the options to improve their communi-
cations systems by providing quality information to
decision makers in a usable format.

Terminology

Clarify (standardize) terminology and differences be-
tween organizational or managerial measures and
system measures. Align the definition of goals across
the industry to the extent possible, then standardize
the measures used. Create consistent standards, so
that performance measures can be reliably compared
across agencies. Recharacterize data collection as
‘‘performance monitoring.’’

Training

Develop training for managers and policy makers to
apply and use performance measurement systems.
Provide tools for managers and policy makers in ap-
plying and using performance measures. Develop a
web library of samples of communicating, summa-
rizing, and presenting performance results to decision
makers and the public, especially ones that use
graphics and other visual aids rather than tables and
heavy text. Educate performance measurement im-
plementers and users. In addition to executives, those
doing the measuring need to be involved early in the
process.

Societal and Intermodal Issues

Gather information on how to incorporate commu-
nity or society goals (or ‘‘soft’’ measures) into the per-
formance measurement process. Create quality-of-life
and sustainability performance indicators. Provide
techniques for measuring, and include case studies of
successful results. Increase the understanding of how
to use performance information to make informed
intermodal and other cross-discipline decisions. De-
velop performance measures for cross-model invest-
ment decisions.
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Systems Approach

Research the integration of strategic planning and
performance measurement, including ways to make
the total process faster and more responsive. Provide
guidance on how to assemble a range of performance
measures into a tiered system that logically links
measures from an operational decision level (internal
productivity) through a policy decision level (external
stakeholder satisfaction). Connect performance mea-
surement to business planning. Outline the feedback
loop—How are measures used? What decisions did
they influence? What process was improved as a re-
sult of performance measurement? Include a discus-
sion of the limitations of performance measurement
tools—How do they fit into a total decision-making
process? What are the other desirable or essential

tools that must complement performance measure-
ment? Recognize the need and utility of disconnect-
ing or separating organizational measures and system
measures. Identify the link of operations-type perfor-
mance measures with high-level policy-type perfor-
mance measures—What are the gaps?

Data

Develop strategies for using existing data sources.
Synthesize data available at regional and state levels
—What are states and metropolitan planning orga-
nizations collecting and measuring? Increase the un-
derstanding of the current use of market research in
decision making and how it can be improved to pro-
vide decision makers with important outcome infor-
mation and better information for priority setting.
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Implementing Performance Measurement in
Transportation Agencies

Hal Kassoff, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas

Measurement alone does not yield good data[;] . . .
it requires rigor.

Data alone is not information[;] . . . it requires
interpretation.

Information alone is not knowledge[;] . . . it
requires context.

Knowledge alone does not yield results[;] . . . it
requires action.

Afew years ago, a landmark meeting among
transportation planners was convened by the
Transportation Research Board to contem-

plate the future as we prepared to pass the millen-
nium milestone. Several speakers were asked to offer
their perspectives. I had the opportunity to read their
eloquent and insightful submissions. Among the
many excellent themes that were discussed, three in
particular stand out in my mind: the need for stra-
tegic thinking, focus on customers, and measuring
performance.

About a year after that meeting, I was asked to
give closing remarks at a meeting of state department
of transportation maintenance engineers convened by
Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) and the Federal Highway Ad-
ministration (FHWA) to discuss the future of high-
way maintenance for the 21st century. I felt that I
had been given a golden opportunity. Having come
from a planning perspective, having served in the top
position of a state highway agency, having worked
as a consultant on various progressive and innovative
assignments, I was going to help these wonderful but
somewhat narrowly focused participants stretch their
thinking and broaden their horizons.

I prepared part of my presentation in advance, and
it rang with the themes I had gleaned from the meet-
ing of transportation planners: strategic thinking,
customer focus, and performance measurement. But
to my surprise—and I must tell you, it was a pleasant
surprise—by the time I spoke at the very end of the
meeting, after their debates and deliberations, my
talk had been transformed into little more than a
summation. The maintenance engineers had covered
it all, and they had covered it well. There was little
that I could add. I decided afterward that I would
much rather give the keynote address than the closing
remarks.

What was particularly fascinating to me was that
from very different vantage points, maintenance en-
gineers can be heard articulating themes that are in
complete harmony with what I picked up from the
meeting among planners: strategic thinking, customer
focus, and performance measurement. Most of us
would agree that between transportation planners
and maintenance engineers, we pretty much span the
range of functions and philosophies within our or-
ganizations. The fact that these two groups, whose
day-to-day responsibilities and ways of looking at
their professional worlds are so different, would ar-
ticulate similar themes about the future indicates a
dramatic transformation that has been taking root in
recent years.

Change is happening in our transportation orga-
nizations—state departments of transportation, tran-
sit agencies, and metropolitan planning organizations
(MPOs). It is having a profound impact on the way
they do business. And the debate is less about
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whether there is a need to change and more about
how to do it.

SEA CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT

Government bureaucracies have existed since human-
ity’s first attempts at building organized society. Yet
only recently have they begun to change in ways that
require the perspective of millennia to fully appreci-
ate. In the United States, early in the third millen-
nium, we are experiencing dramatic changes in how
government employees view their roles, how they in-
teract with the public they are supposed to serve, and
how they and others assess their effectiveness. The
common characterization of government bureaucrats
as indifferent, intransigent, and inertial is no longer
applicable to a rapidly growing number of agencies
at all levels of government. We still have a long way
to go, but we can see and feel the difference. Increas-
ingly, indifference is yielding to responsiveness, in-
transigence is giving way to flexibility, and inertia is
being overtaken by strategic direction.

This is a sea change in the history of governments.
Until relatively recently, there was no evidence of
government bureaucracies striving to be responsive
to customers, flexible in their methods, and strategic
in their outlook. Yet here in our time, it is beginning
to happen. At all levels, government is becoming
more concerned about the validity of its role, the
scope of its mission, the effectiveness of its programs,
the efficiency of its delivery systems, and the satisfac-
tion of its customers.

It is not coincidental that during this period of
transformation, the customers of government (oth-
erwise known as taxpayers and voters) have been
gaining the upper hand. They expect results. Govern-
ment is being held accountable to deliver those re-
sults. Accountability has been driving the change. It
is that simple.

We are unable to attribute the entirety of the move-
ment toward greater accountability in government to
an internally generated desire to be more responsive
to demanding taxpayers, although I do believe that
this desire is a part of it. These changes have resulted
largely from an external motivation, a motivation
that has blurred the boundary between public and
private enterprises and has penetrated the conscious-
ness of public agencies. That motivation is competi-
tion, particularly from the threat of privatization and
outsourcing. The expanding interest within the pri-
vate sector to provide services and perform functions
previously assumed to be the exclusive domain of the
public sector has been a key driving force in this his-
toric transformation of government bureaucracies.

Interestingly, not all of the competitive forces con-
fronting the public sector involve the private sector.
Competition among agencies, within agencies, and
between levels of government has been an added
deterrent to complacency and an added incentive to
the growing interest in the performance of public
agencies.

Is this truly a sea change, or is it a transitory phe-
nomenon? Can we imagine that this competition and
accountability will prove to be fleeting trends? Can
we imagine that future customers (i.e., taxpayers and
voters) will be less demanding of results? Can we
imagine the withdrawal of the private sector as a
source of competition? Can we imagine that the need
to evaluate successes and failures and to measure ef-
ficiency and effectiveness will fade?

Clearly, performance measurement is not a fleeting
trend. We are not going to have less-demanding cus-
tomers holding us less accountable for our public-
sector actions. And our ability to collect and analyze
data and to convert such data into useful information
is not going to diminish. So we may as well take
serious stock of the issues we confront when imple-
menting performance measures in a transportation
agency.

INTRODUCING PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Increased customer expectation and accountability in
the public sector have helped to focus attention on
performance measurement as one of the essential
tools at our disposal. To be held accountable, we
need a clear understanding of what we are trying to
accomplish and how to assess the results in such a
way that we can continue to improve. Indeed, this is
why performance measurement in government has
become such a hot topic. Osborne and Gaebler
(1992) summed it up well in their landmark work,
Reinventing Government:

• If you don’t measure results, you can’t tell suc-
cess from failure.

• If you can’t see success, you can’t reward it.
• If you can’t see failure, you can’t correct it.

We work to achieve results. Performance measures
are indicators of work performed and results
achieved. We have been using some form or another
of performance measures since the beginning of time.
All of that experience has provided us with useful
insights. Like any tool or instrument, used with skill
and finesse, it can be a powerful force in bringing
about intended and desirable changes. But if applied
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in a clumsy and ineffective manner, it can bring about
unintended and undesirable consequences.

A useful way to begin thinking about how to ef-
fectively implement performance measures is to raise
questions such as

• Who are the principle advocates for implement-
ing performance measurement?

• What are the driving forces?
• How will the results be used?
• Who will be affected by the process?
• Do the key stakeholders (including everyone in

the chain, from data collector to end user) share an
understanding of what is to be measured, how it is
to be done, and how the results will be used?

• Have the right measures been identified?
• Will the benefits gained justify the added burden

—the cost to gather, process, analyze, report, and in-
terpret the data? Is there a simpler and less costly
way to achieve similar results?

• Will the information developed be relevant and
used as a basis of some action?

Recognition of the need for and the initiation of
performance measures may come from any part of
an organization. There is no cookie-cutter approach.
Performance measurement may emanate from

• Front-line people asking for better tools to mea-
sure and achieve consistency and quality in the prod-
ucts and services they provide,

• First-line managers searching for ways to eval-
uate the productivity of their employees,

• Midlevel managers seeking to gauge the effec-
tiveness of their programs,

• Senior managers who want to assess the efficacy
of their policies and strategies,

• Elected officials evaluating the impacts of legis-
lation and budgets, or

• Constituents or customers who are concerned
about how their tax dollars are being spent.

The possible pathways to the introduction of perfor-
mance measures are almost limitless, which is both
an opportunity and a challenge. There is no standard
recipe.

It does not take long for the seemingly simple idea
of measuring performance to become complicated.
One of the great dangers as we strive to streamline
our organizations is that we might create cumber-
some procedures and new bureaucracies to manage
the process of change, thereby potentially impeding
the very improvements we are striving to achieve.

Consider the case of a major company as a beacon
to warn against such unintended outcomes. The com-

pany was one of the early pioneers in applying the
principles of total quality management, which em-
braces the need to carefully measure results. In a de-
cision to compete for the coveted annual Baldridge
Award, the nation’s highest honor in recognition of
quality organizations, it became necessary to docu-
ment and measure in detail not only the results of
their product and service improvements but also the
very processes by which these improvements were be-
ing achieved. The net result was that while the com-
pany was winning the Baldridge Award, the seeds of
decline were sown. By focusing so rigorously on the
internal documentation processes required to win the
award, the employees of the company lost sight of
the external focus on their customers that sparked
their quality journey in the first place. It took a
change in leadership, not long after winning the Bald-
ridge Award, to help the company regain the clarity
of purpose that had led to its earlier successes.

A sense of perspective is vital in thinking about
how to embrace the idea of performance measure-
ment without becoming crushed by that same em-
brace. Performance measurement is a means to an
end, not an end in itself. Clarity is needed about the
purpose, the true driving forces, the intended audi-
ence, and the use of the information. Instituted in an
ill-conceived way, performance measurement can
cause more harm than good. On the other hand,
when introduced in a supportive environment and
handled with sensitivity and common sense, perfor-
mance measurement can help organizations and in-
dividuals succeed and be perceived as successful.

Introducing the process of performance measure-
ment is by no means a benign or neutral step. In fact,
one of the precepts is that what gets measured gets
done. This can be a powerful motivation for positive
outcomes, but it can cut both ways. (Beware the per-
ils of unintended consequences.)

In my own case, in Maryland, one of the first ap-
plications of performance measurement was to report
each year to our elected officials on the percentage
of projects put out to bid as promised in our latest
program and budget. We had in the past managed to
dig a deep hole for ourselves by systematically over-
promising and underdelivering. Our track record
for on-time project delivery was under 30 percent
throughout the 1970s. That dismal record cost us
dearly in lost credibility and a resulting lack of fi-
nancial support for our programs. Who would want
to commit funding to an agency that had a two-to-
one chance of not delivering what it promised each
year? Not too many, as it turned out.

We set out to change that track record. And we
succeeded, helped in large measure by the use of a
few key performance measures. Several key steps
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were involved, including defining clearer objectives,
providing the necessary resources, and measuring
performance in terms of a strict adherence to project
schedules. We posted the results in our main con-
ference room, where we held weekly meetings that
focused on our letting schedules. We celebrated
successes. Very quickly the organization got the mes-
sage: the schedule is sacred.

The widespread attention within our organization
to this easily understood target, ‘‘no slips,’’ became a
unifying force that lent credence to our overall team-
building efforts. Teamwork was essential. Projects
could not get out the door without the orchestrated
activities of many individuals and groups. We had a
clear goal and a scorecard that would openly reflect
our collective successes and failures.

The results were impressive. Within 2 years, our
success rate was nearly 100 percent. Several factors
were involved, but the two most important were

• Intensely focusing the energy of the entire or-
ganization on the letting date for a project as an in-
violable pledge and

• Tracking our progress through the use of one
simple measure: ‘‘percent of projects advertised for
bids within the budget year as promised.’’

Our newfound progress in meeting schedules was
well publicized internally and in our dealings with
elected officials. The use of this key performance
measure was a key factor in gaining critically impor-
tant increases in funding. Legislators were willing to
support such increases when our agency could be
counted on to deliver the projects they were prom-
ised, on time.

Some time was spent on self-congratulation before
we noticed that our focus on schedule had come at
a price—literally. Our costs were increasing, largely
because our blind adherence to schedules too often
led to a decline in the quality of the engineering plans
we were producing. This decline, in turn, led to costly
field adjustments, extra work orders, and claims.
Thus, in focusing our management and measurement
systems on solving one problem, we had inadver-
tently triggered others. We had neglected to measure,
analyze, and address all aspects of the problem, and
we had failed to grasp the complex dynamics at play
when measurement systems place disproportionate
emphasis on some factors at the expense of others. If
what gets measured gets done, then what does not
get measured may not get done, or may not be done
as well as it should be—a serious lesson for us all as
we contemplate performance-based management.

It is vitally important to recognize from the outset
the two sides of the performance measurement coin.

The impacts of implementing performance measure-
ment can be purposefully enabling or inadvertently
counterproductive, enlightening or confusing, unify-
ing or divisive, beneficial or burdensome. The bar
must tilt sharply in the direction of net benefits if
performance measurement is to make sense. This is
usually, but not always, the case. It has a lot to do
with how implementation is handled.

IMPLEMENTING PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Although there is no single recipe, not even a cook-
book for the successful implementation of perfor-
mance measures, many common ingredients, issues,
and challenges are worth discussing.

Driving Forces

The driving forces, motivations, and characteristics
that typically govern how performance measures are
introduced range widely, from

• Strategic to operational initiatives: strategic pol-
icy (e.g., smart growth and the measurement of
changing accessibility to critically important areas or
groups) or efficiency (including operational measures,
such as maximizing the number of transit revenue
passengers per seat mile of transit service);

• External to internal response: to outside man-
dates from governors, legislatures, or commissions or
to management initiatives from within;

• Comprehensive to selective processes: broad
based and systematic, cutting across the entire
agency, or focused, targeted to certain key areas;

• Top-down to bottom-up approaches: driven
down into the organization by front-office leadership
or percolated up into the organization from front-line
staff or first-line managers; and

• Voluntary to mandatory participation: invited,
for those who are willing and motivated, or required,
to achieve cross-cutting consistency and complete-
ness.

Leadership

Notwithstanding the driving force, implementing
performance measures cannot be a casual, off-to-the-
side process if it is to succeed in the short run and be
sustained in the long run. It requires sustained lead-
ership. Certainly, the vision, energy, and commitment
of the chief executive officer are essential if the effort
is to take hold across an entire organization and be-
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come a vehicle for constructive change. Just as essen-
tial is the leadership that must emerge from advo-
cates and champions at all levels and across all
functions who grasp the possibilities and choose to
jump in with both feet. Finding and unleashing these
advocates and champions is a crucial responsibility
of the leaders of an organization.

Buy-In

Implementing performance measures will eventually
affect just about everyone within an organization,
and many who are outside. Understanding what is
important to them—their perspectives, needs, con-
cerns, and priorities—and fashioning an approach
that gains their acceptance and support is vital.
Nothing can deflate an initiative faster than intran-
sigence or indifference.

Within the organization, stakeholders will un-
doubtedly be asked to invest time, energy, or other
resources. They are likely to respond by asking (ei-
ther explicitly or rhetorically), ‘‘What’s in it for me?’’
From the front office to the front line, internal stake-
holder buy-in ultimately depends on the intuitive ap-
plication of a simple equation:

benefits � burden = positive value

When the net benefits to individuals and organiza-
tional units are not perceived as being worth the ef-
fort in terms of value gained, buy-in will not be long
lived, no matter how strong the initiative may be.
Conversely, even when factors such as inadequate
communication or burdensome processes diminish
the effort, if the value gained at the destination is
worth the price of getting there, your colleagues are
likely to get on board for the trip.

Gaining buy-in from external stakeholders is dif-
ferent. External stakeholders, with some exception,
typically will not bear the direct burdens of imple-
menting performance measures. For them, it may be
a matter of why they should bother paying attention.

For sponsors and overseers (such as governors and
legislatures), buy-in may be preordained if they were,
in fact, the initiators of the effort (as has been the
case in several states). Gaining even stronger buy-in
under these circumstances is possible by making a
convincing case that the sponsors and overseers have
been heard, that the agency is responding, and that
the questions that were raised will receive valid and
useful answers. However, if the initiation of perfor-
mance measures did not emanate from sponsors and
overseers but their receptivity and response are cru-
cial to a successful effort, they will need to be

brought on board in a more deliberative manner.
Buy-in under these circumstances may be best accom-
plished by providing interesting and useful results at
the first appropriate milestone as opposed to creating
advanced expectations that may not be completely
fulfilled.

Most end users cannot be expected to exhibit great
interest in the process of implementing performance
measures. However, if it is clear that what is being
measured is of direct concern to them as users and
that it will provide the basis for some action that will
improve services on which they depend, then they
can be expected to show some interest. The level of
engagement by end users can be strengthened by ef-
fective public involvement and public information
processes in which it is evident that the citizen input
really matters.

Gaining buy-in from ‘‘peer’’ entities can be the
most challenging. Peer entities are individuals or or-
ganizations whose voluntary cooperation and in-
volvement are essential to success. (For example, to
an MPO attempting to implement transportation sys-
tem performance measures in a region, the voluntary
cooperation of the state transportation agency, the
public transit operator, and the local traffic engineer
can be vital to success.) The issue here is how to cre-
ate a mutuality of interest that has a reasonable
chance of leading to a cooperative effort and a win-
win outcome. This is easier said than done, requiring
insightful strategies, skillful negotiation, and bound-
less good will, all of which are typically in short
supply.

Internal Ownership

Setting up the organizational framework for imple-
menting performance measurement can spell the dif-
ference between success and failure. The strategic and
policy implications, the technical processes, the need
for consistency, and the value of champions all seem
to imply some degree of central direction. Yet if per-
formance measurement is to become a permanent
way of doing business, it must be ingrained in the
day-to-day business practices of the entire organi-
zation in a manner that is highly decentralized. Find-
ing and instituting the appropriate balance is not
easy.

The most successful customer-focused organiza-
tions do not rely on a centralized customer service
office to handle all complaints. Instead, every em-
ployee interaction with a customer is viewed as an
opportunity for that individual on the front line to
enhance satisfaction. Similarly, the ‘‘kiss of death’’ for
performance measurement is to concentrate owner-
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ship and directive authority for implementation in
the hands of a centralized team. The inevitable result
among those responsible for implementation is to
perceive that performance measurement is primarily
needed to satisfy ‘‘them’’ (in the ‘‘ivory tower’’) and
that there is really little or nothing in it for ‘‘us.’’ Such
perceptions, which are not uncommon, are not in-
dicative of a thriving system that is likely to be sus-
tained over the long run. Sooner or later, the front
line prevails.

It is not uncommon for the organizational focal
point of such initiatives as performance measurement
to be housed in an administrative, planning, finance,
or information technology office. That, in and of it-
self, is not the kiss of death, particularly if those
charged with the responsibility see their role as facil-
itative, supportive, and training oriented, with the
real ownership vested in the functional area (e.g., the
bridge staff ‘‘owns’’ the bridge performance measure-
ment system, the pavement staff ‘‘owns’’ the pave-
ment performance measurement system).

On the other hand, it is not uncommon, particu-
larly in large organizations, for such support staff to
assume a more directive and controlling role. This is
usually a very fundamental mistake (except under the
most dire circumstances). It invariably diminishes the
sense of ownership, the level of creative energy, and
the long-term commitment that can be forthcoming
when the functional experts own, place value on, and
put to effective use the information and insights
gained from implementing performance measure-
ment.

Technical Capabilities of Staff and Systems

It is important that initial efforts at performance
measurement be commensurate with the level of tech-
nical capability of the staff and the level of sophisti-
cation of current data acquisition and information
technology. Neither postponing the implementation
of performance measures nor embarking on a crash
effort to improve technical capabilities seems as pru-
dent as starting modestly, within the limits of avail-
able resources. This approach will ensure that the en-
ergy and efforts can focus on applying and using to
advantage a first generation of performance measures
that can be expected to improve through a building-
block approach that builds on experience.

Because measurement of performance—particu-
larly that focused externally on the transportation
system—is so specific to unique geographic loca-
tions, the value of a geographic information system
cannot be overstated. To the extent feasible, building
databases using common geographic referencing and

containing current information about particular as-
sets, features, and characteristics of the systems will
greatly facilitate the implementation of performance
measurement.

Right Measure Selection

At some point, the process of implementing perfor-
mance measures boils down to deciding on the spe-
cific measures to be used, a process that requires
more thought than is often given. The price of se-
lecting poor measures, or even the wrong measures,
can be fatal to the overall effort, going well beyond
wasting the money invested. The price includes the
loss of technical credibility vital to making the pro-
cess a success and the failure to gain the benefits that
were anticipated.

In selecting measures, an array of questions must
be addressed:

• Do the measures get to the heart of the key
issues?

• Are the measures readily understood by all af-
fected parties?

• Will measures be interpreted with consistency?
• Are the measures too complex, at the expense of

being comprehensible?
• Are the costs to collect, validate, and update the

underlying data within reason, particularly when
weighed against the value of the results?

• Can easier, less costly measures satisfy the pur-
pose, perhaps not as elegantly, but in a way that does
the job?

• Are the measures too simplistic at the expense
of offering useful insights?

• Do the measures assess outcomes that reveal key
results, or do they assess outputs that measure level
of effort, which may not be the best indicator of re-
sults?

Looking at the work of some of the pioneers in
performance measures, some lessons are worth not-
ing. All too often,

• Too many measures have been introduced in too
short a time frame.

• Measures tend to be overly complex.
• Definitions, applications, and interpretations are

not consistent.
• Time involved and the costs to collect and up-

date the data were underestimated.
• People involved in the collection and compila-

tion of data were not consulted, fail to see the value,
and have not bought in.
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• Measures reflect the process but not the results.
• Measures are not aligned with stated policies,

strategies, and goals.

Most transportation organizations have under-
taken some initiative to implement performance mea-
sures in some manner. Their experiences provide the
best lessons.

System Measures Versus
Organizational Measures

The so-called balanced scorecard, developed by Rob-
ert Kaplan and David Norton, addresses the distinc-
tion between internally oriented performance mea-
surement, which focuses on business processes and
employee perspectives, and externally oriented mea-
surement, which is characterized by a strategic per-
spective and an orientation to the customer. Although
the distinction between internal and external seems
distinct, it also seems clear that the two are inextri-
cably related in that the former typically exists only
to serve the latter. Organizations generally exist to
perform a function and provide a service. We can
measure the internal functionality (e.g., revenue per
employee) or external functionality (e.g., customer
satisfaction) of an organization, or both. In most
cases, the functionalities reflect different facets of the
same stone, that is, whether the organization is suc-
cessful in achieving its purpose.

Positive internal indicators do not ensure positive
external indicators. For example, it is possible to be
very efficient about doing the wrong thing. Similarly,
positive external indicators do not necessarily mean
that successful results are being provided in the most
efficient, cost-effective ways. Clearly, both are needed
to gain the most complete view of organizational
effectiveness.

For transportation agencies, measuring system per-
formance can be more challenging than measuring
internal functionality. So there may be a tendency to
initiate measures that consider effectiveness from
the inside looking out, rather than from the outside
looking in. But there is no substitute for taking the
perspective of the end user: measuring pavement
smoothness by running an instrument over the road,
measuring mobility by looking at travel times, mea-
suring reliability by verifying transit schedules, or
measuring safety by looking at crash frequency.

External measures should be driven by both cus-
tomers and the agency. Smoothness of pavement,
level of congestion, reliability of transit service, per-
ception of safety are all real and visible features to
end users. Therefore, they must be important to an

agency that is seriously interested in the degree to
which it is successful in providing the products and
services that represent the reasons for its existence.
Additionally, the agency must draw on its technical
expertise in looking at measures that, while ulti-
mately important to end users, may not be readily
visible or understood. For example, indicators of
structural adequacy for bridges and retaining walls
and indicators of reliability for traffic control systems
may be less visible than others but certainly no less
significant to monitor and measure.

Interagency jurisdiction and collaboration can rep-
resent unique challenges in implementing external
system performance measures. For example, in a case
of shared responsibilities, such as running buses over
a highway network, both the scheduling and opera-
tional skills of the transit provider as well as the traf-
fic engineering skills and priority status afforded
transit by the highway agency are reflected in the
same measure of overall bus travel speed. Similarly,
measuring overall regional highway performance
might be a mission undertaken by an MPO but that
also involves local streets, state highways, and pos-
sibly toll roads, all under multiple jurisdictions. Sim-
ply gaining agreement on what will be measured,
how, how frequently, and at whose expense can be
an enormous challenge.

Jurisdictional issues also arise in terms of the rel-
ative roles of sponsoring agencies versus operational
agencies. Particularly challenging is sorting out roles
between the agencies that provide funding and are
involved in overseeing and monitoring, and the agen-
cies that receive funding and are on the line to im-
plement and operate. Implementing agencies typically
react negatively to a report card that compares them
unfairly against peers, which may be substantially
different in ways that can profoundly affect the re-
sults of comparative measures.

It is difficult to conceive of useful and productive
measures of transportation system performance when
there is controversy or conflict among agencies over
turf issues, areas of responsibility, or the selection of
particular measures and how they may be used. Un-
der such circumstances, more effort and energy may
be wasted in manipulating, maneuvering, and de-
fending than in applying and using the performance
measures themselves. It is therefore essential to an-
ticipate and resolve amicably the contentious issues
that are likely to arise when interagency jurisdictional
issues are involved.

Omnidirectional Alignment

Identifying performance measures sends extraordi-
nary messages throughout an organization. By infer-
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ence, what gets measured is viewed as being more
important and what is not measured as less impor-
tant. For performance measurement to thrive, indi-
cators of what is important in an organization—
goals, strategies, policies, programs, and projects—
must be aligned in all directions: vertically, spanning
the hierarchy; horizontally, spanning the functional
specialties and geographic turf; and diagonally, span-
ning horizontal and vertical dimensions simultane-
ously. It is surprising how often this alignment simply
does not occur. It is not good for headquarters to
focus on key measures of critical importance to the
leadership while the field, where much of the work
gets done, is on a different page. It does not help if
one or more of the essential organizational units re-
sponsible for working together on a particular initia-
tive fails to understand the effort required and the
results expected. Yet how incredibly common is this
occurrence in our collective experience?

At one end of an organization, polices, strategies,
and goals are articulated. At the other end, opera-
tional activities produce outcomes. The need to de-
fine those outcomes in the context of performance
objectives and measures that align with policies,
strategies, and goals is fundamental. Clear and fo-
cused communication and teamwork among all af-
fected organizational units, as well as strong and sus-
tained leadership and commitment, are keys to
achieving omnidirectional alignment. It is a never-
ending process of sensing differences, responding
constructively, and developing a clear consensus.

Survival

One of the major questions we face in introducing
organizational change is whether the changes will be
sustained over the long run, whether they will be un-
ceremoniously dropped at the next change in lead-
ership, or whether they will simply fade away over
time.

The common goal of champions of change is to
institutionalize what they perceive as new positive
practice. Certainly, this is what would be expected
among the sponsors of performance measurement.
Barring a conscious effort to the contrary, the hope
would be that performance measurement would be-
come so deeply ingrained in the culture of the orga-
nization and the benefits so apparent that it would
be unthinkable to stop. The tendency at all levels
would be to continue the practice because it works
well.

The key is to address the issue of ingraining such
changes in the fabric of an organization at the very
outset. The manner by which the first seeds of per-

formance measures are sown will have a strong bear-
ing on whether the underlying philosophy and day-
to-day practice become firmly rooted. It depends in
no small way on whether there is a well-thought-out
strategy for implementation developed with the in-
volvement of the people who will be affected, from
data collectors to decision makers.

• Is there a well-thought-through plan of attack?
• Is the plan being discussed openly and often?
• Is the plan well understood?
• Is the plan widely supported?
• Is the plan taking root in a systematic and delib-

erative manner?
• Is there provision built into the plan for refine-

ment and continuous improvement?

Implementing performance measurement is not a
cakewalk and is not to be taken lightly. It demands
strong leadership coupled with sensitivity, skill, good
will, and intuitive common sense. If it seems right, it
very likely is. However, if it seems wrong, it likely
is too.

U.S. Department of Transportation Experience

In 1992, the then-new administration in Washington
initiated the National Performance Review under the
leadership of Vice President Al Gore. In 1993, the
U.S. Congress enacted the Government Performance
and Review Act. The legislation required each agency
to develop a 5-year strategic plan; define its missions,
goals, and objectives; establish annual performance
plans and budgets; identify performance measures;
and prepare an annual performance report.

Within the federal establishment, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT) has been praised for
its work in establishing national performance objec-
tives and measures. However, the response from state
and local transportation officials has been quite dif-
ferent. From their perspective, federally developed
measures applied to highway and transit systems
owned and operated by the states and localities have
been inappropriate and intrusive.

This dilemma is fraught with difficulty. The federal
government finances a significant share of capital in-
vestment on the nation’s arterial highways and transit
systems. From that perspective, it makes sense for
Congress and U.S. DOT to seek ways to measure the
effectiveness of these investments in terms of safety,
service levels, and structural integrity of the nation’s
principal transportation infrastructure. However, the
states and local areas own, operate, and maintain
these arterial highways and transit systems. Many of
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them recoil at the idea that national performance
standards could be imposed that might not be rele-
vant to their unique situations but that could be per-
ceived by some as reflecting unfavorably on them.
They argue that decisions on performance objectives
to adopt, investments to make, and projects to pursue
are the responsibility of state and local governments
in response to circumstances that the federal govern-
ment is incapable of dealing with and that are neither
consistent nor comparable from location to location.
They point out that local differences are so great
across the country that any attempt to measure per-
formance on a national scale is inappropriate. They
cite the largely discredited Hartgen report as evidence
of the difficulty in drawing legitimate comparisons
among transportation agencies with divergent char-
acteristics and goals.

The dilemma has not yet been resolved. In theory,
a compromise might involve dividing performance
objectives and measures into national, regional, and
local categories. National standards could apply to
universally accepted measures (such as federally man-
dated bridge criteria, or adherence to uniform traffic
control standards). Regional criteria might apply
where sufficient consistency exists among such fac-
tors as climate, terrain, traffic characteristics, mate-
rials, and subsurface conditions. Regional compari-
sons could be valid for pavement and bridge
performance, for example. However, it would clearly
depend on eliminating the underlying variation in
factors that are beyond the control of the agency but
have a significant impact on condition. Some mea-
sures, such as level of congestion considered accept-
able and levels of transit service provided, might be
relevant strictly in relation to individual state and lo-
cal area policies and objectives. Whether such a hy-
brid approach can be developed to the general sat-
isfaction of federal, state, and local officials remains
to be seen.

State DOT Experiences

Most of the state DOTs have initiated or experi-
mented with performance measures to some degree.
A few states, including Florida, Minnesota, and
Oregon, have been at it for some time. In no two
cases have state DOTs undertaken performance mea-
sures for identical reasons and implemented them in
the same way.

Florida

Florida represents a particularly good long-standing
example of the power of performance measurement.

In 1984, after a revenue increase, the legislature
made its policy direction to the Florida Department
of Transportation (FDOT) unmistakably clear: it was
not satisfied with the level of maintenance statewide
and wanted system preservation to take priority over
system expansion. For the first time, FDOT defined
performance standards for bridges, pavements, and
overall quality of maintenance. The measurement
systems were easily understood by practitioners and
politicians alike, and they turned out to be effective.

Annually, using clear and comprehensible charts,
FDOT graphically displays these adopted perfor-
mance objectives and its progress for the year and for
preceding years in relation to that standard. There-
fore, it is possible to ascertain at a glance what the
objective is, whether it is being achieved, and what
the year-to-year trends are. It also is possible for the
legislature, the governor, the Commission on Gov-
ernment Accountability to the People (the so-called
GAP Commission), the Florida Transportation Com-
mission, MPOs throughout the state, and FDOT staff
from senior levels to the front lines to confirm that
the legislature’s mandate is being heeded, with per-
formance standards set and steady progress being
made. The value of such an approach to an agency’s
credibility is incalculable, particularly when contin-
uous improvement can be easily demonstrated.

Minnesota

Minnesota’s initiative, known in its early days as the
‘‘Family of Measures,’’ has received a lot of national
attention. In contrast to that of Florida, its roots lie
within the state DOT itself, although later on, the
legislature began requiring it. It also was a broader,
cross-cutting approach, embracing about 40 mea-
sures in three general categories: system performance,
organizational performance, and societal values (e.g.,
social and economic factors, the environment).

More recently, the focus in Minnesota was moved
to an emphasis on business planning, using measures
to assess performance with respect to strategic objec-
tives drawn from the agency’s strategic plan. Many
of the original measures remain in use, so it seems
fair to say that the Minnesota DOT performance in-
itiative continues to refine and adjust based on a solid
foundation. The four key categories of strategic ob-
jectives are

• Level of service in interregional corridors (i.e.,
specified percent of miles achieving a threshold av-
erage travel speed),

• Multimodal options,
• Program delivery, and
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• Information flow between department and cus-
tomers.

Minnesota also has full-time staff engaged in con-
ducting customer satisfaction surveys. The Minne-
sota approach has been generally well structured and
seems to have evolved through changes in leadership.

Oregon

The impact of leadership changes in Oregon has
been different. The state DOT’s initial foray into the
world of performance measures was intensive,
focusing heavily on individual and organizational
efficiency and effectiveness; it penetrated to the
level of work units and employees. A pay-for-
performance system was attempted for a while. The
entire system, which was geared to the leadership
style in place when it was instituted in the early
1990s, changed direction dramatically with a sub-
sequent change in leadership.

Transit Agency Experiences

The use of performance measures by transit agencies
was recently given a boost with the publication of
the Transit Cooperative Research Program Report
No. 47 (Morpace International and Cambridge Sys-
tematics, 1999). The report provides detailed guid-
ance based on a proposed approach and research
conducted at transit agencies in Chicago, Illinois;
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Lynchburg, Vir-
ginia.

San Diego, California

The San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development
Board is among the nation’s leading public transpor-
tation agencies in the application of performance
measures to guide its most critical decisions on de-
ployment of service. A formal board policy governs
most decisions on adding as well as retaining service.
Existing transit routes are routinely evaluated on the
basis of four critical measures—subsidy per passen-
ger, passengers per revenue hour, passengers per rev-
enue mile, and passenger miles per seat mile—and
compared with statistical means and variations in
one of six stratified categories. Appropriate actions
are triggered when performance dips below set
thresholds.

A similar set of measures is used on a predictive
basis to guide decisions on new service. A unique
‘‘sunset’’ provision will terminate new service after 2

years unless positive action is taken by the board on
the basis of demonstrated performance.

The system of performance measurement to guide
service and resource allocation decisions is an out-
growth of a well-established organizational culture
that began with the application of performance mea-
surement in a more strategic context, relating to
agencywide goals, objectives, and system perfor-
mance criteria.

Dallas, Texas

Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) is another public
transportation agency that embraced performance
measurement. The impetus came from management
within the agency, and performance measurement has
become an instrument of board policy in determining
the cost-effectiveness of existing service and evaluat-
ing internal efficiency. DART uses measures such as
subsidy per passenger and cost per mile to evaluate
the cost-effectiveness of current bus routes in four
separate categories. A key internal indicator of man-
agement efficiency and relationships between man-
agement and labor is the ‘‘pay-to-platform ratio’’ of
operator hours in the seat compared with total num-
ber of hours paid.

DART also has used performance measures to
benchmark against other transit operations on an ag-
gregated basis but has encountered some difficulties
because of differences in criteria, definitions, and
cost-allocation method. One key to the success of
performance measurement in this agency is the work-
ing relationships among staff in the planning and fi-
nance offices who make it all happen.

MPO Experiences

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Govern-
ments (COG) is the MPO for the National Capitol
Region. COG uses advanced technologies to measure
performance on the region’s overstressed highway
system. Arial photographs are used periodically to
measure traffic density on freeways and parkways.
From mathematical models, speed, travel time, and
level of service are calculated and compared for the
same segments over time. Similarly but with a differ-
ent technology, the speeds, travel times, and levels of
service are derived on surface arterial streets from
sample traffic probes using vehicles equipped with
Global Positioning System receivers.

Although Washington-area commuters do not need
this system performance data to tell them what they
already know from their day-to-day experience with
traffic, the periodic release of this information cap-
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tures the attention of the press and the public to a
remarkable extent. These performance measures
thereby become a vehicle for stimulating public in-
terest in regional and local policy issues involving
land use, growth management, financial resources
need, and political will to tackle difficult traffic con-
gestion issues.

Synopsis of Experiences

Performance measures are used in a variety of ways.
Clearly, at their best performance measures become
critical policy and operational parameters that can
both gauge reality and guide possibilities.

Several lessons summarize experiences gleaned
from two major sources: the several hundred trans-
portation professionals who participated in a 2-h
seminar on performance measures over 3 years (as
part of AASHTO’s National Transportation Man-
agement Conference held five times each year) and
interviews with and review of materials from the
transportation agencies cited in this paper:

• Most transportation agencies have implemented
a form of a performance measurement system.

• Performance measurement among transporta-
tion agencies varies in every conceivable way.

• There is little dispute about the long-term desir-
ability of performance measurement from a philo-
sophical viewpoint.

• Some participants view performance measure-
ment initiatives as an add-on, a burden, and not in-
tegral to their normal functions.

• In some agencies, the emphasis is on measuring
the process, not the end result; in others, the focus is
exclusively on the end result, without much regard
for the process.

• In some agencies, the emphasis is on the perfor-
mance of individual employees as opposed to orga-
nizational units or the transportation system itself.

• A variety of measures are being applied; some
are well thought out, and others are ill conceived.

• Agencies’ measures focus on inputs (such as dol-
lars spent on resurfacing), outputs (such as tons of
asphalt placed), outcome (such as road smoothness
achieved), and value (such as level of customer sat-
isfaction).

• In the majority of agencies, there is the tacit be-
lief that in one way or another, performance mea-
sures are not a fleeting trend but have become a per-
manent way of doing business and that under the
right circumstances, they can be vitally important in
contributing to achieving positive change.

Other Key Lessons

• Adopt a limited number of important measures
with clear purposes.

• Measure only what you are sure you need.
• If you measure too much, costs will soar while

focus fades.
• Measures and presentations should be as simple

and straightforward as possible.
• Make the system to implement performance

measures simple and supportive.
• There is no perfect measure, so do not waste

time and money in an effort to find it.
• If you measure the wrong things, they are what

you will be held accountable for.
• Avoid the unintended consequences that can re-

sult from imperfect or incomplete measuring systems.
• Be wary of misinterpretation and misuse of

information.
• Performance measurement may not survive a

significant change in leadership priorities unless it has
widespread and deep-rooted support, so

–Involve stakeholders in deciding what to mea-
sure, how to measure, and what to do with the
results;
–Use measures to tell the true story, while focus-
ing on opportunities and not allocating blame;
–Question everything; and
–Continuously improve.

REASONS FOR OPTIMISM

About 150 managers a year, mostly from state
DOTs and a few from U.S. DOT, participate in
the AASHTO conferences. These conferences are ma-
jor sources of the lessons listed above. The partici-
pants typically are senior managers or are within one
promotion of occupying a senior management posi-
tion within their agencies. They are an excellent in-
dicator of what the future holds for our transporta-
tion organizations. On that basis, downsizing and
bureaucracy-bashing notwithstanding, I can say with
confidence that the outlook is very promising.

These participants generally represent a new gen-
eration of public-sector professionals. They are so-
phisticated and smart. They question everything. You
can sense that they would be successful working any-
where, but they are with the state DOT for the right
reasons: the satisfaction that comes from providing
services vital to the basic needs of our society. The
vast majority of these transportation professionals
are comfortable with the concept of defining strategic
objectives, meeting customer expectations, and mea-
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suring performance. They accept—indeed, many em-
brace—the idea that they and their organizations are
accountable for their performance and that their per-
formance will likely be compared with that of the
private sector and of other agencies. This emerging
generation of managers does not seem to shrink from
competition. They simply insist that the playing field
be level.

You cannot help but be impressed. These future
leaders are here to do a job and do it well. Most
agree that performance measurement is the vital
scorecard they need to get the word out on just how
good they are while they focus on where to improve.

They are the future captains who will guide us
through the historic sea change that is transforming
the public sector.
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INTEGRATING PERFORMANCE MEASURES INTO
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Jennifer Finch

Iwill be talking about how we look at our trans-
portation investment strategy in Colorado, link-
ing it to performance measures and trying to get

alignment from a top-down approach to a certain
extent and a bottom-up approach. We definitely have
had a lot of discussion at the commission level on
what our investments are. We also have performance-
types of issues that are working at the lower levels.

The Colorado Department of Transportation
(CDOT) selected five investment categories:

• Strategic projects,
• Program delivery,
• System quality,
• Safety, and
• Mobility.

These categories are at different stages of develop-
ment within themselves. Right now we are reporting
our budget out in terms of our investment categories.
Not all of the decisions have been made for the fi-
nancial resources based on these performance mea-
sures yet, but that is the direction we are heading. It
survived a change in administration, change in ex-
ecutive director, and several changes in commission-
ers—who, instead of slowing the process down, said
‘‘This is good; let’s do it faster.’’ So we are quickly
trying to get at an investment strategy and investment
decisions that are based on performance measures.

One of the first steps after defining our major busi-
ness functions (the five that I mentioned above) was
to determine what the transportation commission
wants to accomplish for these five areas. The com-
mission has been 2 years defining business categories,
goals, and objectives for each of these categories but
wanted to get something that the customer could un-
derstand. So the definitions do not stick with orga-
nization units in any way, shape, or form. They def-
initely are cross-cutting, so no one organizational
unit is responsible for safety or for system quality.
But that is the way the public perceives the different
areas. The commission wants to be able to be re-
sponsive to the customer and provide a balance be-
tween some of the technical measures and some of
the quality-of-life types of measures that people bring
forward.

There has also been a legislative mandate to set up
a pay-for-performance system. This is something that
is, to some degree, creating conflict within the orga-
nization in implementation. In terms of trying to have
a clear mission for the department, we have worked
very hard with our investment categories, setting the
goals and objectives. Just this last summer, the trans-
portation commission adopted the following invest-
ment category goals and objectives:

• Safety: reduce transportation-related crashes, in-
juries, and fatalities as well as the associated loss to
society.

• System quality: preserve the transportation sys-
tem and keep the system available and safe for travel.

• Mobility: improve mobility and increase travel
reliability.
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FIGURE 1 Investment strategy model.

• Strategic project: accelerate the completion of
the projects and increase investment in the program.

• Program delivery: deliver high-quality products
and services in a timely fashion, attract and retain an
effective and qualified workforce, and foster an en-
vironment that respects workforce diversity.

The commission did not yet adopt performance
measures though. The commission sees performance
measures as more of an evolving type of system that
may need to change based on the data we have avail-
able and on the reporting for those performance mea-
sures as to whether they are helping us get at the
objectives and goals that we want to see. They are
trying to focus on the key areas shown in Figure 1.

There are a multitude of performance measures. We
tossed several of them out and said we can only do a
few of them, focusing on what type of information we
already have, what types of management systems we
have in place, and how we can best make use of them
before we start filling in the gaps with additional data
that we need to provide. We divided these measures
into three key levels or tiers (Figure 2).

The desire is to focus the commission at an invest-
ment level, where a few key performance measures
can be tried to give a snapshot of the entire depart-
ment. There is a broader range that focuses on our
core service areas and program types of levels, such
as pavement management. That is where upper man-
agement and middle management are going to focus
a lot of their attention. Those measures get aggre-
gated and rolled up to the investment level. Then we
have tools and services, or service delivery. That is
the front-line people—what makes sense to them;
what the measures are that they need to know they
are doing well within their department, unit, or pro-
gram that they are working in.

The organizational structure of CDOT, like a lot
of state DOTs, is decentralized, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. On the right are the different divisions and
offices that are going to be working on some of their
own data collection. They have some of their own
performance measures and will report them upward,
as shown in Figure 4. My division aggregates those
measures to report them back to the executive direc-
tor, the commission, the legislature, and the govern-
ment.

We are in the process of going out to our regions.
So far, this effort has been primarily top-focused. The
commission has defined the mission, objectives, and
goals. We are going out to the regions and trying to
get them better acquainted with what performance
measures are, what they do for daily decisions, and
how they impact what the commission is interested
in seeing. One of the major impetuses for this within
CDOT was the commission asking, ‘‘So we set the
policy and direction; how do we know whether staff
is actually carrying it out?’’

This process (illustrated in Figure 5) was a way to
make sure that there was alignment from commission
direction through all three levels of the management
systems. We are looking at management systems that
provide input into several different types of our per-
formance measures. The training that we are going
through right now is trying to make it work and say,
okay, the commission has set some goals, objectives,
and strategies. CDOT engineering regions and some
of the major divisions that we have at headquarters
are asking

• What are your core service areas?
• What performance measures do you need?
• What tools do you need to make better manage-

ment decisions?



FIGURE 2 Level of measures and alignment.

FIGURE 3 Roles and responsibilities for development and implementation of CDOT objectives and per-
formance measures. (TC � transportation commission; EMT � executive management team; CE � chief
engineer; DTD � division of transportation development.)



FIGURE 4 CDOT performance measures. (MLOS � maintenance level of service; Mntnce =
maintenance; Mgmt = management; Equip = equipment.)

FIGURE 5 Region workshop flow and objectives.
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FIGURE 6 Maintenance level of service: condition projections by level of funding. (LOS � level
of service.)

So we are dropping down into that core service
area, knowing that certain elements of what the
regions are doing are going to feed up into those in-
vestment levels. But it also helps to provide feedback
for the commission on the validity of some of the
measures. They have selected some as we drop down:
Do we have the data? Do we have everything we
need for it? Are there better measures that some of
our own employees can come up with that will give
us a better, easier tool to measure performance?

We have found as we work with our regions that
there has been a focus through several concurrent ef-
forts. Our budget doubled, and we got the ability to
do bonding, which made schedule and budget much
more important for all of our projects. That emphasis
on budget and schedule has thrown us out of whack
with some of those softer-side environmental com-
munity impacts that were not getting measured. So
we are trying to bring the balance back.

Here are a couple of examples. We have mainte-
nance levels of service (Figure 6) and are currently
rated overall for all of our eight major maintenance
areas at a B� level. It is scored on a scale of A
through F, just like a report card, as part of an annual
survey. What we have and are using as a budget tool
is a projection that we are at B� now. To get to a B,
it would take additional funds to raise that level of

service just 0.005 percent. Part of what we found is
that there is a lot of deferred maintenance out there
that we are paying for with major repairs instead of
keeping up with it as an asset management type of
scenario. We also have used these maintenance levels
of service to project what would be needed to keep us
at an A, B, and B� area to have resources allocated
to it as part of our 20-year planning process.

We did the same scenario with pavement; it is one
of our oldest management systems, and it has gone
through a lot of changes. We changed from a ride-
ability index to remaining service life (RSL; Figure
7). The public understands ‘‘rideability’’ but has no
clue what RSL is. But we can relate to the commis-
sion and match that with some of our customer sur-
vey information to ask the following: ‘‘How does the
RSL correlate with customer satisfaction for the de-
partment overall, and how can we meet those objec-
tives?’’ Again, we were able to make projections with
those different funding levels for different goals that
the commission might set (Figure 8). It has a 60/40
goal—60 percent in a good to fair condition, which
they struggle with, saying ‘‘Surely you should be able
to do better than that.’’ But coming back to the bal-
ance of measures, they cannot put more money into
pavement management without affecting other pro-
grams in the department.
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FIGURE 7 Statewide pavement condition. (RSL � remaining service life.)

FIGURE 8 Pavement management program: long-range condition projections by
funding alternative.

We are integrating and incorporating our various
systems with management systems. One of the key
areas is trying to involve our employees. We have
been doing a lot of outreach with our metropolitan
planning organizations and our transportation plan-
ning regions to get them comfortable with perfor-
mance measures and to get them to understand what
they are. They are taking a ‘‘let’s wait and see’’ atti-
tude, not having a whole lot of resources. But they
know that eventually it will affect resource allocation

in the planning process and therefore are following
it to the degree where they will be able to see where
it is heading and where we are going.

No measure stands alone in this process. You can-
not take just one measure and make all your budget
decisions. Performance measures have to be balanced
and used as a set to provide a complete picture of
where your department is or what your program is
doing.
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ROLE OF CUSTOMER INPUT IN
IMPLEMENTING AND USING
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Darwin Stuart

Iwill discuss two of the eight topics that Hal
Kasoff discussed and go into them in a little more
depth in terms of public transit agencies and how

those topics might be important from their perspec-
tive. The two areas are

• Measure selection—from a transit perspective,
customer input is an important part, even to the ex-
tent of seeing customers as stakeholders in the per-
formance measures process, in terms of what and
how to measure, and even perhaps what to do with
the results—and

• Decision-maker buy-in—as part of the organi-
zational culture, that is, getting commitment to use
performance measures.

A couple of examples from our experience at the
Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) might stimulate
some questions in our breakout groups. In general in
the transit business, customer satisfaction has become
a more serious goal among an increasing number of
transit operators. In Chicago, we have conducted cus-
tomer satisfaction surveys three times now, biennially,
and we appear to be committed to continuing that.

Let me start with customers as stakeholders and as
sources of measures. The customer satisfaction sur-
vey that we completed in fall 1999 involved about
2,500 random-digit-dial phone calls to customers,
with separate but related surveys for bus and rail,
covering about 50 specific quality-of-service mea-
sures for each. In the course of trying to use the re-
sults of these surveys, we found that it is very im-
portant to let the customer define what is or is not
service quality and then measure how much of it they
are receiving. We have been successful in improving
the customers’ perception of service quality in several
areas where we have taken initiatives to improve ser-
vice. This includes, for example, service improve-
ments related to fares, with the implementation of
our automated fare collection system. We also re-
duced the price of the 30-day pass, and we intro-
duced the 7-day pass in 1998. In 1999, customers
told us that the two areas where we improved the
most were the cost of the pass and the cost and ease
of transferring. Service quality improvements, as de-
fined by the customer, also were observed in vehicle
cleanliness for both bus and rail. This is perhaps

mundane, but it was among the factors examined.
We also improved on schedule availability, operator
courtesy on buses, and customer assistance on rail—
all areas where, to some extent, we improved training
and saw a positive result.

However, in other areas, work lies ahead. For ex-
ample, customers continued to tell us that we were
not doing as well as they might wish in bus on-time
performance. We do now have a small pilot project
under way on operator empowerment. For a sample
of routes, bus operators are being given the discretion
to take such actions as running express to get back on
schedule, doing short turns to get back and replace a
missing bus at the start of a route, and so forth.

In the course of working with customers on these
kinds of performance measures, in the last survey, we
also tried to define a three-part loyalty index as a
summary measure that could relate to some of the
other performance aspects of the transit system. This
three-part loyalty index reflected overall satisfaction;
willingness to continue to ride; and willingness to
recommend the system to friends, relatives, and col-
leagues. We did find a significant performance in-
crease in this summary measure of loyalty that
matched up with ridership gains we have observed
over the past 3 years. For example, our overall rid-
ership gain of about 8.5 percent is made up of a sig-
nificant increase in choice riders from 50 percent to
60 percent over the 2-year interval and a significant
increase in the number of infrequent riders, riding
only 1 to 4 days per week, from 37 percent to 49
percent. Both of these measures indicate an increas-
ing ridership base. We also concluded that we need
to continue to learn more about the hard-to-please
choice rider as a major input to any continuation of
ridership growth.

My second topic is decision-maker buy-in. After
the first 1995 customer satisfaction survey, CTA was
able to develop an interdepartmental task force to
look at the results of that first survey and come up
with corrective actions to address at least some of the
areas where customer satisfaction needed to be im-
proved. Task force work was strongly supported by
CTA’s top management. A couple of these action ar-
eas were fairly small, but they worked—customer
satisfaction subsequently increased—and, more im-
portantly, we did get buy-in from the interdepart-
mental participants, including operating and main-
tenance personnel at the line level.

Enhancing timetable availability, including station-
specific timetables on rail, was one of these areas. We
found increased customer confidence in the existence
of reliable schedules and our ability to meet them.
Another area involved improving on-board rail an-
nouncements, where again, some positive steps were
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taken. In fact, we now have an automated rail an-
nouncement system.

The roll-out of a couple of major ongoing initia-
tives was tailored to respond to some of the concerns
that customers gave us in our customer satisfaction
survey, particularly the automated fare control sys-
tem, which was modified after more than 2 years of
implementation with regard to ease of fare payment
and simplification of the system.

In the ongoing annual work on next year’s budget,
one of the guidelines for areas of discretionary
budget allocation has been to reflect any potential to
influence ridership increase, which in turn, reflects
some of the customer satisfaction results that we have
been looking at. One of the frustrations for some of
us involved has been that the original interdepart-
mental task force that was put together sort of fell
apart. We have not been able keep that kind of work-
ing group active as a tool to interact more directly
regarding the results of the customer satisfaction sur-
vey. Instead, discretionary budgeting has been at the
more general level of interpreting budget options in
terms of how they may influence rider growth.

There are probably two key areas in which we
need to pay particular attention to how we handle
the process of implementing and using performance
measures. The first is getting adequate customer in-
put. Part of this depends on who exactly we feel the
customer is going to be. The second involves the steps
necessary to get adequate decision-maker buy-in and
commitment to the use of performance measures in
an ongoing process.

TRANSFORMING BUREAUCRACIES

Mark Pisano

Thank you very much for inviting me and my
organization to participate in an area that I
consider extremely important. Let me also

commend Hal Kassoff on his paper. It really is ex-
cellent. We can take our thinking even farther than
Hal brought us in his paper.

Hal observed that government bureaucracies have
existed since humanity’s first attempt at building or-
ganized societies. Historically, we probably had or-
ganized activity for approximately 5,000 years before
bureaucracies were invented. The Neolithic commu-
nities and the Paleolithic communities that Mumford
talked about in The City in History (1961) indicate
how well society operated without bureaucracies.
The first society to really introduce bureaucracies was
the Romans. We know what happened to that civi-
lization. As we study Rome, we know that bureau-
cracy was at the core of why Rome fell: not because
it lost military might, but because it could not deliver
what the people wanted.

Then the world continued for another 1,500 years
without bureaucracies. They did not come into ex-
istence again until the latter part of the Greek city-
states, when we introduced double-entry bookkeep-
ing and could keep track of trade flows. All of a
sudden, we created bureaucracies for trade, and they
evolved during the period of the nation-state, and the
Baroque period, as Mumford called it, in the 19th
Century.

Bureaucracies came into existence at that point in
time and are alive, well, and kicking. We are also
going to observe their downward slide and their de-
mise because we are now in a different world. We
are in a world of information, and everyone has the
same amount of information. It is driving our polit-
ical leaders and those of us who manage bureaucra-
cies to a point of utter confusion, almost to disarray.
As a result, you find that the public will not pay more
money, people do not vote, and our democratic in-
stitutions are threatened. Performance indicators and
performance standards are the vehicle to help us
translate, transfer, and use information for bureau-
cracies to evolve into what they are supposed to do.
The reason why those civilizations that did not have
bureaucracies performed so well is that they had hu-
manity at the center of all activity. They responded
to the needs of the human individual.

Our task in the whole field of performance indi-
cators is to understand what our societies want and
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to develop vehicles through which we can measure,
monitor, and evaluate, so that we can be responsive.
If we do that and allow the entire field of perfor-
mance indicators to truly humanize us, then bureau-
cracies themselves will evolve.

The theory that I am talking to you about has been
in practice for the past 15 years. We began 15 years
ago on a voyage of discovery relative to the whole
notion of how we move the decision making within
our region. My region has 186 cities, 17 million peo-
ple. We have more debates, conflict, and fragmenta-
tion, and we have more ethnic and racial mix within
our population than probably anywhere else on
Earth. In fact, I do not think there is another place
that has the degree of confusion that southern Cali-
fornia has, and those of you who are not from here
probably thought that before you even arrived here.

So what have we done? We began in the late 1980s
and early 1990s with a comprehensive plan in which
we took our region through a 4-year process of iden-
tifying the fundamental goals and what people really
want. Our need to get input from individuals is at
the core of performance indicators. We cannot de-
velop them independent of what human beings
within our respective jurisdictions think and want. I
urge you to spend as much time and effort as possible
on that process. By the way, your policy makers will
love it. I have a board of 76 elected officials, and I
have never seen my policy makers more animated or
more engaged than when we went through the com-
munity dialogues that helped drive goals.

Then we focused on how we translate the myriad
activities that we perform in transportation in a way
that we can relate to those goals. We developed per-
formance standards. We set up a peer review process.
We had many individuals in this room and at uni-
versities participating in about a 3-year-long process
of identifying performance indicators. The process
measured activity relative to the outcomes of what
people wanted and what we heard through our goal-
setting process. We came up with this basic list of
indicators:

• Mobility,
• Accessibility,
• Environment,
• Reliability,
• Safety,
• Livable communities,
• Equity,
• Cost-effectiveness, and
• Transportation sustainability.

I am not going to go through all these performance
indicators. I prepared a paper that gives detailed def-

initions, the algorithms for them, and the databases
that support them. We have a database of 356 geo-
graphic information system data overlay on our an-
alytical and modeling capacity to translate these
particular indicators into concrete outcomes or
measurements. For example, mobility is the speed of
getting to points, and accessibility is the ease of op-
portunity of getting to where you want to go. We
have real, concrete explanations and measurements
of these indicators.

We then went through a process of saying, okay,
we have good performance indicators. Now, how do
they relate to our current decision-making process or
to the current comprehensive, continuing, and co-
operative planning process? Let me tell you, in a
complex society, it does not work. When you overlay
the environmental impact study and review processes
on it, it gets even more confusing. We have the public
befuddled. They cannot understand whether we are
coming or going in our planning processes. We ba-
sically asked, ‘‘How do we begin?’’ or ‘‘How do we
frame this in such a way where we can understand
and we can present hard, concrete information in
terms that they understand so that they can begin to
have confidence in our decision-making process?’’ We
start off with goals right at the top, and then we
formulate the problem; we have proposed solutions,
and through these performance standards, we select
from the whole range of activities: projects, pro-
grams, initiatives, and strategies. We subject them to
a performance review, then prioritize solutions, and
identify those that move us toward our goal. It cre-
ates a logical progression to make sense of the trans-
portation decision-making process.

So that you do not think this is all academic, Table
1 shows some of the alternatives that my board was
faced with in the first transportation plan in which
these measures were applied. We looked at individual
corridors in Orange County: SR-60 is an east-west
route, and SR-10 is a diagonal route through the re-
gion. There is a whole set of different modes—truck
lanes, commuter rail, mixed flow, light rail. Then we
have the cost of these projects, the amount of the
emissions reduced by the projects, the net present
value of the benefits of each of those projects and the
hours of delay. Included is an indicator that we use
to help people sort these out—what the value of a
dollar is and what the benefits are if you took a dollar
and invested it. You see that we have some pretty
unconventional results from this kind of analysis,
where truck lanes clearly outperformed anything else
we could do in our region. Investment in truck lanes
is more beneficial than investing in light rail, buses,
and so on according to these indicators.

All of my myths and predilections about transpor-
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TABLE 1 Value of Corridor Improvement Alternatives

Corridor System

Estimated
Project Cost
(million $)

Emission
Reduction

(ROG tons)

Net Present
Value of Benefits

(million $)

Annual Delay
Saved

(million hours)

Value of
$1

Invested
($)

SR-60 Truck Lane 1,840 1.91 10,900 571 5.92
SR-60 Commuter Rail 112 0.32 124 0.32 1.11
SR-60 Mixed-Flow Lane 1,300 0.93 6,330 46.5 4.87
OC Light Rail 1,700 0.25 1,904 0.21 1.12
SR-710 Blue Line 1,100 0.25 1,232 0.22 1.12

NOTE: ROG = reactive organic gas; OC = Orange County (Calif.).

TABLE 2 User Subsidy by Mode

Mode System
User Cost

($)

O&M
Subsidy

($)

Capital
Cost
($)

Total
Cost
($)

Subsidy
(%)

Transit Light Rail (Blue & Green Lines) 0.07 0.26 0.22 0.55 87.27
Transit Heavy Rail (Red Line) 0.16 0.64 1.94 2.74 94.16
Transit Commuter Rail 0.14 0.14 0.21 0.49 71.43
Transit Bus 0.16 0.35 0.17 0.68 76.47

Auto Auto/Gasoline 0.14 0.00 0.34 0.48 0.00

NOTE: O&M = operations and maintenance.

tation were thrown out the window when my staff
brought this analysis forward (Table 2). My board
absolutely loved it. Boy, did they debate it. It enabled
us to address some real fundamental policy ques-
tions. We found that in our region, we are spending
64 percent of every dollar in transportation over the
next 20 to 25 years on transit to handle 2 percent of
the trips and 4 percent of the work trips. Further-
more, we had the ‘‘modal-maniacs’’ (i.e., ‘‘My mode
is better than your mode’’) along with all these dif-
ferent properties and interests at each others’ throats
in the process. This analysis enabled us to truly eval-
uate some of the differences among the various
modes.

Performance standards transformed the way we
thought about decision making. They enabled us to
combine information with the political dialogue and
debate. This performance analysis was used as one
of the cornerstone pieces of information in the debate
we had on whether we should build more heavy rail
in Los Angeles County. Whether you agree or dis-
agree with the issue, we had concrete, objective in-
formation. Should we spend more money on com-
muter rail, or should we spend more money on other
alternatives? Hard evidence about how we should in-

vest money relative to what people want and need
became the cornerstone of decision making.

Let me just conclude by restating my earlier con-
cern for transforming and humanizing our bureau-
cracies. Peter Drucker warns us that in the 21st Cen-
tury, with the information revolution, the greatest
dilemma we have in our societies is fragmentation
because we now have information. We are all going
in our own directions, and the civilization that figures
out how we can bring people together will be the
civilization that survives. Remember, bureaucracy has
had a difficult time historically. We bureaucrats have
not only an opportunity but a responsibility to define
this field of performance standards, so that we can
truly humanize the work that we are engaged in.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Issue: Did the truck lane in Orange County get built?
Will it be built? How did you include community
values and environmental factors? What caused the
leaders in Los Angeles to go to this type of perfor-
mance-based process?

Discussion: A reanalysis shows that the cost will in-
crease by 25 percent, but the benefits will increase by
50 percent. The trucking community is amenable to
paying a portion of the cost through tolls. The re-
mainder of the cost must be funded through the
transportation improvement plan. That has not hap-
pened yet. You can create a framework for analysis
for all the different factors that will help decision
makers. Political leadership is at the core of an effec-
tive performance-based process. Political leaders
wanted simple facts that they could relate to in a very
complex region.

Issue: In doing market surveys, is it important to sur-
vey different market segments, users and nonusers?

Discussion: It is important to survey the different seg-
ments of the market—geographic, income based,
choice and nonchoice, rider and nonrider—because
marketing strategies and responses to survey findings
differ for the different segments.

Issue: After you have done a series of customer sur-
veys, how do you sustain the effort over time, espe-
cially if the surveys bring bad news to the policy
makers?

Discussion: These surveys and analyses need to be
institutionalized within the organization so that they
can withstand short-term bad news. Measures need
to be flexible, but in an environment where there is
a call for increased accountability and where needs

exceed resources, the political heat from bad news
can be sustained.

Issue: What is the climate in the rest of the country
for sustaining performance-based planning?

Discussion: The climate is good now, but there will
be some diversions, some peaks and valleys in the
support for performance measurement. Agencies
need to plan how to deal with the valleys without
disbanding the performance measurement infrastruc-
ture. As more and more information is available, the
debate on issues will continue to increase, especially
among advocacy groups. Performance measurement
will be at the heart of these debates.

Issue: The processes discussed here have customer
feedback loops. How do you present information to
the public and the political decision makers so that
they can react effectively?

Discussion: Keep the presentations simple, graphic,
and easily understandable; use terms that have mean-
ing to people. The design of the customer survey in
simple, meaningful terms is also important.

Issue: Does the increased public involvement, driven
at least partly by readily available information, mean
that bureaucracies will need to expand to handle this
increased public expectation?

Discussion: Experience in the private sector has been
to do more with less bureaucracy and increased re-
sponsiveness. The key is effective information sys-
tems that allow for an ongoing and continuous dia-
logue with constituencies and other interest groups.
The issue is not the demise of bureaucracies but the
transformation of bureaucracies to customer service,
performance measurement, and so on.
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STATE OF THE PRACTICE

• The state of the practice varies widely among
states and is generally seen as evolving.

• In some states, initial development is closely
aligned with the ‘‘quality’’ movement and was un-
dertaken because of a general desire to improve in-
ternal business processes. In other states, perfor-
mance measures were developed to respond to
legislative or statutory initiatives.

• Even in agencies without a formalized system,
measurement of various attributes is continuous and
used at a level to inform decisions or to communicate
to customers.

• Customers, stakeholders, and local governments
increasingly require accountability of their transpor-
tation agencies. Consequently, the use of perfor-
mance measures for funding decisions is expected to
increase. Also, greater participation by customers in
setting performance goals and interjurisdictional dis-
cussions regarding mutually supported performance
goals is expected.

• Performance measurement can be applied at all
levels within an organization, from operational to
strategic. There is strong agreement on the need to
align performance measures at all levels to ensure
that the agency is pulling in one direction. However,
the number and definition of measures may be dif-
ferent at the operational and strategic levels. How
this alignment is achieved, how measures are com-

municated, and how the measures are defined vary
significantly among agencies.

• Some agencies are taking a wait-and-see ap-
proach, whereas others (especially those required to
do so through mandates) are moving ahead.

ISSUES

Communication and Coordination

• There should be interjurisdictional coordination
and agreement on performance measures to ensure
that agencies are not working at odds with each other
or duplicating data collection. However, this is diffi-
cult to achieve.

• Providing internal and external customers and
stakeholders full input at all levels is seen as desirable
but difficult.

• Performance measurement may be especially dif-
ficult to implement if the value is recognized only by
top management levels. Performance measurement
should be seen as something that assists the work
units.

• There is no common lexicon understood by all
practitioners, let alone by all those that need to be
involved to achieve buy-in.

• The public may not respond to the measures that
transportation professionals thrive on. This dichot-
omy has to be recognized and accommodated.
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• Validating and communicating through surveys,
focus groups, expert panels, and so on must be con-
tinuously improved.

Data

• The reporting period (monthly, quarterly, an-
nually, or real time) should be appropriate to the pur-
pose.

• The pros and cons or appropriate and inappro-
priate applications of different measures are poorly
understood. For example, averages, target goals,
trends, rankings, and groupings may have merit in dif-
ferent performance measurement approaches. Most
transportation agencies do not have skilled statisti-
cians, so understanding these distinctions is often a
problem.

• There is so much data in most transportation
agencies that it is difficult to create a usable product.

• Reliability and sustainability of the performance
measures over a long enough time to matter—even
coming up with a baseline—can be a problem, given
the lag time between plans and implementation.

• Data consistency and comparability in different
regions of a state or in different agencies will prob-
ably be an issue. Detailed training, cooperatively de-
veloped documentation, and resource sharing may be
needed.

Resources

• Performance measures are often seen as an
added burden that takes resources away from the
‘‘real’’ mission.

• The benefit of any individual performance mea-
sure should be greater than the cost of maintaining,
analyzing, and reporting the information.

Balance

• How is the right balance achieved between giv-
ing public officials discretion and empowering cus-
tomers?

• How should competing performance goals be
balanced within the agency’s resource allocation de-
cisions?

• How should customer surveys be properly
weighted to avoid setting long-term goals from short-
term perceptions? Customer surveys may reflect pub-
lic perceptions of performance only under current
conditions. If conditions change (e.g., seismic events,
air-quality emergencies, severe storms, or economic

downturns), public perceptions are likely to change.
How should they be balanced?

Customization

• The approach to performance has to be unique
for each transportation agency based on the issues
addressed; one size does not fit all.

• External, systems-oriented measures may differ
from internal, management-oriented measures. If
they differ, how can they be aligned?

Causality

• The time required for effects to occur can limit
the agency’s ability to measure performance. Perhaps
different units are needed (e.g., short-term outputs
and long-term outcomes).

• Broader societal measures need to be developed,
but there is often only partial causality between
transportation and these outcomes. There is concern
that a transportation agency could be held responsi-
ble for things beyond its span of authority.

Results and Unintended Actions

• How can the agency ensure that success in
achieving measures actually improves the system?
How should actual decisions made because of the
measure be tracked?

• Could the performance measures be used against
an agency by a legislature or through peer-to-peer
comparisons of ‘‘apples and oranges’’?

• Are feedback loop and commitment to contin-
ually improve the process necessary?

• Has Baldridge total quality management (TQM)
become an end in itself?

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

• Linkage to decision making is essential.
• Institutionalizing performance measurement

within an agency cannot succeed without support
from top management.

• The ability of an agency head to articulate and
advance performance measures can be a determining
factor in the successful application of the measure.

• Developing the ‘‘right’’ set and ‘‘right’’ number
of performance measures as consistent with goals and
needs of the agency is important; these goals and
needs will change over time.
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• ‘‘Pay for performance’’ and other ways to pro-
vide incentives for implementation may assist with
institutionalization.

• Performance measures must be periodically reas-
sessed with decision makers. Reassessment can re-
confirm utility, provide an opportunity for upper
management buy-in, and create a basis for rational-
izing data-collection activities.

• As concerns periodic reassessment,
–Is there a need to change data-collection cy-
cles?
–Are there cheaper data proxies available?
–Could and should data collection be priva-
tized?

• What performance measures are and are not
should be understood:

–They are a tool.
–They are not a magic bullet.
–There is no ‘‘universal’’ set of measures.
–They will necessarily change over time.

• Customer surveys and focus groups are useful in
determining whether transportation services are
meeting expectations and in ensuring that efforts fo-
cus on the most important issues.

• Communicating system goals and performance
to customers is challenging but presents an oppor-
tunity to explain what public funds are used for and
to build support. Also watchdog groups can use per-
formance measures to challenge agency decisions.

• Internal organizational alignment may flow out
of implementation of performance measures because
the entire agency should move toward the same over-
all goals.

• The agency’s culture may inhibit the develop-
ment of performance measures if there are penalties
for taking risks or resisting change.

• Opportunities may exist for data sharing
through intergovernmental cooperation and infor-
mation technology (e.g., geographic information sys-
tem, Global Positioning System).

NEXT STEPS

Research

• Compile information on how different transpor-
tation agencies use performance measurement to
achieve ‘‘balanced’’ decision making.

• Research organizational frameworks that pro-
mote the implementation of performance measures.

• Research mode-neutral performance measures.
• Research what ‘‘proxies’’ can be used to link

transportation outputs to broader societal outcomes.

Synthesis and Case Studies

• Synthesize actual internal processes or mecha-
nisms used by transportation agencies to link agency
mission and goals to project investment decisions.

• Prepare a synthesis of different organizational
approaches to safety performance measurement.

• Compile case studies on pay-for-performance
approaches (or other accountability processes) by a
public-sector transportation agency.

• Survey and compile TQM–total quality initia-
tives and organizational development literature re-
garding how to implement performance measures
within transportation agencies.

• Develop case studies that show benefits and
long-range payoffs from using performance measures
for transportation decision making.

Training

• Provide instruction on implementing the re-
search of NCHRP Report No. 446 on performance-
based planning.

• Offer a National Highway Institute course on
transportation statistics and measurement.

• Educate on communicating performance to cus-
tomers, stakeholders, and the public.
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Transportation agencies have a wealth of data
available related to the services they provide
and the infrastructure they maintain. The chal-

lenge facing managers is to gather and analyze data
in a way that provides timely information on whether
they are consistently meeting their strategic goals.
Whenever the goals are not being met, management
must use information to identify changes. This paper
describes how to develop a performance measures
program; how to identify the customers and their
needs; and how to identify, collect, and analyze the
necessary data.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The development of performance measurement pro-
cess takes place in four stages (Figure 1): identifica-
tion of goals, development of performance measures,
collection of data, and analysis and reporting of re-
sults. Although these stages imply a linear process
(beginning with goal identification and ending with
the reporting of results), transportation agencies
should incorporate feedback loops between the
stages as they design and implement their perfor-
mance measurement systems.

In practice, each stage of the performance mea-
surement process is accompanied by common prob-
lems. By understanding and anticipating these prob-
lems, transportation agencies should be able to move
quickly toward a stable system that meets their
needs.

Performance measures are an essential tool for fo-
cusing agencies on their strategic goals and ensuring

continuous improvement. But of all the system per-
formance measures an agency might develop, which
ones are most important? Although a specific answer
to this question will differ to some degree for each
agency, several observations can be made. Perfor-
mance measures should

• Address the concerns of three groups affected by
the agency’s vision and goals: customers, stakehold-
ers, and employees. The interests of these three
groups must be balanced in the measures selected.
Management must avoid narrowly concentrating on
measures of concern to only one group.

• Have relatively few measures so that attention is
focused rather than scattered. Performance measures
are often likened to the gauges of a dashboard. Sev-
eral gauges are essential, but a vehicle with too many
gauges is distracting to drive.

• Have a clear and definable relationship to the
agency’s goals. The best measures provide a direct
link from business unit performance plans to the
agency’s vision. Measures that are indirectly related
to the agency’s vision and goals are less effective tools
in managing the agency and improving performance.

• Obtain buy-in from customers, stakeholders,
and employees. If these groups do not consider the
measures appropriate, it will be impossible to use the
results of the analysis process to report performance
and negotiate the changes needed to improve it.

• Change slowly as the goals of the agency change
in response to changes in the concerns of individual
groups and as process improvements enhance perfor-
mance in particular areas. In other words, once estab-
lished, performance measures should be in place long
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FIGURE 1 Four stages of perfor-
mance measurement.

FIGURE 2 Alternative approaches for setting perfor-
mance goals.

enough to provide consistent guidance in terms of im-
provements and monitoring to determine whether the
objectives are being met.

• Facilitate improvement. If performance mea-
sures are not clearly for the purpose of improving the
products and services of an agency, they will be seen
as mere report cards and games will be played simply
to get a good grade.

Reliable data, intelligently used and presented, are
essential for the success of the type of measures de-
scribed above. The availability and character of such
data must be considered at each stage of a measure’s
development and use.

Identifying Goals

Long-range strategic goals must be translated into
specific annual performance goals. A common goal
for transportation agencies is to reduce highway con-
gestion. Although this goal is easily stated, how
should it be expressed? If the agency wants to achieve
a 10 percent reduction in congestion over 10 years,
how much of a reduction is reasonable to expect in
any given year? Is the agency off track if it doesn’t
achieve a 1 percent reduction each year? Unless an
agency has specifically developed a schedule of in-
vestments to address a uniform number of congested
roadways each year, then it should expect its progress
toward its goal to be uneven over time. In this case,
the best short-term goal might be to forecast the ex-
pected improvement, given an approved multiyear
program of projects, then measure whether the im-
provement was realized.

This example illustrates two points. First of all,
goals must be reasonably attainable. The agency
must have a plan for making them real. Simply stat-
ing ‘‘congestion should be reduced’’ without putting
the resources in place and taking actions to make the
reduction is an exercise in wishful thinking, guaran-
teed to frustrate people associated with the organi-
zation. Second, goals can be established either pro-
spectively, whereby the goal is established and plans
are put in place to achieve it, or retrospectively,
whereby the plans are in place and the goals are de-
rived from the existing plans (Figure 2). Although the
prospective approach could better link plans to stra-
tegic goals, the retrospective approach tends to en-
sure that goals are attainable and realistic.

Another example related to internal process effi-
ciency is a goal of having final designs available on
schedule. In this case, the agency might take a snap-
shot of the design delivery schedule at the beginning
of a year, then measure whether the schedule is met.
As in the congestion example, the challenge will be
in setting an appropriate target. A goal of designing
100 percent of the agency’s plans to meet a fixed
schedule is unrealistic given the environment in
which designs are developed. Setting a goal at this
level would simply frustrate design staff. It would be
appropriate to do a benchmarking study to determine
what percentage of projects are designed on time in
a well-run agency. This percentage would be a rea-
sonable long-term goal. If the current agency perfor-
mance is well below this level, a series of short-term
goals might be set rather than an objective than at-
tempts to achieve too much in a short period.

These two examples demonstrate that performance
measures are often complementary. Achieving the ex-
pected reduction in congestion each year depends on
having the anticipated final designs complete so that
the scheduled projects can be built. High perfor-
mance for on-time design is critical to meeting the
agency’s goals for reducing congestion.
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TABLE 1 Types of Measures

Input Output Outcome

Dollars spent Miles of pavement placed Discernible improvement in pavement ride
Materials consumed Miles of lanes added People carried to jobs
Staff time consumed Hours of bus service added Reduced travel time

Developing Measures

Performance measures are often described as input,
output, or outcome measures (Table 1). Input mea-
sures look at the resources dedicated to a program;
output measures look at the products produced; and
outcome measures look at the impact of the products
on the goals of the agency.

Meaningful goals must go beyond a mere summary
of program activities and define the outcomes of
those activities, that is, whether performance is im-
proved. Outcome measures are preferred because
they directly relate the agency’s strategic goals to the
results of the activities undertaken to achieve them.
Illustrating this issue and building on the congestion
example given above, an agency with the goal of re-
ducing congestion might measure the miles of capac-
ity expansion it implements on congested highways
during a given year. Miles of capacity expansion is a
measure of activity or output in terms of system con-
dition. A related outcome measure would be the
change in the number of hours users spend in con-
gested conditions.

Although outcome measures are generally pre-
ferred, transportation agencies need to consider data
availability, cost, and validity when developing their
system measures. The relationship between data col-
lection and performance measure development is one
of the critical feedback loops in the process of de-
signing a performance measurement system.

Implementation of the outcome measure in the
congestion example would require significantly more
information than would implementing the output
measure. An agency would need to know which con-
gested highways were improved, and how congested
they were; which congested highways were not im-
proved, and how congested they were; how conges-
tion translates into hours of delay; and how the high-
way improvements completed will reduce congestion.
In deciding which measure to use, the agency would
need to consider whether data can be collected to
allow a measure to be calculated accurately and with
sufficient frequency for it to be a useful tool in guid-
ing agency decisions.

Hours of user delay may be a measure that cap-
tures customer concern, but measuring hours of delay
in the field may be impossible. Even if it is technically
possible to collect the data, limits might need to be
placed on either the frequency with which the data
are updated or the extent of the highway system cov-
ered. Such restrictions would limit the usefulness of
the measure in evaluating agency performance. An-
other approach might be to estimate delay across the
entire highway system using the Highway Capacity
Manual procedures, but the uncertainty inherent in
such estimates may negate their usefulness.

Another issue is to ensure that the measure selected
is capable of capturing the impacts of the agency’s
activities given the underlying cause-and-effect pro-
cesses. For example, another goal of most transpor-
tation agencies is to maintain pavement conditions at
acceptable levels. A measure of pavement condition
is, therefore, necessary. One measure an agency
might select is the average pavement roughness or
distress index. Would this be a good measure? Ar-
guably, it would not for at least two reasons.

First, use of this measure implies that good pave-
ments can offset bad pavements so long as average
roughness does not increase. This explanation is at
odds with the concept that highway users (the cus-
tomers in this case) would prefer to minimize the
number of bad miles of highway on which they must
drive. Second, average roughness could increase even
if the agency were successful in reducing the number
of bad miles. The exact result would depend on how
much the good pavements declined in average rough-
ness, how much bad pavements improved, and what
are the relative number of miles of each. Third, a
decline in average roughness is appropriate for a
pavement during its life cycle. The use of average
roughness, then, could penalize an agency for doing
the right thing. In this instance, the use of the number
of bad miles would be a better measure because it
relates to the cause of customer dissatisfaction.

Complexity and ease of understanding are also im-
portant to consider when developing performance
measures. In the pavement example just discussed,
one of the points made was that use of an average
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ignored the distribution of pavement conditions, that
the issue was really the number of pavements toward
the bad end of the scale. A statistician might suggest
a skewness statistic as a method of measuring which
way the distribution of pavement conditions is lean-
ing. A decrease in the skewness coefficient from one
period to the next would indicate that the distribu-
tion of conditions was moving toward lower (i.e.,
better) scores. Reporting a decrease in skewness to
the public and to agency management, however,
would not elicit the same level of understanding as
reporting that the number of bad pavements de-
creased. The latter is a concept that can be easily
understood, making it a very powerful measure.

Collecting Data

The examples presented in the previous section dem-
onstrate that a direct relationship exists between the
performance measures selected and the data needed
in the performance measurement process. The most
common data problems are in ascertaining the qual-
ity of the data and in acquiring it in the exact form
desired.

The ‘‘garbage in, garbage out’’ concept applies to
the data used in a performance measurement system.
If the data gathered are highly uncertain, then the
conclusions drawn by converting those data into per-
formance measures also will be highly uncertain and
will have reduced value in managing the agency. For
this reason, great care needs to be taken in data col-
lection. Investments in accurate, high-quality data-
collection systems are essential to successful perfor-
mance measurement and, by extension, to achieving
the overall strategic goals of the agency. In reality,
however, some things are important and either can-
not be measured accurately or cannot be measured
accurately at an acceptable cost. Transportation
agencies need to consider the uncertainty introduced
by inaccurate data when taking action based on their
system of performance measures. More specific issues
related to data collection and manipulation are dis-
cussed below.

Analyzing and Reporting Results

Once the desired data are in hand, the focus shifts to
the analysis and reporting of results. In this stage, the
most challenging problem is often separating the im-
pact of the activities of the transportation agency
from the impacts generated from beyond those activ-
ities. For example, highway crashes are influenced by
many factors besides highway design. If an agency
uses the total number of highway crashes as a per-

formance measure, does an increase in crashes indi-
cate that the agency’s safety programs are ineffective?
Before that conclusion is drawn, the impact of
changes in the weather and other factors clearly
needs to be understood.

The necessity of separating the impacts of external
factors has direct implications for data collection, an-
other of the important feedback loops in developing
a performance measurement system. Even though
statistical techniques might be available to allow the
impacts of several factors to be isolated, the tech-
niques require large numbers of observations to be
used reliably. Thus, it is necessary to have a data-
collection system that increases the number of obser-
vations by maintaining data with some degree of
desegregation in both time and space. It also is
necessary to gather data on relevant factors outside
the agency’s control. For example, if highway crashes
are a performance measure and are influenced by se-
vere weather conditions, then data need to be col-
lected on severe weather across the agency’s jurisdic-
tion. It is also necessary to record crashes on an
hourly or daily basis by location to determine how
many occurred during periods of good versus bad
weather.

Another aspect of the analysis of performance
measures with a direct impact on data collection is
the frequency with which the analysis is needed. The
time period covered by an agency’s goals and the time
period for which current data are maintained must
be consistent. In determining frequency, the agency
should consider the nature of the processes underly-
ing its activities. Consider pavement roughness, for
example. Highway construction takes place over sev-
eral months, and the schedule of work over the
course of the year varies for many reasons. In this
case, it would be of little use to measure, analyze,
and report changes in pavement conditions less than
annually. Poorer conditions early in the year do not
necessarily imply the agency will end up with poorer
conditions after all construction work is complete. In
other cases, the underlying process may be much
shorter than the frequency of analysis and reporting.
If the process can be redirected on short notice, it
may be useful to monitor the results of the ongo-
ing process so that midterm corrections can be made
if it appears that the agency’s goal might not be
reached.

As mentioned in the discussion of data collection,
performance analysis results are often uncertain be-
cause data are difficult to collect accurately. This un-
certainty often can be addressed in the analysis
phase. One approach is to desegregate the perfor-
mance data and determine whether all levels of ag-
gregation perform similarly. This might be done by
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looking at conditions in varying geographical areas
within the jurisdiction of the agency. If all areas per-
form similarly, the result conveys more certainty. If
only one or two areas have poor results, then addi-
tional analysis can focus on those areas to determine
whether there is reason to believe data accuracy is-
sues are causing them to stand apart. Another ap-
proach is to look at related measures, which the un-
derlying process suggests should be correlated with
performance in areas prone to inaccurate data. If
each measure points in the same direction, then the
agency can be more confident of the results.

Analysis of performance also should consider com-
bining feedback and performance data for a more
complete picture. Data on changes in miles of bad
pavement, for example, could be combined with cus-
tomer feedback gained through pavement satisfaction
surveys. One result can help verify and explain the
other, and when results vary, it can point to the need
to reevaluate the measures used.

Finally, analysis must consider the impact that the
measures have on each other. Three goals have al-
ready been suggested for a highway organization:
smooth pavement, reduced congestion, and fewer
crashes. Success in increasing the smoothness of
pavements may encourage higher speeds, which will
increase crashes. A heavy commitment of resources
to capacity projects may reduce resources available
to pavement renewal or to safety improvements. An
analytic process must be sufficiently complex to al-
low the policy choices to be highlighted and the rel-
ative impact of each to be understood. If competing
goals cannot be analyzed, the results achieved will be
haphazard.

Managers of highway systems are not alone in fac-
ing such challenges. Transit operators usually are
forced to balance the need for efficiency with the
need to provide mobility for people in low-density
areas. Efficiency measures would tend to lead the op-
erator to discontinue less-used routes. However, the
demands for access to jobs in less-dense suburban
locations might lead the operator to add more such
routes. Policy makers and managers must be able to
understand the interaction of these two goals that
may be polar opposites in terms of their implemen-
tation. If policy makers determine greater mobility to
be the primary goal, they must either accept a re-
duced emphasis on efficiency or adopt a system of
performance measurement that is sufficiently com-
plex to differentiate the efficiency of various types of
services or routes.

Both of these examples of competing goals require
reasonably sophisticated analytic processes that al-
low for various policy options to be considered in

iterations, so that the interplay of those options can
be understood.

Accepting Performance Measures

As transportation agencies move through the stages
of the performance measurement process, it is im-
portant for them to keep in mind that a system will
fail unless it has buy-in from customers, stakeholders,
and employees. Agencies should view the develop-
ment of a performance measurement system as an
art, not a science. If performance measurement were
a science, there would be one best way to do it. There
is not. Given that performance measurement is an
art, an agency’s top managers must view themselves
as artists who find creative ways to bring the brush
strokes of all interest groups into a coherent form.
Top management needs to set the agency’s strategic
direction and goals as well as broaden involvement
in developing the performance measures that the
agency uses. If done successfully, each group will be-
lieve in the results and be willing to act on them to
achieve real improvement.

To ensure buy-in, an agency must consider not
only what it does but also how it is done. Many of
the points made in discussing the performance mea-
surement process bear repeating because ignoring
them will hurt the buy-in process. First, management
must keep the measures few and simple. Second,
management needs to ensure that the measures are
directly related to agency strategic goals and directly
influenced by agency activities. Third, performance
measures must be developed and used as tools for
improving critical processes, not as report cards. Fi-
nally, management must invest staff and resources in
reliable data-collection systems and in the analytic
methods required for timely analysis and reporting
of results. A significant breakdown on any of these
points will lessen the effectiveness of the performance
measurement process and reduce the ability of the
agency to successfully accomplish true process im-
provements.

CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION

The earlier discussion focuses largely on measures
that come from a transportation agency’s standard
data systems. Pavement quality, congestion, and
crashes can be reduced to hard numbers and are rou-
tinely reported in most agencies. These are the tra-
ditional transportation measures. Customer measures
provide another view of many of these traditional
measures; they may provide a subjective overall as-
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TABLE 2 Traditional and Customer Measures

Traditional Measures Customer Measures

Quantitative measures
Routinely collected
Define condition or use of facility or service
One measure for each feature

Qualitative measures
Capture perceptions
Define priorities
Define how much is important
May result in conflicting answers

sessment of quality, help to assign a priority to var-
ious issues, or help define how much of a given item
is important (Table 2).

Customer measures are an important component
in an organization’s family of measures. They differ
from traditional measures in that they are based on
people’s perceptions of the products and services de-
livered to them. Because no two people are the same,
perceptions of the same thing can vary widely. Also,
one person’s perceptions about something can change
from one point in time to another. This is quite dif-
ferent from traditional measurements. Fortunately,
valid and reliable methods for measuring customers’
perceptions allow organizations to use this valuable
information to improve performance.

Who Is the Customer?

When an organization is using customer measures to
help define its performance successes and improve-
ment needs, a clear understanding of its customers is
vital. A customer can be defined simply as the user
or recipient of a product or service. Because there is
likely to be more than one user of a given product
or service, users are often referred to as customer
groups. It is important to look for similarities in and
differences between customer groups because they
will affect the findings.

As the number of customers in a customer group
increases, more and more differences between indi-
viduals in the group become evident, resulting in even
more distinct customer groups or subgroups. Thus, a
transportation agency with many products and ser-
vices could have many customer groups, each of
which has different needs, expectations, and percep-
tions.

In agencies with many products and services and
a wide range of customers, different customers prob-
ably have competing or even opposing needs. How
does an organization determine which action to take
when two customer groups have opposite opinions
of the service they have received? It might be possible
to accommodate both groups, but if not, what then?

As discussed above, the understanding of the differ-
ences between the customers and customer groups
and having a clearly defined purpose will greatly help
in the making of this determination. Also, factors
such as resource capacity and economies of scale will
affect the actions the organization can take. It is im-
portant to point out here that all customers are not
created equal. Some key customers may be frequent
users of the highway system (commuters); others may
be large-volume users (truckers); others may be im-
portant because they have political or some other
type of influence. Key customer groups should always
be measured for their needs, expectations, and levels
of satisfaction.

In many organizations, simply defining the cus-
tomer can be a challenge. For instance, when a state
trooper stops a motorist for speeding in a construc-
tion zone, who is the customer—the stopped motor-
ist, the construction workers, the residents nearby,
other drivers, the taxpayers, or the legislature? The
answer could be any or all of these. It depends on
how the agency defines what is being provided and
what the goals are. The agency must clearly under-
stand what is provided, how it fits into the overall
objective, and why it should be measured before a
performance measure can be developed with cus-
tomer input.

How Does the Customer Relate to the Measure?

A customer is a user of the system or someone who
benefits from the system. A product, then, can be de-
fined as anything you provide to a person or group
of people. Using this definition, a product can be one
of two types: a tangible, visible thing, such as a li-
cense plate or a highway interchange, or an intangi-
ble thing, such as information about traffic laws in a
construction zone or an analysis of how legislation
affecting commercial trucking affects highway use. In
the construction zone example, if the product is the
state trooper’s speeding ticket, then the customer is
the driver, and the desired outcome is the driver’s al-
tered behavior when driving through work zones in
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the future. If the product is work zone safety, then
the customer is the construction worker, and the de-
sired outcome is a safer workplace.

Another aspect to providing a customer with a
product is the experience itself. This is the interaction
between the provider and the customer before, dur-
ing, and after delivery of the product. The common
phrase used to describe this aspect is customer ser-
vice. A customer’s perceptions of the experience (i.e.,
of obtaining and using a product) are as important
as their perceptions of the product itself.

When one is measuring products, the intent is to
determine the customers’ perceptions of the attributes
of the products themselves. When one is measuring
the experience, the focus is on customers’ perceptions
of the people they deal with, their attitudes, profes-
sionalism, willingness to listen, knowledge of the
product, understanding of the customers’ concerns,
and other characteristics. As an organization deter-
mines what to measure, keeping these differences in
perspective will help determine the role that customer
input should have in your primary system perfor-
mance measures.

What Is Needed from the Customer?

What are you measuring and why? Before you start
to develop your questions for customers, determine
and be able to explain specifically what you hope to
accomplish with the information you obtain. This
knowledge will keep you focused as you develop and
work through the process of developing a question-
naire, survey, or other customer-input device. If the
purpose is unclear, inadequately developed, or not
specifically related to the corporate measure, you will
struggle to come up with questions that truly address
the concerns that matter the most to your perfor-
mance measure.

Consider the following questions as you begin to
develop customer measures of performance:

• What is the primary issue or problem that we
want to address?

• What will the results help us do differently?
• How would this information aid in the decision-

making process?
• What specific actions do we intend to take after

we have the results?
• Why do we need this information now?

As with all performance measures, differentiate out-
put measures from outcome measures. Also if your
product requires you to take something from a cus-
tomer and work on transforming it into something

else before you give it back, be sure to consider input
measures.

Output measures are evident as soon as you have
delivered the product. Outcome measures might not
be evident until months after product delivery. Al-
though output measures are usually easy to define,
developing good outcome measures can be difficult.
Outcomes in organizations often can be attributed to
several different activities. It can be challenging to
determine what portion of a customer’s outcome is
based on your product and what portion is based on
products the customer received from other providers.

One potential risk that must be considered as you
analyze your information needs is that your customers
may not be familiar with your product or service. For
example, consider the public’s perception of pavement
condition. If people are unaware of the department’s
policy or are aware of it but cannot relate to the en-
gineering jargon nor understand the cost of different
improvements, then it will be difficult for them to re-
spond to questions about the policy. In these cases,
separate questions may be needed to determine cus-
tomers’ awareness and understanding of the policy be-
fore determining satisfaction and using it to influence
investment decisions.

Customer information is critical to any complete
performance measurement system, but getting in-
formed input from customers can be difficult. It must
be done deliberately and with an understanding of the
customers themselves.

DATA IDENTIFICATION AND USE

Collecting the right data depends on understanding
what is to be measured, why it is being measured,
and who will use the data.

What to Measure

Data often are collected for a performance measure
without truly understanding what is to be measured.
For example, many agencies have annual goals for
improving pavement ride. To measure this goal, the
agency might measure the number of miles that fall
below an established ride standard (i.e., the number
of ‘‘bad’’ miles). However, if resources were dedicated
to meeting this goal and a program was implemented
that should have met the goal but the goal remained
out of reach, would the single program level measure
be useful? In this case, the simple measure might not
be useful because it would not allow the situation to
be well understood.
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TABLE 3 Hierarchy of Pavement Performance Measures

Measure Use Audience

Number of bad miles Overall pavement performance Policy makers
Performance of pavement type Measure overall performance System managers
Performance of specific pave-

ment designs
Measure performance within

pavement type
System managers

Performance of specific pave-
ment design components

Measure performance of pavement
components

System managers, engineers,
contractors

To understand the issues, data and measures would
be required at several levels. Some of the questions
for which data and goals would be required include
the following:

• Are pavements performing in the manner ex-
pected by the pavement management systems?

• If pavements are not performing as expected, is
the problem with all pavements or with a particular
pavement type?

• If asphalt pavements are not performing to stan-
dard, is the problem in a particular type of mix?

• If it is a specific mix, is the problem in materials,
construction, base, or other factors?

These questions suggest a hierarchy of measures (Ta-
ble 3), all of which are needed to understand the pro-
gram.

Obviously, not all of these measures need to be or
should be reported generally. Policy makers in a leg-
islature or governor’s office will probably be inter-
ested in only the highest level measurement. In ad-
dition, the highest level of agency management will
probably have limited interests. Lower-level manag-
ers and technical staff will want and need to know
the details that underlie the global measure.

Even this short hierarchy suggests a complex sys-
tem. Although it is complex, it is not new to most
highway agencies. Most agencies have some type of
pavement management system. Such systems contain
many assumptions about performance at different
levels of detail that are effectively performance mea-
sures. Similarly, many design standards contain per-
formance assumptions that can be used as perfor-
mance measures. If they are understood to be
measures and are used to better understand an issue,
they can help to improve agency performance. More-
over, they can be used without creating complex new
systems and, probably, without collecting significant
new data.

Defining and Standardizing Data

For data to be used with confidence, they must be
consistently defined. Standardization strives to define
data to a degree that minimizes subjectivity and max-
imizes objectivity with respect to establishing a data
item to promote accuracy and repeatability. Stan-
dardized data also are necessary for successful data
integration. For example, how much has an agency
spent on a given program? This is a frequently asked
question, a question for which there can be many
answers that are different but all correct. An accoun-
tant probably would answer in terms of dollars that
have left the agency, on an expenditure basis. A fed-
eral program manager would probably answer in
terms of the dollars moved to federal agreement, on
an obligation basis. A program manager might an-
swer with the amount contracted, on an encum-
brance basis. Within their limits, all of the answers
are correct, but they are different. If such information
is reported as a part of a performance management
system, the agency must determine which answer is
most relevant to the audience and standardize this
basis for answering. Another simple example, deter-
mining the length of a highway ramp, illustrates the
point in the physical inventory world (Figure 3).
Where does the ramp start and end? There is no right
answer, but the answer must be consistent.

To standardize data, the data element in question
must be understood. Data modeling efforts that in-
clude users or potential users of common data may
prove useful for establishing and defining data to a
detail that facilitates standardization.

Quality control is also necessary to standardize
and use data with assurance. The Wisconsin Depart-
ment of Transportation (WisDOT) recently imple-
mented a quality control data-collection audit of its
state highway inventory data. The audit focuses on
sampling a percentage of the annual data updates.
The results of the first year’s audit have already gen-
erated benefits. The audit highlighted some key areas
where inconsistencies were present in the collected
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FIGURE 3 Location of ramp along mainline.

data. A follow-up to the audit will occur soon with
all data collectors to review what was learned and to
incorporate the findings into a revised data-collection
manual.

Data Life

Data collection is usually expensive. Therefore, it is
important to understand the useful life of data so that
it can be leveraged as much as possible before an
update is necessary. To determine the data’s useful
life, the data’s accuracy necessary to address business
requirements must be determined.

The useful life of data can be derived from the re-
sponsible use of the data. For example, highly de-
tailed pavement condition ratings can be used to pre-
dict pavement condition for 5 to 6 years from the
date of inspection. This means that one can confi-
dently, or responsibly, generate a 5- to 6-year im-
provement program based on the data. It is tempting
to generate long-term [or out-year (6� years)] im-
provement programs because pavement deterioration
curves can forecast conditions for up to 40 years.
Although this forecast is possible mathematically, a
responsible user will seek to understand the variables
affecting data quality over time; this understanding
should be used as the basis for determining the fre-
quency with which to update and use data.

In contrast, some data have a long, useful life.
Pavement width, shoulder width, pavement type, in-
tersection location, and median location and type re-
main the same from the time they are built until re-
construction, so it is not necessary to plan a cyclical
collection of such data. It also may not be necessary
to collect the data in the field but to use its built plans
or a photolog in the office to collect the data.

It is also wise to prioritize the importance of each
data item. Although pavement and shoulder width
remains static between construction times, it is im-
portant to have the current pavement and shoulder

widths for doing capacity analysis. Therefore, col-
lecting basic inventory data for new construction
might be the highest priority. Collecting new con-
struction data could be more important than collect-
ing pavement roughness data, which changes slowly
enough that delaying collection for several months
would not affect system-level analysis.

Automatic or Manual Collection

Automation of data collection usually enables data
to be collected quickly and efficiently. If the auto-
mation equipment is cost-effective and the data can
be processed efficiently, then automation is likely to
be a viable alternative to manual data collection.
However, automated collection methods are not al-
ways the best way to collect data. Automation can
work well if a large volume of data is collected daily
(e.g., automatic traffic count and classification sta-
tions) or thousands of miles of road per year are
rated (e.g., collecting pavement roughness). However,
for data that is stagnant, such as political boundaries,
manual collection may be more economical.

Automated data collection usually implies speed
and efficiency, but the real value of automation is
realized when speed is coupled with increased accu-
racy, precision, and repeatability of the data. The
drawbacks of automated data collection typically re-
late to significant up-front capital costs and ongoing
maintenance costs for equipment.

Defining the benefits of accuracy and precision for
data items is a good starting point for the evaluation
of automation benefits. Some data items do not lend
themselves to accurate, precise, and efficient manual
measurement; for example, it is almost impossible to
obtain pavement roughness data and standardized,
repeatable manual determinations of pavement
roughness. Thus, automation is clearly a superior al-
ternative. But for many data items, automation is not
so easily distinguished as a superior data-collection
method; in fact, automation might not be the best
approach. The cost of equipment must be weighed
against the benefits of enhanced accuracy, speed, and
repeatability when an automated data-collection so-
lution is considered (Figures 4 and 5).

Data may be collected through a combination of
both manual and automated processes. Handheld
devices that allow collectors to input and store data
and then easily upload into a larger inventory system
can contribute significantly to consistency and
repeatability (Figure 6). Laptops and data boards
provide much of the same functionality in other
applications.
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FIGURE 4 Automated pavement distress van. FIGURE 5 Photolog camera.

FIGURE 6 Automated field data-collection window.

Location Control

One of the biggest challenges in collecting data with
fully automated equipment is to ensure that the lo-
cation control strategies are compatible. Geographic
information system (GIS) technology may provide
the location control basis to collect large volumes of
data that are compatible with other inventory items.
Without the ability to combine data, no matter how
it is collected, the primary objective of using the
needed data as an input into a performance analysis
is lost.

For segment-based location referencing systems,
physical inventory data are typically averaged to rep-
resent the overall segment. For many applications,
this method works well, but there may be a need to

establish the location of data more precisely. On/at
methodology [a linear referencing (location control)
system that allows a location address to be given to
data] or a similar system allows data items to be lo-
cated exactly as they exist without the need to aver-
age the data for attachment to a segment-based lo-
cation. For example, a road segment varies in width
along its length. On/at methodology allows width
data to be located as it exists by attaching the loca-
tion to each data item rather than forcing the data
item to the location of a previously defined seg-
ment. Instead of one width attached to a segment,
multiple widths can exist, representing actual occur-
rences.

An on/at method was determined to be the most
logical for WisDOT’s local roadway database (Figure
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FIGURE 7 On/at location control system.

FIGURE 8 Link and site database, allowing integration of different
location control systems.

7). This method uses distance and direction on a road
from an at-grade intersection. It can be used for iden-
tifying data that are at a point (e.g., bridges, railroad
crossings, light poles, or intersections) or that have
length (e.g., pavement types, roadway widths). For
example,

• On Main Street, 200 ft past the intersection with
John Street, traveling toward Mary Street (point).

• On Main Street, 400 ft past the intersection with
John Street, continuing to 50 ft beyond the intersec-
tion with Mary Street (length).

Integration of Data

Data integration is a popular topic among users of
data. A truly integrated database avoids the redun-
dancy in the collection and storage of data common
to independent databases. Integration also provides
the user with more efficient access to data. Integra-
tion is nothing more than the ability to bring together

data from various data storage systems effectively in
an analysis. For this to happen, the data definitions
and the location control systems must be compatible.

Data must have a common definition if they are to
be integrated. The common definition is an often-
overlooked problem when combining data for anal-
ysis. Simple problems such as collecting the data in
English units versus metric units can be overcome by
building conversion tables. But more complicated is-
sues may hinder or even prohibit the combination of
data. For example, if some critical data are collected
or analyzed as an average over a segment, whereas
other data are collected in extreme detail, rules for
combining the data must be developed.

Location control is often an issue in integrating
data. Data can be located by reference point systems,
milepost markers, coordinate systems, and other
ways (Figure 8). If various systems are in use and a
translation program is not available, data will not be
compatible.

The issue of location control compatibility is a
challenge, especially within the context of a large or-
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ganization. In this environment, separate depart-
ments or units commonly use independent databases
with independent location control systems that con-
tain similar data. When data integration is proposed
in such organizations, an associated requirement is
that there must be a standard way of defining, locat-
ing, and managing data. A call for change is often
met with great resistance. Units have strong reasons
for resisting change. They own a particular data item,
and that item is fully functional for their needs, so
why should they change their business approach in
light of the ever-present resource and budget con-
straints to satisfy someone else’s desire for their data?
With such parochial attitudes, data integration is of-
ten difficult.

If an organization has a strong mandate for inte-
gration or if standardized data definitions and meth-
odologies are in place, then the barriers can be more
readily removed. However, it is never inexpensive to
convert data systems. Changing the database itself is
usually the easiest part of the project. Identifying and
converting all the programs or processes that use the
legacy data system is the more expensive and time-
consuming phase.

Sharing of Data

One unique aspect of data integration is data sharing
across levels of government or agency lines. For ex-
ample, good business practices and federal guidance
encourage cooperation among state, metropolitan,
and local planning agencies. In most cases, the data
required to complete a reasonable planning effort,
which should include elements of performance mea-
surement, are common to all three levels of govern-
ment. In many cases, each level of government main-
tains data systems that are tailored to its particular
needs, which may include specific ways of rating
pavement quality, individualized data definitions, or
singular location control strategies. It also may in-
clude incompatible hardware and software installa-
tions. For example, many local governments in Wis-
consin have some GIS capabilities, most of which
were acquired with assistance from state land infor-
mation programs. Most are incompatible with
WisDOT GIS applications. In some cases, the differ-
ences lie in the software and hardware; in others,
with location control strategies; and in still others,
with the level of detail in the location systems. With
all of these differences, how can plans and perfor-
mance measures be reasonably coordinated? Unfor-
tunately, the answer is usually through a manual
comparison of output and the application of profes-
sional judgment.

A similar circumstance exists between agencies.
For example, natural resources information often re-
sides with the state resource agency. On the surface,
geographically located and displayed information on
wetlands, endangered species habitat, or agricultural
lands might seem to be ideally suited to the analytical
needs of the transportation agency. Are the resource
agency’s system and data compatible? Is the detail
adequate for project- or even program-level analysis?
In Wisconsin and many other states, the answer is
usually no to at least one of the concerns.

These common interagency issues can be overcome
only by great and continuing effort. Producers and
keepers of data must be sensitive to the needs of other
potential users. They must also understand the ben-
efits of sharing information with all the involved
agencies. Once that sensitivity and understanding ex-
ists, the producers and keepers will have a motivation
to find solutions. Until it does, cross-agency sharing
will remain a major challenge.

Data Access

At first it would appear that accessing data within a
single agency would present little or no problem. The
truth is the opposite. Access capabilities usually are
not the same across large organizations, especially or-
ganizations such as state transportation agencies.
State departments of transportation usually have sev-
eral district offices and a headquarters office at re-
mote locations. Each of these locations could have
different computer capabilities. Some may not have
desktop workstations that can handle large file
downloads from mainframe computers. Others may
not have compatible software. If an agency truly in-
tends to improve the business functions being mea-
sured, it needs to be sure that the data needed to
monitor the performance measure are available at the
level within the organization that is fundamentally
responsible for the function.

For interagency access to data, network connec-
tions to databases can provide common and conve-
nient pathways to data. Web technologies have cre-
ated an opportunity for external sources to have
access to data. However, most agencies are just start-
ing to explore the potential for web technology to
address data-sharing issues. At first glance, it appears
to be an easy solution to many of the legacy problems
of accessing data. However, web technology does not
address many of the definition or location issues dis-
cussed above. Web technology is also in its infancy
and is changing rapidly, causing development and
compatibility problems. For example, web technolo-
gies might be used to enable local governments to
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have access to state databases that contain local data.
Security is an even greater concern in this arena be-
cause of the number of potential users. Many ques-
tions need to be answered before the data can be
shared over the web, such as

• Who has access to which data?
• Is there permission to modify data?
• Can data be downloaded?
• Can the system handle the number of users?

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Reliable data are essential to any system of perfor-
mance measurement. As measures are developed,

policy makers and managers need to consider
whether a measure can be routinely reported. Are the
data available? Can data be collected at a reasonable
cost? Are existing sources of data compatible, and if
so, can they be used together in a meaningful man-
ner? Can data be analyzed and presented in a way
that will be meaningful to their audience? Are the
measures themselves meaningful to the needs, inter-
ests, and values of the agency’s customers? Answer-
ing all of these and other questions must be a part of
developing performance measures. If they are not an-
swered correctly, then performance measures will be
haphazard and may do the agency more harm than
good.
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TRB AND FLORIDA EXAMPLES

Anita Vandervalk

The goal of this presentation is to confirm many
of the points in the resource paper by a com-
parison with the outcome of the Transporta-

tion Research Board (TRB) data committee peer
exchange and of the Florida experience.

At the end of July, the TRB data committee held
a peer exchange in which nine states gathered along
with staff from TRB and the Federal Highway Ad-
ministration (FHWA). We had a good exchange
about the latest developments and performance
measures. We focused on data issues. So a lot of the
outcome of that peer exchange is similar to the
points made in the resource paper. (Note that a copy
of the report on the peer exchange is found in Ap-
pendix B.)

I will not go into too much detail about Florida’s
performance measures because we have been doing
this for 10 years and much has been written about
our program. I want to draw on some examples to
validate the points. One of the keys about the per-
formance measure program is that it is closely linked
to our planning process, which I will demonstrate in
a moment. Then I’m going to propose some addi-
tional areas of study, most of which came from the
peer exchange.

There was no question-and-answer period for this session. The
summaries were prepared by Jonette Kreidweis, Minnesota De-
partment of Transportation.

I decided to break the points of the paper into
three main areas: agency performance measures, cus-
tomer needs and data, and—most important—data
for performance measures. For each area, I have cho-
sen a couple of points to highlight and go into
detail.

The paper pointed out that agency performance
measures should be focused on three groups: custom-
ers, stakeholders, and employees. I would like to take
that focus a little farther and emphasize that we need
to look at how performance measures are used. This
is something we discussed at length in the peer
exchange. We all realize that there is a flurry of ac-
tivity. We all think we are doing the right thing in
developing these performance measures. But we need
some examples of how performance measures have
contributed to making decisions in an agency, orga-
nizational and institutional changes, and how they
relate to operations. We also talked about that in our
breakout group.

A second point on agency performance measures
is the number of measures. This is one point where I
disagree with the paper’s authors. They indicated that
there should be a few of them. In Florida and Min-
nesota, where there are hundreds of measures, it is
important to have a lot of measures. I do agree that
you need to be able to boil them down to a few key
ones that you report out with, but to get the buy-in,
you need to have measures that cover every area of
every agency so that everybody is involved.

When we were mandated by our legislature in
1994 to have measures in place, we looked out into
the agency to determine how we could report to the
legislature on this. We found that a lot of the areas
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FIGURE 9 Agency performance measures: link to plan-
ning process.

(maintenance pavement, e.g.) had been doing perfor-
mance measures for years; that is how they operated
their business. That is why it is important to have
hundreds of measures. Again, the focus should be on
a few that we can keep our eyes on.

The third point under agency performance mea-
sures is to link to agency goals. This point is abso-
lutely critical, and the goals should be aligned. Figure
9 shows Florida’s method for linking. One thing we
do differently is to link back. First, we establish our
policies and plans. We just completed the develop-
ment of our 2020 Florida Transportation Plan. The
plan took 18 months to develop, and we involved
several hundred individuals throughout the state—
MPOs, county government officials, and the general
public. We had several brainstorming groups. It was
a huge effort. But we are finishing what I think is a
fairly well-supported plan.

On the basis of that plan, we developed our finan-
cial priorities. Some of them are based on statute and
regulation. For example, in Florida, maintenance dol-
lars are taken right off the top. A certain percentage
goes directly to facilities maintenance. Of the re-
mainder, 50 percent of the all the capacity funds au-
tomatically goes to supporting Florida’s Interstate
highway system, our key corridors within the state.
The other 50 percent of the capacity dollars is spent
based on the policy and plans that we put forth in
our 2020 long-range plan. We then implement our
adopted work program and measure the perfor-
mance, that is, how well we are serving the customers
in the area of pavement maintenance and capacity
improvements. The measures link directly back to the
Florida Transportation Plan. We have to report, in
the form of an agency strategic plan (a kind of a
short-range component of our plan) to the legislature
annually on how we are doing on each of our hun-
dreds of measures. We report how well we are doing

based on our goal, and what we plan to do
if we are not meeting that goal. So we have to dem-
onstrate continuous improvement based on those
measures.

The fourth point is that measures should change
slowly. From a data standpoint, I cannot emphasize
this issue enough. Some trends need to be established
before you start changing the measures. In fact, for
the mobility area in Florida, we decided to not even
set goals and objectives until we have enough data
to back us up so that we can set some appropriate
objectives. That is a key point.

Fifth, continuous improvement, as I demonstrated,
is critical.

The second major area is customer needs and data.
The resource paper touched on the need for surveys
and what they should look like. One of the things
we talked about at the peer exchange was the need
for using existing market research, survey tools, and
so on. We should not reinvent the wheel in this area.
A lot of agencies are already doing market research,
and we should latch on to existing methods, maybe
tweaking it for our needs.

The third and most important area, of course, is
the data. One issue touched upon in the paper is
modeled versus actual data collection. This is
something we struggled quite a bit with, especially
in our mobility measure area. We have determined
that model data, when validated with actual data,
are an excellent way to get a consistent data source
from a network standpoint. We are big on making
sure that the data we report are consistent across
the whole network, to the point when we will not
even map our mobility performance measures be-
cause we are concerned about the comparisons that
may be made from one urban area to another.
Model data have been the answer for us because
they provide consistent results. For example, speed
is the one thing that we model. We have an exten-
sive program for traffic data collection that gives
us our volumes and so on. We have a combination
of modeled versus existing.

We used our existing data-collection program ex-
tensively. It should be based on what you already
have. We had to tweak our programs. For example,
one decision we had to make is what we should
choose as a peak hour. We chose 5 to 6 p.m. because
it seemed to be the peak hour that closely matched
the peak time for both transit and roadway. Then,
we had to tweak our data-collection processes to give
us data in that time frame.

Quality control, integration, and data sharing are
key to what we do, and I have linked them together.
When we discussed these issues in our peer exchange,
we linked them because if you are trying to get qual-
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ity data, the first thing you look at is the fact that
there are tons of data out there. So let’s try to inte-
grate all of this. Let’s bring it all together. But the act
of bringing it all together results in quality issues with
your data. Several other issues were touched on in
the paper:

• Location referencing: it is critical and needs to
be overcome.

• Standardization of collection techniques: is it
worth it, and how do we do it?

• Partnerships with the metropolitan planning or-
ganizations (MPOs) and local governments: how do
we establish those?

• Privatization of data collection: it may result in
better-quality data, but it could also have the oppo-
site result.

We talked about the integration issue as a future
issue for peer exchange. Tom Palmerlee and I have
been working on it. He is taking the lead on figuring
out how we can have another peer exchange to delve
into this issue.

To finalize, additional issues are also items that
came out of the peer exchange as areas for needed
study as they relate to data:

• Market research: where and how are measures
used?

• Alignment of state and federal goals: we touched
on whether an alignment of goals could potentially
result in a standardization of performance measures.
It might make sense for agencies that are new and
starting to develop performance measures.

• Mobility measures: we decided that there was no
need for additional research. A lot is going on with
the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) Study, and
several states are looking into this. We are going to
keep our eyes on this one as well.

• Intelligent transportation system (ITS) data
needs: we need to look at how we are going to get
the data from ITSs.

• Safety, freight, and sustainability measures: we
talked about these measures in the peer exchange as
well; a lot of data issues surround these measures that
have not been worked out.

For each of these areas, we plan to develop some
research statements to discuss at the TRB national
meeting in January 2001 and determine where to go
from there.

TRANSIT PERSPECTIVE

Paul O’Brien

My role here is to provide some of the tran-
sit perspective on the resource paper. For
any of you who have not picked it up, I

encourage you to do so. It is a good read, good
information. Even I, a humble operations-and-
maintenance guy, was able to get through it and un-
derstand some of it. That makes it rank high in my
eyes.

I will touch on some of the main topics in the pa-
per and will offer something from the transit side,
naturally with a focus on the Utah Transit Authority
perspective. I will tell you about Utah to start. Our
population is a little over 2 million. Although Utah
is a rural state in terms of area, 77 percent of our
population lives in what we call the Wasatch Front,
from Provo to Ogden. So it makes us an urban state,
which presents a lot of challenges for our highway
people and transit people.

The Utah Transit Authority is bigger than you
might think. We have 23 light-rail vehicles, and we
have already ordered 10 more. We have almost 600
buses. We are in the process of moving away from a
traditional style of transit agency, which was efficient
but was not necessarily tuned in to the community.
As the community changed, we did not change with
it. We are trying to do that now, so we have articu-
lated buses, 30-ft buses, circulators, all kinds of
things going on. Our initial rail line, which opened
ahead of schedule and under budget, is the major
rebuild of our freeway through Salt Lake County on
the same track.

Transportation Data and
Performance Measurement

The first item is about addressing the concerns of the
groups and getting the right data—one of the things
that we have looked at in developing our perfor-
mance measures. Is it something that is useful, or is
it just something that is available? We have it, so let’s
use it. But does it make any connection to our goals
and objectives?

We also needed performance measures that make
sense. This point is addressed in the resource paper.
The measures need to be understandable and have
some connection to our goals and objectives. They
also should be understandable to the decision mak-
ers. I should not have to go in there and spend half
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an hour explaining to a decision maker what a per-
formance measure really means.

Development of Performance Measures

The paper talks about focusing attention rather than
scattering it. Regarding the National Transit Data-
base (I believe that is the proper name for its current
state), sometimes you see studies and research that
are based on this database, but every transit system
is different. They have different goals and objectives.
The community needs are different. So you start pull-
ing things out, and then it is not necessarily the mea-
sure you want for your transit agency.

One of our missions was to develop performance
measures that our board of trustees was interested in.
Back in the old days, we had performance measures,
but we found out that the board was not interested
in those things. The board changed; the community
changes.

In our breakout group or session yesterday, some-
body talked about the hierarchy of performance mea-
sures. There were six areas; I noticed that system op-
eration and maintenance was at the bottom, but that
is okay. That is something we have looked at too.
Traditionally, in the transit industry, we measure
miles between road calls. We looked at that and
thought, that is kind of interesting, it’s easy to mea-
sure, and we have done it for a long time. But what
are we looking at? We are looking at the effectiveness
of our preventive maintenance program. So now we
track the percentage of our preventive maintenance
that is accomplished on time, because we think if we
look at this measure, we are going to be ahead of the
curve. We are not going to wait until the bus breaks
down to figure out, hey, we need to change the way
we do our maintenance.

Analysis and Reporting of Results

Sometimes you do have to be able to explain your
analysis to the media or to our board. We have had
some issues where it may be apparent to us at the
staff level, but we have to explain them to the media
or the board. We need to be prepared for that. The
paper talks about the need for a direct link from the
business unit performance plan to the agency’s vision.
Sometimes you have to explain that.

How many times have you looked at reports with
formats that were hard to work with? We redid the
way we did some of our financial reporting of our
performance measures because we found out that the
board was having to piece things together. It was not

how they saw things. It was great for us, but the
performance measures were not useful to the board.

Forced Acceptance of Performance Measures

The transit agency is very susceptible to fads. One
example is from the 1980s: fare box recovery. The
better ratio you had, the better transit agency you
were. After a while we found out that although this
measure sounds good in an analytical way, it was not
how the community measured us. Plenty of transit
agencies looked good when they came to the financial
conference. But when they went back home, people
were saying, okay, that’s great—but what about the
service in my neighborhood? Why can’t you provide
a more comfortable bus?

Placing the staff in a no-win situation is one of my
favorite topics. In transit, we are faced with this issue
a lot, and the paper touched on it. We need to make
sure that we do not set conflicting goals (e.g., there
is a performance measure for service, but to meet my
performance goal, I’m not going to meet my overtime
goal). One of our challenges is not to place people in
that no-win situation.

Customer Data

We talked about the changing definition of customer
in a breakout session. In transit, we have a lot of
customers. Board, passenger, nonrider, and employee
are only four of them.

I have heard again and again that you want radical
change, but you get there incrementally. That point
is where we are in the transit business as well. In the
past, we have been reluctant to change. In a lot of
agencies, it takes a major crisis to look at something
differently, to stimulate some kind of a change. Then
this big change is hard for everybody to accept. Our
goal is to keep in touch with our customers and to
adapt as they adapt. We need to consider our image;
that is something we are looking at now. We have
new bus stop signs. We changed our logo. Our light-
rail vehicles look very nice. We cannot minimize
these sorts of things because our customer base in-
cludes the nonrider and the occasional rider—it is a
huge market for us.

Somebody mentioned management vision and stra-
tegic innovation. The interesting thing is that em-
ployees are often the ones who resist this. The key to
adapting to change is flexibility. It is easy to say but
hard to do. We like to get in our comfort zone and
then cruise. That is where the transit industry has
been, and we are paying the price. Some have
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adapted a little better than others. The employee is
also a customer.

Data for Performance Measures

Gathering, is it worth it? If you want data, you have
to gather it somehow. We found that we have limited
tools. We would like to do a lot of things, but we do
not have the tools to do them. We do not have the
staff. Is it worth it? Do we want to put all our energy
into that? What are we going to get out of it? That
is an issue that we are facing all the time. We are
under a lot of pressure to perform.

There was talk earlier about modal implications.
That is a big deal for us. We have everything from
rideshare to paratransit, bus, and light rail. You have
to keep measures, such as average fare, unlinked
trips, and so on, in a modal perspective. Timeliness
is important. For us, it does not do any good to re-
port 6 months down the road.

Integration entails two main items: budget and
pay. Our performance measures are integrated into
our budget process. When we go through the budget
process, we discuss our performance measures as to
where we need help and where we need to change
our focus. That is a budget issue. It also is a pay issue.
A certain component of everyone’s pay—from the
supervisor to the manager, the director, and the gen-
eral manager—is linked to performance measures.

PUGET SOUND’S CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Joel Pfundt

First of all, I compliment the authors of this pa-
per. I was in the same boat as the last speaker.
I often have trouble wading through informa-

tion, but I enjoyed reading this paper. A lot of it
spoke to what we have been dealing with in our con-
gestion management system (CMS). I have been
working on it for a few years, and we have realized
that it just is not working and is not doing what we
had hoped that it would do. We have been looking
at ways to reinvent it. The resource paper dealt with
a lot of the issues that we have been struggling with.

The Puget Sound region is made up of four large
counties that have 82 cities within the region. It is
located on both sides of Puget Sound and deals with
two regions of the Washington Department of Trans-

portation. It also has a large ferry system that is part
of our national highway system, which is a part of
the CMS.

The CMS is supposed to be a systematic process
for managing congestion, then identifying solutions
to alleviate that congestion and enhance mobility. So
when we originally developed our CMS, we came up
with a hierarchy of performance measures that were
based on our metropolitan transportation plan. We
had a couple of primary performance measures that
we dealt with, a series of supplemental performance
measures, and ones in our work program in this area
that we said we would try to get to in the future.

The primary performance measures we used orig-
inally were based somewhat on the data that we had
available, which was volume-to-capacity ratio–type
measures. The work program identified moving to
travel time as our goal as a much better primary per-
formance measure.

At this point, we monitor about half of our met-
ropolitan transportation system and the six ferry
routes. We have incomplete coverage, even on this
partial system that we are monitoring, with some of
our performance measures. This causes problems
with trying to evaluate and identify the performance
across our region, as discussed in the paper.

We have a database that stores all this information
and is linked to our geographic information system
(GIS) using a linear referencing system. We supply the
information that we have within our CMS on our
web site. Some comparisons of our CMS and some
key areas from the paper follow.

• Key group concerns. When we developed the
performance measures that we use today, we had a
lot of involvement from the three areas that were
identified in the paper: stakeholders; customer bases,
which are the public and members of our metropol-
itan planning organization (MPO); and a lot of in-
ternal staff. We used these resources to try to con-
centrate on coming up with performance measures
that went back to the goals and objectives that were
identified in our metropolitan transportation plan.
The key groups were brought together to address
their concerns.

• Relatively few measures. We have a lot fewer
measures than the 700 measures that the Florida De-
partment of Transportation has, mainly because of
resource issues and data availability. We still have too
many measures for what we are trying to do, at least
at a basic level.

• Clear and definable relationship to goals. We
have a clear and definable relationship to our goals.
However, many of the performance measures that we
use are more of an output-type performance measure.
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We would like to move toward an outcome-based
system.

• Buy-in from key groups. We got a lot of buy-in
from groups. This is a yes-and-no type of situation
in that we got buy-in from a lot of people who said
that these were the right performance measures that
we should have. But then when we went to collect
the information from the people who were needed to
supply this information to us, we met with a lot of
resistance and had a lot of problems getting the in-
formation. Part of the resistance came from the fact
that we were talking to one group when we were
talking about what the performance measures should
be, and they were coming from agencies that would
be able to supply us the information. There was no
discussion with the people who maintain the infor-
mation at the different agencies and jurisdictions
about whether they would be able to supply it. So
we need to go back and reevaluate this key area from
the beginning as we are developing these perfor-
mance measures.

• Slow change. We have changed slowly. We have
not changed much at all, and that is what we are in
the process of trying to do, make some decent
changes and move forward.

• Improvement. It comes down to facilitating im-
provement. I would say that at this point, our CMS
does not do that. It has to do with the facts that I
mentioned earlier. We made a decision early on, as
part of the stakeholder group that we put together,
that we did not want to use model data. We did a
lot of reviewing of our model, and the group was just
not comfortable with that. So they wanted to take
the bold approach of trying to do a sort of ‘‘universe
collection.’’ In the end, as we have tried to work
through that, it does not seem to work. This is some-
thing that we are going to have to revisit and try to

come up with a type of sampling methodology that
they would be comfortable with.

For the future of the Puget Sound CMS, we want
to go back and define simple performance measures
with complete system coverage. We want to use a set
of initial performance measures that focus on the
core idea behind the CMS but then use that system
to maybe screen and focus more of our very limited
resources on areas where we might be able to get into
some of the more detailed performance measures. We
will look at some of these supplemental performance
measures, such as average car occupancy, a more di-
rect measurement of travel time, and a lot more detail
on the type of transit information that we collect. For
information such as access, we would like to focus
on some screening measures.

In our agency, we have not collected much data our-
selves. Now, to get at some of those consistency issues
and to have more confidence in the data, we are look-
ing at ways that we could collect information and sup-
ply it as a service back to our member jurisdictions,
so that they can use the data that we have collected.
We will continue to use the database and GIS system
that we have set up. It has worked pretty well.

We also like to take advantage of many ITS appli-
cations. We have an interesting imbalance within our
region when it comes to ITS applications. In some of
our counties, there has been a lot of ITS implemen-
tation, which allows us to get large amounts of good
data for some of our region. For example, there is all
the information that the Washington Transportation
Center uses for the great graphics that they create. The
problem is it is in only two of the four counties within
our region. As a result, evaluating issues across the
region is pretty difficult. So we have to let those mea-
sures go because they are not particularly effective
when it comes to evaluating across the region.
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Panel Discussion, Part 2

Douglas Zimmerman, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
Rick Schuman, PBS&J
Michael Hoglund, Portland Metro
Jeffrey Arndt, Houston Metro
Ron Tweedie, New York State Department of Transportation, Moderator

After the first general session on selecting mea-
sures, data needs, and analytical issues and
workshops on this topic, another general ses-

sion was held for participants who were interested
in the more technical aspects of the subject. The ses-
sion consisted of four presentations by participants
on technical aspects of data for performance
measurement.

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION’S CLOSED-LOOP PROCESS

Douglas Zimmerman

Doug gave an overview of the closed-loop pro-
cess for determining the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Transportation’s (PennDOT’s) per-

formance measures (Figure 10). Principal elements
include

• Selection of existing and new data sources,
• Data analysis and synthesis,
• Development of actionable high-level goals and

strategic objectives,
• Development of a strategic agenda,
• Identification of measurable performance and

improvement targets, and
• Product and process feedback (links back to the

first step).

PennDOT developed a matrix that ranks the qual-
ity and importance of its products and services as

rated by respondents in their QUIK (quality, urgency,
importance, knowledge) customer survey (Figure 11).
The customer survey data, along with data listed in
Table 4, are used for strategic planning. Particular
emphasis has been placed on the policies and prac-
tices identified as needing improvement (bottom right
of Table 4).

PennDOT developed a scorecard of measures for
achieving strategic goals. Several opportunities and
issues emerged as a result of the performance mea-
surement and strategic planning process. PennDOT
identified the need for

• Data warehouse to manage all the data needed
for the process,

• More reliance on technical expertise for the de-
velopment of optimal measures,

• Senior staff training in the use of measures and
performance data,

• More time spent considering what are the issues
in implementing a performance-based planning pro-
cess (e.g., determining whether they have the right
measures and finding innovative ways to quantify
‘‘soft’’ measures such as quality of life),

• Understanding the consequences of measuring
the wrong things,

• Building in flexibility to accommodate changing
customer demands and requirements, and

• Better understanding how much information to
share and report (‘‘right sizing’’).

PennDOT is continuing to work on the linkage
between the ‘‘performance scorecard’’ (concept and
outcome based) and the ‘‘dashboard of measures’’



FIGURE 10 PennDOT’s cycle for performance measurement system. [SWOC � strengths, weaknesses, oppor-
tunities, and challenges; SFA � strategic focus areas; MPF � Moving Pennsylvania Forward (strategic agenda).]

TABLE 4 Data for Strategic Planning (PennDOT)

Opportunities
(High Importance/Low Grade)

Challenges
(Risk Factors/Potential Barriers)

Products and services with potential to
exceed customer expectations

• QUIK Survey
• PennPlan
• External Scan
• County Maintenance CSI

Forces and factors that will affect our
future

• PennPlan
• Executive Visioning Session
• PennDOT/Partner Visioning
• Partner/Supplier Focus Groups

Strengths
(High Importance/High Grade)

Weaknesses
(Ineffective Practices/Potential Barriers)

Products and services with high current
customer approval

• QUIK Survey
• PennPlan
• External Scan
• County Maintenance CSI

Policies and practices identified as needing
improvement

• Organizational Climate Survey
• Employee Focus Groups
• Baldridge Gap Closure
• Partner/Supplier Focus Groups

CSI = customer satisfaction inventory.
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(input and output based). The next steps include the
following:

• Enhancing the QUIK survey: conducting cus-
tomer surveys to rate the importance and quality of
products and services and asking customers what
would it take to get an ‘‘A.’’

• Improving data management: the current quan-
tity of data exceeds current capabilities for roll-up
and integration.

• Looking for methods: to better balance customer
data with other technical data in the agency.

• Emphasizing partner and supplier relationships:
as part of the performance measurement process.

INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS AND
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Rick Schuman

Rick discussed intelligent transportation system
(ITS) data applications and performance mea-
surement. He focused on three main issues:

• The data-collection revolution is under way,
• Lessons learned from public perceptions, and
• Challenges for future efforts.

Data Revolution

• We are transitioning from data poor to data
rich.

• New types of data are available from traffic sen-
sors, imaging technology, incident event reports, and
environmental (weather) sensors.

• Traditional data-collection systems are expand-
ing (e.g., one-third of all centerline freeway miles in
many urban areas are under some form of surveil-
lance).

• Travel time measurements are becoming easier
to obtain via transponders from toll roads. Soon, it
may be possible to obtain location and travel time
data from cellular phones and an on-board Global
Positioning System.

• Complete trip logs may be possible in the near
future; ‘‘super probe’’ devices may enable vehicles to
report origin-destination data automatically.

• Travel time data are more reliable from these
new detection technologies.

Lessons

• Evidence is growing that the public relates best
to pictures and travel-time information.

• Reliability as a measure is key.
• Urban transportation facilities are increasingly

expected to be ‘‘operated.’’
• Information on the operation of these facilities

is increasingly expected to be provided.
• Concerns about data privacy that may affect fu-

ture ITS data-collection activities are increasing.

Challenges

• Current technology should not limit how we
view data availability. We should use engineering
principles to define data needs (e.g., determine what
data we need) and not let current technology limit
our horizons.

• We need to expand performance measurement
development to measures for system operations,
management, and improvement.

• Proposed categories for measurement could also
be broadened beyond ‘‘smooth roads,’’ crashes, and
congestion to also consider travel time and public in-
formation needs.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IN
PORTLAND, OREGON

Michael Hoglund

Not all metropolitan planning organizations
have moved as far as the states in perfor-
mance measurement, especially as they relate

to the planning process. Portland Metro’s reasons for
measuring are to meet legal requirements and to pro-
vide information for the public discussion of issues.
The organization has adopted a methodology for se-
lecting indicators and measures and is following sev-
eral principles in identifying performance indicators.
The measures must

• Relate to measurable policy goals;
• Be understandable to a broad public;
• Reflect a long-term commitment;
• Be based on credible methodology and credible,

real-time data and interpretation; and
• Integrate local and regional indicators.
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TABLE 5 Performance Indicators

This
FY 2000

Variance
Indicator/Measure Month YTD Goal from Goal

On-time VMT between service
interruptions

Accidents/100,000 VMT

Complaints/100,000 customer
boardings

VMT = vehicle miles traveled.

Portland Metro is measuring the following areas:

• Housing and employment (especially affordable
housing),

• Transportation,
• Surface parking,
• Water quality and flood management,
• Fish and wildlife,
• Rural preserves, and
• Big-box retail- and industrial-area expansion.

Transportation measures are tied to policy goals:
analytical indicators or measures (primarily historical
and forecast data) are typically used in planning stud-
ies to evaluate the extent of the potential benefits of
a study alternative, whereas evaluating measures
(real-time data) are used to monitor systems, usually
after a plan or project is in place, to determine
whether a plan or project is performing as intended.
Reducing vehicle miles traveled is important and is
tied to areawide policy.

Geographic information systems are being applied
to data and measures in several ways. For example,

• More sophisticated approaches are evolving for
tracking and forecasting mode splits (obtaining these
data continues to be relatively expensive);

• Transit ridership and coverage are being tracked;
• An accessibility index based on the distance to

jobs and households has been developed for transit
and autos; and

• Miles of pedestrian walkways and bikeways as
well as travel times in key corridors are being
tracked.

CUSTOMER IS KEY IN HOUSTON

Jeffrey Arndt

Houston Metro has been in the measurement
business for many years. It started back when
the Houston Chronicle started counting the

number of buses that ‘‘pulled out’’ of the transit ga-
rage each day.

Four key issues drive performance measurement ef-
forts: safety, reliability, timeliness, and customer sat-
isfaction. In 1998, Houston revisited and fine-tuned
its performance indicators. Performance standards
were established, and indicators were adjusted for
known ‘‘events’’ and anticipated fleet performance.
All of Houston’s indicators are based on six principal
data sources:

• Customer complaints,
• Customer boardings,
• On-time performance,
• Vehicle miles traveled,
• Service interruptions along the route, and
• Accidents.

Every month, the Houston Metro Board members
receive a performance report that includes four tran-
sit service performance indicators (Table 5). Each of
these indicators is further broken down to distinguish
between services provided by Houston Metro and
services provided by contractors.

Houston Metro is working to improve data integ-
rity, clarify the expected margin of error, and provide
explanations and analysis of the performance data. It
also has integrated its process into the terms and con-
ditions of employment negotiated with its unions.
Employees may receive payroll bonuses of up to 3
percent of total earnings based on their individual
performance in meeting the indicators or measures.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Issue: Because all surveys have different levels of ac-
curacy or ranges of errors, should agencies report
these accuracy limits publicly when they report
results?

Discussion: Some agencies report the range of errors,
some have caveats, and some do not report error
ranges but calculate them internally. There is concern
that error limits are not fully understood and that
sampling error is confused with survey error.

Issue: If you survey nonriders of transit systems, can
you develop performance measures for them? Do
these surveys help build budget support?

Discussion: They can indicate how nonriders feel
about the organization but not in terms of perfor-
mance measures. It helps to find out what the
broader community thinks.

Issue: Can performance measures be used to pay for
performance? How do you protect against skewing
the data?

Discussion: Different transit organizations have pay-
for-performance programs based on performance
measures. Management must continually monitor
performance data to ensure that skewing is not tak-
ing place.

Issue: Have any agencies looked at full societal cost
accounting?

Discussion: Puget Sound Regional Council is re-
quired by law to do full societal cost accounting and
has done it for their long-range plan. Other agencies
have societal measures that are discussed but not
monetized.

Issue: Do we need to consider both traditional and
customer measures together so that we do not fall
into the trap of saying we cannot quantify a measure,
so we will not measure it?

Discussion: Both traditional measures with hard data
and customers with soft data are needed. But in pro-
cesses, the customer data are used differently.

Issue: If outcome measures are preferred, why use
output measures?

Discussion: Outcome measures should be the goal.
However, sometimes it is better than nothing to use
output measures while developing ways to collect
and analyze outcome measures.

Issue: In a multiagency environment, is it important
to have agreement on goals and performance mea-
sures to guide data collection?

Discussion: Different parts of a region will have dif-
ferent goals for their areas, so agreement on goals is
difficult. When there is agreement on performance
measures, agencies should agree on methodologies
for data collection and analysis. This is one of the
data-integration issues that will be dealt with in an
upcoming peer group review.

Issue: Engineers usually are not trained to measure
outcomes. Do we need to involve other disciplines in
measuring outcomes?

Discussion: Other disciplines must be involved.

Issue: Collecting data is expensive. Is there any ex-
perience with agencies stopping data collection while
establishing performance measurement programs?

Discussion: Some agencies did in fact reduce or elim-
inate some data collection by finding surrogate mea-
sures or agreeing that the measure was not worth the
expense. In another case, additional data were re-
quired to fill the gaps.

Issue: Is there any experience with exchanging data
with agencies other than transportation agencies?
Are there quality issues? Compatibility issues?

Discussion: Many examples of exchanging data with
other agencies exist, but there are compatibility is-
sues, such as different geographic information sys-
tems. Agencies need to understand the data sources
and their limitations before using them. Developing
regional models using local data inputs is a good way
to achieve data integration and buy-in to the process.
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STATE OF THE PRACTICE

Traffic data warehousing is being done in several lo-
cations (e.g., Wisconsin, Florida, Los Angeles, and
Phoenix). Loop detectors are commonly used in Cal-
ifornia, but a fair percentage are generally out of ser-
vice, many because of communications failures. It is
difficult to find resources to maintain them. Agencies
are experimenting with laser detection. Warehoused
information is made available in the form of pub-
lished reports and CD-ROMs.

Some locations, including Florida, are linking ge-
ographic and accident information. The First System
in Los Angeles will link incident information to a
geographic information system (GIS) database. At
least one state tried to set up a centralized data sys-
tem and found it did not work. At least two states
now hold the information collectors responsible for
storing and providing the data they collect.

ISSUES

Measure Selection

• There are different perspectives on performance
measures, such as customer versus agency (e.g., bus

breakdown versus preventive maintenance measures)
and national versus local.

• Selection of appropriate performance measures
needs to be a combination of top-down (needs-
driven) concerns and bottom-up (data-driven) capa-
bilities.

• Performance measures should not be portrayed
as the absolute criteria in decision making.

• There is a tendency to overmeasure. It is impor-
tant to balance data-acquisition costs and data avail-
ability.

• Performance measures should be selected to best
inform policy makers.

• How do we build effective measures, from con-
ceptual (word based, descriptive) to operational def-
initions (quantitative) and from input to output, to
outcome, to second-order outcomes?

• Performance measures need to be related to stra-
tegic goals. Thus, new performance measures should
be defined, and obsolete performance measures
should be dropped.

• The key is to know how you are going to use
the performance measures before knowing whether
the measures are the ‘‘right’’ ones. A process needs to
be established to determine which measures to ulti-
mately use.

• Performance drives data needs and priorities.
• When communicating data between manage-
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ment systems (e.g., in New Jersey through GIS, in
California through a central office), where is the for-
mat decreed? What is an appropriate level of cen-
tralization?

• Segment and collect information by coordinate
points versus line segment or shape.

• Level of accuracy and consistency for higher-
level (policy) purposes: is the ‘‘real’’ number impor-
tant? Or is it the trend? the consistency in method?

• Performance measures for policy analysis should
be suited for their purpose with the following char-
acteristics:

–Have an appropriate level of accuracy (is the
‘‘real’’ number important or is the trend most
critical?);
–Be measures that are easy to explain and have
a level of accuracy that can be explained;
–Help in the decision-making process; and
–Be flexible enough to respond to a changing
decision and policy environment.

Data and Data Needs

• Assured quality of data;
• Integration of data from different sources and

different geographic or political jurisdictions;
• Data compatibility (avoid comparisons between

‘‘apples and oranges’’);
• Data consistency;
• Uniform format;
• Standardized definitions;
• Location referencing systems;
• Integration tools;
• Key data elements of bicycle and pedestrian data

to evaluate system reliability;
• Resources to support necessary data collection

and analysis;
• Hierarchy of surrogate measures for measures

that are too difficult, intangible, or expensive to mea-
sure (e.g., quality of life, societal costs);

• Use of outcome surrogates (e.g., bike network
gaps versus number of riders) from greater to more
specific (e.g., quality of life to more train riders to
one-time performance, cleanliness) because outcome
measures may be harder to assess as they become
more general and policy oriented and more subject
to external factors;

• Survey of users about qualities that can be af-
fected by the transportation agency and tailored to
different markets (locations and demographic
groups) because different groups have different needs
and priorities;

• Coordination of data collection within a single
agency to maximize efficiency;

• Data ownership: Who collects the data? Who
owns the data?;

• Understanding the difference between projec-
tions and actual observations (projections typically
subject to forecast uncertainty; actual observations
subject to measurement errors);

• Future data needs (difficult to anticipate);
• Proper data and tools (to justify revenue in-

creases with performance measures);
• Right amount of data: How much data is

enough?; and
• Worth of data collection: Does it pay for itself?

Analytical Issues

• We need to understand the variability and
errors.

• Do the decisions we make fully appreciate and
consider the variability and errors in the data?

• Do we have the right tools (and data) to com-
pare performance among different modes for invest-
ment decisions?

• We need better tools to quantify trade-offs
among different performance goals.

• Although it is difficult, it is important to measure
the relationship between transportation and land use,
livable communities, economic vitality, and other
broad social goals.

• We do not understand the relationships among
commodities, mode choice, and travel characteristics;
we could use more research.

• There are a lot of data but not enough analysis.
We need to know what the data are telling us.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

• Enhance data collection with leverage-evolving
technologies [e.g., intelligent transportation systems
(ITS), imaging, Global Positioning System (GPS), cel-
lular phone, wireless communications].

• Validate the reliability of data generated by
evolving technologies.

• Identify the abundant opportunities to integrate
these data with traditional data.

• Begin a dialogue with the Archived Data User
Service (ADUS) community.

• Decide which and how much ITS data are
needed (planners).

• Understand the risks of using these data.
• Use the Internet for data sharing and agencywide

coordination.
• Collect data that serve multiple purposes.
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• Delegate measures to more local authority
(smaller organizational units versus comparability),
with an awareness of the appropriate scale (organi-
zational unit and geography).

• Conduct not only cooperative planning but also
cooperative data collection and sharing.

• Incorporate performance measures into trans-
portation college curriculums.

• Develop public and private partnerships in data
collection and analysis; take advantage of nontra-
ditional sources of data (e.g., American Automo-
bile Association, insurance agencies, and hospital
records).

NEXT STEPS

The overarching need is to have the right tools to
prioritize investment decisions and to allocate fund-
ing. The following activities could help develop the
appropiate tools:

• Synthesis report [like those published by the Na-
tional Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP)] to inventory the types of performance
measures that are used, the purposes in using these
measures, and their pros and cons;

• Ways to gauge the consequences of using a
wrong performance measure;

• Guide to quantify the intangible measures and
indicators;

• Guide to measure and understand errors;
• State-of-the-practice report on analysis, data,

and tools to compare modes;
• Tool to quantify the effects of performance mea-

sures on decision making;
• Best-practices manual on what works and what

does not;
• Directory of case studies of private-sector data

(goods movement);
• Case studies and effective practices on closing

the loop from strategy goals to input, to output, and
to outcome, with feedback loops from each;

• Staff capacity and skill sets (new data types
change how the job is done; need training and time
to allow for adequate training);

• Case studies (Which data are no longer collected
and why? Which data has the federal government
stopped asking for?);

• More data on demographic stratification;
• Outcomes that influence the causality of broader

societal outcomes;
• Development of performance measures for the

land use and transportation connection;
• Improved data collection for all modes, espe-

cially nonhighway;
• Research to improve planning techniques espe-

cially for surveys, use of ITS data, behavior, and be-
havioral models, privacy, and data quality; and

• Integration with traditional data.
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Measuring That Which Cannot Be Measured—
At Least According to Conventional Wisdom

Michael Meyer, School of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Georgia Institute of Technology

Not everything that counts can be counted;
and not everything that can be counted counts.

—Albert Einstein

As a society, we are fixated on measuring and
quantifying the economic and social activities
that affect our lives. How many of us on a

daily (if not hourly) basis watch the Dow Jones Index
to determine what is happening to the stock market?
The popular press reports much anticipated indica-
tors on the performance of schools (Scholastic Apti-
tude Test scores and U.S. News & World Report’s
university rankings), police agencies (crime statistics),
neighborhood desirability (house sales and average
price), airline performance (on-time statistics), high-
way performance [the Texas Transportation Insti-
tute’s (TTI) congestion index], to name but a few.
Inevitably on release of this information, pundits of-
ten question the validity of the indicator, noting such
matters as the impossibility of capturing all of the
causal factors that lead to the actual outcome or the
important influence of environmental factors or of
experimental design that could invalidate the result.
Such punditry becomes easier when the issue is so
amorphous or broad that arguing about measure-
ment becomes secondary to the debate surrounding
what the topic is to begin with.

In transportation, we have seen many of these is-
sues, topics, and goals rise to the top of the public
policy agenda in recent years. Nearly everyone would
agree that as a society and certainly as a profession,
we should strive to enhance community quality of
life, encourage sustainability, preserve or improve

ecosystem health, promote economic well-being, and
seek environmental justice. In fact, many state and
metropolitan transportation plans have statements to
these effects as part of their vision definitions, goals,
and objectives. However, besides our knowing it
when we see it, are there ways to actually measure
the progress toward these ends in meaningful ways?
The purpose of this paper is to examine the role of
performance measurement in areas that are inher-
ently difficult to measure. To state the problem in the
current parlance of the profession, how do we mea-
sure the outcomes of transportation policy decisions
versus the outputs? Are there ways of incorporating
such measures into the transportation planning pro-
cess that can provide decision makers with useful un-
derstanding of (a) the cause-and-effect relationship
with transportation system performance and (b) how
this relationship is affecting the desired outcome over
time. How can performance data that are designed
to report on facility physical conditions be related to
broader societal goals? What are the policy, organi-
zational, and technical issues that must be addressed
to accomplish this task?

Figure 1 provides a conceptual framework that
guides the approach taken in this paper. If perfor-
mance measurement is linked to decision making,
Figure 1 suggests that there are four important levels
of decisions to consider—system operations, plan-
ning, system management, and strategic investment.
Note that the operations decision level is the largest,
reflecting the fact that in most metropolitan areas or
states there are many more agencies and actors in-
volved with operations decisions than there are with
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FIGURE 1 Hierarchy of decision making. (SDOT = state department of transportation.)

strategic investment decisions. At each level, perfor-
mance measures and corresponding data can be used
to provide feedback to the relevant decisions. How-
ever, the vertical arrows represent data or perfor-
mance measures that can be used at higher decision-
making levels. The dashed arrows reflect such
measures or data that transcend all levels of decision
making and provide input into decision making at
the strategic investment decision-making level (thus,
at least conceptually, answering one of the questions
previously raised). However, at each level, there
could be measures desired by the corresponding de-
cision makers that are specific to that decision con-
text. These measures are represented by the horizon-
tal arrows in Figure 1. At the very highest level, this
could imply that decision makers might be interested
in issues and performance measures not directly
linked to information surfacing from the other levels,
for example, impacts on economic productivity, en-
vironmental justice, and quality of life. The desire for
this type of information would result in a top-down
direction to planners and analysts to produce the re-
quested information as part of the decision-making
process.

This framework also allows one to characterize
performance measurement along several dimensions
that become important in the discussion of how cred-
ible measurement can take place. As shown in Figure

1, for example, the hierarchy of decision making sug-
gests that at the operations level, performance mea-
surement would tend to occur at the local level, focus
more on outputs where the cause-and-effect relation-
ship between changes in the transportation system
and resulting performance characteristics is more di-
rect, and where data can be collected and used on a
short-term basis. At the top of the triangle, perfor-
mance measurement would have a much broader
scope. It would be likely to focus on outcomes in
which indirect cause-and-effect relationships might
play an important role, and in which data on result-
ing changes might have significant time lags associ-
ated with it. All of these characteristics become crit-
ical considerations in answering the questions posed
in the introduction of this paper.

Three important qualifying statements need to be
made. First, the types of societal outcomes of interest
to transportation decision makers would probably
require expertise beyond what can possibly be pro-
vided by one individual. Ecosystem health, for ex-
ample, deserves the attention of ecologists, biologists,
and environmental scientists. Similarly, economic
well-being is the purview of economists, sociologists,
and political scientists—none of whom would be
likely to agree on a common definition of well-being.
Thus, as transportation planning becomes more
closely related to broadly defined policy goals, there
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needs to be greater participation by numerous disci-
plines in defining terms and in designing measure-
ment approaches. This paper lays the groundwork
for such a multidisciplinary approach, but it cannot
provide the expertise needed to develop these valid
performance measures.

Second, although performance-based planning has
been discussed and debated in the transportation pro-
fession for the past 10 years, there are still some dis-
agreements and discrepancies on how they are per-
ceived and applied. Regarding the concepts in this
paper, it is important to understand how perfor-
mance measures are considered in the context of
transportation planning and how they can be used
for decision making. The next section presents a
framework that illustrates the integration of perfor-
mance measures into transportation planning. At this
point, the following points need to be made.

There is a clear distinction between performance
measures and the evaluation criteria used to analyze
alternatives, although the literature and practice of-
ten blur the distinction. Clearly, an important rela-
tionship exists between the two, but each plays a very
different role in the planning process. For example,
‘‘number of jobs generated’’ might be an evaluation
criterion used to assess the impacts of a transporta-
tion project. A more general measure of economic
vitality would be the system performance measure.
Or the ‘‘number of tons of a particular pollutant’’
might be an evaluation criterion, with a more general
systems measure being quality of public health. Many
of the more general measures are difficult to measure,
perhaps even to define, often leading to surrogate
measures such as economic costs.

Another important point-of-departure issue is the
use of performance measures in the decision-making
process. The performance measures discussed in this
paper are not measures to compare the effectiveness
of one program with that of another. They are not
intended to be used in an audit of a particular pro-
gram’s performance. There has been much confusion
about the use of performance measures in such a role.
Rather, the performance measures discussed in this pa-
per are intended primarily to monitor the performance
over time of the transportation system and to relate
that performance to the decision-making process lead-
ing to investments in that system. This necessarily
leads to a discussion of cause and effect that is the
fundamental challenge in using outcome-oriented per-
formance measures in transportation planning and de-
cision making. To use performance measures in such
a capacity, we need to understand system performance
measurement from a broad perspective.

Third, although performance measures aimed at
monitoring the operation of a transportation system

are fairly straightforward, those that focus on
broader societal outcomes face significant challenges
in definition and application. The underlying theory
that links transportation system performance and
these outcomes needs to be well established and be-
lievable by decision makers. For the types of societal
outcomes of interest to this paper, such theories will
most likely relate to economics, ecology, earth sci-
ences, and human behavior. More importantly, the
relationship between transportation system operation
and investment will have a time lag associated with
the eventual outcomes, thus adding to the complexity
in establishing cause and effect. This time lag could
also affect decision makers’ interest in the perfor-
mance measure to begin with. It seems likely that
whatever set of transportation performance measures
is considered for broader society outcomes, it will
consist of those transportation-related variables that
occur early in the cause-and-effect cycle or precursors
to the eventual outcome of interest.

PERSPECTIVES FROM OTHER FIELDS

Before discussing the application of performance
measures for broader societal outcomes in transpor-
tation, it might be instructive to examine briefly the
experience in three important fields of study. The lit-
erature in each is voluminous and cannot be repeated
here in detail. However, putting the transportation
experience in the context of these other approaches
to a similar challenge can help to better understand
how the linkage between transportation system per-
formance and societal outcomes could be ap-
proached. At least it will show that our profession is
not alone in facing these challenges. Three fields of
study are presented: water resources, ecology and
sustainability, and economics.

Water Resources

The field of water resources planning and engineering
has often preceded transportation planning and en-
gineering in its development and application of state-
of-the-art practices and technical approaches. For ex-
ample, multiobjective analysis was being used for
water resources planning long before it was devel-
oped in the transportation field. The American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers (ASCE) took the lead in de-
veloping sustainability criteria for water resource
systems and related the management of water re-
sources to much broader societal issues, such as pub-
lic health, economic development, and environmental
quality (1998). In its treatise on the subject, ASCE
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FIGURE 2 Reliability, resilience, and vulnerability of system performance
measurement. SOURCE: American Society of Civil Engineers, 1998.

combined these issues under the umbrella of sustain-
ability (ASCE, 1998). The approach suggested for so-
cietal outcomes is to use net economic welfare as a
surrogate value. Use of performance indices is also
explored. Figure 2 shows an example of how an in-
dicator can be further disaggregated into three im-
portant pieces of information: reliability of system
performance, its resilience, and its vulnerability. No
specific sustainability measures are proposed, al-
though several guidelines are presented for the man-
agement of water resources in a sustainable manner.

Ecology and Sustainability

The literature on sustainability, particularly how one
measures it, has increased dramatically in the last 10
years (see, for example, Bell and Morse, 1999;
Hohmeyer et al., 1997; Leitman, 1999; Maser,
1997; Newman and Kenworthy, 1999; and Rose-
land, 1998). The ecology literature, in particular,

focuses much attention on ecological performance
and the human impact [see, for example, Brown et
al., 1999; Goudie, 2000; National Research Coun-
cil (NRC), 2000; and Schulze, 1999). After an ex-
tensive review of current practice and science, NRC
(2000) recommended the following national indi-
cators of ecological health: land cover, land use,
total species diversity, native species diversity, nu-
trient runoff, soil organic matter, carbon storage,
ecological production capacity, net primary pro-
duction, lake trophic status, and stream oxygen
and—for agricultural ecosystems—nutrient-use ef-
ficiency and nutrient balance. Table 1 shows sus-
tainability indicators from three sources. As seen,
in two of the cases, transportation is a specific cat-
egory of measurement.

Some of the indicators shown in Table 1, especially
those originating from the United Nations and the
World Bank (1994), are aimed at developing country
contexts. However, these indicators illustrate how one
could measure the types of activities and urban char-



TABLE 1 Sustainability Measures

Newman and Kenworthy
(World Bank, 1994)

City of Norwich, England
(Bell and Morse, 1999)

United Nations
(Leitman, 1999)

Energy and Air Quality
total energy use per capita
energy cost per dollar output
proportion of alternative fuels
total pollutants per capita
total greenhouse gases
days meeting air standards
average fuel consumption
vehicles failing emissions test
household noise complaints

Water, Materials, and Waste
total water use per capita
days meeting quality standards
sewage treated to reusable standards
sewage discharged to streams
consumption of building materials
consumption of paper and packaging
amount of solid waste
organic waste returned to soil

Land, Green Spaces, and Biodiversity
agricultural land at urban fringe
green space per capita
percentage of urban redevelopment
number of transit-oriented

developments
density of population and employment

Transportation
VMT per capita
nonauto mode split
work commute time and distance
transit speed relative to auto
service miles of transit
cost recovery for transit
parking spaces per 1,000 workers
miles of separate bikeways

Livability, Human Amenities, and Health
infant mortality per 1,000 births
average educational level
local leisure opportunities
crashes per 1,000 people
crimes per 1,000 people
deaths from crime
proportion of substandard housing
miles of pedestrian-friendly streets
proportion of city with urban design

guidelines
proportion of city allowing mixed use,

higher-density development

Environmental Protection
number of good air days
tons of waste per household
total water consumption
energy consumed
quality of water in rivers
wildlife diversity
area of green field sites
amount of litter on streets
number of trips by mode
miles of traffic-calmed streets

Economic Development
unemployment rate
percentage of skilled

employment
net increase in jobs
number of corporate

headquarters
number of tourists

Social Development
percentage in poverty
number of homeless
number within walking distance

of social service agencies
percentage voting in elections
number of sports facilities
crime levels
number of seats for arts and

culture
number of historic building

listings
number of art collections open

to public

Improve Air Quality
air pollution concentrations
emissions per capita
acute respiratory deaths

Improve Water Quality
percentage of wastewater

treated
percentage of BOD removed
treatment cost
lowering of water table
wastewater recycled
level of treatment

Improve Solid Waste Collection
and Disposal

solid waste generated
disposal methods
regularity of waste collection
biodegradable waste
recycling rate
cost of waste disposal
cost recovery
industrial waste generation

Ensure Sustainability
energy use per person
fuel wood use
renewable energy use
food consumption

Reduce Effects of Disaster
houses destroyed
mortality rate
housing on threatened land
fatal industrial accidents

Improve Urban Natural and Built
Environment

green space per capita
number of historic sites

NOTE: VMT = vehicle miles traveled; BOD = biological oxygen demand.
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acteristics that lead to desirable societal outcomes. The
key challenge in almost all of the indicators shown in
Table 1, except for those defined for transportation, is
that of relating the performance of the transportation
system to the actual values of these indicators, that is,
the cause-and-effect relationship.

Economics

The perceived positive impact of transportation in-
vestment on economic development is one of the
most important motivations to transportation deci-
sion making. Given the status of metropolitan areas
as the economic engines of national economies (see
Armstrong, 1999), providing an efficient urban trans-
portation system is considered a necessary precursor
for a healthy economy. However, the exact nature of
this relationship is often debated. An NCHRP study
that looked at the potential for transportation capital
investment to be a catalyst in producing productivity
gains, economic growth, and improved regional com-
petitiveness concludes that ‘‘transportation infra-
structure investment is substantially more effective in
promoting net productivity growth than it is in stim-
ulating regional economic gains’’ (Lewis, 1991). The
reduction of trip delays, vehicle operating costs, and
accident costs has a positive impact on regional eco-
nomic welfare in areas that are economically strong.
Economically weak areas would not likely benefit as
much from transportation investment as they might
from an educated and trained labor force or com-
petitive market advantages. More interestingly, the
study also concluded that although transportation in-
vestment can promote local job growth, job creation
usually comes at the expense of job growth elsewhere
in the region or state. Thus, transportation invest-
ment promotes growth through productivity gains
rather than net increases in the rate of employment.
In most cases, transportation investment by itself is
not likely to cause significant change in economic ac-
tivity. Supportive market forces and public policies
are also important to spur economic development.

Some form of economic indicator or set of indi-
cators would be an important component of any ap-
proach at measuring the broader aspects of trans-
portation system performance. It is likely, however,
that these indicators will incorporate some form of
environmental and social accounting of the costs
linked to a transportation system (see, for example,
Stahmer, 1997; and Delucchi, 1997). The typical
measures used today, such as gross domestic product,
are adequate to measure economic activity if the
broader societal costs associated with resource con-
sumption and impacts are ignored. I suspect that ig-

noring this broader ‘‘cost’’ perspective will not be ac-
ceptable in many metropolitan areas in the future.

BROADER PERSPECTIVE ON TRANSPORTATION

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The primary developmental period for the systematic
approach toward transportation planning that char-
acterizes much of current practice occurred in the
1960s and 1970s (Meyer, 1995). Transportation
planning then was concerned with many issues, but
primarily the focus was on system expansion to meet
the growing demands for automobile travel and the
corresponding characteristics of high speed and safe
use of the road systems. Average vehicular speed, es-
timated usage of the system or network links (such
as volume to capacity), number of crashes, and costs
became the most used criteria for evaluating alter-
native transportation system plans. Because these
were the criteria used for plan evaluation, they also
tended to be the measures used in monitoring
the ‘‘effectiveness’’ of transportation system perfor-
mance. As the nation’s urban road system expanded
in response to unprecedented population and em-
ployment growth, congestion on this system and the
concomitant effects on the environment and on peo-
ple’s daily lives became important issues to system
users, decision makers, and analysts. Congestion, the
effects of congestion, and measuring congestion lev-
els were thus some of the major system performance
issues that drew the interest of transportation profes-
sionals in the 1980s and 1990s. However, much of
this professional interest focused on measures that
had been developed in the mid-1950s by engineers
and planners who were interested in the impacts of
congestion on vehicle flow.

Suggested measures of congestion during this ear-
lier period focused on three major factors:

• Operational characteristics of traffic flow, which
included speed, delays, and overall travel times;

• Volume-to-capacity characteristics, which re-
quired a comparison of actual volumes with road ca-
pacity; and

• Freedom of movement characteristics, which re-
quired a determination of the percentage of vehicles
restricted from free movement and the durations of
such restrictions.

As Pignataro (1973) noted, several types of con-
gestion indices surfaced from this early attention:
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• The ratio of the actual travel time a vehicle oc-
cupies a section of roadway to the optimum travel
time,

• Simple travel time to traverse a specified section
of roadway,

• Reduction in speed that occurs at high volumes
without corresponding changes in volumes,

• Relationship of average overall speed-to-speed
changes and frequency of speed changes per mile,
and

• Relationship of time loss to driver inconvenience
and discomfort.

Much of this work resulted in the method of highway
capacity analysis and level of service determination
that is common to transportation engineering today
(although volume-to-capacity measures have given
way to vehicular delay-based measures).

Since this early work (almost 50 years ago), others
have examined appropriate measures of congestion
and have not proposed anything dramatically dif-
ferent. Lindley (1987) used data from the Highway
Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) and de-
fined congestion as occurring whenever volume-to-
capacity ratios rose above 0.77—the then breakpoint
between Levels of Service C and D. In 1989, the U.S.
General Accounting Office (GAO) surveyed state and
local efforts to determine the congestion level on road
networks and found the use of such measures as traf-
fic density, average travel speed, maximum service
flow rate, volume-to-capacity ratios, average daily
traffic volumes, and daily vehicle miles traveled
(GAO, 1989). TTI’s congestion index—one of the
latest measures of road system performance—is
based on vehicle miles traveled per lane-mile of road-
way. Similar to what Lindley used, this determination
is based on HPMS data (Schrank, Turner, and Lo-
max, 1993). Others have relied on the U.S. Census
or American Housing Survey (AHS) data to gauge
trends in system performance. Gordon and Richard-
son, for example, used census and AHS data to de-
termine aggregate journey-to-work trip characteris-
tics (i.e., average travel time) for the top metropolitan
areas in the United States (Gordon and Richardson,
1995). Pisarski (1996) also provided trend analysis
on commute travel and the respective performance of
the transportation system.

This brief review of the background on perfor-
mance measurement leads to two important obser-
vations on the genealogy of today’s interest in mon-
itoring system performance. First, many of the
measures proposed today to monitor system perfor-
mance are similar to those proposed 50 years ago at
the beginning of comprehensive transportation plan-
ning in the United States. Furthermore, note that

those proposing the measures in the earlier times
were primarily civil engineers or those with respon-
sibility for facility operation. In many ways, these
measures carry a value judgment about what the sys-
tem user, or perhaps society in general, perceives as
acceptable or desirable performance. The measures
have become entrenched as current and accepted
practice for the monitoring of system performance,
even though they were originally used for alternatives
evaluation or design standards.

Second, performance measures must necessarily be
oriented toward the types of decisions considered and
the target markets. For the operators or owners of
the road system, there are clear operations-based
measures that relate performance to traffic volume
and speed and system-based measures that relate traf-
fic levels to system capacities. For the road users,
there are different measures that reflect actual trip
patterns and trip characteristics. For the users of
transit, the transit agencies collect data on route re-
liability and travel time that can be used to measure
the experience of the trip. However, the use of per-
formance measures in transportation planning sug-
gests that those making decisions on plan and pro-
gram content need a much broader perspective on the
role of transportation. If transportation is one of the
empowering factors that allows economic develop-
ment, affects environmental quality, and influences
perceptions of quality of life, then decision makers
will presumably want to know how system perfor-
mance over time relates to these purposes. In other
words, decision makers will be interested in the out-
comes of transportation investment, not just the out-
puts of a transportation investment program.

Figure 3 shows one concept of how such broader
performance measures could fit into a transportation
planning process (Meyer and Miller, 2000). The plan-
ning process begins with a vision of what a com-
munity desires for the future. The vision as portrayed
in the figure reflects the interaction among desired
states of prosperity, environmental quality, and social
equity and community quality of life. This vision can
consist of general statements of desired endstates, or
it can be as specific as a defined land use scenario.
Performance measures reflect this vision and the
goals and objectives that flow from it. Measured
from the perspective of transportation system effec-
tiveness and efficiency alike, performance focuses on
the information of greatest concern to decision mak-
ers. This information could reflect efficiency con-
cerns, such as vehicular or people throughput, system
delays, average speed, reliability (although this is in
some sense an effectiveness measure), and crash rates.
All are measures relating to system operations. Per-
formance measures could also reflect the ultimate
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FIGURE 3 Performance-based planning process.

outcomes of transportation system performance, for
example, the level of mobility for disadvantaged pop-
ulations, pollutant levels from mobile sources, and
economic development gains. As imagined from the
concept portrayed in Figure 3, the use of perfor-
mance measures becomes problematic if there is no
agreement on the goals to achieve. Many types of
solutions can be considered when one is trying to
meet performance targets. But unless they are placed
in the context of overall goals achievement, there is
a strong possibility that conflicts over which strate-
gies to implement could lead to a decision-making
impasse.

Another characteristic of the planning framework
proposed here is the periodic feedback provided to
the original vision definition, goals statement, and
identification of performance measures. Analysis and
evaluation are undertaken not only to assess the con-
sequences of a decision but also to better understand
the definition of the problem—and a redefinition
may be required, based on preliminary results of
analyses. System monitoring, as operationalized
through performance measures, serves as a major
source of information on the performance of the
transportation system and thus is an important in-
dicator of system deficiencies or opportunities for im-
provement (Meyer, 1980).

Table 2 illustrates the types of performance
measures that have been proposed as part of the
performance-based transportation planning. These
measures are linked to the types of goals that are
often part of a transportation planning process. Note

that I am not proposing that all of these measures be
part of the transportation planning process. The
more measures there are, the more likely it is that
their use for decision making will be confusing and
ineffective. Table 2 is simply an illustration of the
different types of measures that could be considered
for each goal (for an exhaustive list of performance
measures, see Cambridge Systematics et al., 2000).
More interesting, these measures reflect a diverse mix
of approaches for measuring performance. In some
cases, for example, quantitative outputs such as ‘‘tons
of pollutant’’ are used; in others, indices (e.g., acci-
dent risk and accessibility) are intended to reflect per-
formance; and in still others, costs (e.g., costs of
crashes and lost time) are used as surrogates that re-
flect much broader system performance outcomes.

EXAMPLES FROM TRANSPORTATION

THAT COME CLOSE

As previously mentioned, transportation planning
has been using performance measures for many de-
cades to diagnose problems and to gauge the level of
system operational efficiency. Outcome measures
have not been used as frequently in monitoring sys-
tem performance; in fact, it was difficult to find any
illustrations of their use. Yet the following five ex-
amples illustrate different attempts to incorporate a
much broader perspective of system performance
into transportation planning and decision making.
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The cases are specific to the context in which the
performance-based planning approach was devel-
oped. Some represent smaller jurisdictions (at least as
compared with states), thus, the direct transfer of
measures used to other contexts is unlikely. However,
each case illustrates how outcome measures can be
conceived.

The Barnstable County, Cape Cod, Massachusetts,
case was selected based on the premise that more en-
vironmentally sensitive areas would have given greater
attention in the planning process to the linkage be-
tween transportation system performance and the ul-
timate impacts on the natural environment. The Al-
bany, New York, case reflects the important steps
taken in this metropolitan area to develop a planning
process that reflects core values and desired system
performance. The environmental justice case in At-
lanta, Georgia, is still ongoing, but the thinking on
performance indicators provides some leads on how
such an outcome could be measured. Both the Twin
Cities (Minneapolis–St. Paul, Minnesota) audit and
the Maryland Department of Transportation (DOT)
economic development efforts have been completed. It
is unclear how these efforts are currently being used.
Nevertheless, they are presented here as illustrations
of how the relationship between transportation and
other societal outcomes can be approached. The U.S.
DOT example shows how a national government
could link transportation system performance to eco-
nomic and social equity measures. The Minnesota and
Florida cases illustrate the approach most often used
to approximate a measure of impact—linking system
performance measures such as accessibility to the sys-
tem, travel time, and trip reliability to economic ac-
tivity outcomes.

Barnstable County, Cape Cod, and the
Regional Policy Plan

The 1991 Regional Policy Plan for Barnstable
County on Cape Cod was developed with an imple-
mentation perspective (Cape Cod Commission,
1991). Not only did the plan outline broad goals and
system requirements, but it also included ‘‘minimum
performance standards’’ that future development and
corresponding supporting infrastructure had to meet
to achieve the intent of the plan. These standards
were to be applied by the county in its own decision
making and by local communities that chose to pre-
pare local comprehensive plans. The adoption of
these performance standards was in direct response
to massive growth that threatened the natural envi-
ronment and quality of life of Cape Cod. For ex-
ample, from 1980 to 1990, the population of Barn-

stable County increased by 26 percent, whereas the
rest of Massachusetts grew by only 4.9 percent. The
number of housing units on Cape Cod doubled
between 1970 and 1989 from 65,676 to 131,660.
Citizen surveys showed that environmental quality,
rural character of cape living, and proximity to the
coast were the major reasons people lived on the
cape, but those qualities were being threatened by
growth pressures.

Examples of transportation-related performance
standards and their corresponding goals are listed in
Table 3 (note that only standards relating to trans-
portation are included). Even though the use of the
term ‘‘standards’’ implies a forward-looking, design-
oriented process of linking a community’s vision and
infrastructure action, these standards can also be
used for ex post–performance monitoring. For ex-
ample, the performance standard of not allowing
‘‘strip’’ commercial development became a perfor-
mance measure by asking How much strip develop-
ment has occurred?

Many additional measures covering a variety of
cultural, economic, and quality-of-life issues were
presented in the plan. The most important observa-
tion concerning these measures is that the transpor-
tation system and its performance were an important
linkage toward achievement of the community’s more
global vision of sustainable development and pres-
ervation of quality of life.

Albany, New York, Case Study and the
Transportation Improvement Program

The Albany metropolitan area has been one of the
leading users of performance measures in transpor-
tation planning in the United States. Beginning in
1992, when the Transportation Improvement Pro-
gram (TIP) update process was revised in light of the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of
1991 (ISTEA), new approaches were adopted for in-
corporating system performance into planning and
decision making. The approach to performance mea-
surement was based on four characteristics of the
measures themselves, which were incorporated into
the new visions planning process (Cambridge Sys-
tematics et al., 2000):

• Some impacts can be legitimately presented in
monetary terms.

• Other impacts can be quantified but should not
be presented in monetary terms.

• Other impacts cannot be easily quantified but
should be discussed in narrative fashion [called ‘‘dis-



TABLE 2 Proposed Performance Measures

Accessibility
Average travel time from origin to destination
Average trip length
Accessibility index
Mode split by region, facility, or route
Percentage of employment sites within x miles of

major highway

Number of bridges with vertical clearance less than x
feet

Percentage of population within x minutes of y per-
centage of employment sites

Percentage of region’s mobility impaired who can
reach specific activities by public transportation

Mobility
Origin-destination travel times
Average speed or travel time
Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by congestion level
Lost time or delay due to congestion
Level of service or volume-to-capacity ratios
Vehicle hours traveled or VMT per capita
Person miles traveled (PMT) per VMT
Percentage of on time transit
Frequency of transit service

Mode split
Transfer time between modes
Customer perceptions on travel times
Delay per ton-mile
PMT per capita or worker
Person hours traveled
Passenger trips per household
Percent walking or using bike by trip type

Economic Development
Economic cost of crashes
Economic cost of lost time
Percentage of wholesale, retail, and commercial

centers served with unrestricted (vehicle)
weight roads

Jobs created or supported (directly and indirectly)
Percentage of region’s unemployed or low income that

cite transportation access as principal barrier to
seeking employment

Quality of Life
Lost time due to congestion
Accidents per VMT or PMT
Tons of pollution generated
Customer perception of safety and urban quality

Average number of hours spent traveling
Percentage of population exposed to noise above cer-

tain threshold

Environmental and Resource Consumption
Overall mode split by facility or route
Tons of pollution
Number of days in air quality noncompliance
Fuel consumption per VMT or PMT

Sprawl: difference between change in urban household
density and suburban household density

Number of accidents involving hazardous waste

Safety
Number of accidents per VMT, year, trip, ton-

mile, and capita
Number of high accident locations
Response time to accidents
Accident risk index
Customer perception of safety

Percentage of roadway pavement rated good or better
Construction-related fatalities
Accidents at major intermodal (e.g., railroad

crossings)
Pedestrian-bicycle accidents

Operating Efficiency (System and Organizational)
Cost for transportation system services
Cost-benefit measures
Average cost per lane-mile constructed
Origin-destination travel times
Average speed

Percentage of projects rated good to excellent
Volume-to-capacity ratios
Cost per ton-mile
Mode split
Customer satisfaction

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 2 (continued) Proposed Performance Measures

System Preservation
Percentage of VMT on roads with deficient ride

quality
Percentage of roads and bridges below standard

condition
Remaining service life

Maintenance costs
Roughness index for pavement
Service miles between road calls for transit

vehicles
Vehicle age distribution

SOURCE: Cambridge Systematics et al., 2000.

TABLE 3 Goals and Performance Standards Related to Transportation—Barnstable County, Cape Cod

Goal Performance Standard

Encourage sustainable growth and de-
velopment consistent with the carry-
ing capacity of Cape Cod’s natural
environment

Extension or creation of new roadside ‘‘strip’’ commercial devel-
opment outside of designated growth centers shall be
prohibited

Limit development in high hazard ar-
eas to minimize the loss of life and
structures and environmental dam-
age due to storms, natural disasters,
and sea level rise

No new public infrastructure or expansion of existing infrastruc-
ture shall be made in flood hazard zones unless it is shown
that there is an overriding public benefit involved and pro-
vided that such information will not promote new growth and
development

Locate development to preserve the
cape’s environment and cultural her-
itage, minimize adverse impacts,
and enhance quality of life

Traffic conditions may be reduced to Level of Service (LOS) E if
there is a provision for safe pedestrian traffic

Foster a transportation system for
present and future year-round needs

Development and redevelopment shall not degrade existing LOSs
of surrounding roads and intersections below LOS C, except
as noted above

Developments of regional impact shall make provisions for alter-
native transportation modes to offset at least 20 percent of
their projected traffic volumes

tributional effects’’ by metropolitan planning orga-
nization (MPO) planners].

• All three types of measures are vital and should
be available for the decision-making process.

The last point was considered critical for the use
of performance measures in the planning process. As
Poorman (1997) noted,

objective decision-making will be driven by what is
measured. If all we measure is miles of freeway at
LOS [level of service] E and F, then investment pro-
grams will revolve around freeway congestion. If we
force all measures into monetary terms before consid-
ering them, we bias decisions away from actions that
focus on quality of life, land use compatibility and
similar hard-to-monetarize factors.

The manner in which key impact categories for
system evaluation were viewed by the MPO is shown
in Table 4. The types of impacts include those usually
found in transportation planning, but in many cases
they are not represented, as in Table 4.

A set of core performance measures, defined in the
new visions process, were grouped into three head-
ings, as presented in Table 5: as indicated in the basic
approach outlined by Poorman (1997), some of the
measures are quantitative; some are represented by
indices; and still others are simply narratives. Of
greatest interest to this paper are the measures that
reflect the broader community character or quality-
of-life issues. The Albany approach toward commu-
nity quality of life is briefly described to show how
such an approach can be used within a transporta-
tion planning context.
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TABLE 4 Types of Impacts Considered in Transportation System Evaluation—Albany, New York

Impact

Impact Type

Monetary
Expense

Abstract
Value

Distributional
Effect

Primary Impact

Direct
User

Direct
Gov’t

Indirect
Social

Private vehicle ownership* X X
Private vehicle operation* X X
Transit fares* X X
Parking cost X X
Accidents—full cost* X X
Time spent in travel—commercial X X
Congestion—commercial X X
All infrastucture—maintain or replace* X X
New infrastructure* X X
Operating cost transit* X X
Transportation—police and fire* X X
Regional air pollution X X
Global air pollution X X
Vibration damage X X
Energy—security and trade effects X X
Water quality damage X X
Waste disposal X X

Impacts above can be considered monetary; impacts below are significant but nonmonetary.

Time spent in travel—personal X X
Congestion—personal X X
Access (travel opportunity) X X
Accessibility (time proximity) X X
Flexibility and risk X X
Noise exposure X X
Aesthetics X X
Equity X X
Property value X X
Land use X X
Economic development X X

*Care must be taken so that costs are not double counted in other cost categories. Gov’t = government.
SOURCE: Poorman, 1997.

The community quality-of-life measure was devel-
oped by an MPO task force charged with exploring
urban issues and their link to transportation system
performance. As developed, the measure is a ‘‘nar-
rative discussion of a set of numbers rather than a
single number . . . the absolute values of the com-
ponents of the measure are less important than the
direction and magnitude of change’’ (Younger, 1995).
In the first iteration, community was defined by juris-
dictional groupings, although the taskforce desired in
future iterations to evolve to a density and service
provision definition of urban character. Four major
subject areas constituted community quality of life,
each including numerous data sources:

• Socioeconomic factors;
–Household characteristics,
–Income levels of resident households,
–Capital district population shifts,
–Capital district employment shifts,
–City to county ratio of population,
–City to county ratio of family income,
–Population by race,
–Location of the capital district poverty popu-
lation,
–Location of capital district elderly population,
and
–Number and location of the college-educated
residents;
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TABLE 5 Measuring Quality, Requirements, and Effects

Transportation Service Quality

Access percentage of person trips within defined nonauto to auto difference
percentage of person trips with travel time advantgage for non–drive-alone modes
number or percentage of major freight movements with modal alternatives

Accessibility travel time between representative locations
peak versus nonpeak by quickest mode

Congestion hours of excess delay, recurring and nonrecurring by mode
Flexibility reserve capacity on system

percentage of person trips that could be accommodated by modes other than auto
number of corridors with reasonable alternatives during closure

Resource Requirements

Safety estimated societal cost of transport and accidents
Energy equivalent British-thermal-unit/day for transportation capital, maintenance,

operation, and use
Economic cost annualized capital, maintenance, operating, and user costs

value of commercial time in travel

External Effects

Air quality daily emission levels
attainment status

Land use amount of open space
dislocation of existing residences and businesses
land use–transportation compatibility index
community character index

Environmental impacts on sensitive areas
noise exposure index

Economic narrative discussion of economic activity supporting or constraining features of a
transportation system

• Mobility:
–Percentage of jobs within 10 and 30 min,
–Person trips accessible by transit,
–Journey to work by mode,
–Worker destinations by mode,
–Number of people who live and work in same
municipality,
–Vehicle miles traveled,
–Vehicle miles of delay,
–Number of vehicles per household, and
–Location of the mobility-limited population in
the district;

• Real estate and road ownership:
–Property values,
–Median value of single-family home,
–Overall property tax rates per $1,000 assessed
valuation,
–Building permits for new construction,
–Permits for additions and alterations,

–Capital district office market summary,
–Retail activity, and
–Centerline road miles by ownership; and

• Cultural factors and nonmeasurables:
–Cultural amenities,
–Social interactions and privacy,
–Service availability, and
–Diversity.

The assessment of alternative transportation plans
based on the foregoing criteria was subjective. For
example, the narrative states, ‘‘trends include warn-
ing signals. Proactive strategies will be required to
impact trends’’ (Younger, 1995).

Environmental Justice Within System
Performance Framework in Atlanta

One of the important social issues likely to confront
transportation investment decisions over the next de-
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cade is the impact of such investment on different
population groups. Part of a much broader concern
for distributional equity, environmental justice con-
cerns are likely to be important components of con-
tinued monitoring of system and program perfor-
mance. Included in the analysis of environmen-
tal justice issues are the answers to four major
questions:

• What are the travel-activity patterns of different
income and ethnic groups?

• Do the low-income and minority populations
bear a proportionate share of the burdens of trans-
portation facilities?

• Do the low-income and minority populations
receive a proportionate share of transportation
benefits?

• Where are the transportation investments spent
with respect to populations of different races and in-
come levels?

The type and level of analysis that might be needed
to answer these questions are still in early develop-
ment. However, some thought has been given to the
types of measures that provide indications of envi-
ronmental justice impacts. For example, in Atlanta,
one of the metropolitan areas developing such mea-
sures, the types of measures being considered include
the following:

• Concentrations of minority and low-income
populations,

• Use of the transportation modes by race and
income,

• Population by race and income within accessible
distance to transportation facilities,

• Car ownership by race and income,
• Comparison of carbon-monoxide (CO) expo-

sure by race and income,
• Relocation of homes and businesses due to

transportation construction by race and income,
• Comparison of location of bus depots by race

and income levels of communities,
• Comparison of reduction or elimination of green

space by highway or transit construction in com-
munities of different races and income levels,

• Demographics of location of current or planned
air-pollution monitors,

• Access to jobs by race and income,
• Access to other quality-of-life destinations by

race and income,
• Number of destinations available by transit to

communities of different races and incomes,

• Commute times by race and income and mode
of transportation,

• Frequency of transit service by race and income,
• Ratio of transit seat miles to total number of

passengers by race and income of population served,
• Cost of travel by race and income,
• Number of bike and pedestrian accidents occur-

ring in communities of different races and income
levels,

• Comparison of customer satisfaction by race
and income levels,

• Comparison of financial investments in trans-
portation by mode to use by race and income, and

• Comparison of financial investment in transpor-
tation by location to race or income level of com-
munity served.

Note that several of these possible measures are
based on typical data collected by transportation
agencies, such as travel times, frequency of transit
service, crashes, and travel costs. The difference is the
finer level of disaggregation of data that allows a de-
termination of incidence of impact.

Economic Development and State Transportation
Investment in Maryland

In 1998, the Maryland DOT commissioned a study
that examined the transportation investment contri-
bution to economic prosperity in the state (RESI Re-
search & Consulting, 1998). The study does not in-
clude all of the social and environmental costs
discussed earlier in this paper, but it does represent
one of the more substantive efforts to measure the
link between transportation system performance and
economic activity. The basic approach to this link is
shown in Figure 4. The productivity measures re-
ported in the study include the following:

• Annual rate of return on highway spending (re-
ported as 17 percent),

• Cost savings in production expenditures ($1.00
of investment reduced annual production costs by
$0.12),

• Total factor productivity (10 percent contribu-
tion from highway investment), and

• Transportation’s contribution to economic
growth (4 percent over 15 years).

The methodology used to obtain these findings was
an input-output model that relied on industry cost
functions and the transportation element incorpo-
rated in each. A statewide economic model was then
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FIGURE 4 Economic impact of Maryland highway in-
vestment. SOURCE: RESI Research & Consulting, 1998.

FIGURE 5 Desired performance measures for Twin Cities audit.

used to simulate regional economic shifts in response
to changes in inputs and outputs.

This case illustrates how an economic productivity
measure could be used as part of a performance mon-
itoring program. However, it also illustrates the dif-
ficulty in developing usable and realistic measures. As
noted earlier, this approach incorporates only true
economic variables and ignores some of the environ-
mental and societal costs associated with system per-
formance. In addition and perhaps most challenging,
the temporal lag in seeing a shift in productivity due
to changes in transportation investment is so long
that conducting such a study every 5 or perhaps 10
years might seem optimistic.

Twin Cities Audit

In 1997, the Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities
conducted a performance audit of the transportation

program in the Minneapolis–St. Paul metropolitan
area (Cambridge Systematics et al., 2000). The frame-
work shown in Figure 5 was adopted for defining the
desired performance measures for this audit. As
shown, the desired performance of the transportation
system was linked to economic growth, competitive-
ness, and quality of life. The necessary feedback loops
from each of these societal outcomes to the transpor-
tation system are also indicated. Although Figure 5
illustrates the concept of outcome-based performance
measurement, it is unclear whether such an approach
was ever adopted by the council.

National Performance Measures from U.S. DOT

U.S. DOT (1996) gave considerable thought to the
types of performance measures that could reflect the
role of transportation in a variety of societal out-
comes. Two performance measure categories that es-
pecially relate to societal outcomes are the following:

• Economic health and competitiveness:
–Cost of transportation reflected in final cost of
goods and services (transportation consumer
price index versus manufactured goods consumer
price index),
–U.S. and international balance of trade,
–Value of Dow Jones ‘‘transportation stocks,’’
and
–Survey of businesses that cite problems with
transportation as major factor in productivity;
and

• Social equity, mobility, and quality of life:
–Percentage of day devoted to traveling,
–Percentage of income spent on travel, and
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–Percentage of disadvantaged travelers with pub-
lic transportation alternatives for essential busi-
ness and personal travel.

Given the national focus of this agency, it is not sur-
prising that these measures are defined at a much
broader scale than those discussed in the previous
cases. The use of a survey for determining the role of
transportation in economic productivity is of interest.

Minnesota DOT’s Business Planning
Performance Targets

The Minnesota DOT has been one of the nation’s
leaders in developing performance measures targeted
at the business of the agency. In the mid-1990s, Min-
nesota DOT developed the concept of a ‘‘family of
measures’’ that reflected the range of impacts and
outcomes that are influenced by transportation sys-
tem performance. These outcomes and example mea-
sures include the following from Minnesota DOT in
1998:

• Time directness: A predictable travel time for
length of trip is maintained so that customer expec-
tations are met.

–Number of freeway miles congested,
–Average travel time and distance, and
–Percentage of Minnesotans satisfied with trip
time.

• Safety: Incidents and crash rates are minimized
to Minnesota DOT’s current and potential ability to
influence infrastructure, partnerships and education,
full range of solutions, and driver behavior.

–Motor vehicle crash rates and fatal crashes by
roadway design,
–Percentage of Minnesotans feeling safe while
driving in work zones, and
–Percentage of Minnesotans satisfied with the
safety of roadways.

• Condition of infrastructure: An infrastructure
that meets customer expectations is maintained.

–Pavement quality index,
–Bridge structural rating, and
–Bridge functional rating.

• Access and basic levels of service: Services are
provided to meet personal travel and shipping needs.

–Percentage of Minnesotans with satisfactory
transit options,
–Posted bridges and bridge load carrying
capacity,
–Miles of truck highway spring weight restric-
tions, and

–Percentage of Minnesotans satisfied with travel
information.

• Environment: Minnesota DOT is a proactive, re-
sponsible, environmental steward.

–Percentage of residential areas in incorporated
areas exposed to noise that exceeds standards,
and
–Number of wetland acres affected and replaced
by Minnesota DOT.

• Socioeconomics: Transportation investments
yield the highest possible economic return to the re-
gion, tempered by an evaluation of community values
and social impacts.

–Total vehicle miles traveled and freight ton
miles,
–Maintenance and construction expenditures
per vehicle mile traveled, and
–Percentage of highway funds going to con-
struction.

Additional measures have been proposed for inclu-
sion in this family of measures, including the state’s
transportation investment and spending as a per-
centage of the state’s gross state product and ship-
ment cost per mile by ton or value, mode, and major
commodity.

Senior management adopted target values for
many of these system performance measures that re-
late to departmental strategic objectives. For exam-
ple, a strategic objective that relates to the economic
health of the state could be to ensure that corridors
of statewide significance link the state’s regional trade
centers (measured by the miles of major highways
between cities attaining a threshold average speed).

Florida DOT’s Mobility Measure

Florida DOT (2000) focused on ‘‘mobility’’ as the key
system performance measure for ‘‘supporting invest-
ment decisions and policy analysis.’’ Mobility—
defined as the ease with which people and goods
move throughout the community, state, and world—
is measured as the quantity of travel served, quality
of travel, accessibility, and use of transportation sys-
tems. Some example measures for each include the
following:

• Quantity:
–Person miles traveled,
–Truck miles traveled,
–Person trips, and
–Ridership;
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• Quality:
–Average speed weighted by person miles trav-
eled,
–Average delay per vehicle,
–Average door-to-door travel time,
–Reliability (variance of average travel time or
speed),
–Maneuverability (vehicles per hour per lane in
peak hours), and
–Auto or transit travel time ratio;

• Accessibility:
–Connectivity to intermodal facilities (percent-
age within 5 mi),
–Dwelling unit proximity,
–Employment proximity,
–Industrial warehouse facility proximity,
–Percentage of miles of bicycle accommodation
in right-of-way,
–Percentage of miles of sidewalk coverage,
–Transit coverage (percentage of person minutes
served),
–Transit frequency (buses per hour), and
–Span of service (hours per day); and

• Utilization:
–Percentage of system heavily congested (LOS E
or F),
–Vehicles per lane mile,
–Percentage of travel heavily congested,
–Duration of congestion (vehicles per hour per
mile at LOS E or F), and
–Transit load factor (percentage of seats occu-
pied).

Of interest in this set of measures is the effort to
measure reliability of travel. Reliability was defined
as the percentage of travel on a corridor that takes
no longer than the expected travel time, plus some
measure of acceptable additional time. Loop sensors
used as part of the state’s intelligent transportation
system (ITS) program were used to collect the data
necessary for this performance measure.

OUTCOME MEASURES AND TRANSPORTATION

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE: CONCLUSIONS

This paper began by posing several questions con-
cerning the use of societal outcome measures in the
context of performance-based planning and decision
making. Its conclusions could be unsatisfying because
the answer to these questions often depends on the
decision-making context and the specific issues facing
a community. However, I believe that performance-

based planning should exhibit several key character-
istics (based on Meyer, 1995).

System Performance Linked to Fundamental
Roles of Transportation

The measure of whether the transportation system is
performing as expected should relate to a broad per-
spective on what role transportation plays in a met-
ropolitan area. Congestion on individual links in the
network does not inform much about how the system
performance is affecting quality of life, economic de-
velopment, or environmental quality. Performance-
based planning should thus consider a broader range
of issues than just operational efficiency of the modal
networks.

Outcomes and Outputs

Initial experience with performance-based planning
suggests that agencies measure success by the level of
output produced. For example, the number of lanes
per mile maintained or constructed or number of rev-
enue bus-hours provided shows how productive an
agency can be. These are indeed important indicators
of the amount of service provided in a region. How-
ever, in keeping with the characteristic described pre-
viously, outcome measures are also important indi-
cators of system performance. Outcome measures
relate to the ultimate effect of the transportation sys-
tem on a community, such as quality of life, environ-
mental health, equitable distribution of benefits and
costs, economic development, safety, and security.
Outcome measures should be part of the perfor-
mance-based planning process.

Mobility and Accessibility

Providing individual mobility and accessibility to ur-
ban activities is an important goal for transportation
planning, and I would argue that it is a critical pre-
cursor to the types of societal outcomes desired.
Many MPOs have defined measures that indicate the
degree to which the transportation system is provid-
ing acceptable levels of performance. However, mea-
sures of mobility and accessibility prompt the ques-
tion: mobility and accessibility for whom? The
distributional effects of transportation investment on
different socioeconomic groups and on different ge-
ographic areas of a metropolitan region strongly sug-
gest that performance-based planning should be
based on a market segmentation approach that iden-
tifies existing and future travel markets as well as
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who benefits and who pays for changes to this mo-
bility and accessibility.

Several efforts have been made to develop system-
level mobility indices. Table 6 shows proposed mo-
bility measures that could be applied at the metro-
politan level (TTI, 2000). Note that travel time plays
a leading role in almost all of these measures. Note
that one of the measures, the reliability factor, at-
tempts to represent that characteristic of system per-
formance—reliability—which is often of most con-
cern to system users.

Multimodal Performance Measures

Performance-based planning focuses on the ability of
people and goods to achieve desired travel objectives
and does so without modal bias (in fact, in a society
substituting telecommunciations for actual trip mak-
ing, a mode of transportation in a traditional sense
might not be needed to satisfy the objectives). Per-
formance measures should include more than just
modally based indicators. One of the ways is to focus
on generic characteristics of trip making, such as
travel time, and on the total trip experience of the
traveler or goods mover. Bottlenecks in the system
and thus a delay to the user can often occur at access,
egress, or transfer points that most likely will not be
under the control of the agency responsible for the
line-haul portion of the trip. Defining performance
measures from a total trip perspective provides op-
portunities for identifying these congestion points, es-
pecially for those operating the system.

Performance Measures Tied to
Project Evaluation Criteria

Given that performance measures reflect what deci-
sion makers consider important indications of system
success, they should be closely tied to the evaluation
criteria used to select among plan alternatives and
projects. This relationship becomes an important sys-
tem performance linkage to the stated purpose of the
transportation investment. If job creation has been
identified by decision makers as an important per-
formance measure for system impact, then the eval-
uation of plan and project alternatives should use
such a criterion.

Definition of Outcome-Oriented
Performance Measures

Critics of outcome-oriented performance measures
argue that so many factors influence the ultimate out-

come (such as economic productivity, quality of life,
and ecological health) that their use is meaningless.
However, in many cases, measures can be defined
that act as precursors or surrogates for transporta-
tion’s role in the outcome. In such cases, the direction
or trend of the slope of the surrogate is sufficient to
inform the decision makers. In addition, some out-
comes might have a significant transportation com-
ponent, but they also have elements that transpor-
tation agencies have little control over. For example,
safety is an outcome that is often pointed to as one
transportation agencies can influence. But they can-
not control driver behavior or the weather, two im-
portant contributors to crashes. Is it fair to hold the
transportation agency accountable for crash mea-
sures when external factors can exert such an impor-
tant influence? In such cases, it might be appropriate
to define a measure that is more targeted to the role
of transportation, for example, number of accidents
caused by geometric design factors.

Strategic Data-Collection and Management Plan

The success of performance measurement relies heav-
ily on the availability of data. For example, many
MPOs responding to the federal requirement to es-
tablish a congestion management system developed
performance measures that could be defined only
with existing data. This was especially true for
smaller MPOs, which did not have the resources to
pursue a new and expensive data-collection effort. A
critical element of performance-based planning is
thus the development of a strategic data-collection
and management plan. The term ‘‘strategic’’ implies
that this plan should encompass the entire spectrum
of data that needs to be collected, which agencies will
be the source of such data, and the frequency of data
collection. As for outcome measures, strategic in-
cludes surrogate variables and corresponding data
that allow for an indication of achievement without
measuring the exact final outcome measure.

New Data Management and Analysis Techniques

The technology of data collection and management
is evolving, with techniques used today that were
unavailable several years ago. Video and machine vi-
sion recognition of vehicular movement, aerial and
satellite photography, automatic vehicle identifica-
tion, instrumented vehicles, and advance passenger
information systems could be useful in providing the
data necessary to conduct performance-based plan-
ning. New analysis tools such as geographic infor-
mation systems (GIS) have made some performance
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TABLE 6 Proposed Measures of Mobility

Individual

Travel rate (minutes per mile)
travel time (minutes) 60

= =
segment length (miles) average speed (mph)

Delay rate (minutes per mile)
actual travel rate acceptable travel rate

= �
(minutes per mile) (minutes per mile)

Relative delay rate
delay rate

=
acceptable travel rate

Delay ratio
delay rate

=
actual travel rate

Corridor mobility index
passenger volume (people) � average travel speed (mph)

=
optimum facility value* (person-mph)

Travel rate index Freeway Principal arterial street
travel rate travel rate

� peak period VMT � � peak period VMT� � � �freeflow rate freeflow rate
=

(freeway peak period VMT � principal arterial street peak period VMT)

Reliability factor (RF10) = percentage of time that person’s travel time is no more than 10 percent
higher than average

Total

Accessibility (to opportunities) = sum of number of jobs, shops, or other travel objectives that are within
acceptable travel time for each origin

Total delay (vehicle minutes) = [actual travel time (minutes) � acceptable travel time (minutes)] � vehicle
volume (vehicles)

Congested travel (person miles) = sum of all [congested segment length (miles) � person volume]

Congested roadway (miles) = sum of all congested segment lengths (miles)

*125,000 for freeways; 25,000 for streets.
SOURCE: Texas Transportation Institute, 2000.

measures easier to estimate and thus feasible in the
context of providing information to decision makers.
The best example is the use of GIS to estimate ac-
cessibility measures (e.g., How many people can ac-
cess x square feet of retail space within a certain
travel time?). As the evolution in analysis tools al-
lows transportation planners to become more so-
phisticated in their analysis efforts, this increased
analysis ability can also be used to improve perfor-
mance measurement.

My concept of how to link societal outcome mea-
sures to transportation system performance is to use
mobility and accessibility measures in a broader

framework of performance monitoring, perhaps by
including an expanded economic cost accounting re-
gime or a series of sustainability measures that en-
compass quality-of-life issues. One of the most vital
concerns in developing such a concept is that the
number of measures needs to be reasonable (for ex-
ample, anything more than 10 measures is sure to
lose impact) and that there is a clear understanding
of the theoretical link between transportation perfor-
mance and the outcome measured.

Figure 6 illustrates that concept using the concep-
tual framework developed at the beginning of this
paper. As shown, performance measures based on
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FIGURE 6 System performance measurement based on outcomes.

data collected at the operations level can be consid-
ered important surrogates for some societal outcomes
(perhaps for economic development). Similarly, per-
formance measures founded on planning data can be
used in the strategic decision-making process (per-
haps for quality of life). Even with these types of
measures, there might be other performance mea-
sures, such as ecosystem health and sustainability,
that decision makers desire for consideration.

As transportation policy and planning continues to
be viewed as an enabler of important functions and
outcomes in society, we in the profession must give
more thought to how we can show the level of ac-
complishment associated with transportation invest-
ment decisions. Not only does that make sense from
an investment perspective, but I believe that it will be
increasingly important for establishing accountability
and credibility in our planning processes.
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FROM OUTPUTS TO INCOMES—
NO PERFECT INDICATORS

Tarek Hatata

Ihave to admit to you that when I heard about the
subject matter that I was asked to contribute to,
I was a little concerned. I said here comes another

Ph.D. who is going to tell us all about soft, touchy-
feely issues, leave us confused, ask a lot of questions,
and never answer them. So I read Mike Meyer’s pa-
per, and to some degree, I was correct. I’m always
concerned when we try to make transportation more
than what it is. I fully understand the last slide where
we say we are not the center of the universe. It re-
minds me of actually a very nice presentation that
Teresa McMillan from MTS once gave about what
are some of the challenges for transit. Transit in Cal-
ifornia has not always had the best reputation. She
was saying that you have to run transit like a busi-
ness. You have to really look at business principles
and run it.

Then you add to it—oh, yeah, but you have to
also help the transit-dependent folks and go out of
your way to help them. By the way, you need to be
environmentally friendly, etc. At the end, you have a
huge proposition that nobody, no matter how smart,
how much money, how much anything they have,
can possibly perform and be all these things to these
different people. As a result, you have transit agen-
cies, not just in California but everywhere, that have
bus service that costs $15.00 per trip because they
want to fulfill every single goal or societal outcome

that they are charged to do. So I’m a little hesitant
to completely accept that transportation has this
larger-than-life role and that this should be the focus
of transportation planners, operations, and decision
makers.

Having said that, I did find a few gems in the paper
that I’m not going to talk about directly, but I will
give you a little bit of an update about what Cali-
fornia is doing. I’ve been working with CalTrans for
a while now on performance measurement and how
we addressed some of the challenging issues that have
been presented in the paper.

There is something that I think is worth repeating.
There are many, many kinds of performance mea-
sures. If you add all kinds of performance measures,
you get a book not just of 700, such as in the
NCHRP report, but one of 5,000 measures. For in-
stance, there are modal performance measures. We
heard from transit agencies talking about unlinked
passengers, fare box recovery ratio, and other things.
We said, we understand those are important, but we
are not going to look at those. This is a purview of
a transit agency. The transit agency knows how to
do them and knows how to use them. This is not
necessarily a function of the state DOT or state per-
spective. We look at that. We take them into account.
But that wasn’t the focus of this study or this
initiative.

There are also some agency performance measures
such as How much money are you spending in ‘‘ad-
min’’? What percentage of your people is retained
long enough to be productive? How are you orga-
nizationally tracking the performance of the individ-
uals and of the different groups? Those are critical.
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There isn’t a single agency that can perform well
without having some type of agency performance
measures. But again, those were agency specific. You
cannot come up with an umbrella set of performance
measures, and say that all agencies have to conform
to this. So we knew that this is not something that
can be tackled within the initiative that CalTrans had
started. The focus here with the CalTrans initiative
is on system performance measures, and I’ll talk to
you a little bit more about that.

• Outcome based. Mike’s paper has a lot of dis-
cussion about outcome based versus output based.
That was a lengthy discussion in California. We had
a huge steering committee. The steering committee
had representatives from the state, from the MPOs,
from private firms, and so on. They set a framework
for developing these performance measures. First,
they had to be outcome based. Outcome here is de-
fined a little bit differently from what is in Mike’s
paper or in other discussions. By outcome, we meant
something that affects the customer and that the cus-
tomer can see and react to. So it is really market
focused and outcome based.

• Multimodal. Multimodal is another thing that
is discussed in Mike’s paper. For example, a transit
project is sold or marketed to a decision-making
group. The proponents say, ‘‘We have great fare box
recovery ratio, unlinked passengers, etc.’’ After the
transit advocate goes out, the highway advocate
comes in and says, ‘‘My VC ratio is going to go from
.95 to .85, and my average speed is going to go from
35 to 37.’’ That person leaves the room, and the
decision makers sit together and say, ‘‘We don’t un-
derstand what these guys are talking about. It is very
difficult to compare these two. So we are going to
go with whomever we feel lobbied harder and
seemed more sincere.’’ The multimodal aspect really
is to come up with measures and indicators that are
modally blind. That is a challenge for any of you
who have tried it.

• Easy to understand. If you have a measure that
you cannot communicate to your customer, chances
are it is not the right measure. That is a challenge on
its own.

• Rely on existing data to the extent possible. One
of the guidelines, and one of my issues with perfor-
mance measurement in general, is that even though
relying on existing data makes it faster to implement,
we are going through a revolution of information
technology and information data sources. We really
should sit down and think about it. Maybe we need
to change and put additional funds into it, as op-
posed to relying on the same data, just trying to ma-
nipulate it, and making it into something else. It may

be why things haven’t changed in 50 years—because
there is a reluctance at every level, the regional, state,
and federal levels, to think outside of the box and
say, ‘‘Let’s collect new data, brand new data that may
give us brand new answers.’’

• Useable to both monitor and forecast. We didn’t
talk a lot about that today. The monitoring part is
understanding how the system is performing today.
You can never really develop a plan for where you
want to be (broad goals, societal goals, or other goals
related to more easy to understand things such as
travel time) unless you know what the travel time is
today. Or else how do you know whether you are
successful or not? So monitoring is critical, but given
the lag between the actual decision and the actual
implementation, which can often be 5 to 10 years or
longer, you also need to be able to forecast.

Forecasting is not a precise science. A lot of people
get disappointed when they look at travel demand
models that regions use and say, boy, they are pre-
dicting things I don’t see as possible. Well, as I said
today in the breakout session, Alan Greenspan
doesn’t know how to predict beyond 3 months. If
you ask Alan Greenspan what the GDP will be next
year, he will not have an answer. He can tell you
based on current trends and if nothing else changes
and if the Asian economy continues to grow, we will
probably be somewhere between 3 and 5 percent. So
don’t expect the forecasting part to be as detailed or
as precise as the monitoring part. But you have no
excuse, really, to have your monitoring not be pretty
precise. So without monitoring, trend analysis, and
investment evaluation, you can never go back and
say, ‘‘Did we make the right decision, and did we
implement it correctly?’’

• Outputs, outcomes, and other things (see Figure
7). Mike is right, this is what we used to look at
historically. We used to look at transportation out-
puts, on the right of the figure, number of lanes, ve-
hicle miles, average speeds, speed variation, inci-
dents, accidents, and so forth. When you go, for
instance, and talk to customers about volume-to-
capacity ratio or number of lane miles, they cannot
really figure out what you’re talking about. So what
if California has increased its number of lane miles
by 5,000? What does that mean to you? It doesn’t
mean a whole lot. However, that is important be-
cause it is your inventory.

We want to be on the left-hand side of the figure.
Those are the system performance outcomes, as
agreed to by the steering committee, that are impor-
tant. When you go through them, between mobility,
reliability, cost-effectiveness, and so forth, you find
out that they pretty much cover everything. This is
done by design. It always baffles me when I look at
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FIGURE 7 Outcomes, indicators, and outputs.

this list, then I look at your list, and I see how close
they are, but somehow California is never mentioned
in any one of these studies. I have a chip on my
shoulder about that.

The reason these studies were conducted is that in
California, we have Senate Bill 45 that permits, or
actually provides, the regions their own decision
making on transportation improvements. So as the
committee thought about which outcomes are critical
for the state, they said we cannot decide for every
region what is important. Let’s try to define a fairly
well-rounded number of outcomes, and let each re-
gion decide which outcome is critical to its own area.
For instance, in Eureka, environmental quality—as
defined by pollution—may not be as critical as in Los
Angeles, but it is one of the outcomes that we’re
looking at.

Now the trick here is to go from outputs to out-
comes. There is no way to come up precisely with a
measure that reflects mobility for everybody. We can
come up with indicators that estimate, in general; this
idea seems to be less obvious to some than others.
There is no way that delay and travel time are
enough to talk about mobility for everybody. We
have the curse of the average person. There is no such
thing as the average person. What we do is add up
all the travel time divided by the number of people
and say the average delay is X or the average travel
time is Y. That is not really what happens. But it is
the best we can do. If we wait until we have a perfect
indicator that truly measures mobility, we may never
implement performance measures.

The same thing with reliability: We heard about
on-time performance for transit. Well, there is vari-
ation in travel time for highways. Now we figured a

way to say what percent variation do you see in your
commute on a day-to-day basis, and we came up
with an indicator. It is not a measure that truly mea-
sures reliability but an indicator that estimates reli-
ability. Customers have told us that they understand
that in Los Angeles, they are not going to drive flow
free during the peak hours, but they want to have the
trip take 30 min today and maybe 32 min tomorrow,
35 maximum—not 30 min today, 45 min, and then
20 min. That is what we tried to capture.

So we tackled outcomes, outputs, and indicators.
We fully recognize that indicators are estimation
methods, possibly with the exception of customer
satisfaction, because if you can do a good sampling,
you may be able to get the true measure of customer
satisfaction. That hasn’t been done yet. But all the
others are estimation. If a better one comes up than
this indicator, there is no problem replacing the ex-
isting one or supplementing it.

Finally, how do we hope to integrate performance
measurement into decision making? (see Figure 8). If
you monitor and forecast, you provide that infor-
mation for the long-range planning process at both
the state level and the regional level. We find them
in both regional and statewide transportation im-
provement plans. The bottom line is decided by
MPOs, more or less, with the blessing of the Cali-
fornia Transportation Commission. The top right one
is more the statewide interregional plan and is done
with the blessing of the governor (and so forth).

One last comment: I’ve heard a lot during this ses-
sion about operations versus planning versus system
management and so forth. We are really working
hard in California to make sure that there are oper-
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FIGURE 8 Integrating performance measurement into
existing planning and programming processes.

ational and planning strategies that deal with con-
gestion. If these two don’t work hand in hand, you
don’t get the most for your money. So we are really
trying to marry the two disciplines, make them use
the same measure, the same indicators. They can
have additional ones that they don’t share, but to the
greatest extent possible, the two should overlap.

SOCIETY’S VALUES CHANGE—AND WHAT IS
EXPECTED OF US

Neil Pedersen

Good afternoon, everyone. My name is Neil
Pedersen, and I give you greetings from the
state of Maryland. It is sometimes known as

the ‘‘smart growth state.’’ I’m going to be talking a
little bit about the upper-left-hand arrows in Mike
Meyer’s diagram: what we’re hearing about in the
state of Maryland in terms of input and expectations
in the transportation system and transportation de-
cision makers that address broader societal goals.

I first met Mike Meyer 26 years ago when we were
fellow graduate students at Northwestern University.

I do commend you: the paper that you wrote does
give a good broad background, you might say an
academic, intellectual background, in terms of the
subject area that we’re talking about. Working in an
implementing agency, I would like to focus my re-
marks on the kinds of things that we’re really facing
where the rubber meets the road, so to speak, in the
implementing agency.

Context for Transportation in Maryland

I want to give you the context in Maryland so you
can understand some of the questions we are being
asked. Maryland is dominated by two major metro-
politan areas, Baltimore and Washington. Eighty per-
cent of the population of the state is in those two
areas. We’ve been experiencing decay of the urban
core in both of those areas as well as in our other
cities, with rapid sprawl development occurring in
the outer suburbs.

The Chesapeake Bay is the environmental jewel of
the state of Maryland. Perhaps more so than in a lot
of other states, there is a fundamental environmental
ethic in our population associated with the Chesa-
peake Bay. Governor Parris Glendening is very
proud, rightfully, of the Smart Growth program. It
has really been the centerpiece of his legislative ini-
tiative during his first term as president of the Na-
tional Governors Association (NGA). He is going
around touting that, and I’ll be getting into what
some of the implications are, particularly from his
perspective with smart growth issues. He also has
something called Managing for Results. This really is
bringing the type of business planning into state
agencies that includes vision, goals, and objectives.
However, it is really performance measure oriented.

Now, how does our governor view transportation?
He doesn’t really view transportation primarily as an
end in itself but as a tool for achieving other goals,
primarily economic development, urban revitaliza-
tion, and environmental protection and enhance-
ment. This affects, to a great extent, the kinds of
questions that we’re being asked to answer and ul-
timately have to develop performance measures for.

The context of what I’m talking about is driven by
some recent legislative initiatives that we have faced
in the state of Maryland. Last year, legislation was
introduced that proposed that the Maryland DOT be
held accountable to prevent any increase in vehicle
miles of travel in the state. If we were not successful
in meeting that goal, then funding would be withheld
from any future expansion of highways. Through the
legislative negotiation process, we were able to
change that into legislation that required us, by law,
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to develop performance measures that in a number
of instances would be tied to these broader societal
goals, not the traditional performance measures that
we have developed.

We had bicycle-pedestrian legislation introduced
that would have mandated three percent of our
entire budget go to bicycle-pedestrian improvements.
Again, we were able to take that portion out. We had
bicycle-pedestrian legislation passed that had a ‘‘bit
of teeth’’ associated with it, and we’re going to have
a major emphasis on performance measures associ-
ated with bicycle-pedestrian mobility.

We had a change in transit fare box recovery ratios
as well this year. We are to develop additional per-
formance measures associated with the transit system
that substitute for former requirements that we had
for meeting a 50 percent fare box recovery ratio.

Issues Associated with Societal Goals

I’m going to go through a potpourri of issues asso-
ciated with these broader societal goals, now that I’ve
given you the context.

Environmental Streamlining

The first is the environmental streamlining initiative
that we have under way in Maryland. Environmental
resource agencies have been asking for us, not just at
the national level but also within Maryland itself, to
become much more involved in planning. This has
introduced significant challenges for us. Instead of
the traditional environmental performance measures
that were used in the Environmental Impact Study
(EIS) process, there are new environmental perfor-
mance measures that we can use at the planning level
to address a number of environmental issues. There
is also the challenge of the analysis methods associ-
ated with those new broader environmental perfor-
mance measures. There has also been an expectation
that we, as the Maryland DOT, are going to become
much more involved in other types of planning.

• Watershed planning. We have a major initiative
under way, being led by our Maryland Department
of Environment and Corps of Engineers in terms of
doing comprehensive watershed planning, with trans-
portation an active player.

• Land use planning. I’ll talk about some of the
smart growth issues, but Maryland DOT is expected
to be involved in the discussions at the local level in
terms of land use decisions and be talking about what
the implications are of those land use decisions on
our transportation system.

• Air quality planning. We’ve been involved in this
obviously for some time, but there are performance
measures associated with that.

• Revitalization planning as a central part of the
smart growth program. Again, we are expected to be
at the table developing performance measures asso-
ciated with revitalization planning.

• Economic development. I’ll talk some more
about that in a minute.

Smart Growth

There are a number of smart growth questions we
are being asked. In each of these questions, there are
performance measures that we need to be thinking
about.

• How much do our transportation plans contrib-
ute to development outside planned growth areas?
The centerpiece of our smart growth legislation is
that capital investments by the state of Maryland will
only be made in what are called priority-funding ar-
eas. In general, they are areas either where develop-
ment already exists or where development meets cer-
tain standards. On the residential side, for example,
at least four housing units per acre. Outside of those
areas, with only some exceptions primarily associ-
ated with safety and linkage of priority funding ar-
eas, we cannot make capital investments in our sys-
tem anymore.

• How much do the investments made lead to the
development outside the growth areas? I’ll talk some
more about that in a minute in terms of some specific
context.

• How much can you lessen the need for trans-
portation improvements through changes in land use
patterns? We’re being asked, as part of our planning
studies and project level studies, to address the issue.
Instead of making the major capital investments in
either a new highway or transit program, what if,
instead, you changed the land use patterns? Could
you reduce the need for making that capital expen-
diture and making that investment? We have to have
performance measures associated with that.

• What mitigation measures can be incorporated
in our transportation plans and projects to offset
sprawl-inducing effects? How effective are these mit-
igation measures?

I have talked about one of the exceptions being
linking priority-funding areas. We’re expected when
we make these improvements between priority-
funding areas to develop our projects in such a way
that you’re not going to be getting any development
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along that particular project. When we’re converting
an arterial to a freeway and building service roads to
local access, we’re looking at things such as having
access controls on those service roads and preventing
additional development along that roadway.

• How effective are transportation investments in
urban revitalization areas in helping to bring about
the revitalization? Our legislation is particularly ask-
ing questions about this because more and more of
our transportation program is going into trying to
support urban revitalization.

• What are the synergistic effects of transportation
and other investments and programs in creating
sprawl and spurring urban revitalization? I’ve often
said that if we don’t build water and sewer systems,
just making the transportation investments is prob-
ably not going to have as much of an effect in terms
of inducing sprawl in areas where we don’t want it.
We need to be able to answer questions about these
synergistic effects.

• What would be the effect on congestion and
safety of not making transportation investments in
areas outside smart growth areas? Sprawl continues
to take place. We may not be making improvements
in those areas where the sprawl is taking place. Ul-
timately, what’s going to happen and what are our
predictions in terms of safety and congestion issues
in particular?

Secondary and Cumulative Impact Analysis

I think we’re probably about as far out front as any
state in terms of addressing sector and cumulative
impact issues in the environmental impact statements
that we’re developing. We’re accused of being the
cause of a lot of the development that’s taking place.
In the I-270 corridor, which is a freeway that leads
northwest from Washington, D.C., we widened it
from 6 to 12 lanes to support planned economic de-
velopment within an area that really couldn’t have
taken place without that roadway widening.

Thirty miles to the north, in Frederick County,
we’re being accused of all the development that has
taken place there, as a result of that 12-lane widening
further south that was done to support economic de-
velopment.

In Seattle, Charlie Howard told me about a letter
they just received from the National Marine Fisheries
with regard to the I-405 project, where they’re ex-
pecting 200,000 additional people to move into the
county that’s being served by I-405. They’re expected
to conduct an analysis of what the effect that devel-

opment and the 200,000 increase in population will
have on the salmon in that county.

Transportation agencies have to account for im-
pacts of all development in the travel shed area, re-
gardless of whether the development is caused by the
proposed development. We’re expected by the envi-
ronmental agencies to do that in our secondary and
cumulative impact analyses. Think about the perfor-
mance measure implications of that.

New methods are required to bring a dose of re-
ality to measuring what the actual causal effects are
in proposed transportation improvements. I will sub-
mit to you that our attempts at using land use models
have been a disaster in that regard. We are finding
that the use of expert panels really is the approach
to use for developing the performance measures as-
sociated with that. NCHRP 8-36 is developing meth-
ods as well, and we have a transportation community
system preservation (TCSP) grant to apply the ap-
proach in the I-270 corridor as well.

Economic Development Analysis

Michael made reference to the study that was done
in Maryland by an arm of Towson State University,
the Economic Return of Highway Investments
(ERHI) Study in Maryland. He asked how that was
used. We originally did that study when we expected
that we would be going for a revenue increase, which
we still haven’t done. So it’s not being used for what
its original intended purpose was. But we want to
start applying some of the underlying methods and
theory that were developed in some of our individual
projects in terms of relating what the economic de-
velopment effects and benefits of those projects are,
particularly in terms of how much they support eco-
nomic development and whether development is or
is not taking place with the improvements.

Quality-of-Life Issues

Michael talked about, and his paper gets into further,
how we in the past have tended to try to use mobility-
related measures as an indicator of changes in quality
of life. Here are the kinds of questions we’re being
asked:

• How good a neighbor are our facilities?
• How are facilities fitting into their environment?
• What is the appearance of our facilities?

How do we measure those things? I submit to you
that we really need to be focusing on customer
service.
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Equity Issues

Michael covered this, so I’m not going to spend too
much time on this because I think he covered what
the fundamental questions are. But these are the
kinds of questions that we’re being asked to address
under environmental justice. Think back 20 years in
terms of what the distribution was of minority and
low-income communities, and think about what they
are today and how good a job could we have done
20 years ago in terms of predicting what we have
today. Yet the proposed regulations are expecting
that we do that in the future. I submit to you that I
want procedures that U.S. DOT has blessed and said
are acceptable or we’re going to find ourselves in a
liability situation.

Environmental Enhancements

Just very quickly, more and more we’re being ex-
pected to fund environmental enhancements, and I
think you’re going to find that we have to have per-
formance measures that indicate what kind of return
we’re getting for investing in that.

Other Issues

What concerns me the most in terms of some of the
types of performance measures that we’re being
asked to develop is the expectation that we’re going
to be measuring things that transportation agencies
have little influence over, such as the type of thing I
talked about before when we’re expected to keep the
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) from growing at all. It
is easy to measure VMT, but in terms of setting those
standards, we have to be concerned about this ex-
pectation and about measuring and setting standards
on things that we don’t have influence over.

We need to be thinking about leading indicators
and trends that affect travel, particularly underlying
economic trends that are occurring. There are socie-
tal trends, and Michael got into sustainability mea-
sures. But we’re being asked more and more to de-
velop measures associated with broader sustainability
issues, including what the effect is of our plans and
projects on global warming. Think about that in
terms of performance measures.

My final conclusion is that the questions we are
increasingly being asked to answer are not only how
we relate the performance of the transportation sys-
tem to societal values but also how societal values
change what is expected of the transportation system
and transportation agencies.

WAYS WE GROW, WAYS WE MEASURE

James Corless

I’m James Corless, California Director for the Sur-
face Transportation Policy Project or STPP. We’re
a nonprofit advocacy organization, a nongovern-

mental agency—that is important to understand
about our perspective. We’re actually a national coa-
lition. We have offices in Washington, D.C., and three
here in California, and we’re made up of environmen-
tal groups, civic groups, the National Trust for
Historical Preservation, actually over 250 groups
around the country who really care about smart
growth and public transit, walkable communities, liv-
able communities, all the buzzwords that you hear.

The reason I’m here today is that we are immensely
interested in and concerned about the connections
between transportation and the larger societal social
issues and environmental issues—land use, environ-
ment, quality of life—and we want to try to establish
those connections among these types of issues.

We also want to move beyond rhetoric. We talk
and hear a lot about smart growth, and certainly
we’re advocates of smart growth. But what exactly
does that mean? In many ways, the battle over the
rhetoric of smart growth has been won. You cannot
be against smart growth now. But what exactly are
you for? We’re big proponents of establishing a
broader range of measures that start to incorporate
some of these societal values, such broader values as
quality of life, safety, livablility, and accessibility.

A couple of observations I just want to make. First
and foremost, I think the two things that really ham-
per this are the lack of data and outdated indicators.
For example, we are very interested in bicycle and
pedestrian safety, walking and bicycling—what we
call the ‘‘green modes of transportation.’’ But we
have very little information about how much walking
or bicycling actually occurs on any government,
state, federal, or local level. That makes it incredibly
difficult to assess performance when you’re talking
about walking and bicycling and these kinds of
modes. For instance, pedestrian fatalities have de-
clined in the last 20 to 30 years nationally, and the
statewide trends are very similar. But we also believe,
anecdotally, that the level of walking has declined.
Actually, people are walking less. There is less pe-
destrian activity. That is absolutely critical when we
get to accident rates.

The U.S. Census, as many of you know, is a great
source of information for many things. It is a lousy
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source of information for transportation. Friends of
mine on the East Coast tell me that for counting bi-
cycling—and let’s not even forget this is journey-to-
work trips, obviously a very small share of all trips
—the census in 1990 happened to pick a week in
March on the East Coast where we had a freak snow-
storm. Few people were out bicycling or walking. Yet
those were the data collected that then went into the
next 10 years of planning. You look at those mode
shares, and they seem to be very small.

I want to talk about three things in terms of per-
formance measures, three areas that we think are im-
portant, especially here in California: capacity, mode
share, and safety. This, I think, relates to what Mike
was talking about in terms of outputs versus out-
comes. We couldn’t be more concerned about the use
of outputs and the inherent implications that some-
how these outputs are really what we’re after.

Capacity

In terms of capacity, in California we have been en-
gaged in a debate for many years, but especially in
the last year, about additional transportation invest-
ment. We have heard over and over again that in the
last 10 years in California, our state highway system
has only grown by 1 percent in terms of lane miles.
Population has grown by 13 percent; VMT has
grown by 26 percent. So things haven’t kept up with
one another. Unfortunately, the state highway system
is the state-owned road system. It actually has very
little to do with the actual functional capacity of the
entire system. Our state highways also double as little
local main streets that run through small towns.
Highway 1 is a state highway. That actually is a very
lousy performance measure for how much lane mile-
age you have out there. What’s much more reliable,
of course, is freeways, expressways, and principal ar-
terial streets. If we counted those, didn’t look at the
state level, and focused on the metropolitan area, we
would actually see that road capacity has increased.
It has actually increased on par with population. But
what we haven’t been able to keep up with is VMT.
VMT is off the charts, as it is in most places. We
think that’s a really critical distinction to make. At
the state level in California, we get into all kinds of
problems, trying to look at such a macro level on
these numbers.

Mode Share

Mode share, which is statewide in California, is
about 3 to 4 percent. This sounds pretty lousy. Yet
we have tremendous transit ridership, largely in Los

Angeles and the San Francisco Bay area. We have
seven times as many transit riders in California as
commercial airline passengers out of all of our major
airports. Yet that never really gets discussed. If you
focus in on the regional level, even at the corridor
level, the transit ridership going into downtown San
Francisco through the I-80 corridor is 38 percent of
all trips. In Los Angeles including downtown, it’s 30
percent; in San Diego, it’s 18 percent. So if we focus
on the corridor level, we see that these are much
more reliable indicators.

Safety

In terms of accident rates, especially for bicyclists and
pedestrians, be very cautious of using just pure fa-
tality and injury rates per population. If we do that
in San Francisco, we have the highest fatality and
injury rate of any county or city in California. That
is because we also have the highest level of walking
—the highest amount of pedestrian activity—which
we think is a very good thing and in urban areas,
something we want to encourage. However, just the
accident rates alone would make you think that San
Francisco is a very unsafe place to walk. The fact of
the matter is, there are a lot of places that are far less
safe, but we don’t have numbers for levels of expo-
sure or levels of activity or mileage walked, some-
thing that is critical in terms of looking at accident
rates for pedestrians and bicyclists.

Sheldon mentioned that we passed Assembly Bill
2140 in California last year. This is a first step to
establish some common performance measures. I
couldn’t agree more with the notion that all the
regions in California are very different. We do, how-
ever, think there is some core measures that need to
start to be counted that actually do apply to region
to region. These are basically VMT per capita, con-
gestion, road condition, mode share, safety and ac-
cident rates, access to transit, and access to jobs.
Those are the measures embedded in State Law AB
2140. That law is permissive right now. You don’t
have to do anything. But it’s a first step. It’s not in
state code in terms of establishing performance mea-
sures at the MPO, the regional level, in California.

So in conclusion, it’s critical what we measure. The
environmental community is behind quantifying a lot
of the things that we care about. Yet we also worry
about the details, and we need to measure many
more things than we’re currently measuring. That
point was made earlier, and I couldn’t agree more.
We’ve got to think outside the box, and we have to
get beyond some of these traditional quantification
methods. We also need to apply the measurements
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out forward, at both the corridor level and the re-
gional level. In the 20-year plans, we actually do
think there are land use models and growth scenarios
out there that can actually illustrate that if we grow
in different ways, different land use and growth pat-
terns can have tremendous impacts on congestion, on
the cost of infrastructure, air quality, and accessibil-
ity. If we apply those measurements to different
growth patterns in transportation scenarios into the
future, we think it could help the public and stake-
holders better understand the choices that we have
before us.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Issue: How well is the Maryland smart growth ini-
tiative working? Will it be sustained under new state
leadership? Does the initiative include nontranspor-
tation agencies?

Discussion: It is too early to tell, since it has only
been in effect for about 2 years now. The urban re-
vitalization portion seems to be effective, but we
won’t know the impact on sprawl for some time. The
smart growth initiative is in the state legislation, but
it will take the support of a new governor to pass.
The coordination with local government is essential.
The initiative includes all state agencies. For example,
spending in the education area for state-supported
school construction and rehabilitation changed from
spending 85 percent on new schools, mostly in newly
developed areas, to 85 percent for rehabilitation in
areas to be revitalized.

Issue: How does performance measurement that in-
cludes these societal impacts improve public account-
ability?

Discussion: Over time, this type of performance mea-
surement will have an impact on investments and

lend credibility to the process. The key is making sure
that the underlying theory is correct. There is an im-
portant phrase with regard to making sure that the
performance measures link to the societal outcomes
that you’re measuring.

Issue: Are the smart growth land use and environ-
mental impacts measured at the project, corridor, or
systems planning level?

Discussion: It is currently done at the project and
corridor levels, but the pressure is to do it at the sys-
tems planning level. The state of the art is not there
at the systems planning level yet.

Issue: Transportation providers are often asked to
measure impacts that they are unable to influence. Is
there a way of finding out to what extent transpor-
tation does have an influence?

Discussion: The experience in Maryland is to use
expert panels rather than models to get an indication
of the impacts.

Issue: What are some of the dimensions of the mea-
sure of quality of life, especially the quality-of-life
costs of congestion?

Discussion: In a recent customer satisfaction survey,
the availability of pedestrian and biking facilities and
the quality of pavement markings ranked higher from
a public viewpoint than did congestion.

Issue: Is there a way for transportation agencies to
use the measurement of societal impacts to show that
the larger impacts come from nontransportation
programs?

Discussion: The synergistic effects of all government
programs have a bigger effect on land use patterns
than transportation alone. The availability of water
is the biggest factor driving growth in the Atlanta
area. Developing programs to address the jobs-
housing imbalance in an area may be more effective
than attempting to add transportation capacity.
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STATE OF THE PRACTICE

The issues raised during the presentation at the final
session can be summarized as follows:

• Just baby steps to date;
• Increasing demands that agencies deal with

broader goals;
• Limited research connecting transportation and

broader goals; and
• Transportation being behind the curve but agen-

cies getting involved in more interagency efforts,
more interdisciplinary efforts, and more public and
private efforts.

In discussion, the group defined broader goals as
those that affect everyone and are not directed to-
ward one individual. Although some transportation
agencies may be slightly ahead of others in what they
are trying or have accomplished, we all need to rec-
ognize that the steps taken are only baby steps. There
is an ever-increasing demand that agencies deal with
goals and issues that were or are considered outside
the influence of the transportation agency. There is
limited research to guide the agencies in connecting
transportation to the broader goals demanded by so-
ciety. To overcome the limited knowledge, transpor-
tation agencies must become more involved with
other agencies outside of the transportation com-
munity, support interdisciplinary efforts, and develop
an outreach to other public and private efforts.

ISSUES

• No public accountability in long-range plans;
• Lack of understanding about the cause and ef-

fect on broader goals;
• Difficulty in balancing multiple broad objectives;
• Arrogant stewardship perhaps;
• Definition of common measures for different

groups and areas; and
• Subjective definitions of broader issues, such as

equity, mobility, and others.

In discussion, participants commented that cur-
rently the long-range plans of transportation agencies
have no public accountability. This situation stems
from the failure to implement plans or from a change
of goals before implementation, resulting in the con-
stant updating of long-range plans. The transporta-
tion agency’s desire to respond to changes may, in
fact, have a long-term negative impact and may dis-
play a lack of understanding of the long-term cause
and effect of transportation on broader goals. The
result is a difficulty to balance multiple broad objec-
tives in the community. Sometimes the public consid-
ers the transportation agency as practicing arrogant
stewardship because of the apparent short-sighted
goals and protection of the transportation process
from the public. Some ways to overcome this view-
point would be the understanding and definition of
common measures for the different customer groups
and areas, such as defining equity and mobility.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

• Possibility of piggybacking on other disciplines
to address broader goals,

• Possibility of partnering with other agencies and
stakeholders to achieve broader goals,

• Possibility of leveraging nontraditional funds by
linking transportation to broader goals,

• Limited authority to deal with broader goals,
and

• Conflicting public- and private-sector objectives.

There was discussion on ways that transportation
agencies can enhance their acceptance in responding
to conflicting public- and private-sector issues in the
community. One approach would be to work with
other agencies and stakeholders to understand the
broader goals. This cooperative effort could help the
transportation agency, with limited authority, to de-
velop partnerships involving nontraditional funding
that could link transportation needs to the solution
of the broader goals.

ACTIONS REQUIRED AND NEXT STEPS,
INCLUDING RESEARCH NEEDS

• Improve new market research and public in-
volvement tools.

• Survey customers.
• Include historical and trend information to cre-

ate performance measures.
• Make better use of

–Market research,
–Expert panels,
–Multidisciplinary approaches,
–Other professions and agencies, and
–High-tech methods.

• Use modal-neutral and systemwide measures.
• Set best practices in transportation and land use

connections.
• Conduct research on the relationship of trans-

portation and broader goals.
• Define and measure the relationship of trans-

portation and quality of life, social equity, and en-
vironmental justice.

• Determine the cost trade-off between improving
the housing-jobs balance and the transportation in-
vestment.

• Determine the decision structure needed to make
best use of broader measures.

One goal that all agencies need to consider is refine-
ment in market research and public involvement
tools, with an emphasis on connecting performance
measures to broader goals. Some states are having
success with their surveys of customers. Participants
posed the question, Are we asking the right questions
to define transportation in the whole community? We
need to learn from our past by reviewing historical
and trend data to help create performance measures
for the future. All areas can improve by making bet-
ter use of market research, expert panels, multidis-
ciplinary approaches, other professions and agencies,
and high-tech methods. Modal-neutral and system-
wide measures will help agencies look outside the
box. There were other questions and points to con-
sider. What are the best practices in transportation
and land use connections? Are there examples that
can be modified? Additional research may be needed
to develop or understand the relationship of trans-
portation and quality of life, social equality, environ-
mental justice, and other matters and to measure that
relationship for success. What kind of transportation
is needed to balance housing and jobs? Is a balance
necessary? What kind of tools do the transportation
agencies need to make these assessments and mea-
sure the success of the decisions? How is the success
measured?

Much of the data collection described in Mike
Meyer’s paper is being done now, but there are poor
linkages to performance measures for design and
practice. Transportation is blamed for many situa-
tions, some valid and some not. There is a link be-
tween transportation investments and societal im-
pacts, but we do not know how to measure the link.
When an agency changes performance measures, it
needs to inform the public and private sectors to en-
sure credibility. Any outcome-based performance
should reflect what the customer sees. Surveys can
ask customers about transportation quality of life.
Sometimes the transportation issues that the cus-
tomer sees as pertaining to quality of life differ from
those that the transportation agency sees. How do
you measure quality of life? Transportation issues
should not overlook state- and local-mandated goals
for development and protection. How much of a dif-
ference can transportation make in societal issues?
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PANEL DISCUSSION, PART 1

Current Issues in Freight Movement

Harry Caldwell, Federal Highway Administration
Gary Nichols, Contract Freighters, Inc.
LaDonna DiCamillo, Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company

This panel discussion was intended to inform
participants about progress in dealing with the
establishment of freight performance measures.

Because the movement of freight is primarily a pri-
vate-sector responsibility, the discussion included rep-
resentatives from both the private sector and the pub-
lic sector.

The discussion took place in two parts. Part 1 con-
sisted of three background presentations that dis-
cussed the general practice and current issues of
freight movement. Part 2 consisted of presentations
from public-sector representatives who discussed
how public agencies can deal with private-sector is-
sues cooperatively and develop meaningful perfor-
mance measures for freight movements.

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION’S
FREIGHT ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK*

Harry Caldwell

• The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Freight Office developed a business plan to be com-
pleted by 2002. The primary reason for federal in-
volvement is the concern for the impact of freight
movement on the economy of the country. With the
globalization and growth of the economy, some se-
rious freight issues must be addressed. Freight move-
ments are forecasted to double over the next 20
years.

• Trends in freight transportation include shifts
from push to pull logistics, from price-based costing
to cost-based pricing, and from just-in-time deliveries
to time-definite deliveries.

• A consultant is developing 5- to 10-page white
papers on nine driving themes that FHWA identified.
The papers will be posted on the website when they
are completed.

• FHWA developed a freight analysis framework.
The enormous capabilities of this system are illus-
trated in the full presentation.

• The three major focus areas of FHWA are insti-
tutional development, information technology, and
infrastructure.

*Copies of this presentation and other information from the
freight office are available on a CD-ROM that can be obtained
from the speaker. Additional information is available from the
FHWA website (www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight).
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• FHWA hopes to have a federal legislative pro-
posal for the next reauthorization of federal trans-
portation legislation in 2004.

ISSUES AND TRENDS IN THE
TRUCKING INDUSTRY

Gary Nichols

• Regulatory compliance is a major issue because
of international, national (United States, Mexico,
Canada), state or province, and local regulations.

• Customer supply-and-demand relationships are
changing.

• Safety is the number one concern of Contract
Freighters, Inc.

• Carriers are concerned with asset optimization
(including technology, capital investment infrastruc-
ture, and planning) and interact with the public sec-
tor on all of these issues.

• Carriers would like input on such critical public
issues as hours of service, pollution control, highway
design and construction, highway access, rest area
design and location, and practical experience input
to key committees and government boards.

ISSUES AND TRENDS IN THE
RAILROAD INDUSTRY

LaDonna DiCamillo

• Key railroad performance measures are dwell
time per car, filled time per car, intermodal lifts per
day, and transit time.

• Railroad transportation is at least two modes.
Intermodal traffic increased 52 percent over the past
5 years.

• Air quality requirements are driving the need to
replace locomotives. Locomotive use is another key
performance measure for the railroads.

• Capital investment in railroads increased signif-
icantly from 1994 to 1999 but will slow down in the
coming years.

• Current issues include community views on lo-
comotive whistles, vibration, and grade separations.

• Railroads have difficulty dealing with the long
project-planning schedules of public agencies.

• New trends include the Internet to increase car
use and time-sensitive services.
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PANEL DISCUSSION, PART 2

Public-Sector Freight Performance Measures

Gerald Rawlings, Chicago Area Transportation Study
Dilara Rodriguez, California Department of Transportation
Mark Larson, Minnesota Department of Transportation

PROJECTIONS IN FREIGHT PLANNING*

Gerald Rawlings

Since my time is short here, I am going to con-
dense my point to a short parable. Let me tell
you about the one legendary case of perfor-

mance analysis that was applied to the freight trans-
portation industry; it was in the folk song, ‘‘The
Rock Island Line.’’ It’s a mighty fine line. The second
stanza concludes, ‘‘It’s right on time, but it’s yester-
day’s train.’’ The moral of that story is that perfor-
mance analysis, as performed by Wall Street, is cruel
because—as one of your former presidents would
have said—we do not have the Rock Island to kick
around anymore.

This is how planning for freight comes across to
me in a metropolitan area. There are five gradations
of the freight planning process:

• Nominal—data;
• Ordinal—data comprehension (What does it all

mean?);
• Interval—to get through the thought process;
• Ratio; and
• Serial.

Nominal is your basic inventory. Anybody can do
that. It does not require much more than a willing-
ness to drive around and see what you see. Facility

*A published version of this paper is available from the speaker.

A, Location XY—bingo. For ordinal, then you have
to say, there are several of them and one of them is
twice as big as the other one. Interval is the same
thing; it’s two times. We could do that, but it does
not always have as much utility as to get through to
the time series.

We analyzed the volumes of the largest intermodal
yards in Chicago with the data that we got from the
American Association of Ports. We saw—not alto-
gether to our surprise—that we have several inter-
modal rail properties in the metropolitan Chicago
area (northeast Illinois, really) that are larger than all
but a small handful of national ports. From this came
a sound bite: ‘‘Chicago is the third largest port in the
world if you use intermodal volume handling as your
metric, third only to Hong Kong and Singapore, and
double Rotterdam, which is the largest European
port.’’

So this is what started the thought process partly
because I have always believed there is lots of data
around that is simply not understood for its full
value. Somebody collects it. It serves an immediate
short-term purpose, and then it goes into the round
file. If you pull it out quickly enough, hold it for a
short time, and compare it with something else, then
maybe it has more value than you thought it had.
Two products are regularly produced in northeast Il-
linois: gross annual average daily traffic counts and
periodic truck counts. By using the first count as the
denominator and the second count as the numerator,
and simply doing some simple division, you get the
percentage of truck occupancy for all the Interstate
highways and numbered routes in the six-county area
of northeast Illinois. We did that, and we came up
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with some astounding numbers. Overall it runs in the
range of 26 to 30 percent.

We then developed a list of the intermodal yards
that are processing in northeast Illinois. We took the
acreage and the throughput to get an average for the
number of containers or trailers per year by acreage.
We made some projections and calculations and then
announced that if the region continued to perform
this service at this level, with the projections that
some people were making—and we made very con-
servative ones—then another 4,200 acres would be
needed by 2020 for intermodal handling to get to a
volume that is something like 21/2 times what it is
now. This news shook everybody up. It was a break-
through in the use of numbers. We were among the
first people to say that we needed to have a projec-
tion of some kind. You do not have to say it is ab-
solutely right. However, as it turns out, for the past
3 years at least, our projections have been fairly
close. You have to make certain assumptions about
holding the technology constant.

The private sector said that if these government
guys can figure it out, we should perhaps take an-
other look ourselves. As a result, as least partially
attributed to this analysis, a mammoth intermodal
development on part of the acreage that used to be
the Joliet Arsenal will be developed by the private
sector. Centerpointe Properties will develop it, and
the Burlington North and Santa Fe Railway Com-
pany will be the principal rail tenant—the sole tenant
at this point. They will develop about 12 million
square feet of peripheral warehousing and assorted
service space.

We always should be pushing the envelope. It re-
quires a willingness to confront our own contribu-
tion. We are a metropolitan planning organization. It
is our responsibility to do this. I do not believe that
freight planning is ever going to come easily because,
as somebody else said earlier on, we are largely in
the people-planning business, and we have been do-
ing that for 25 years.

GOODS MOVEMENT IN CALIFORNIA

Dilara Rodriguez

I will be talking about a strategy that we have
adopted for goods movement. Goods movement
is extremely important for California. It provides

$40 billion/year to national economic output, more
than 1 million jobs, and more than $8 billion/year to
federal taxes and customs duties. A total of $640 bil-
lion in California commodities was moved in 1993,
and more than 60 percent was moved within the
state.

California is a major port and a major source for
the economy of this nation. Therefore, for the state
to be able to perform and continue growing as it is
projected to grow, the system has to be improved.
We are dealing with issues of accessibility, reliability,
and safe performance. In our designs and planning,
we are constantly working with the trucking indus-
try, the rail industry, and the shipping industry. We
cannot talk about one mode and not the other. Al-
though we are a California Highway Department, we
do not talk about only the highway. We look at all
the modes, so that we can build a strong partnership.

I would like to speak about an exciting project that
California is participating in with seven other states:
the I-10 corridor. We are looking to turn the entire
I-10 highway from California to Florida into a na-
tionwide automated truck facility. What do we mean
by a nationwide automated truck facility? The whole
concept is this: if we are looking at improving the
economy and looking at being able to grow and keep
traffic growing without compromising safety, then
maybe we need to look at a way of moving goods
efficiently, while keeping the system safe and efficient
for the daily users.

We are really in the beginning phase. Next week
will be the first time that representatives from all
eight states will sit and talk together. Texas is leading
the effort. Goods movement is extremely important
to us, and I-10 is the major east-west system. Most
of the previous talk has been about north-south cor-
ridors because of the North American Free Trade Act
(NAFTA) with Mexico and Canada. The logical flow
is north-south. But we also have the east-west system.
We have the major ports in Los Angeles with goods
that go through the other states. Other sources of
traffic come from the Florida side, and Texas is a
major player.

How can we work together as a team and look at
choosing technology? The speaker from the trucking
industry shared many exciting things that the truck-
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ing industry has already taken upon itself, and I am
sure the rail people also are using the available tech-
nology to be able to move goods safely and to track
them. We have a new technology department in the
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
that deals specifically with the technology aspect, but
I would like to relate it to the performance measures.
Why is it important for us to look at new ways of
being able to do our old business of moving goods
and moving people, and using the technology that is
growing faster than we can catch up to it? Because
we are concerned with accessibility, mobility, and
reliability.

I am sure during this week my colleagues from Cal-
ifornia have been talking about the efforts that have
been taking place in southern California and north-
ern California. How can we successfully move to-
gether the goods and the people? We cannot build
this partnership unless we have the private sector
with us. One of the key things for us to be able to
measure is data. I am glad to hear that the trucking
industry has numbers. We can tell you which routes
are better. We find some difficulty in being able to
have the trucking and rail companies opening up to
the government.

There is a sincere effort in California from both
the private and public sectors to work together. I
would like to extend an invitation to everyone to pro-
vide data and information so we can work together
on this project.

DIRECTION FOR FREIGHT
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Mark Larson

It has been a long road this week, and I am going
to try to bring it back to performance measures.
At the Minnesota Department of Transportation

(MnDOT), we have a freight office and a perfor-
mance measurement section that I am involved with.
I am going to talk a little bit about how we cooper-
ated with our private sector, the Minnesota Freight
Advisory Committee, to come up with some concepts
and direction for freight performance measures.

How do we get the freight measures? Our goal is
to improve our freight planning. Perhaps looking at
our outcomes and measures and establishing some
measures in that area will bring some fruitful results
in our planning efforts.

MnDOT established seven customer segments:

• Commuters,
• Personal travelers,
• Farmers,
• Emergency vehicle operators,
• Carriers,
• Shippers, and
• Intermodal transporters.

Four of the seven customer segments involve
freight if you include farmers. We have a freight ad-
visory committee. It used to be part of our chamber
of commerce. It moved over and affiliated with our
department of transportation through some behind-
the-scenes work. So in May 1999, we got together
for a 21/2-h session with shippers and carriers. We
involved some major shippers of various commodi-
ties and products in our state. They expressed a will-
ingness and an interest in helping us set some direc-
tion for some performance measures. This committee
helps the department look at investment, policy, and
planning issues; therefore, performance measurement
fits into their activity. Nevertheless, to get a signifi-
cant number of private-sector people to sit down and
talk about measures is not an easy task. The previous
relationship building that we had had gotten us to
this point. We brought together about 21 people that
day, working in about five different groups.

The objective of the group was to create a yard-
stick for looking at our department and our state;
how are we doing at serving freight needs? The group
also created some options for us in the department
to begin looking at and incorporating in our mea-
sures framework. We worked in small groups. They
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TABLE 1 Proposed Performance Measures with Available Data for
Minnesota’s Freight Transportation System

Proposed Measure Data Available

Predictable, Competitive Metro freeway travel time by route and time of day
Metro-Area Travel Time Average speed on metro freeways by route and time of day

Congestion ranking of metro freeways by route
Congestion level compared with other major metropolitan areas

Economic Cost-Benefit Ratio Cost-benefit ratio of major state transportation projectsa

Transportation Investment Minnesota’s transportation investment and spending as percent-
age of gross state productb

aData are available for most projects showing a benefit for heavy trucks. A project financial analysis model
has been created by MnDOT Metro.
bPublic-sector data are available.

TABLE 2 Proposed Performance Measures Requiring Development for
Minnesota’s Freight Transportation System

Proposed Measure Data needed

Intercity Travel Time Peak-hour average travel speeds on major highway routes between
27 regional centersa

Shipper point-to-point travel timeb

Freight Travel Time to Global Markets Travel time to major regional, national, and global markets by rail,
air, water, and truckc

Competitiveness of Shipping Rates Shipment cost per mile by ton or value by mode for major com-
moditiesd

Crash Rate and Cost Comparison Dollar value of crashes and crash cost comparison by modee

Crash rate per mile traveled (or other basis) by freight modec

Bottlenecks and Impediments Number of design impediments to freight traffic by mode and type
(at-grade rail crossings, restricted roads, deficient bridges, etc.)f

Timely Access to Intermodal Terminals Number of design impediments slowing access to truck, rail, air, and
waterways terminalsg

aCalculated speeds; preliminary development has been done for the MnDOT Interregional Corridors Study.
bDeveloped from private data.
cRequires development.
dRequires research and development.
eSome data are available; requires development.
fData for some types are available; others need development.
gSome data are under development.

devised the concepts, not specific measures. The
Freight Advisory Committee emphasized

• Time—predictable and competitive;
• Economic impact—across all areas (time, safety,

access, and infrastructure);
• Economic competitiveness—in time and cost of

shipping; and
• Investment planning—cost-benefit ratio and lo-

cation of facilities.

After that session, we brought people in from dif-

ferent parts of the department and analyzed and
translated the concepts into potential measures.
Then, we looked at whether the data were really
available. (Tables 1 and 2 summarize the current
status of these measures.) After the staff work was
done, we brought it back to the group; members
made a few modifications and gave it their blessing.
A few of the measures have been implemented, but
we have a long way to go to bring it all into our
program.

I should step back and say, How do you develop
freight measures? Well, you could get your staff to-
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gether, use an analytical approach and use the staff
knowledge. If you work with shippers and carriers,
some of it will be the same, but some of it will be
different. That is the advantage, and you will see
some different perspectives.

We asked them several questions:

• What are your critical issues?
• What changes would you like to see in our

freight transportation system?
• By what measure would you know that we had

made some progress?
• How would you know that we achieved changes

that met some of your needs?

Just to summarize, some of the areas of emphasis
are obvious: time predictability was a key area, par-
ticularly the competitiveness of our metropolitan
area of Minneapolis–St. Paul. Is our congestion as
bad as Los Angeles, Atlanta, and other cities? How
competitive are we? We may have to live with con-
gestion, but how does it compare with other areas?
The Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) index is
helpful there.

The group has an economics perspective on safety
in all areas and is very concerned about investment
planning. Where are freight terminals being located?
Why are transportation planning and land use plan-
ning not integrated? There is a concern that our
terminals and access points are being pushed far-
ther and farther away from centers of economic
activity.

Two general categories of measures came out of
these sessions. The first had to do with overall policy
measures. Again, it came back to competitive travel
time: How competitive is our metropolitan area in
transportation? What is our time of travel to global
markets? That is something that we do not have data
on right now, and I do not know if it is on the ho-
rizon for the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), but that was a big concern.

By the way, FHWA has put together a nice report,
Measuring Improvements in the Movement on High-
ways and Intermodal Freight. Through a staff effort,
FHWA came up with some recommended perfor-
mance measures that it is going to be developing.
That is a nice resource that you can use. However,
some are useful at the local level, perhaps, but many
focus at the national level.

I cannot go through all the recommendations in
detail; I will mention a couple of items here. Trans-
portation investment as a percentage of our gross
state product was discussed. The shippers and carri-
ers looked at that percentage as to whether we are
investing enough to meet the needs of our system. It

provided some interesting data showing that our in-
vestment in transportation by public and private
sectors combined is actually going down because of
tremendous improvements in productivity and effi-
ciency. It is a curious measure in the sense that we
are not sure whether it should go up or down. It is
more of an indicator that is interesting and important
for people to follow.

Several measures that came out of our sessions
were in line with what FHWA is recommending. We
are working with the University of Minnesota’s Lo-
gistics Task Force now to develop a shipper panel. It
is going to start with focus groups and eventually
involve a survey, which we hope will become annual,
of 1,600 shippers around Minnesota to evaluate and
track the quality of service in the private sector and
potentially from the public infrastructure. That panel
is just under development.

Measures that we can use for investment in project
design decisions include

• Interregional travel time,
• Predictable metro travel time,
• Bottlenecks and impediments,
• Cost-benefit ratio, and
• Safety economics.

Nancy Melvin from our Metro Division developed
what she calls a ‘‘freight scorecard’’ that our Metro
Division is using to evaluate a particular corridor
project, which has several factors.

What came out of the Freight Advisory Committee
included measures for interregional travel time. With
our Interregional Corridors Program, we have to set
targets for a project, and this was not simply because
of freight considerations, but it coincides with their
interests. We have set targets for high priority, me-
dium priority, and regional corridors around our
state and average speed targets for those corridors.

Another area that repeatedly came up was bottle-
necks and impediments. Again, FHWA is looking at
this area. We established some categories, and we are
developing a system for tracking impediments to
freight movements such as lane drops, lane weaves,
substandard bridges, and low overpasses. It is a prac-
tical kind of measure that you could use in doing
project analysis to identify the number and types of
impediments to freight.

We do cost-benefit analyses on our major construc-
tion projects. The committee wanted to know what
the cost-benefit ratio for freight is. We have a crude
measure that is one of the components of our cost-
benefit analysis, already as a freight component, but
it could use a lot more development.
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The committee also saw safety as a big factor;
Gary Nichols talked about how important safety is
for the freight companies. Finally, shipper point-to-
point travel time was discussed. Contract Freighters,
Inc., already volunteered to provide data to FHWA
to measure travel time directly from the shipper, and
some of the carriers and brokers in our state were
interested in possibly providing data. They said they
are already keeping this kind of data. Let’s see if we
can work it into our measurement systems.

What are our conclusions? The shipper view is es-
sential and distinct from carriers and the state de-
partment of transportation. Shippers are, to a degree,
ultimately mode neutral. They are trying to get the
goods there in the most timely, safe fashion they can.
They are going to provide a less skewed view in some
sense of the overall bigger picture of which freight
measures and goals we are looking for. For example,

• Regional competitiveness is a key focus for ship-
pers.

• Customers will give direction but are less inter-

ested in details of measurement. When you involve
people from the freight community shippers and car-
riers, it is probably going to be difficult to find any-
one who is going to work at a real detailed level.
However, if you combine your staff effort and help
them provide some of the direction and concepts,
then you should be able to make some progress.

• Intensive staff work is required to evaluate op-
tions. A lot of staff focus is needed to report it.

• Customers are action oriented. Ultimately, your
relationships with shippers and carriers and their or-
ganizations are going to depend on being action ori-
ented. They are action oriented. If you want to have
credibility, you are going to have to be able to make
it clear that your department and your organization
are going to move forward on some of their concerns.

Those are some of the lessons we learned. We have
a long way to go to implement what we learned, but
my message is to try to develop those relationships.
It will enrich and improve the quality of your mea-
sures work.
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Summary and Conclusions

The conference on Performance Measures was
considered a success by sponsors and partici-
pants. There was strong participation in the

general sessions and in the workshops as well as in
the preparation of the workshop summaries.

SUMMARY

Little controversy was raised during the conference
on the use of performance measurement; rather, it
was a starting point of the discussion that perfor-
mance measurement can and should be used in sev-
eral functions within an organization. As a result,
discussion focused on how, when, and where to use
performance measurement. As an example of the
positive, upbeat nature of this conference, the partic-
ipants listed many more opportunities associated
with performance measurement than constraints. A
great deal of experimentation is still under way in
many agencies on the types of measures that are ap-
propriate for different settings, and the literature that
documents the experience of these implementation ef-
forts is growing.

Most agencies develop performance measures that
focus on the portion of the transportation system that
they own or are directly responsible for operating. The
participants were interested in advancing the state of
the practice on multijurisdictional and multimodal
performance measures. They were concerned about
the inability to measure the nontransportation (socie-
tal) impacts of transportation decisions, and several
promising approaches were presented.

Even though many technical issues that need ad-
ditional work remain, the primary need identified by
the participants as the next step was the further shar-
ing of information and experiences on the processes
used in the various agencies relating to performance
measurement. The methods identified for sharing in-
formation were National Cooperative Highway Re-
search Program (NCHRP) studies, synthesis projects,
peer group reviews, and additional workshops and
conferences.

The main points of the conference can be sum-
marized in several statements:

• On lessons learned, there is no one best
solution.

• The state of the practice is evolving.
• Accountability, customer focus, and societal im-

pacts will continue to drive the need for performance
measurement.

• Participants want to continue to share informa-
tion and experiences.

• Concerns were raised on tying performance
measures to decision making.

• Concerns were raised on resource requirements
and the sustainability of the effort.

• Transitioning from the single-mode or the sys-
tem measures to the multijurisdictional measures is
difficult.

• More research and experimentation are needed
for multimodal and societal measures.

• Important data and analytical issues remain.
• Freight performance measurement is advancing

with new data availability.
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CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of the conference probably can best
be presented by answers to several key questions
raised during the conference.

Issue: What is really new here with the discussion of
performance measures? Haven’t we always done this
in the planning process? Is this another management
process du jour?

Discussion: There is a long history of measuring the
performance of the workforce and the transportation
system. What is new is the context and the formali-
zation of performance measurement into decision-
making processes. Public accountability (legislated or
implied), customer focus, information technology,
management systems, and societal impacts are cur-
rent emphasis areas in public policy that require per-
formance measurement. Performance measurement is
a long-term process, and the emphasis on measure-
ment will only grow in the future.

Issue: What is the motivation for an agency under-
taking a performance measurement program?

Discussion: For some agencies, performance mea-
surements grow out of the ‘‘quality management’’ in-
itiatives of the past; they are consistent with and sup-
port current initiatives such as management systems
and asset management. In some cases, legislative re-
quirements such as the Government Performance and
Results Act at the federal level and similar require-
ments at the state and local levels are the impetus.
However, in many agencies, the motivation is simply
good government and good management practice.

Issue: What is the context for performance measure-
ment in the various states?

Discussion: The context varies widely across states
and across transportation agencies. In some states,
transportation performance measurement takes place
under the umbrella of larger state policy initiatives,
such as economic development or smart growth. In
other states, transportation performance measure-
ment is within the policy goal framework of a state
transportation or strategic plan. Agencies operate in
the context of customer satisfaction and accounta-
bility. Performance-based planning and performance-
based budgeting also provide contexts for perfor-
mance measurement.

Issue: What functional areas of an organization use
performance measurement?

Discussion: Participants reported on performance
measurement used in the variety of functions present
in an organization, including strategic planning, sys-
tem planning, programming, project development,
design, construction, maintenance, and operation.
They generally felt that there should be only a few,
well-understood, broad measures at the upper level
(planning) and that the measures could become more
numerous and more detailed at the lower level (op-
erations). The alignment of measures across functions
is important, and operational measures should be
connected to and support broad agency strategic
goals.

Issue: What institutional issues arise when developing
performance measure programs?

Discussion: Much of the experience with perfor-
mance measurement to date has been single-agency
measurement; many such examples exist. The issues
are fairly well defined, there are examples (models)
for performance measurement at different points in
the process, and there is literature on different types
of measures. Interagency measurement within the
same jurisdiction and multijurisdictional measure-
ment examples are not as numerous, and the issues
and needs are not as well defined. Interagency mea-
sures raise additional issues related to data integra-
tion, institutional relationships, and use in joint de-
cision making.

Issue: What types of performance measures are used
in the transportation field?

Discussion: Performance measurement within a sin-
gle mode (e.g., highway or transit) has a fairly long
history, and some agencies are satisfied with their
measures. Multimodal measurement is still under de-
velopment. There has been some experimentation
and some use of multimodal measures within a plan-
ning context but little documentation of multimodal
measurement used for decision making on the allo-
cation of resources. Examples of the measurement of
societal impacts of transportation were offered in
Mike Meyer’s resource paper. Atlanta, for example,
is exploring techniques to characterize how travel ac-
tivity patterns vary among different income and eth-
nic groups and how these groups are affected by new
transportation facilities. Although many agencies are
still developing performance measures to track social
impacts, such as environmental justice, approaches
are available while the state-of-the-practice improves.

Also, under subject matter, there is a distinction
between the measurement of passenger travel and fa-
cilities and measurement in the freight area. Most of
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the measures discussed at the conference related to
passenger movements. However, the presentations
during the freight sessions offered examples of evolv-
ing methods, data systems, and analytical capabilities
in the freight sector.

Issue: What common lessons have been learned from
previous and current activities in implementing per-
formance measurement systems?

Discussion: The resource papers, panel presentations,
and subsequent discussions are remarkably consis-
tent. The first resource paper, ‘‘Use of Performance
Measures in Transportation Decision Making,’’ sum-
marizes the lessons learned:

• Performance measurement involves more than
measures; an integrated framework is necessary.

• We need to build on existing processes.
• We need to link to overall agency goals and con-

nect strategic and operational levels.
• Progress and implementation are incremental.
• Top management support is critical.
• Performance measurement should inform the de-

cision process, not replace it.
• We need to understand the causality between ac-

tions and performance results.
• Data, analytical tools, and information are at the

core of success.
• There will be resistance and institutional bar-

riers.
• Feedback and assessment are critical.

The conference report and the workshop summa-
ries add background and specifics to the lessons
learned but do not materially alter them. The con-
ference discussion brought out that the establishment
of a performance measurement system usually is not
a clean step-by-step process but, in fact, a ‘‘messy,
grinding, ugly’’ struggle that involves much dialogue,
experimentation, and analysis. Many said that, from
an agency standpoint, going through this process—
discussing what you are really measuring, what the
results really mean, what modifications are needed,
and recycling until there is agreement—is as impor-
tant as the measures themselves.

Issue: What is the state of the practice?

Discussion: The most complete summary of the state
of the practice can be found in the Workshop Sum-
mary on Agency Implementation of Tranportation
System Measures; the other Workshop Summaries
generally agree with this one. It is clear that the state
of the practice is evolving. The experience in the dif-

ferent agencies varies. Some are very advanced, hav-
ing gone through several iterations before settling on
measures, whereas others are waiting or are now
considering establishing a program of performance
measurement. The state of the practice depends on
the dimension (jurisdiction and subject matter) of the
measurement. The Summary of Poster Sessions (Ap-
pendix A) provides another description of the state
of the practice.

Issue: What are the issues related to improving the
state of the practice?

Discussion: The following major issues were raised:

• Linkage of performance to decision making: un-
derstanding the information needs of decision mak-
ers, customers, and stakeholders;

• Communications: making measures understand-
able by tailoring them to the audience;

• Customer input: identifying the customers and
stakeholders, determining the most effective methods
for obtaining their input, and balancing short-term
customer preferences with long-term stewardship re-
sponsibilities;

• Quality of information: gather reliable and sus-
tainable information, surrogate measures, projections
versus actual data, and validity and error estimations;

• Top management support: aligning strategic
(business) measures with organizational measures
throughout the agency;

• Institutional and organizational issues;
• Data collection, analysis, and integration;
• Sustainability of performance measurement

through leadership change and over the long term;
• Resource requirements: added burden, and ben-

efits exceeding the costs;
• Unintended consequences and feedback pro-

cesses;
• Selection of measures: resulting in outcomes vs.

outputs, surrogates;
• Analytical issues: identifying tools, trade-off

analysis, and causal relationships.

Issue: What are the opportunities associated with
performance measurement?

Discussion: The participants listed many opportuni-
ties associated with implementing performance mea-
surement systems:

• Support internal decision making (relate deci-
sions to consequences, establish a nested hierarchy of
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measures linked to decisions, and secure top man-
agement and internal buy-in).

• Support efforts to secure funding by demonstrat-
ing measured value.

• Leverage nontraditional funds by linking trans-
portation measures to broader goals.

• Foster proactive rather than reactive approaches.
• Generate external understanding and support

through the use of customer surveys, enhanced cred-
ibility of performance measures, understanding of
factors beyond agency control, increased involve-
ment, and understanding public concerns.

• Improve interorganizational coordination (link
access to performance results across modes and
jurisdictions, and build on federal performance mon-
itoring systems such as the Highway Performance
Monitoring System and the National Transit Data-
base).

• Assist institutionalization with pay-for-perfor-
mance programs.

• Increase data sharing, partnerships, and integra-
tion through intergovernmental cooperation and use
of information technology, including the Internet
(collect data that serves multiple purposes).

• Create public-private partnerships in data collec-
tion and analysis.

• Partner with other disciplines to address broader
goals.

Issue: What are some of the constraints?

Discussion: Stated constraints include the following:

• Limiting resources (data collection, analysis, and
planning programs are usually the first to be cut),

• Accepting change (consistency of leadership,
measures change over time, reluctance to share in-
formation, control),

• Having the right set and number of understand-
able measures,

• Penalizing risk taking, resistance to change, or
use of ‘‘gotcha’’ measures used by inhibitory organi-
zational cultures,

• Relying on data (‘‘gaming’’ vs. measuring),
• Limiting the authority to deal with broader

goals, and
• Conflicting public- and private-sector objectives.

NEXT STEPS

At the Conference on Refocusing Transportation
Planning for the 21st Century (Feb. 1999), Meyer
suggested a research framework that includes four

categories of actions: enabling or basic research;
tools, techniques, and methods; process; and imple-
mentation.

The premise of this approach is that there is a hi-
erarchy involved in research. We need to understand
the basic relationships (enabling research) before we
can develop tools, techniques, and methods; pro-
cesses; and implementation. The workshop recom-
mendations are organized and summarized below un-
der these four categories.

Enabling or Basic Research

Two areas that include actions within the category of
enabling or basic research were identified.

Transportation Performance Measures:
Connection to Broader Goals

• Incorporate community or society goals into the
performance measurement process.

• Add quality-of-life and sustainability perfor-
mance indicators.

• Use performance information to make cross-
discipline decisions.

• Link transportation outputs to broader societal
outcomes with proxies.

• Develop a guide to quantify intangible measures
or indicators.

• Research the outcomes that influence the cau-
sality of broader societal outcomes.

• Connect the performance measures for land use
and transportation.

• Research the relationships of transportation and
broader goals.

• Define and measure the relationships of trans-
portation and quality of life, social equity, and en-
vironmental justice.

• Trade-off cost between improving housing-jobs
balance and transportation investment.

Multimodal or Mode-Neutral
Performance Measures

• Develop performance measures for cross-modal
investment decisions.

• Create a state-of-the-practice report on analysis,
data, and tools to compare modes.
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Tools, Techniques, and Methods

Tools in General

• Provide tools for managers and policy makers
for applying and using performance measures.

• Determine the limitations of performance mea-
surement tools and how they fit into a total decision-
making process.

• Identify other desirable or essential tools that
must complement performance measurement.

• Establish a guide to measure and understand
errors.

• Improve planning techniques regarding surveys,
use of intelligent transportation systems (ITSs), data
behavior, and behavioral models.

Market Research and Customers

• Improve the understanding of the current use of
market research in decision making and how it can
be improved to provide decision makers with impor-
tant outcome information.

• Create new market research and public involve-
ment tools.

• Survey customers.
• Maximize use of market research, expert panels,

multidisciplinary approaches, other professions and
agencies, and high-technology methods.

Communications

• Communicate performance to customers, stake-
holders, and the public.

• Gather examples, case studies, and tools to ef-
fectively communicate performance measures to pol-
icy makers, legislatures, and the public, providing
quality information to decision makers in a usable
format.

• Determine how performance measures are com-
municated to decision makers.

• Develop a web library of samples of communi-
cating, summarizing, and presenting performance re-
sults to decision makers and the public, particularly
ones using graphics and visual aids instead of tabular,
text-oriented reports.

Data

• Create a directory of private-sector data (goods
movement) and privacy issues.

• Collect data on demographic stratification.

• Identify which data we have stopped collecting
(state and federal) and why.

• Integrate data.
• Amass historic and trend information to create

performance measures.
• Synthesize data availability at the national, state,

and regional level, and develop strategies for using
existing data sources.

• Recharacterize data collection as performance
monitoring.

• Revisit data quality issues.

Terminology

• Clarify and standardize terminology and differ-
ences between organizational and managerial and
systems measures.

• Align the definition of goals across the industry
to extent possible and standardize the measures.

• Create consistent standards so that performance
measures can be reliably compared across agencies.

Process

All workshop groups recommended additional doc-
umentation and sharing of information and ex-
periences on creating performance measurement sys-
tems. NCHRP Report No. 446: A Guidebook for
Performance-Based Transportation Planning includes
a comprehensive review of the state of the practice,
including case studies and a library of performance
measures based on information collected in 1997 and
1998. The sense of the participants was that the field
is changing so rapidly that the effort to update these
materials should start as soon as possible. They also
recommended several additional mechanisms for
sharing information, including NCHRP Synthesis re-
ports, peer exchanges on selected topics, and addi-
tional conferences and workshops on selected topics.

The topics recommended for additional group
sharing were as follows:

• Linking performance measures to decision mak-
ing: case studies on how measures are successfully
used in decision making, including different processes
and methods of decision making; evidence of benefits
and long-range payoffs of using performance mea-
sures for transportation decision making; tools to
quantify the impacts of performance measures on de-
cision making; ways to gauge the consequences of
using a wrong performance measure; and decision
structures to consider societal measures in decision
making.
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• Implementing performance measurement sys-
tems: case studies that show successful implementa-
tion of performance measurement systems, including
types of measures used; the purposes in using these
measures and their pros and cons; lessons learned
from what works and what doesn’t; closing the loop
from strategic goals to input to output to outcomes,
with feedback loops from each.

• Synthesizing actual internal processes or mech-
anisms used by transportation agencies to link agency
mission and goals to project investment decisions, in-
cluding a literature survey of ‘‘how to’’ sources; an
integration of strategic planning and performance
measurement, including ways to make the total pro-
cess faster and more responsive; a link of measures
from an operational-decision level (internal produc-
tivity) up through a policy-decision level (external
stakeholder satisfaction); and organizational frame-
works that promote the implementation of perfor-
mance measures.

• Compiling resources that include
–Measures library: performance and evaluation
measures segmented by market groups, geo-
graphic corridors, and areas or regions;
–Private-sector examples: case studies from the
private sector, including successes and failures in

using performance measures in decision mak-
ing;
–Safety measurement: synthesis on different or-
ganizational approaches to safety performance
measurement;
–Pay-for-performance: case studies on applying
pay-for-performance or other accountability pro-
cesses within a public-sector transportation
agency.

Implementation

• Implement the findings of NCHRP Report No.
446: A Guidebook for Performance-Based Transpor-
tation Planning.

• Offer a National Highway Institute course on
transportation statistics and measurement.

• Determine how to communicate performance to
customers, stakeholders, and the public.

• Identify staff capacity, skill sets, and required
training.

• Develop training for managers and policy mak-
ers to apply and use performance measurement sys-
tems.

• Educate performance measurement implemen-
ters and users on why and how.
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APPENDIX A

Summaries of 20 Poster Sessions

Anumber of agencies participating in the con-
ference agreed to prepare a poster session and
to provide personnel to discuss and explain

the contents of the posters. Participants at the con-
ference were free to walk among the posters, pick up
literature, and ask questions at several intervals dur-
ing the conference. This portion of the conference
proved to be quite popular with the participants.
Each agency presenting a poster session was asked to
summarize the contents of the poster for inclusion in
the conference proceedings, thus making the infor-
mation available to a larger audience. Also included
are the name and address of contact people in each
agency to encourage additional questions and discus-
sions.

Summaries are provided for the following:

1. Arizona Department of Transportation
2. Washington Department of Transportation
3. Contra Costa Transportation Authority
4. Wisconsin Department of Transportation
5. California Department of Transportation
6. Sacramento Regional Transit District
7. Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Or-

ganization, Vermont
8. Center for Urban Transportation Research,

University of South Florida
9. Florida Department of Transportation

10. New York State Department of Transporta-
tion

11. Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority
12. Minnesota Department of Transportation
13. Orange County Transportation Authority,

California

14. Metropolitan Transportation Commission,
Oakland, California

15. Montana Department of Transportation
16. Oregon Department of Transportation
17. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
18. Metropolitan Washington Council of Govern-

ments
19. Regional Transit District, Denver, Colorado
20. Texas Department of Transportation

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

Contact

John Pein, Advanced Planning Manager, Arizona De-
partment of Transportation, 206 South 17th Avenue,
Mail Drop 340B, Phoenix, AZ 85007

602-712-8239, 602-712-3046 (fax)
jpein@dot.state.az.us

Poster Session Summary

Under Construction is an effort to develop a 20-year
plan using performance-based measurements.

Background

Arizona is initiating an ambitious effort to develop a
long-range state transportation plan. The Arizona
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long-range transportation plan (AzLRTP) will chart
Arizona’s transportation future and guide strategic
investments over a 20-year planning horizon. The
state is leading this effort in cooperation with re-
gional planning agencies to produce a multimodal
plan for state-owned and state-interest transportation
facilities and services.

This will be a multimodal plan, developed using
state-of-the-art performance planning methods. The
plan will recommend a 20-year program of trans-
portation projects that moves Arizona toward
achieving its vision defined through an extensive pub-
lic and stakeholder involvement program. AzLRTP
policy, program, and project recommendations will
be coordinated with regional and local planning pro-
cesses. Cooperation and coordination among the
planning agencies and the solid endorsement of
stakeholders and the public are key to this project’s
success.

The plan will identify Arizona’s existing and future
(again, 20 years) multimodal transportation needs
for facilities and services identified as being of state-
wide significance. Two examples of facilities and ser-
vices of statewide significance—yet not under the ju-
risdiction of the state—are local or regional roads
linking state highways with major intermodal facili-
ties or important traffic generators and light rail sys-
tems or other transit services operating within trans-
portation corridors served by state highways.
Planning for facilities and services that are predomi-
nantly regionally or locally significant will be ad-
dressed through separate regional and local efforts.
Three financial scenarios will be considered in devel-
oping the recommended program of transportation
projects.

The plan will be financially constrained, meaning
that funding for projects listed in the plan is expected
according to current transportation funding. The
plan will also contain potential revenue increases
(e.g., an increase in the fuel tax), wherein projected
increases in revenue can be used and projects added
to the plan based on the likelihood of increased
funding.

Illustrative projects will be permitted. Illustrative
projects have been discussed and would ideally be
implemented if funding becomes available. Such ca-
pability opens the door to projects that may be
funded if there is an increase in funding beyond the
reasonably expected revenue increases. Listed below
is what we expect to occur:

Under Construction: AzLRTP

1. Overview of process used to develop measures
—a cooperatively developed state transportation plan:

• State;
• Transportation management areas and
metropolitan planning organizations;
• Councils of governments;
• Consultation with

–Local governments, and
–Tribal governments;

• Proactive public involvement programs;
• Focus groups;
• National experts;
• Issue papers;
• Open houses;
• Videos; and
• Buy-in from

–General public,
–Transportation industry,
–Advocacy groups, and
–Developers.

2. Description of measures:
• Air quality,
• System preservation,
• Safety,
• Congestion,
• Promotion of alteration modes,
• Mobility,
• Accessibility,
• Economic development, and
• Integrated land use.

3. How measures will be used:
• Assess needs and identify projects,
• Assist in program trade-offs,
• Measure performance of system, and
• Serve as basis for allocation of funds.

WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Daniela Bremmer, Washington State Department of
Transportation, P.O. Box 47370, Olympia, WA
98504-7370

360-705-7370, 360-705-6813 (fax)
bremmed@wsdot.wa.gov

Poster Session Summary

The Washington State Department of Transportation
(WSDOT) is currently examining practices, proce-
dures, and processes associated with the develop-
ment, tracking, and reporting of performance mea-
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FIGURE 1 Washington State DOT performance measurement system. (WTP
= Washington transportation plan.)

sures. Agency efforts to provide customer feedback,
enhance accountability, and track system and orga-
nizational performance have resulted in the devel-
opment of many levels and areas of performance
measures and data-tracking activities. This has led to
the proliferation of performance measures as well as
fragmentation and lack of alignment of existing mea-
sures that the various organizations and programs
apply. The executive board appointed a subcommit-
tee tasked with examining possible process improve-
ments and making recommendations to implement a
more systematic approach to performance measure-
ment within the agency.

The executive performance measurement system
process improvement team is working to develop a
framework for an agency performance measurement
system. This framework will strive to facilitate a
measurement system that links all existing measure-
ment elements and can be used as a decision tool for
organizational and system investments and opera-
tions (see Figure 1). Such effort will provide a system
of performance measures for WSDOT. The subcom-
mittee’s work plan includes the consideration of de-
velopment, alignment, timing, structure, communi-
cation, feedback, deployment, implementation,
integration, and institutionalization of performance
measures. The team is identifying components of an
optimum performance measurement system by con-
ducting an inventory and gap analysis, which will
result in the design of a framework and system
approach.

Concurrent with this activity, the secretary’s office
reviewed organizational business plans and related

performance measures and found opportunities for
improvement. In addition, the first round of perfor-
mance measurement data that aims to track the per-
formance of the agency’s strategic plan is currently
being compiled and analyzed.

WSDOT also uses other nonsystem (non-Washing-
ton transportation plan–related) benchmarks and
measures of the Blue Ribbon Commission on Trans-
portation. They include the following (see Table 1 for
details):

• Efficiency and organizational benchmarks and
performance measures:

–Administrative costs as a percentage of trans-
portation spending at the state, county, and city
levels should improve to the median in the short
term and to the most efficient quartile nationally
in the longer term;
–Washington’s public transit agencies will
achieve the median cost per vehicle revenue hour
of peer group transit agencies;
–TBD4 project cost benchmark: improve oper-
ations, maintenance, and project delivery costs;
–TBD5 transportation revenue benchmark: en-
sure that transportation spending keeps pace with
growth;

• Other:
–Local preservation element (related to Vision
Outcome 2) outside of Washington transporta-
tion plan scope, and
–Zero percentage of local arterials in poor
condition.



TABLE 1 WSDOT Outcomes, Performance Measures, and Benchmarks

Outcome
No. Outcome

Performance
Measure

Blue Ribbon
Benchmarks Service Objective

1* Essential Mobility:
System Operation and
Maintenance

The transportation system
operates effectively, effi-
ciently, and predictably

Cross-modal survey of
user opinions regard-
ing the respective
transportation sys-
tem’s level of
effectiveness and
reliability

1. Maintain the effective and
predictable operations of
the transportation system
to meet customers’
expectations

2. Increase the efficiency of op-
erating the existing systems
and facilities

3. Maintain vital transporta-
tion services in the event of
a natural disaster

2* Essential Mobility:
System Preservation

Transportation facilities
are in sound operating
condition

Owners of major
transportation facili-
ties report average
condition rating of
facilities

1. Zero percent of In-
terstate highways in
poor condition

2. Zero percent of ma-
jor state routes in
poor condition

3. Zero percent of local
arterials in poor con-
dition (outside of
WTP scope)

4. Zero percent of
bridges structurally
deficient

5. Complete seismic
safety retrofits of all
Level 1 and Level 2
bridges

4. Preserve transportation in-
frastructure to achieve the
lowest life cycle cost and
prevent failure

3 Essential Mobility:
Special Needs
Transportation

Transportation system
provides all citizens ac-
cess to basic services

Transit providers and
brokers report the
number and nature
of unmet special
needs transit requests
both inside and out-
side their area

5. Meet all basic transporta-
tion needs for special needs
population

4* Enhanced Mobility:
Congestion Relief

WTP corridors operate
with minimal delay for
people and freight and
with continual reduction
in the societal, environ-
mental, and economic
cost of congestion

Extent and duration
of travel delay that
exceeds the perfor-
mance thresholds for
all modes within
WTP corridors (both
in and outside met-
ropolitan planning
organizations)

6. Traffic congestion on
urban Interstate
highways will be no
worse than the na-
tional mean

7. Delay per driver will
be no worse than the
national mean

TBD6. Person delay
benchmark: reduce
overall hours of
travel delay per per-
son in congested
corridors

6. Reduce person and freight
delay on WTP corridors

7. ‘‘Travel time’’ service objec-
tive to be developed in fu-
ture updates

8. ‘‘Reliability’’ service objec-
tive to be developed in fu-
ture updates

NOTE: CTED = Department of Community, Trade, and Economic Developments; H&LP = highway and local programs; TBD =
to be determined; WSDOT = Washington State Department of Transportation.
*Measures that are emphasis areas for data gathering.

(continued on next page)
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Outcome
No. Outcome

Performance
Measure

Blue Ribbon
Benchmarks Service Objective

5 Enhanced Mobility: In-
creased Travel Options

Throughout the state,
travelers have viable al-
ternatives to the pri-
vately owned automo-
bile for their trips

Biennial cross-modal
survey of user opin-
ions of viable trans-
portation options

8. Maintain vehicle
miles traveled (VMT)
per capita at 2000
levels

9. Increase nonauto
share of work trips
in urban centers or
reverse the down-
ward trend of non-
auto share of work
trips in urban centers

9. Improve existing travel op-
tions; ‘‘travel options’’ is de-
fined as new options and a
better quality of existing op-
tions based on market
demand

6* Enhanced Mobility:
Seamless Connections

The transportation system
offers easy connections
between different ser-
vices throughout the
state

Cross-modal survey of
user opinions on
ease of connections
between services

10. Create links and remove
barriers between transporta-
tion facilities and services

7* Improve Safety: Continu-
ously Reduce Injury,
Fatalities, and Risk

Attain a safe transporta-
tion system without
deaths or disabling inju-
ries and with continuous
reductions in societal
cost of accidents

TBD TBD1. Traffic safety
benchmark: traffic
accidents will con-
tinue to decline

11. Reduce and prevent deaths
and the frequency and se-
verity of disabling injuries
and societal costs of acci-
dents (focus on the rate of
frequency and severity)

8 Improve Safety:
Increased Security

Customers are safe and
secure while using the
transportation system

Cross-modal survey of
user opinions of
safety and security

12. Improve transportation fa-
cilities with state-of-the-art
safety and security features

13. Improve security of all
transportation facilities

9 Livable Communities:
Effective Community-
Based Design

Integrated community de-
sign, land use, and
transportation invest-
ments improve quality
of life

Report on the level of
integration among
land use, design, and
transportation
investments

14. (a) Reduce impact on com-
munities and their resources
with the development and
implementation of transpor-
tation projects
(b) Increase integration of
state and local interests in
the development and imple-
mentation of transportation
services and facilities
(c) Balance state and local
needs in the development
and implementation of
multimodal transportation
projects

(continued on next page)
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Outcome
No. Outcome

Performance
Measure

Blue Ribbon
Benchmarks Service Objective

10 Livable Communities:
Collaborative Decision
Making

Collaboration occurs be-
tween federal, tribal,
state, regional, local,
and private-sector
partners

Survey of federal,
tribal, state, regional,
local, and private-
sector decision mak-
ers relative to their
process of decision-
making efforts

15. Increase early and continu-
ing involvement of commu-
nity stakeholders, partners,
and WSDOT in actions that
affect transportation
systems

11* Effective Competitive
Freight Movement

Freight movement is relia-
ble,* and transportation
investments support
Washington’s strategic
trade advantage* (see
congestion relief)

Number and duration
of pass closures
(T1); number and
duration of flooding
closures (T1 & T2);
number and dura-
tion of freeze and
thaw closures (T1–
T4); rail closures ex-
ceeding 4 h on stra-
tegic freight lines;
number and dura-
tion of unscheduled
grain barge

TBD2. Freight mobility
benchmark: freight
movement and growth
in trade-related freight
movement should be
accommodated on the
transportation system

16. Reduce barriers that delay
effective and reliable move-
ment of freight

17. Maintain ability to move
freight and goods in
event of alterations to the
Columbia–Snake River sys-
tem as transportation right-
of-way

12* Support General
Economic Prosperity

Transportation supports
general economic
prosperity

Personal income
growth

18. Support statewide economic
development through tar-
geted transportation invest-
ments

19. Support economic develop-
ment in distressed areas
through targeted transporta-
tion investments

13 Support for Tourism
Recreational travelers
have convenient and in-
viting access to tourist
destinations

CTED Tourism Divi-
sion will include in
annual survey ques-
tions by H&LP to
assess customer satis-
faction with travel-
related experiences
in Washington

20. Increase traveler informa-
tion on tourist destinations

21. Improve the quality of tour-
ists’ related travel experi-
ences in Washington State

14 Maintain Air Quality
Transportation services
and facilities help main-
tain air quality by meet-
ing air quality health
standards

Biennially, WSDOT’s
Environmental Af-
fairs Office reports
the number of days
Washington State
was in violation of
national ambient air
quality standards in
air quality regions of
the state

TBD3. Air quality
benchmark: maintain
air quality (carbon
monoxide and ozone)
at federally required
levels

22. Reduce impact of transpor-
tation facilities and services
on air quality in confor-
mance with statewide imple-
mentation plan for air
quality

NOTE: CTED = Department of Community, Trade, and Economic Developments; TBD = to be determined; WSDOT = Washington
State Department of Transportation.
*Measures that are emphasis areas for data gathering.

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 1 (continued) WSDOT Outcomes, Performance Measures, and Benchmarks

Outcome
No. Outcome

Performance
Measure

Blue Ribbon
Benchmarks Service Objective

15 Meet Water Quality
Standards

Transportation services
and facilities help main-
tain water quality by
meeting water quality
standards

Biennially, WSDOT’s
Environmental Af-
fairs Office reports
the percentage of en-
gineered stormwater
treatment facilities or
best management
practices operating
at current intended
standards

23. Reduce water quality im-
pacts caused by transporta-
tion facilities and services to
comply with federal and
state water quality
requirements

16 Maintain Habitat and
Watershed Quality and
Connectivity

Transportation services
and facilities help to
maintain the quality of
and contribute to the re-
covery of ecological
functions of watersheds
and habitats

WSDOT’s Environ-
mental Affairs Office
documents and re-
ports on environ-
mental impacts and
benefits of transpor-
tation projects to
habitat and water-
shed quality and
connectivity

24. Reduce impacts of past
projects and avoid or mini-
mize impacts to watershed
and habitat from current
and future transportation
activities

17 Reuse and Recycle
Resource Materials

Transportation services
and facilities prudently
use, reuse, and recycle
resource materials

Biennially, WSDOT’s
Field Operations and
Support Service Cen-
ter reports to the
Washington State
Transportation Com-
mission on ratio of
total highway surfac-
ing materials (in
tons) used in
WSDOT projects to
total (in tons) of this
recycled material

25. Minimize use of resources
and increase use of recycled
materials

CONTRA COSTA TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY

Contact

Bradley D. Beck, Contra Costa Transportation Au-
thority, 1340 Treat Boulevard, Suite 150, Walnut
Creek, CA 94619

925-256-4726, 925-938-3993
bbeck@ccta.net

Poster Session Summary

Use of Performance Measures in Contra Costa’s
Measure C Growth Management Program

Contra Costa Transportation Authority’s Measure C
Growth Management Program, called for in the mea-
sure approved by voters in 1988, requires three per-
formance measures:

• Traffic service objectives (TSOs) for routes of re-
gional significance;

• Level-of-service (LOS) standards for all other
nonregional roadways; and
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TABLE 2 Contra Costa Performance Measures in the Measure C Growth Management Program

Measures
Routes of Regional
Significance Nonregional Routes Other Public Facilities

Definition Routes connect regions of
the county or the
county to other regions

Any local roadway is not
designated as route of re-
gional significance

Fire, police, parks, sanitary
facilities, water and flood
control

Standard TSOs, established by re-
gional committees, are
quantitative measures
of effectiveness, such as
vehicle occupancy or
hours of congestion

Traditional level-of-service
standard is tied to adjoin-
ing land uses

Set by local jurisdictions

Included in Action plans for routes of
regional significance
are prepared jointly by
jurisdictions within the
subareas of Contra
Costa

Growth management element
of local general plan

Growth management ele-
ment of local general plan

Used in Review general plan
amendments (ensure
that amendments
would not hinder
achievement of TSOs)

Local jurisdiction review of
developments

Local jurisdiction review of
developments

Monitoring Authority monitors as
part of periodic update
of countywide compre-
hensive transportation
plan

Local jurisdiction monitors
as part of biennial compli-
ance reporting

None

Compliance
Review

Regional committee re-
view of general plan
amendments

Authority reviews through
annual compliance
checklist

None

Consequences of
Noncompliance

Loss of jurisdiction’s
share of local streets
and roadways funds
generated by
Measure C

Loss of jurisdiction’s share of
local streets and roadways
funds generated by
Measure C

Loss of jurisdiction’s share of
local streets and roadways
funds generated by
Measure C

TSO = traffic service objective.

• Performance standards for police, fire, and park
services; sanitary facilities; and water and flood con-
trol.

Table 2 outlines how these standards are applied.

Flexible Versus Fixed Standards

Measure C sets fixed standards only for local, non-
regional routes. These standards, which are tied to
adjoining land uses, are listed below

• Rural LOS low C [V/C (volume-to-capacity) ra-
tio of 70–74];

• Semirural LOS high C (V/C ratio of 75–79);
• Suburban LOS low D (V/C ratio of 80–84);
• Urban LOS high D (V/C ratio of 85–89); and
• Central business district LOS low E (V/C ratio

of 90–94).

Through their general plans, local jurisdictions de-
cide which of these standards to apply to which
roads. The performance standards for public facilities
are set by each local jurisdiction as part of their gen-
eral plan. The only criterion is that they be measur-
able.

The TSOs for regional routes reflect the intent of
the regional committees that set them. Although each
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TSO must be measurable, it is not tied to any specific
measure of effectiveness. Regional committees have
used LOS, delay index, transit ridership, and average
vehicle occupancy as TSOs to answer the following
questions: should performance measures be consis-
tent throughout the county? Or is it more important
that the standards fit the unique circumstances of
each area?

Setting Standards

Local jurisdictions define and are responsible for
standards for public facilities; they choose which
LOS to apply to local, nonregional routes. Regional
committees, made up of local jurisdictions within
each part of Contra Costa, define the TSOs; the the-
ory is that regional routes should not be the respon-
sibility of a single jurisdiction. Should regional com-
mittees set local facility standards? Should the
authority set TSOs?

Standards as Only Lowest
Common Denominator

Failure by local jurisdictions to meet adopted stan-
dards—whether TSO, LOS, or facility standards—
could result in their loss of some Measure C funds.
This potential loss may encourage local jurisdictions
to choose only standards that are easily achieved but
that do not reflect their local goals. Should the au-
thority set minimum standards for public facilities?

Upstream Projects and Downstream Impacts

The growth management program assumes that local
jurisdictions should be responsible for local streets
but not regional routes. Traffic from other jurisdic-
tions, however, does not use only regional routes.
Should a local jurisdiction be responsible for traffic
impacts on their streets that result from development
in another jurisdiction?

WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Mark Wolfgram, Chief, Program Development and
Analysis, Bureau of State Highway Programs, Wis-
consin Department of Transportation, 4802 Sheboy-

gan Avenue, Room 933, P.O. Box 7913, Madison,
WI 53707-7913

608-266-5791, 608-267-1856 (fax)
mark.wolfgram@dot.state.wi.us

Poster Session Summary

Planning and Programming Goal for
Highway Performance

In the mid-1990s, Wisconsin Department of Trans-
portation (DOT) set out to create a unified, data-
driven process for the management of the state trunk
highway system (roads the state maintains including
Interstates, U.S. highways, and state routes). Initially
concentrating on traditional planning and program-
ming issues, the process was designed to support the
following functions:

• Development of policies and financially con-
strained, performance-oriented, long-range system
plans;

• Development of performance goals and priori-
ties for the highway improvement program, which is
consistent with those of the long-range system plan;

• Development of projects for inclusion in the 6-
year highway improvement program;

• Development and justification of biennial budget
requests; and

• Monitoring of the performance achieved by the
improvement program.

Work is currently under way relating to highway
maintenance operations and may be incorporated
into the process in the future.

Process

The fundamental concept of the process is to inte-
grate data and information from the Intermodal Sur-
face Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA)
management systems into what is referred to as the
‘‘meta-management system.’’ Data integration is ac-
complished with the geographic information system
(GIS). In the early stages of the effort, a great deal of
time was spent to ensure consistent linear referencing
among many departmental databases, including the
following:

• Highway inventory,
• Traffic counts and forecasts,
• Pavement management,
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• Bridge management,
• Congestion management,
• Safety management, and
• 6-year highway improvement program.

Using current condition assessments, geometric char-
acteristics, and traffic counts, future conditions on
the state trunk highway system are forecast and com-
pared with thresholds of acceptable performance.
When physical or functional conditions become un-
acceptable, a range of improvements addressing the
range of needs is identified using information from
the individual management systems.

With the development of the long-range state high-
way plan, the costs of the alternative improvements
are identified, priorities are set, financial constraints
are applied, and resulting system performance is es-
timated. Differing priorities and financial constraints
are tested, leading to a long-range plan having both
reasonable financial requirements and reasonable
highway system performance. Priorities are also set
to guide decision making in the event of funding
shortfalls.

Information on the needs addressed in the long-
range highway plan is used to help guide the allo-
cation of highway resources to the various programs
managed by the department. Data on highway sys-
tem needs, alternative improvements, and priorities
are made available for highway district use as those
in the district identify, scope, and prioritize actual
projects to include in the 6-year highway improve-
ment program. Data are also used by central office
staff assigned to develop the program and who focus
on the significant capacity improvements needed in
the state.

When the 6-year improvement program is identi-
fied, the projects in the program are used to update
predicted system conditions in the year in which each
project is scheduled. In this way the department can
compare current highway system performance with
forecast performance both with and without the 6-
year program. The performance achieved is com-
pared with the long-range system plan to identify
gaps. Significant short-run gaps and knowledge of the
projects needed to close them provide information
and justification for use in the development of bien-
nial budget proposals.

Results

To date, the use of this process has brought the fol-
lowing results:

• A long-range state highway plan calling for

$20.4 billion in expenditures over 20 years; a 33 per-
cent increase over current funding levels. If imple-
mented, the plan would result in significant improve-
ments in statewide pavement and bridge conditions
as well as a large reduction in miles of congested
highway. Some congestion needs were not addressed
due to the significant costs involved.

• A $30 million per year biennial budget increase
to address statewide pavement needs.

• A $31 million reallocation of highway improve-
ment funding among districts. The funding allocation
is reassessed every 2 years.

• Preparation of environmental studies on 11 of
the top 20 highway-congestion needs on the state
trunk highway system, before seeking budget au-
thority for their construction.

• A GIS database used by the districts to identify
improvement needs and support project scoping.

• Data for prioritizing projects recommended for
the Interstate highway system. Project requests ex-
ceed available funding by more than 20 percent.

• A 6-year improvement program that updates
statewide pavement and bridge conditions while al-
lowing for a small increase in miles of congestion.
Funding for the program has not increased to the
levels called for by the long-range plan, and the pro-
gram’s relatively higher emphasis on pavement and
bridge conditions is consistent with the priorities in
the long-range plan.

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION (CALTRANS)

Contact

Tremain Downey, Caltrans, 1120 North Street, P.O.
Box 942874, Sacramento, CA 94274-0001

916-654-3995, 916-654-6583 (fax)
tremain.downey@dot.ca.go

Poster Session Summary

The following are the Caltrans performance measure
initiatives:

• Project goals:
–To develop indicators and measures to assess
the performance of California’s multimodal
transportation system for supporting informed
transportation decisions by transportation offi-
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cials, operators, service providers, and system
users; and
–To establish a coordinated and cooperative
process for consistent performance measurement
in California.

• Project phases in design:
–Initial testing and refinement of candidate in-
dicators; and
–Incremental implementation.

• Key conclusions:
–Performance measurement is an effective tool
and must be integrated into the planning and
programming processes; and
–Performance measurement requires data inte-
gration to provide the ‘‘right data’’ for analysis
and benchmark setting.

SACRAMENTO REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT

Contact

Douglas Wentworth, Director of Planning and Infor-
mation Services, Sacramento Regional Transit Dis-
trict, 1400 29th Street, P.O. Box 2110, Sacramento
CA 95812-2110

916-321-2800

Poster Session Summary

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to provide a narrative
description of a poster session display (see Table 3)
showing the performance indicators used by the Sac-
ramento Regional Transit District (RT).

Background on Sacramento RT

Sacramento RT provides public transportation ser-
vices to a population of about 1.2 million people in
a 418-mi2 service district including most of urban-
ized Sacramento County. The service includes 69 bus
routes and 20.6 mi of light rail for a total of 214
buses, 36 light rail vehicles, and 100 paratransit ve-
hicles. This fleet serves a total of 26 million passenger
trips each year.

RT has one operating facility for each of the three
modes (bus, rail, and paratransit). The paratransit
mode is operated by a nonprofit agency under con-
tract with RT. Although RT is (unofficially) classified
as a medium-sized transit agency, it has almost all

of the functional responsibilities of a large transit
agency. This means that the data-collection and
performance-monitoring requirements are also simi-
lar to those of a large transit agency.

Development of Performance Indicators

As with most public transit agencies, the development
of performance indicators is an ongoing, evolving pro-
cess. The indicators used by management change as
the need for new indicators emerges and the need for
some existing indicators wanes. There are several fac-
tors that determine what performance indicators are
used in the reports to management:

1. Need to measure the performance of various
functions that the district is responsible for. These
functions may be external (e.g., providing safe, reli-
able, and efficient transit service) or internal (e.g.,
maintaining vehicles, managing labor resources). As
new functions are added, performance indicators
may be added as well. Likewise, as functions are de-
leted, performance indicators may be deleted. How-
ever, the latter occurs much less frequently than does
the addition of functions.

2. Cost and availability of data. These two are a
major determinant in deciding what performance in-
dicators to use.

3. Continuity of reporting information. Most per-
formance indicators are used on a trend basis. That
is, the performance in the current reporting period is
compared with performance in past periods to deter-
mine whether the agency is doing better or worse
over time. Adopting a new performance indicator
means starting over with the establishment of a new
base of relevancy for that indicator. This charting of
unfamiliar waters is an activity not to be taken lightly
by senior management.

4. Need to report mandated performance indica-
tors. Such indicators would include those required by
FTA (National Transit Database) and the State of
California (Transportation Development Act).

Except for the few standards that are mandated by
the Transportation Development Act, RT manage-
ment does not set standards (i.e., explicit numeric
thresholds that delineate good or bad) for perfor-
mance indicators. Rather, most performance indica-
tors are evaluated as trends that depict improving or
deteriorating performance. Some performance indi-
cators relating to ridership and ridership productivity
are evaluated on a route-by-route basis. Those routes
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TABLE 3 Performance Measures to Improve Transportation Systems and Agency Operations:
Sacramento Regional Transit District

Functional Area Transit Services
Ridership and
Customer Services Fare Collection

Vehicle
Maintenance

Performance Indicators Cost per Vehicle Mile/Hour,
Miles Between Road Calls

Passengers per Vehicle
per Hour, Cost per
Passenger

Complaints and Com-
mendations per 1,000
Passengers

Fare Receipts Versus
Budget, Fare Recovery
Ratio, Operating Sub-
sidy per Passenger
Trip, Average Fare per
Passenger Trip

Miles Between Road
Calls/Incidents,
Miles per Unit of
Fuel and Power,
Maintenance Cost
per Mile, Vehicles
out of Service

Data Collected Vehicle Miles, Vehicle
Hours, Pullouts, Platform
Hours, Accidents, Road
Calls, Cost Allocation,
GIS Data

Boarding Passengers,
Vehicle mph, Cus-
tomer Complaints
and Commendations

Fare Revenues (Prepaid
and ‘‘at the Farebox’’),
Number (%) of Riders
by Fare Category (Spe-
cial Fare Survey)

Road Calls or Inci-
dents, Vehicle
Miles, Labor and
Material Costs,
Fuel and Power
Consumption
Inspection/Service

Reports Monthly Operating Statis-
tics (Bus, Rail, and
Paratransit)

Monthly Ridership Re-
port, Call Center Re-
port, Complaints,
Commendations, Ser-
vice Request Report

Revenue Summary, Cash
Receipts (Bus and
Rail), Prepaid Fare
Sales, Fare Survey
Results

Maintenance Status
Report

Frequency and
Level of Detail

Monthly by Mode, Geo-
graphic Area, and Political
Jurisdiction

Monthly by Route
(Passengers), Monthly
(Customer Requests)

Monthly (Revenue Re-
ports), Annually (Fare
Survey)

Monthly by Mode

Applications Allocation of Service
Resources Schedule
Adjustments

Allocation of Service
Resources, Training
for Operators on
Courtesy, Assisting
Riders

Fare Pricing and Dis-
counts, Group Fare
Programs, Special
Fares

Fleet Procurement,
Maintenance Pro-
cedures, Training
Requirements,
Manpower Needs

Future Developments On-Time Performance Sys-
tem Using AVL Technol-
ogy and Schedule and
Runcut Analysis

Web-Based Trip Plan-
ning, Customer Satis-
faction Survey, Load/
Capacity Profiles

SMART Card Fare Sys-
tem, Credit/Debit
Sales, Zone Fare Sys-
tem, Group Pass Fare
Programs

Labor and Materi-
als, Use by Vehicle

AVL = automatic vehicle locator; GIS = geographic information system; ERP = enterprise resources planning;
DBE = disadvantaged business enterprise.

that fall in the lower percentile are identified for cor-
rective action or possible elimination.

RT management adopted about 100 performance
indicators to report on a regular basis. At first glance,
this number seems large, but note that it includes
some of the same performance indicators by mode
(bus, rail, and paratransit) and by labor category.
Consequently, the number of unique performance in-
dicators is only about 25.

RT Performance Indicators

Table 3 is a replica of the poster displayed at the
conference in Irvine. Across the top, it lists eight
functional areas. This list is not comprehensive, but
it does cover the main functional areas for which the
district is responsible. Within each functional area,
the following information is presented:
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Human Resources and
Labor Utilization Finance

Capital Programs and
Major Projects Retirement Plan Comprehensive

Employee Assistance,
Program (EAP) Use,
Employees Trained,
Percentage of Ab-
sences, Operator
Time by Category

Operating Expenses:
Actual Versus Budget
by Line Item, Capital
Expenses by Project,
by Grant, by General
Ledger No.; Reve-
nues: Actual Versus
Budget

% Complete Versus %
Schedule, % Spent
Versus % Budgeted,
DBE Participation,
Major Variances and
Exceptions, Grant
Revenue Status

Investment Returns
(%) Relative to In-
dexes, Investment
Risk Relative to In-
dexes

Over 100 Indicators

Number of Employees
Assisted, Absences by
Employee Category,
Training by Em-
ployee Category,
Operator Time by
Category

Actual Expenses by
Line Item, Actual
Revenues by Line
Item, Cost Alloca-
tions by Mode

Cost by Task, Work
Performed by Task,
DBE Contract Costs,
Grant Approval
Process

Investment Returns
($), Net of Fees by
Asset Class

Various Cost, Reve-
nue, Activity, and
Service Data Across
Agency

EAP Use Report, Ab-
senteeism Report,
Training Report, Op-
erator Timekeeping
Report

Budget Expense Re-
port, Budget Revenue
Report, Audited Fi-
nancial Statement,
State Comptroller’s
Report

Project Schedule Up-
dates, Progress Re-
ports, Cost Reports

Investment Returns
and Risk by Asset
Class, Actuary Re-
port on Required
Contributions

Performance Report
(to Board of
Directors)

Quarterly (EAP),
Monthly (Absentee-
ism, Recruitment),
Quarterly (Training)

Monthly (Budget
Reports); Annually
(Cost Allocation,
Financial Statement,
State Comptroller)

Monthly (Major Proj-
ects), Quarterly (All
Projects)

Quarterly Quarterly

Budget for EAP, Ab-
sence Control Pro-
gram, Training Pro-
gram/Resources,
Work Assignment
Process

Budget Adjustments,
Budget Preparation,
Cost Control
Measures

Decisions on Work,
Programming and
Scheduling, Alloca-
tion of Resources

Decisions on Selection
and Retention of In-
vestment Managers

Service Planning,
Strategic Planning,
Budgeting

Extra Board Cost-
Effectiveness Analy-
sis, Track Costs of
Special Services

Relationship Database
(ERP) Applications
with Better Cost
Reports

Better Cross-
References Among
Projects, Grants, and
General Ledger Ac-
counts; Monitor Cost
of Change Orders

Report on Retirement
Benefits by Individual
(Available On-Line)

Database ‘‘Roll-Up’’ of
Performance Report
Information Through
Local Area Networks

Performance Indicators This row lists the main per-
formance indicators that pertain to each respective
functional area.

Data Collected This row presents the data collected
to support that set of performance indicators.

Reports This row lists the reports that present the
indicators to management. These indicators are usu-

ally presented on a trend basis (i.e., comparing the
value of the indicator in the current reporting period
with those of previous periods). However, ridership
and productivity performance indicators are also pre-
sented in a cross-sectional format, whereas bus routes
are ranked by their efficiency and effectiveness.

Frequency and Level of Detail The next row lists
the frequency and level of detail, whereby the per-
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formance indicators are reported. Most indicators
are reported quarterly, but some (ridership) are re-
ported monthly.

Applications This row lists the applications for the
performance indicators under each functional area.
The most extensive of these is the allocation of ser-
vice resources. Figure 2 shows the processes for al-
locating new service and reallocating existing service
resources. Performance indicators play a major role
in deciding to increase, decrease, or modify transit
service. In the other functional areas, performance
indicators provide information for decisions on train-
ing, manpower, fare policy, budgets, capital procure-
ments of equipment and facilities, and investment
strategy.

Future Developments This last row lists RT proj-
ects and programs that will develop performance-
monitoring systems in the future. For example, RT
currently has no means of comprehensively measur-
ing and evaluating the reliability of transit service.
The installation of automatic vehicle locator tech-
nology on the transit vehicles will provide data on
the vehicle locations at major time points. These data
can then be compared with the scheduled times and
locations to determine the amount by which the ve-
hicles are early or late. Another future innovation is
that of Smart Cards for fare payment. This device
will provide convenience to the passengers and allow
the district to better record passenger movements and
fare payments through the system.

Summary and Conclusions

Probably the best overall summary of the extent of
performance indicators used at RT can be found in
the quarterly performance report. This report pro-
vides a summary comparison of most of the key
performance indicators. Information is presented
graphically and in tables. The report begins with a
discussion of those indicators that are showing sig-
nificant variations or trends. To the extent possible,
this narrative provides the reasons why the variations
occurred. The next section of the report provides a
summary of ridership trends by (fixed-route) mode.
The third section provides comparison of differences
(absolute and percentage) in financial performance
indicators for the fixed-route systems. The next sec-
tion compares operational performance indicators.

The final section presents key statistics and indicators
for the paratransit system. A glossary is included to
define the various terms and acronyms used in the
report. This report is presented by RT staff to the
board of directors on a quarterly basis. Board
members receive the report several days before the
meeting to have ample time to read it and prepare
questions. The discussion that ensues at the board
meeting can precipitate decisions on policy,
programs, or priorities that the board deems neces-
sary to improve performance of one indicator or
more.

CHITTENDEN COUNTY METROPOLITAN
PLANNING ORGANIZATION,
VERMONT

Contact

Joseph Segale, Principal Transportation Planner,
Chittenden County Metropolitan Transportation Or-
ganization, 100 Dorset Street, Suite 22, South Bur-
lington, VT 05403

802-660-4071, Ext. 14; 802-660-4079 (fax)
jsegale@ccmpo.org

Poster Session Summary

Using Performance Measures to Assess Progress
Relative to Long-Range Goals

In Chittenden County, Vermont, as in many small
metropolitan areas, measuring the outcomes of long-
range planning had been a missing link in the trans-
portation planning and implementation process. To
close the feedback loop between the current plan, im-
plementation, and the next plan update, the Chitten-
den County Metropolitan Planning Organization
(CCMPO) prepared a report entitled Regional Indi-
cators: Measuring Our Progress Toward Chittenden
County’s 20-Year Transportation Goals. The report
uses quantifiable and qualitative performance mea-
sures and documented planning, engineering, and
project implementation actions to assess progress rel-
ative to the goals of the current long-range plan. Sys-
temwide performance measures were developed from
a variety of sources, including the CCMPO regional
transportation model, regional and statewide vehicle



FIGURE 2 Sacramento Regional Transit (RT) District service planning and allocation
process. (Dest. � destination; GIS � geographic information system; Transp. � transpor-
tation.)
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counting programs, Vermont Agency of Transporta-
tion management systems, municipal grand lists,
commercial and public employment databases, and
transportation improvement programs.

The current long-range plan contains four general
goals supported by 19 subgoals. For each subgoal,
the outputs of the performance measures and actions
were synthesized into an overall outcome indicator
of positive, negative, or mixed. The outcome indi-
cators for the subgoals were then used to assess the
performance of the four general goals. To offset the
subjectivity of the methodology, broad-based com-
mittees were invited to comment on drafts before re-
leasing their document to the public

This analysis provided the first objective assess-
ment of performance in the county. Critical trends in
infrastructure management, land use development,
mobility, and development of alternative travel
choices were effectively documented using perfor-
mance measures. The deficiencies and successes iden-
tified in the regional indicator report will feed di-
rectly into the issues and opportunities to be
addressed in the 2025 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan.

Regional Indicators Report: First-Time Evaluation
As an initial step in developing a new long-range
transportation plan, CCMPO produced its Regional
Indicators Report. The report evaluates progress to-
ward the goals contained in the current long-range
transportation plan (LRTP) by assessing performance
measures; it marks the first time that CCMPO per-
formed an evaluation of any of its long-range plans.
The LRTP, titled A Twenty-Year Vision for Trans-
portation in Chittenden County, sets forth a regional
vision founded on the following activities: preserving
the existing transportation system; using the existing
system more efficiently; increasing use of walking,
biking, and transit; closely linking transportation
with land use; and completing key highway system
facilities. The LRTP has a base year of 1993 and
presents a blueprint for future transportation facili-
ties and related community development under the
umbrella of four regional goals.

Long-Range Transportation Plan Regional Goals

• Project selection and participation,
• Smarter mobility,
• Making the land use–transportation connection,

and
• Being an agent of change.

These broad regional goals are further supported
by 19 subgoals. Each subgoal was evaluated using

the format exemplified in Figure 3. Under the
‘‘Progress’’ heading are a combination of quantifi-
able performance measures, based on data avail-
able sometime before the LRTP’s 1993 base year
and 2000; and examples of relevant decisions,
planning work, engineering work, and projects or
services delivered. The ‘‘Assessment’’ column jus-
tifies a progress indicator with a discussion of
whether the measurements and actions listed, when
considered together, generally support the intent of
the subgoal. The progress ‘‘Indicator’’ is a qualita-
tive assessment if the trend has been positive (�),
negative (�), or mixed (�/�). ‘‘Recommendations’’
for improving or maintaining progress toward the
subgoal are also presented.

The progress indicators for all 19 subgoals were
presented in the summary report card, shown in the
section that follows. The indicators were aggre-
gated further to provide an overall progress indi-
cator for each of the four broad planning goals.
This final synthesis allowed CCMPO to identify
which goals were being satisfied and which goals
required more emphasis. It also provided critical
feedback to the opportunities and issues that will
be addressed in CCMPO’s 2025 metropolitan
transportation plan.

Summary Report Card

Goal 1: Project Selection and Participation Ensure
our limited financial resources are used in the most
cost-effective manner. (key: �, positive trend/prog-
ress; �, negative trend/progress; �/�, mixed trend/
progress).

• Ensure a high level of local, state, and citizen
cooperation (�);

• Ensure balanced financing among modes (�);
• Promote public involvement (�);
• Minimize cost of transporting people and goods

(�); and
• Use financial resources for the maintenance and

modernization of the existing system and include al-
ternative modes (�).

Goal 2: Smarter Mobility Ensure the mobility of
people and goods by implementing systematic main-
tenance programs, and transit capacity improve-
ments. Congestion management programs designed
exclusively to increase highway capacity for single-
occupancy vehicles should be undertaken only when
no better alternative can be found.

• Relieve congestion, manage access, and preserve
functional integrity (�);



FIGURE 3 Goal evaluation table: Chittenden County MPO, Vermont.
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• Maintain existing facilities and meet demand by
using the existing system more efficiently (�/�);

• Ensure safety and security of transportation sys-
tem users (�);

• Use management systems to improve mobility
(�/�); and

• Analyze multimodal needs on corridor and sub-
area basis (�).

Goal 3: Make the Land Use–Transportation Con-
nection Use an investment in the transportation in-
frastructure to improve the economic and environ-
mental sustainability of the region by supporting
existing and planned growth centers.

• Create a balanced, integrated, safe, accessible,
and energy-efficient system (�/�);

• Support growth centers and recreational sites
and provide intermodal connections (�/�);

• Support economic vitality and foster private-
sector participation in funding (�/�); and

• Integrate public transportation and land use (�).

Goal 4: Be a Change Agent Decrease automobile
and truck dependency by offering sustainable trans-
portation alternatives.

• Establish regional, multipurpose, nonmotorized
path system (�/�),

• Integrate transportation facilities with commu-
nity fabric (�),

• Promote higher use of rail corridors (�),
• Make transportation accessible to elderly and

disabled people (�), and
• Use an enhancement program to improve the

natural and built environments (�/�).

Major Points

• Goals should be designed with performance
measures in mind. Progress was often difficult to
measure because the goals contained in Chittenden
County’s 1997 LRTP were too broad and contained
too many elements.

• Numbers alone do not tell the whole story.
Quantifiable performance measures need to be con-
sidered along with planning, engineering, and imple-
mentation actions before a complete assessment of
progress can be made.

• Assessing outcomes and results requires synthe-
sizing and interpreting the outputs from many per-
formance measures and actions. The assessment por-
tion of each goal evaluation was a critical element in
making sense of all the information.

• Performance results must be easy to understand.
Systemwide performance measures are not under-
standable to everyone. Using positive, negative, or
mixed assessment summaries was a valuable way to
summarize the analysis and make it user friendly for
the public and decision makers.

• Findings should be reviewed by broad-based
committees before public release. The interpretation
and synthesis required to reach conclusions are often
subjective. Inviting and incorporating comments
from people with different perspectives improves the
quality of the analysis and creates credible results.

• Planning for performance measures is necessary
to fill in data gaps. Developing performance measures
from scratch requires mixing and matching data from
different time periods, geographic areas, and sources.
This cold start approach has helped CCMPO identify
deficiencies in data collection that can be addressed
in future work programs.

• Measuring performance is critical to developing
a credible long-range plan. The outcome of the re-
gional indicators report closes the plan-implement-
measure feedback loop between the current long-
range plan and the next update. The results will flow
directly into the next LRTP update. Furthermore,
through measurement of performance, the relevance
and significance of an LRTP is acknowledged.

Conclusion

Developing performance measures for the first time
presented many challenges. The goals of the current
LRTP were not defined in a manner that facilitated
measuring. The data available covered different time
periods, and the methodology used to develop some
data changed during the period analyzed, making
comparisons questionable. It was difficult to resist
the temptation to use inputs and outputs rather than
outcomes.

Such challenges were mostly overcome. Combining
quantifiable performance measures with the plan-
ning, engineering, and implementation actions pro-
vided a robust and objective approach to assessing
progress. Moreover, inviting review by a committee
with representatives from all perspectives added
quality control and credibility.

Most important is the outcome of the analysis it-
self. With the identification of critical trends in infra-
structure management, land use development, mobil-
ity, and development of nonauto travel choices, the
county has a sense of whether it is on a course to-
ward realizing the vision statement and goals artic-
ulated in the current LRTP. When such feedback is
provided, adjustments can be made in the next LRTP
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update, effectively closing the loop between planning
and implementation.

CENTER FOR URBAN TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

Contact

Brenda Thompson, Research Associate, Center for
Urban Transportation Research, College of Engineer-
ing, University of South Florida, 4202 East Fowler
Avenue, CUT 100, Tampa, FL 33620-5375

813-974-3120, 813-974-5168 (fax)
Thompson@cutr.eng.usf.edu

Poster Session Summary

Performance Evaluation of Florida’s
Public Transit Systems

The performance evaluation of Florida’s fixed-route
and demand-response transit systems is tracked on
an annual basis using data from federally required
National Transit Database (NTD) reports. The pri-
mary objective is to assist the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) in applying a performance
evaluation system, which was developed by the Cen-
ter for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) and
FDOT, to meet Florida’s statutory requirements: S.
341.041: ‘‘Develop, publish, and administer state
measures concerning system management, perfor-
mance, productivity, cost distribution, and safety of
governmentally owned public transit systems.’’ In ad-
dition to several other products, four documents
were prepared as part of the performance evaluation
project. The reports from the most recently com-
pleted study are as follows: Part I, Fixed-Route Trend
Analysis, 1984–1998; Part II, Fixed-Route Peer Re-
view Analysis, 1998; Part III, Demand-Response
Trend Analysis, 1984–1998; and Part IV, Demand-
Response Peer Review Analysis, 1998. The study was
first completed in 1989. Currently, CUTR is con-
ducting its 12th annual performance evaluation
study.

Background

Rapid growth in Florida has resulted in greater at-
tention to public transit as a potential solution to
ever-increasing transportation problems in the state.

Along with more emphasis on public transit comes
the necessity to assess the effectiveness and efficiency
of transit systems. Florida legislation requires FDOT
and Florida’s transit systems to develop and report
performance measures.

Consistent with the legislation, a series of four sep-
arately bound reports has been developed, providing
an overview of the individual and collective perfor-
mance of Florida’s transit systems. The series exam-
ines both fixed-route and demand-response services
throughout the state. Fixed-route service is a type of
transportation that involves passenger revenue vehi-
cles repeatedly following a consistent time schedule
over the same route. In Florida, fixed-route modes
include motorbus, heavy rail, automated guideway,
and commuter rail. In comparison, demand-response
transportation is characterized by the flexible routing
and scheduling of vehicles for the provision of point-
to-point service at the user’s request with less than a
24-h prior notice. Public transit systems are required
to provide this service to comply with the Americans
with Disabilities Act. This service is provided for peo-
ple unable because of a disability to use an existing
fixed-route system.

Both types of service are investigated in the series
of documents by using trend (individual performance
over time) analysis and peer review (comparative per-
formance versus similar systems) analysis techniques.
The statewide fixed-route trend analysis provides a
summary of the combined performance of Florida’s
transit systems. A variety of tabular and graphical
data are included in the trend analyses, which por-
tray the changes in several performance, effective-
ness, and efficiency measures from Fiscal Year 1984
to the most recent fiscal year (currently 1999). The
peer review analysis presents tabular and graphical
data contrasting the performance of Florida’s transit
systems with one another and with similar systems
from around the country for the most recent fiscal
year.

Purpose of Performance Review Since performance
analysis is only one means of evaluating performance
and is limited to those aspects included in the anal-
ysis, considerable caution is always recommended
when interpreting the results. The analysis is partic-
ularly strong in reviewing cost-effectiveness and ef-
ficiency; however, it does not report on the extent to
which other objectives of the transit authority are be-
ing attained. For example, the performance evalua-
tion will not directly measure several relevant consid-
erations, such as passenger satisfaction with regard
to levels of service, taxpayer and public attitudes to-
ward the agency, employee morale, success in attain-
ing minority hiring or contracting goals, quality of
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FIGURE 4 Factors affecting transit performance.

planning, contributions to economic development,
air quality improvements, or other goals that may be
important to the agency. Moreover, several aspects of
quality of service are not measured in performance
reviews. These aspects include vehicle cleanliness and
comfort; operator courtesy; on-time performance;
quality of marketing and passenger information sup-
port; and level of satisfaction with hours of opera-
tions, frequency of service, and geographic coverage
of the service.

In addition to the understanding of the limits of
this analysis, use caution when interpreting the mean-
ing of the various measures. The performance review
does not necessarily provide information regarding
which aspects of performance are within control of
the agency and which measures are not. Factors that
affect transit performance are included in Figure 4.

Performance reviews are useful and important
tools in monitoring and improving transit system per-
formance. However, it should be recognized that the
results of trend and peer analyses are only a starting
point for fully understanding the performance of
transit systems. The issues identified as a result of the
analyses provide the basis for a series of questions,
which can lead to an enhanced understanding of the
hows and whys of system performance.

Performance Indicators and Measures The evalua-
tion measures used throughout the performance re-
view are composed of three major categories: general
performance indicators, effectiveness measures, and
efficiency measures. General performance indicators
report the data in the selected categories that are re-
quired by NTD reporting. They tend to be key indi-
cators of overall transit system performance. Effec-
tiveness measures typically refine the data further and

indicate the extent to which various service-related
goals are achieved. For example, passenger trips per
capita is an indicator of the effectiveness of the
agency in meeting transportation needs. Efficiency
measures involve reviewing the level of resources (la-
bor or cost) required to achieve a given level of out-
put. It is possible to have very efficient service that is
not effective or to have highly effective service that
is not efficient. Similarly, the service can be both ef-
ficient and effective or inefficient and ineffective in
attaining a given objective.

The substantial amount of data available through
NTD reporting provides an opportunity to develop a
large number of measures. Sets of general perfor-
mance indicators, effectiveness measures, and effi-
ciency measures have been selected on the belief that
they provide a good representation of overall transit
system performance. Other measures and categori-
zations may be developed with the same data. Table
4 lists the indicators and measures used for directly
operated transit services and provides subcategories
when appropriate. The extensive list of indicators
and measures provides a voluminous amount of data,
all of which are required to fully understand the per-
formance of a transit system.

Peer Selection Process

The methodology for the selection of peer systems for
the statewide peer review is relatively straightfor-
ward. Selection of peer systems is based foremost on
geographic location. Specifically, peer groups are cho-
sen from the 12 southeastern states, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.
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TABLE 4 Performance Review Indicators and Measures: Directly Operated Transit Services

General Performance
Indicators Effectiveness Measures Efficiency Measures

Service Area Population
Service Area Size

Passenger Trips
Passenger Miles

Vehicle Miles
Revenue Miles
Vehicle Hours
Revenue Hours
Route Miles

Total Operating Expenses
Total Operating Expenses

(1984 $)
Total Maintenance Expenses
Total Maintenance Expenses

(1984 $)
Total Capital Expenses

Federal Contribution
State Contribution
Total Local Revenue
Local Contribution
Directly Generated Nonfare

Revenue
Passenger Fare Revenue

Total Employees
Transportation Operating

Employees
Maintenance Employees
Administrative Employees

Vehicles Available for Max-
imum Service

Vehicles Operated in Max-
imum Service

Spare Ratio

Total Gallons Consumed
Total Energy Consumed

(kW-h)

Service Supply
Vehicle Miles per Capita

Service Consumption
Passenger Trips per Capita
Passenger Trips per Revenue

Mile
Passenger Trips per Revenue

Hour

Quality of Service
Average Speed
Average Headway (Minutes)
Average Age of Fleet (Years)
Number of Incidents
Revenue Service Interruptions
Revenue Miles Between

Incidents
Revenue Miles Between

Interruptions

Availability
Revenue Miles per Route Mile
Weekday Span of Service

(Hours)
Route Miles per Square Mile

of Service Area

Cost Efficiency
Operating Expenses per Capita
Operating Expenses per Peak

Vehicle
Operating Expenses per Passenger

Trip
Operating Expenses per Passenger

Mile
Operating Expenses per Revenue

Mile
Operating Expenses per Revenue

Hour
Maintenance Expenses per Reve-

nue Mile
Maintenance Expenses per Oper-

ating Expenses

Operating Ratios
Farebox Recovery
Local Revenue per Operating

Expenses
Operating Revenue per Operating

Expenses

Vehicle Utilization
Vehicle Miles per Peak Vehicle
Vehicle Hours per Peak Vehicle
Revenue Miles per Vehicle Mile
Revenue Miles per Total Vehicles
Revenue Hours per Total Vehicles

Labor Productivity
Revenue Hours per Employee
Passenger Trips per Employee

Energy Use
Vehicle Miles per Gallon
Vehicle Miles per kW-h

Fare
Average Fare

Fixed-route systems operating in these states and
falling into the specified peer groups for the number
of vehicles operated in maximum service (1 to 9, 10
to 49, and 50 to 200) were analyzed based on eight
indicators. They consist of six operating characteris-
tics (vehicles operated in maximum service, passenger

trips, revenue miles, revenue hours, average speed,
and total operating expense) and two exogenous var-
iables (service area population and service area pop-
ulation density).

The performance of each of the potential non-
Florida peers was compared with the average of the
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FIGURE 5 Geographic area for selection of peers.

Florida systems for each of the three peer groups. A
peer received one point for each measure for which
it was within 1 standard deviation (SD) of the Florida
systems’ mean. One-half point was given for each
measure that fell between 1 and 2 SDs from the Flor-
ida systems’ mean.

Three of the measures (service area population
density, revenue miles, and average speed) are con-
sidered primary measures of comparison. To give
weight to systems that are close to Florida’s averages
for these three variables, 1/2 point was awarded to
peers falling within 1 or 2 SDs of the Florida systems’
means (for density, revenue miles, and speed) in each
of the motorbus vehicle categories.

After the total scores were determined, the poten-
tial peers were ranked in descending order. For the 1
to 9 and 50 to 200 groups, the top six scorers were
recommended as peers for Florida systems. In the 10
to 49 group, the top eight peers were selected. Note
that some of the recommended peers elected not to
participate in the peer review analysis or were unable
to provide their NTD reports in a timely manner. In
these cases, several of the next-highest scoring sys-
tems chosen in each category to serve as backup peers
were used instead.

Comparison of peers using standard deviations is
different from the past methodology, which selected
systems based on whether they were 10 or 15 percent
within the Florida averages. Note that the results of
this analysis were not radically different from the re-
sults derived from the previous approach. However,
the use of SDs is a widely used, statistically valid
technique that proved to produce expected, common-
sense results.

Unfortunately, since only one Florida system is in-
cluded in the greater-than-200 motorbus group (i.e.,

Miami–Dade Transit Agency in Miami), it was not
possible to use the SD methodology used for the
other peer groups. Potential peers for Miami were
scored according to whether they were within 10 or
15 percent of Miami’s values for the eight indicators.
In addition, due to the size of the system and number
of modes (directly operated and purchased motorbus,
heavy rail, and automated guideway) operated in Mi-
ami, the search for peers was not restricted to the 12
states displayed in Figure 5. For the most recent re-
view, seven peers were chosen to comprise the
greater-than-200 group.

Statewide Findings

Passenger Trips Ridership on Florida’s public tran-
sit systems has increased by 45 percent since 1984.
Between 1998 and 1999, ridership increased by 4.6
percent from 176 million trips to approximately 184
million trips. In addition, total ridership has in-
creased by 22.5 percent since 1992.

Service Miles Since 1984, the amount of service
provided (i.e., service miles) by Florida’s fixed-route
bus and rail systems has increased by 67 percent. Be-
tween 1998 and 1999, service miles increased by ap-
proximately 2 percent from 92.7 million mi to 94.8
million mi. In addition, the number of service miles
has increased by 28 percent since 1992.

Operating Cost per Service Mile Operating cost per
service mile has increased by 60 percent for all modes
since 1984; the cost per service mile for bus service
increased by nearly 55 percent. Overall, increases in
operating costs per service mile were lower than the
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rate of inflation (64 percent) during the period of
1984–1999.

Other Study Components

The original performance evaluation project has been
enhanced over the past 12 years. Initially, CUTR only
examined fixed-route data. The demand-response
category was added in FY 1995. These four perfor-
mance evaluation documents are currently available
on CD-ROM and the Internet. In addition, the per-
formance evaluation project includes a performance
reporting investigation, NTD data-collection and -re-
porting training workshops, and an executive sum-
mary report. Finally, the most recent addition is a
Florida transit handbook.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Anita Vandervalk, Florida Department of Transpor-
tation, 605 Suwannee Street, MS 27, Tallahassee, FL
32399-0450

850-414-4848, 850-488-4752 (fax)
anita.vandervalk@dot.state.fl.us

Poster Session Summary

Florida’s Mobility Performance
Measures Program

Florida’s Need for Performance Measures Citizens,
elected officials, policy makers, and transportation
professionals in Florida are seeking new ways of
measuring the performance of the transportation sys-
tem to answer the following questions:

• How do we improve transportation to serve peo-
ple and commerce in Florida?

• What are we getting from our investment in
transportation?

• Are we investing in transportation as efficiently
as possible?

Mobility performance measures are needed to answer
these questions and to track performance over time.
They also provide accountability and link strategic
planning to resource allocation. By defining specific

measures, the Florida Department of Transportation
(FDOT) is able to measure the effectiveness of pro-
grams in meeting department objectives.

Principles of Florida’s Mobility Performance Mea-
sures Program Florida’s mobility performance mea-
sures are tied to the goals and objectives established
in the Florida transportation plan. The plan empha-
sizes four key areas: safety, mobility, economic pros-
perity, and preservation.

Following a review of national research, Florida’s
Mobility Performance Measures Program is based on
the following principles:

• Program builds on national research,
• Process is policy driven and supported by data,
• Measures reflect users’ experience on system,
• Measures address multimodal considerations,
• Results are understandable to the general public,

and
• Results can be forecast into the future.

Florida’s Mobility Performance Measures Mobility,
as FDOT defines it, is ‘‘the ease with which people
and goods move throughout their community, state,
and world.’’ This definition emphasizes mobility from
the user perspective. Florida’s mobility performance
measures describe the following dimensions of mo-
bility:

• Quantity of travel—reflects the magnitude of
the use of a facility or service;

• Quality of travel—describes travel conditions
and the effects of congestion;

• Accessibility—describes the ease with which
people can connect to the multimodal transportation
system; and

• Utilization—indicates whether a transportation
system is properly sized and has the ability to accom-
modate growth.

Table 5 provides a summary of FDOT’s mobility per-
formance measures for highways, and Table 6 pro-
vides a summary of mobility performance measures
for transit.

Results of Mobility Performance Measures Figures
6 through 9 provide examples of the mobility per-
formance measure results for quantity of travel, qual-
ity of travel, accessibility, and utilization, respectively.
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TABLE 5 Mobility Performance Measures for Highways: Florida DOT

Dimension
of Mobility

Mobility Performance
Measures

Highway Systems

State
Florida
Intrastate

Florida
Intrastate
Corridors

Metro-
politan Definitions1

Quantity of
Travel

Person miles traveled • • • • AADT * length*vehicle
occupancy

Truck miles traveled • • • • AADT * length*% of
trucks

Vehicle miles traveled • • • • AADT*length
Person trips • Total person trips

Quality of
Travel

Average speed • • • Average speed2 weighted
by PMT

Delay • • • • Average delay
Average travel time • Distance/speed2

Average trip time • Door-to-door trip travel
time

Reliability • • % of acceptable travel
times

Maneuverability • Vehicles per hour per
lane

Accessibility Connectivity to inter-
modal facilities

• • • • % within 5 miles (1 mile
for metropolitan)

Dwelling unit proximity • • • % within 5 miles (1 mile
for metropolitan)

Employment proximity • • • % within 5 miles (1 mile
for metropolitan)

Industrial and warehouse
facility proximity

• % within 5 miles

% of miles bicycle
accommodations

• • % of miles with bike
lane/shoulder coverage

% of miles pedestrian
accommodations

• • % of miles with side-
walk coverage

Utilization % of system heavily
congested

• • • • % of miles at LOS E
or F

% of travel heavily
congested

• • • • % of daily VMT at LOS
E or F

Vehicles per lane mile • • • • AADT*length/lane-miles
Duration of congestion • • • • Lane-mile-hours at LOS

E or F

NOTE: AADT = annual average daily traffic; PMT = person miles traveled; VMT = vehicle miles traveled; LOS = level of
service; HCM = Highway Capacity Manual.
1Definitions shown are generally for daily analysis. Calculations for peak are based on prevailing conditions during the
typical weekday 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. peak.
2Speed is based on models using the HCM or field data.

Future Directions

Florida is continuing to refine its Mobility Perfor-
mance Measures Program. Future directions include
the following:

• Incorporation of person-trip–based measures,

• Development of dynamic display systems for
measures,

• Refinement and reporting of the reliability
measure,

• Reporting of measures at the corridor level, and
• Incorporation of intelligent transportation sys-

tem data and analyses.



TABLE 6 Mobility Performance Measures for Transit: Florida DOT

Dimension of
Mobility Mobility Performance Measure Definition

Quantity of Travel Ridership Total passenger trips
Quality of Travel Auto to Transit Travel Time Ratio

Reliability
Door-to-door trip time
On-time performance

Accessibility Coverage Percentage of person minutes served
Frequency Buses per hour
Span Hours of service per day

Utilization Load Factor Percentage of seats occupied

FIGURE 6 Quantity of travel: Florida DOT example. (1 mi � 1.61 km.)

FIGURE 7 Quality of travel (reliability): Florida DOT example. (NB � north-
bound; SB � southbound; ITS � intelligent transportation system.)



FIGURE 8 Accessibility (connectivity to intermodal facilities): Florida DOT example.

FIGURE 9 Utilization: Florida DOT example.
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Thomas Clash, New York State Department of
Transportation, Statewide Planning Section, 1220
Washington Avenue, State Campus, Building 4,
Room 111, Albany, NY 12232-0411

518-457-1716, 518-457-4944 (fax)
tclash@gw.dot.state.ny.us

Poster Session Summary

The New York State Department of Transportation’s
(NYSDOT’s) poster presentation reflects the depart-
ment’s use of performance measurement as a critical
decision support tool for helping it to manage a large,
multiyear capital and maintenance program. The pre-
sentation highlights NYSDOT’s attempt to integrate
the use of this tool within a comprehensive manage-
ment framework for both program development and
management. This framework consists of the follow-
ing key elements:

• Establishment of major program area goals (e.g.,
pavements, bridges, safety, and mobility), which es-
tablish the department’s strategic direction;

• Formal program update process; and
• Use of performance measurements to assess ef-

fectiveness in each program area and as a basis for
reassessment of strategic goals.

The poster presentation used NYSDOT’s current
pavement goal as one example of how the depart-
ment integrates performance measurement into this
programmatic framework. The pavement goal is as
follows:

Maintain a balanced program of preventive mainte-
nance and capital projects which result in 60 percent
of lane mileage in good or excellent condition. Give
priority to NHS [National Highway System] and
other corridors with high commercial traffic or poten-
tial for economic growth.

The department then relies on three primary per-
formance measures to assess how individual regions
and the state as a whole are accomplishing the goal.
The measures are as follows:

• Percentage of lane miles with surface ratings
greater than 7 (good or excellent);

• NHS average surface rating = 7.00; and
• 14-year average treatment life.

These measurements, along with computerized mod-
els, enable NYSDOT to both assess past performance
and to project future performance based on specific
funding levels and varying program strategies. The
poster presentation provided specific graphical ex-
amples of what the department uses to achieve these
objectives through performance measurements.

The presentation concluded with a statement of the
keys to success in the use of performance measure-
ments. They include the following

• Identification of clear and measurable transpor-
tation goals (strategic direction); and

• Disciplined business process for establishing
goals, program development, measurement and eval-
uation of goal accomplishment, and reassessment of
goals for the future.

The use of agreed-on performance measurement
within this overall management framework provides
important technical and management tools for the
department’s regional transportation planners and
engineers with project selection responsibilities and
for central office management charged with statewide
programmatic responsibility and quality assurance
vis-à-vis the individual regional programs. Above all,
NYSDOT’s approach recognizes that performance
measurement is a decision support tool rather than a
stand-alone mechanism for simply displaying data.

METROPOLITAN ATLANTA RAPID TRANSIT
AUTHORITY (MARTA)

Contact

Kenneth Sadeckas, Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid
Transit Authority, 2424 Piedmont Road NE, Atlanta,
GA 30324

404-848-5780, 404-848-5683 (fax)
kasadeckas@itamarta.com

Poster Session Summary

The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority’s
(MARTA’s) organizational performance review pro-
cess is driven with a focus on our mission ‘‘to provide
quality public transportation in a safe and effective
manner.’’ Performance indicators relating to our stra-
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tegic and operational goals and objectives are re-
viewed on a regular basis.

MARTA’s performance review process identifies
factors that influence the attainment of our mission-
quality public transportation (demonstrated by in-
creasing trends in ridership) as safe (trends in internal
and external safety-related issues), and effective (fi-
nancial efficiency and relative costs for service deliv-
ery). The premise that measurable trends in such
indicators will influence the results of mission accom-
plishment is what drives the organizational improve-
ment process at the action plan level.

Selection of Measures

MARTA considers many factors in determining its in-
formation requirements. Some information is re-
quested or required by external agencies, whereas
other information is internal and essential for MARTA
to determine its performance.

Laws and regulations mandate some of this infor-
mation. MARTA was created and is governed by the
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority Act, a
Georgia statute that imposes certain financial report-
ing requirements. MARTA receives funding from the
federal government, which imposes other reporting
requirements to ensure that MARTA meets FTA, De-
partment of Transportation, and Environmental Pro-
tection Agency guidelines. This information must be
provided to ensure continued funding and authori-
zation to operate. Other mandated information is re-
quired to meet equal opportunity and safety report-
ing requirements.

Information selection for internal measures is
based on how performance contributes to the success
of MARTA’s five strategic goals:

• Customer focus,
• Transit advocacy,
• Employee development,
• Continued quality improvement, and
• Business management.

Customer Focus Focusing on the customer, MARTA
uses a quality-of-service survey as a guide for track-
ing performance. The survey is conducted annually
by MARTA to determine satisfaction of its customers
with the system. The results of this survey are ana-
lyzed and disseminated throughout MARTA. Lead-
ership then identifies performance measures at all lev-
els aligned with the factors found in the survey and
monitors them regularly to ensure that the organi-
zation is improving performance in areas important
to customers.

MARTA also responds daily to and tracks cus-
tomer complaints, recommendations, and sugges-
tions. The customer service center uses the helpdesk
expert automated tool to process and maintain a cen-
tral depository for this information, and it prepares
a monthly report for management. This information
provides an ongoing measure of satisfaction of riders
and is used to modify operations when warranted.

Transit Advocacy Transit advocacy is the initiative
that brings the other four strategic goals into focus.
Successful attention to our customers and employees,
development of sound business practices, and contin-
uous improvement of our processes will help to en-
sure that MARTA, as the centerpiece of transit in
Atlanta, benefits as more and more people choose
transit as their preferred method of transportation.

Employee Development Employee satisfaction and
well-being are important to MARTA’s leadership.
MARTA conducted an organizationwide employee
survey in 1995 and 1999 to determine satisfaction
and, on the basis of the results, reorganized to make
itself more effective. MARTA also developed action
plans at all levels to focus on areas of employee con-
cern and has just initiated a new survey to determine
the current state of employee satisfaction.

Continuous Quality Improvement As MARTA con-
tinues its expansion and conducts significant reno-
vations on equipment and infrastructure, it monitors
the progress of the various projects. Managers track
the progress of contractors and employee project
groups daily. A bimonthly report and briefing to ex-
ecutive management covers the schedule and budget
status of major construction projects.

Business Management Fiscal stability is important
to MARTA because although MARTA is a quasigov-
ernment entity, it must by law receive 35 percent of
its operating budget from the fare box. In addition,
50 percent of the sales tax revenues must be applied
to capital projects and cannot be used to subsidize
the operating costs. MARTA constantly monitors its
revenue from our sales tax, passenger fares, federal
grants, advertising, and other sources, comparing it
with targets and estimates. Information is collected
and reported each month to senior management and
the board of directors.

Integration of Measures

MARTA’s performance measures do not exist in iso-
lation. Strong relationships exist between the mea-
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sures at all levels. Increasing or decreasing the per-
formance of one measure, such as improving
customer satisfaction, has a relative impact on im-
proving the fiscal stability aspects of business man-
agement. The impacts of such relationships are dis-
cussed and then understood during the business
planning process.

The operation and maintenance of bus and rail sys-
tems generates volumes of information. Some infor-
mation is used immediately, such as that produced in
the control of our automated rail system and in lo-
cation information for our bus system. Other infor-
mation is generated for review and analysis at a later
time by managers and MARTA leadership. The pri-
mary criteria used for the majority of this informa-
tion are (a) the impact the information has on deter-
mining the safety and effectiveness of the bus and rail
systems and (b) the satisfaction of our customers.

Front-line supervisors and managers focus on in-
formation that guides daily operations. They monitor
vehicle on-time performance, accidents, complaints,
crime reports, and vehicle availability. Additionally,
they review personnel-related information dealing
with attendance, staffing levels, and overtime. They
use this information to make real-time decisions that
affect daily operations.

Directors, executive management, and their staffs
rely on the compilation of these daily data, along
with additional information, to manage the organi-
zation and to plan for its future. They select infor-
mation that allows them to compare performance
against goals, objectives, and performance measures
and to identify trends.

Information flows through the organization both
manually and electronically; automated systems are
becoming more prevalent. MARTA has developed
several systems to support decision making. The fi-
nancial information system was implemented to sup-
port accounting and budgeting requirements, the hu-
man resource information system supports personnel
information, and the maintenance management in-
formation system connects the maintenance sites and
headquarters to manage maintenance and supply
functions. Interfaces among these systems provide for
the transference of data. The automated scheduling
and run cutter system is used to manage information
necessary to develop bus routes for operator assign-
ment, and the police information management sys-
tem manages police records and dispatching of offi-
cers. New systems include an applicant tracking
system, automated dispatch, and intelligent transpor-
tation system components.

MARTA has just installed Oracle database soft-
ware as the first step in developing an enterprisewide
data warehouse. Current and future systems will be

migrated to this platform, and users will soon be able
to access and relate information from the various
sources to support decision making. Manually pre-
pared reports are equally important to management.

Analysis of Performance

Raw data have little value to decision makers. The
data produced by the various systems within MARTA
must be analyzed to gain value as a management tool.

Analysis in Support of Performance Reviews Anal-
ysis of organizational performance is conducted at all
levels of the organization. Front-line supervisors eval-
uate operational data as they develop and make re-
quired decisions to meet our daily commitments to
keep buses and trains on time, maintain our facili-
ties, and ensure the safety of our customers and em-
ployees.

The department of operations publishes a daily re-
port of key operational indicators that are used to
monitor and control bus and rail systems. As daily
operational information is compiled and reported,
each level of management conducts its own analysis
of the information and the responses of subordinates
to the data. Staff at each level take additional cor-
rective action if required and forward the informa-
tion. As the information rises through the organiza-
tion, each leader analyzes the information and
responds to it appropriately. At senior levels, the re-
sponse may be to redirect resources to meet chal-
lenges or opportunities.

MARTA conducts a monthly executive perfor-
mance review during which vice presidents report on
the performance of their organization, using more
than 50 performance measures. Each vice president
explains any deviation from monthly and annual tar-
gets and the steps that are under way to correct any
shortcomings.

MARTA’s quarterly achievement report provides
the board of directors, executive leadership, and all
managers with an opportunity to review performance
from throughout the organization. This report con-
tains quantitative operational and financial informa-
tion and subjective qualitative evaluation of perfor-
mance goals and objectives.

Analysis in Support of Decision Making MARTA’s
goals, objectives, and performance measures identi-
fied annually by senior staff in the business planning
process are incorporated into action plans at the of-
fice and branch level. Each action plan identifies a
link to a MARTA goal and objective and establishes
performance measures and milestones to be met at
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that level to ensure overall accomplishment of au-
thority objectives, appropriateness, and achievability.

Linkage is further established through MARTA’s
compensation program. Nonunion employees’ com-
pensation is tied to performance through the perfor-
mance partnership process. The employee evaluation
process requires that each nonrepresented employee
have a performance plan that includes standards of
performance. These standards of performance must
be linked to unit goals and ultimately to MARTA
goals. Employees and supervisors ensure the linkage
during initial counseling sessions and formally doc-
ument performance during the semiannual and an-
nual reviews.

Achievement of such performance measures is di-
rectly linked to employee merit raises. Sixty percent
of an employee’s annual evaluation score is based on
standards of performance, and the score determines
the amount of the employee’s annual merit raise.

Analysis in Support of Daily Operations MARTA
includes several internal areas that analyze the data
produced by MARTA and provide leadership with
analysis and information for decision making that af-
fect daily operations. The office of quality assurance
conducts a series of monthly performance audits that
evaluate areas directly affecting our customers and
the transit system. Front-line management uses these
reports to reinforce positive trends and take correc-
tive action when warranted.

The department of planning and analysis monitors
and analyzes the productivity of bus routes and pro-
poses recommendations to make the system more ef-
fective and efficient. It analyzes the annual quality-
of-service survey to give management customers’
perceptions of the importance of various service fac-
tors and their evaluation of our performance. The
department then conducts quadrant, factor, multivar-
iate, and cluster analyses to identify trends and pat-
terns. It produces customer satisfaction and loyalty
indexes, which can be used for establishing future
goals. The results of this information are used in de-
veloping and executing action plans at the office and
branch levels.

MARTA has developed several models to use in-
formation to predict future outcomes. For example,
the office of planning and analysis uses models to
predict future ridership and response to proposed
fare increases. The office of business management
and financial analysis uses a financial capacity model
and a sources-and-uses model to predict future fund-
ing requirements and to plan expansion options.

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Mark Larson, Director, Measurement and Evalua-
tion, Office of Business Planning, Minnesota Depart-
ment of Transportation, 395 John Ireland Boulevard,
MS 450, St. Paul, MN 55155

651-282-2689
markc.larson@dot.state.mn.us

Poster Session Summary

Since the early 1990s the Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT) has undergone several
stages in building a performance planning approach.
In 2000, for the first time, strategic objectives have
been set forth and performance measures aligned at
three planning levels: strategic, system, and business.
Going beyond monitoring historical results, MnDOT
has set performance targets at all three levels. Time
and adjustments will be necessary for managers to
learn to use these targets and measures effectively in
planning and operational decisions.

Development of a department-level family of mea-
sures began in 1993. Subsequently, the creation of a
market research capability made it possible to define
customer needs and measures. One result is that
maintenance engineers have reallocated resources to
achieve service levels that better match what custom-
ers care about.

In 1997, MnDOT executive staff mandated crea-
tion of measures by all districts and offices. As a part
of system planning, 20-year performance targets for
pavement and bridge condition were set to guide cap-
ital investment decisions.

Since 1998, MnDOT has been building activity-
based cost models across the department. MnDOT’s
objective is to enable managers to improve competi-
tiveness by balancing measures of cost, timeliness,
and quality in making decisions.

With the advent of departmentwide business plan-
ning in 2000, performance measures have been re-
vised to fit strategic priorities: interregional corridors,
multimodal, program delivery, and information as
well as outcomes for infrastructure and safety. Em-
phasis is expanding to operational measures to man-
age the business effectively. A general customer ori-
entation is beginning to shift to one of market
segmentation.

The ultimate challenge is not measurement but
management; that is, reporting measurement data
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TABLE 7 Master Plan of Arterial Highways: Orange County

Classification
Name

Number of
Lanes

Design Daily
Capacity (vehicles)

Typical ROW/
Road Width (ft)

Principal 8 divided 60,000 126–144
Major 6 divided 45,000 102–126
Primary 4 divided 30,000 84–100
Secondary 4 undivided 20,000 64–80
Collector 2 undivided 10,000 40–56

NOTE: Average daily trips at Level of Service C. (1 ft = 0.30 m; ROW = right of way.)

does not guarantee improved transportation system
performance. For results, transportation organiza-
tions need to analyze performance, set direction, and
manage based on data and targets. External customer
needs must be translated into operational measures,
over which operational managers believe they have
control or influence.

ORANGE COUNTY TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY, CALIFORNIA

Contact

Shirley Hsiao, Orange County Transportation Au-
thority, 1217 Keel Drive, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

714-560-5711, 714-560-5794 (fax)
shsiao@octa.net

Poster Session Summary

Overview of Master Plan of Arterial Highways

The master plan of arterial highways (MPAH) was
initiated to establish a set of consistent standards and
to provide a basis for coordinated countywide plan-
ning for arterial streets and highways in Orange
County. MPAH consists of a network of major road-
ways including freeways, transportation corridors,
and arterial highways. The Orange County Trans-
portation Authority maintains the integrity of MPAH
through coordinated planning efforts with the vari-
ous city and county agencies. The goal is to work
together to build an effective arterial roadway system
providing the highest possible level of service to com-
muters in Orange County. The conversion of the
MPAH database to a geographic information system
(GIS) format in 1996 has significantly improved the
authority’s ability to analyze the county’s arterial sys-

tem, particularly in determining future construction
and funding requirements and in identifying critical
capacity issues. This project demonstrates how GIS
has been used as an analytic tool in determining the
adequacy of the existing and planned arterial system
in Orange County.

System Description

The arterial component of MPAH consists of 1,491
mi of centerline, which includes 6,989 lane-mi of
arterial roadways divided among the five arterial
classifications listed in Table 7. Currently, approxi-
mately 96 percent of MPAH centerline-miles have
been constructed. However, of those, only 71 percent
have been constructed according to the plan desig-
nation. As of June 1996, 1,425 centerline-mi of ar-
terial roadway had been constructed in Orange
County, resulting in 6,026 lane-mi. Nevertheless,
963 lane-mi still need to be completed to fully im-
plement MPAH. It is anticipated that approximately
$1.34 billion will be required to fully implement
MPAH. Figure 10, showing the lanes needed for full
MPAH compliance, compares the existing arterial
network with MPAH and provides an overview of
this situation for a portion of the county. Figures 11
to 15 illustrate the build-out requirements expressed
in the map view of Figure 10.

Level of Service

The level of service (LOS) is expressed in the map
view as a percentage. The map view compares exist-
ing traffic volumes with existing arterials and MPAH
roadway classifications. It is based on the LOS cri-
teria in the MPAH guidelines and provides a general
overview of congestion. The map view also shows the
most critical areas where traffic volume exceeds cur-
rent arterial capacities. As exhibited in our poster ses-
sion, the areas marked with thicker lines represent
areas of congestion and serve to highlight areas re-



FIGURE 10 Master plan of arterial highways: Orange County. (ADT � average daily traffic.)

FIGURE 11 Orange County master plan of
arterial highways (MPAH)—construction status. FIGURE 12 Lanes needed for full MPAH compliance,

Orange County.



FIGURE 13 MPAH lane-miles by roadway classification: built and to be completed
as of 1998, Orange County.

FIGURE 14 Orange County percentage over capacity.
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FIGURE 15 Orange County percentage over capacity of Level of Service
(LOS) C.

quiring solutions. In some instances, higher-volume
areas that are significantly over capacity may warrant
a reassignment to a higher MPAH classification or to
a restructuring of the MPAH network. That situation
is especially true of some of the older developed areas
of North Orange County. In all cases, collaboration
of the Orange County Transportation Authority and
county and city jurisdictions is required for effective
solutions.

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Contact

Lisa Klein, Metropolitan Transportation Commis-
sion, 101 8th Street, Oakland, CA 94607

570-464-7832, 570-464-7848 (fax)
lklein@mtc.ca.gov

Poster Session Summary

Using Transportation System Performance
Measures to Evaluate Investments in the
San Francisco Bay Area

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)
is the metropolitan planning organization for the San
Francisco Bay Area. MTC developed the Bay Area
Transportation Blueprint for the 21st Century to iden-
tify investments and funding sources beyond the re-
gional transportation plan (RTP). The blueprint in-
cludes an evaluation of rail, bus, ferry, and highway
expansion projects. The evaluation focused on the
benefits and cost-effectiveness of individual projects
and demonstrated the limitations of our investment
options in the context of rapid growth (see Table 8).
In the spring, MTC recommended a $3.8 billion im-
plementation plan, based on the evaluation, for inclu-
sion in Governor Davis’s traffic congestion relief pro-
gram. MTC completed the blueprint evaluation on the
eve of two state legislative initiatives promoting per-
formance measures in the RTP. MTC will respond to
this interest in the upcoming 2001 RTP update. We
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TABLE 8 Investment Alternatives: Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Oakland, California

Package Number of Projects Capital Cost ($) Performance Criteria

Bus 41 745 million Net new transit riders
Cost per new transit rider

Rail 18 8.6 billion Net new transit riders
Cost per new transit rider

Ferry 23 395 million Net new transit riders
Cost per new transit rider

Roadway 15 1.4 billion Vehicle and person trips
Travel time savings
Change in V/C ratio
Cost per a.m. peak period trip

NOTE: V/C = volume to capacity.

reflect here on the opportunities and challenges re-
vealed by the blueprint exercise.

Blueprint Evaluation Outcome The outcome shaped
MTC’s recommendations for Governor Davis’s Traffic
Congestion Relief Program for the California Fiscal
Year 2000–2001 budget. The principal finding is that
the fastest-growing parts of the Bay Area are best
served by a fleet of express buses operating on the
region’s expanding network of high-occupancy vehicle
lanes. Table 9 offers comparisons of various transit
packages that the blueprint revealed.

Sensitivity Analysis A sensitivity analysis revealed
the impacts of land use changes and parking fees (see
Figure 16):

• Illustrative land use scenario—densification
based on uniform percentage growth rate throughout
the region;

• Illustrative pricing scenario—$2.60 parking
charge for all work trips; and

• Land use and pricing—generating pronounced
changes in numbers of transit riders, although the
transit mode share remains small.

Recent Legislative Interest

In the California legislature 2000 session, State Law
AB 2140 was enacted. It encourages the use of per-
formance measures in the RTP: mobility and conges-
tion; maintenance and rehabilitation needs, mode
share including bicycles and pedestrians, safety and
security, and equity and accessibility to jobs. How-
ever, State Law SB 1995 failed to pass. It would have
required MTC to develop

1. Measurable RTP goals and objectives,

2. Performance measures for project evaluation in
the RTP, and

3. A congestion reduction plan with baseline mea-
surements of congestion.

The 2001 RTP update will address system perfor-
mance measures.

Challenges

• Using performance measures when real funding
is on the line:
–Mobility impacts of investments are overshad-
owed by regional growth; and
–The RTP is a gateway to funding; project spon-
sors may resist quantifying impacts.

• Defining measures that give us direction to act
where we have agency and authority:
–Major investments equate to tinkering at the
margins: $8 billion dollar regional rail invest-
ment reduces vehicle miles traveled by 0.7
percent;
–Land use and pricing have a greater impact
than do transportation investments, yet MTC
cannot implement them; and
–It is difficult to measure benefits of nonexpan-
sion projects, although we know that mainte-
nance and operations represent critical invest-
ments.

Opportunities

• Emphasize and expand the use of system-level
measures, as encouraged by AB 2140;

• Extend the evaluation work in the blueprint, il-
lustrating trade-offs among investment packages; and

• Invest in data-collection systems to provide a
snapshot of existing system performance.



TABLE 9 Comparison of Blueprint Transit Packages: Metropolitan Transportation Commission,
Oakland, California

RTP Base Rail Bus Ferry

Capital Cost (million $) $8,550 $7451 $395
Net Operating Cost2

(million $)
$1963 $146 $88

Daily Transit Riders (2020) 1,608,900 1,661,800 (3.3%) 1,703,100 1,615,300 (0.4%)
Transit Mode Share

Work
Total

10.5%
6.2%

10.5%
6.4%

11.1%
6.6%

10.6%
6.3%

Daily Vehicle Miles of Travel
(2020) (million)

164,038 162,946 (�0.7%) 163,408 (�0.4%) 163,974 (negligible)

Daily Vehicle Hours of Delay
(2020)

394,611 340,083 (�13.8%) 329,905 (�16.4%) 357,921 (�9.5%)

Air Quality: Reactive Organic
Gases (tons/day in
2020)

35.03 34.81 (�0.6%) 34.82 (�0.6%) 34.96 (�0.2%)

Annualized Capital Cost/
Rider4

$41.43 $2.45 $16.41

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses are percentage change compared with the regional transportation planning (RTP) base.
1Assigns half of high-occupancy vehicle costs to bus and half to carpools.
2Annual operating cost minus fare revenues.
3Rail operating costs are from the Metropolitan Transportation Commission transit operations and maintenance cost
model.
4Annualized capital $/annual new riders.

FIGURE 16 Impacts of land use changes (LU) and parking fees (P), Year
2000: Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Oakland, California.
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MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Sandra Straehl, Montana Department of Transpor-
tation, 2701 Prospect Avenue, P.O. Box 201001,
Helena, MT 59620-1001

406-444-7692, 406-444-7671
sstraehl@state.mt.us

Poster Session Summary

Performance Programming: Providing
Accountability to Customers

The performance programming process (P3) deter-
mines the best mix of highway projects offering the
most long-term benefits given a set amount of fund-
ing. Because there will always be more needs than
there is money to fund them, the P3 provides a
method for the Montana Department of Transpor-
tation (MDT) to develop an optimal investment plan
and measure progress in achieving strategic trans-
portation system goals. MDT’s performance pro-
gramming annual cycle consists of three modules:
policy, funding plan, and program development. The
policy module illustrates that the main focus of our
transportation program starts with the statewide
plan, which is updated every 5 years. From there, we
get MDT’s policy direction for all facets of transpor-
tation issues, as covered in TranPlan 21.

The funding plan module produces an approved
funding plan determined by a coincident analysis of
resource constraints and MDT’s performance objec-
tives that, when combined, generate an investment
analysis. Performance programming uses the man-
agement systems of pavement (PvMS), congestion
(CMS), bridge, and safety (SMS) to develop a fund-
ing plan and support capital program development.
A funding plan prescribes the amount of pavement
preservation versus rehabilitation versus reconstruc-
tion of, for example, $100 million available for pave-
ment expenditures. Capital programs involve any-
thing MDT does other than maintain what is already
there, such as buying right-of-way to provide a new
four-lane facility or building a road on a new align-
ment to improve safety.

The performance objectives for the State of Mon-
tana are as follows: PvMS uses the RIDE index,
which measures pavement roughness. Pavement
roughness is the most important indicator of pave-
ment performance because it directly affects the way
in which pavements serve the traveling public. The

PvMS RIDE index is calculated from data collected
in our road profile survey. The survey, which includes
all lane miles of Interstate, non-Interstate, and pri-
mary highways each year, is performed using a road
profiler equipped with laser and accelerometer de-
vices. The purpose of the road profile survey is to
collect continuous ride and rut data. The perfor-
mance goals for pavements are as follows:

• Interstate: Average RIDE index of superior
(RIDE > 80) or desirable (RIDE > 60) and less than
10 percent of miles with undesirable (RIDE < 60) or
unsatisfactory (RIDE < 35).

• NI-NHS (non-Interstate National Highway Sys-
tem): Average RIDE index of superior (RIDE > 80)
or desirable (RIDE > 60) and less than 20 percent of
miles with undesirable (RIDE < 60) or unsatisfactory
(RIDE < 35).

• Primary: Average RIDE index of superior (RIDE
> 80) or desirable (RIDE > 60) and less than 20 per-
cent of miles with undesirable (RIDE < 60) or unsat-
isfactory (RIDE < 35).

The bridge management system uses the concept
of sufficiency established through the national bridge
inspection system (NBIS). NBIS rates substandard
bridges as functionally obsolete, structurally defi-
cient, or both. Functionally obsolete means the
bridge is either too narrow to allow traffic to flow
over it, too low to allow water to flow under it, or
both. Structurally deficient means that some aspect
of the bridge—deck, piers, abutments—can no
longer carry its traffic load. Performance goals (in
percentages) for bridges are as follows:

Interstate Current Year 2010

Functionally obsolete
Structurally deficient
Percent substandard

27
0

27

24
0

24

NI-NHS Current Year 2010

Functionally obsolete
Structurally deficient
Percent substandard

14
5

18

5
3
8

Primary Current Year 2010

Functionally obsolete
Structurally deficient
Percent substandard

11
2

13

8
2

10

The performance goals of the SMS are somewhat
less straightforward than the others, due to the na-
ture of safety projects and how improvements can be
measured. The safety management rating is calcu-
lated by weighing crash rate, severity rate, severity
index, and number of crashes. A return of $3 million
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to $6 million in accident cost savings for each $1
million dollars invested in the construction safety
program was found from analysis of before-and-after
safety reviews of correctable crashes at improved
sites. Accident cost savings includes injuries, fatali-
ties, and property damage.

On the basis of the existing annual funding level
of $6.12 million, the goal is to allocate all available
funding and improve the operating safety at intersec-
tions, interstate ramps, weaving areas, urban sec-
tions, and any location where an accident cluster has
been identified. The following chart shows how many
sites can be improved every 2 years:

Year
Number of Sites Improved

per Biennium

1998
2000
2002
2004

70
67
63
60

The CMS uses level-of-service (LOS) criteria as its
performance goal. In rural areas, LOS is currently
used, whereas time of delay (under development) will
be used in urban areas. MDT’s goal is to never let
any highway drop below LOS C and never below
LOS B on the Interstate system. A factor called the
congestion index (CI) has been developed, which
translates the A through F scale of LOS criteria into
a scale of 0 to 100. MDT’s performance goals for
congestion are as follows:

• Interstate—average CI of 70 or greater (LOS B),
• NI-NHS—average CI of 55 or greater (LOS C),

and
• Primary—average CI of 55 or greater (LOS C).

In the future, a miscellaneous management system
will be developed to establish performance goals on
such items as guardrail, rest areas, wetlands, weigh
stations, and rail crossings.

Resource constraints are determined by the amount
of aid that MDT receives from federal funding bills,
such as the Intermodal Surface Transportation Effi-
ciency Act of 1991 and the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21). Under TEA-21,
Montana receives approximately $260 million a year.
That amount, combined with state contributions,
brings in a total of about $310 million a year for
transportation projects and related work, including
right-of-way, planning, preliminary engineering, traf-
fic studies, environmental mitigation, and incidental
construction as well as construction and construction
inspection. Historically, MDT spends about 66 to 70

percent of these funds on the Interstate, NI-NHS, and
primary systems combined. Of this proportion, ap-
proximately 80 to 85 percent goes toward actual
construction and construction inspection costs.

Resource constraints combined with performance
objectives lead to an investment analysis, detailed in
the following section. Through the analysis, it is de-
termined how to maximize the performance of our
systems (pavement, bridge, safety, and congestion)
with varying amounts of funding, thus producing a
funding plan.

Investment Analysis

The investment analysis is based on establishing the
needs to address capacity improvements (thereby
avoiding congestion) and maintaining the existing
riding surfaces over a 5-year analysis period.

Under the CMS analysis, all capacity-enhancing
projects are loaded into the future 5-year plan. These
projects are selected based on their needs as com-
pared with performance goals and other criteria such
as route segment width design standards and amber
route designation. Amber routes are a collection of
roads that MDT has programmatically dismissed
from improving capacity based on geographic limi-
tations, political limitations, or both.

Under the PvMS analysis, all identified reconstruc-
tion projects over a 5-year period compete for dollars
along with other projects, as identified by the CMS
analysis, as well as with all rehabilitation and resur-
facing project needs, as identified by PvMS. These
needs are combined, and an analysis is done, which
provides a prescriptive amount of funding by district,
system, and treatment type for a given amount of
funding.

The funding plan is then presented to district of-
fices and to executive staff for approval. Once ap-
proved, project nominations are solicited from the
district offices. These nominations are to follow the
prescribed amounts of funding per system by work
type, as found in the funding plan, to achieve the
performance goals for that year. Note that the dis-
tricts have control over which projects are selected.
Performance programming serves as a tool to help
them select the appropriate mix of projects.

MDT developed a performance query tool to help
the districts keep track of all the data found in our
management systems. The performance query tool
is an interactive ArcView/geographic information
system–based system that provides the districts with
the same management system information used in the
funding plan. Using the layering capabilities of
ArcView allows the user to see overlapping needs on
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any given route. After the final nominations are con-
firmed by the districts, they are reviewed and ana-
lyzed for conformity as compared with the funding
plan and finally are put into the State Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP).

Program Development

The program development module illustrates how
the funding plan and system performance query tool
are linked to determine project nominations, as pre-
viously mentioned. When the districts complete the
project nominations, MDT headquarters conducts a
technical review, whereby the project selections are
compared with the funding plan and investment anal-
ysis. A certain amount of give-and-take is needed to
maintain a consistent program in terms of resource
and financial leveling. Concurrently, the nominations
are circulated for public comment before entering the
list of new projects to be programmed into the STIP.

Furthermore, features of the performance query
tool include the following:

• An Oracle-based system;
• Data included from the bridge, congestion, pave-

ment, and safety management systems;
• Inclusion of construction and maintenance proj-

ects as well as future construction projects;
• Examination of specific traits for a given site;

and
• Various reports available for printing.

Also this performance query tool

• Is intended to be used in conjunction with
ArcView-produced maps,

• Is designed to query sites from one of the four
management systems and to display the correspond-
ing needs from the other three systems,

• Allows individual sites to be chosen for further
evaluation; and

• Allows project nominations based on selected
sites to be produced.

The MDT poster session included a poster that il-
lustrated the performance query tool and the needs
screen of the performance query tool needs. On that
screen, the route and segment length are shown,
along with their pavement needs. Associated needs
are shown below the pavement needs. In the exam-
ple, congestions and safety needs are evident on the
same sections identified as needing reconstruction
due to pavement condition.

Also included was an example of what an ArcView
map might look like. The boxes at the left side of the
mapped image show which themes are turned on. In
the example, past and future projects are plotted
against current pavement reconstruction needs. Then,
in a pop-up screen, the individual pavement charac-
teristics are shown for a piece of road that needs to
be reconstructed. It is also possible to cross-reference
this piece of road with another database called road
image viewer, in which a series of photographs could
be viewed in succession simulating a windshield
survey.

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Scott Bassett, Transportation Development Division,
Oregon Department of Transportation, 555 13th
Street NE, Suite 2, Salem, OR 97301-4178

503-986-4462, 503-986-3469 (fax)
scott.bassett@odot.state.or.us

Poster Session Summary

Oregon Department of Transportation (DOT) pro-
duced a report in June 2000 entitled ODOT’s Stra-
tegic Direction: Reliable Innovative Solutions to
Oregon’s Transportation Needs. The report contains
the following parts:

• Mission;
• Values;
• Goal 1: improve safety, vision and outcomes;
• Goal 2: move people and goods efficiently, vision

and outcomes;
• Goal 3: improve Oregon’s livability and eco-

nomic prosperity, vision and outcomes;
• Key strategies; and
• Where do you come in?

Details on the report can be found on the Web at
www.odot.state.or.us/comm./strategy.htm.
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PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Douglas Zimmerman, PennDOT, Office of Planning,
P.O. Box 3643, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3643

717-783-2509, 717-787-5491 (fax)
dzimmer@dot.state.pa.us

Poster Session Summary

A summary of the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation performance measurement system
and the exhibits from the poster session can be found
under the panel presentations of Selecting Measures,
Data Needs, and Analytical Issues of the main
report.

METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON COUNCIL OF
GOVERNMENTS

Contact

Gerald Miller, Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments, 777 North Capitol Street NE, Wash-
ington, DC 20002

202-962-3319, 202-962-3202
gkmiller@wcog.org

Poster Session Summary

The Metropolitan Washington Council of Govern-
ments, National Capital Region Transportation Plan-
ning Board, prepared a report in May 2000 titled A
Regional Accessibility Analysis of the 1999 Finan-
cially Constrained Long-Range Transportation Plan
and Impacts on Low-Income and Minority Popula-
tions. The purpose of this report is to

• Assess the performance of the constrained long-
range plan over the next 20 years in terms of regional
accessibility to jobs,

• Present a demographic profile of low-income
and minority populations, and

• Review the impact that the plan has on low-
income and minority populations to address environ-
mental justice requirements.

The report is divided into four sections:

• Section I presents the financially constrained
long-range transportation plan and the expected per-
formance of the plan.

• Section II defines and illustrates regional acces-
sibility to jobs by mode (highway and transit) and by
fastest travel time comparing the current conditions
with the conditions under the year 2020 long-range
plan.

• Section III presents basic information on the re-
gional demographic profile of low-income and mi-
nority populations.

• Section IV summarizes the performance of the
plan in terms of the change in regional accessibility
to jobs. The review of the results

suggests that the change in accessibility to jobs is not
disproportionately affecting low-income and minority
populations in an adverse way. This review indicates
that the benefits and burdens of the transportation
investments appear to be distributed evenly across the
regional demographic profile.

The poster session included numerous exhibits from
this report. Copies of the report are available from
the Council of Governments.

REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT, DENVER,
COLORADO

Contact

A. Jeff Becker, Regional Transit District, 1600 Blake
Street, Denver, CO 80202

303-299-2148, 303-299-2008 (fax)
jeff.becker@rtd-denver.com

Poster Session Summary

The customer comes first, thus reflecting a market
orientation rather than production orientation.

• Questions for the service development include
the following:
–What are the markets?
–Should service be provided and how much?
–What type of service should be provided?

• Performance evaluation helps answer these ques-
tions. These are the essential elements:
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FIGURE 17 Denver’s Regional Transit District performance evalua-
tion: productivity–effectiveness chart.

–Objectives,
–Performance measures, and
–Comparative analysis.

• Current performance measures include passen-
gers per mile, subsidy per passenger, passengers per
trip, and passengers per hour, depending on the type
of service. Analysis applies standards to individual
routes (or segments) or services and identifies for im-
provement those that are the least productive. The
Regional Transit District also uses other standards to
design new services and review the efficiency of cur-
rent services.

• Consider a family of services, suited to a variety
of markets, resulting in multiple domains of perfor-
mance. To match the right service to a market or to
determine whether service should be provided at all,
a common performance system is needed. Objectives,
measures, and analysis must be defined.

• Performance objectives and measures can be
compared with those of a private firm:

Private firm Transit firm

–Maximize profits –Maximize ridership
–Subject to maximum
available subsidy
(budget)

–Subject to maximum
allowable investment

–Measure: profit per
widget

–Measure: subsidy
per passenger

• The use of passengers per hour, to define pro-
ductivity, and subsidy per passenger, to define effec-
tiveness, to depict performance for all services on a
performance evaluation chart (see Figures 17–19).

• Advantages are as follows:
–Is a simple, easily understood rationale for al-
locating financial resources;
–Measures the accomplishment of the objective
(effectiveness);
–Allows comparison of similar, new, and alter-
native services; and
–Avoids difficulty of setting multiple standards
at the policy or overall level.



FIGURE 18 Denver’s Regional Transit District performance evaluation: averages for family of services, January–Decem-
ber 1998. (CBD = Central Business District.)

FIGURE 19 Denver’s Regional Transit District performance evaluation: family of services
for various routes and special service routes, January–December 1998. (CSU � Colorado
State University; ADA � Americans with Diabilities Act.)
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Contact

Ronald Hagquist, Texas Department of Transporta-
tion, 125 East 11th Street, Austin, TX 78701

512-463-6085, 512-425-2951 (fax)
rhagquis@dot.state.tx.us

Poster Session Summary

Some principles of performance measurement are as
follows:

• There is a ‘‘law of measure perversity’’—there is
an inescapable inverse relationship between the im-
portance and the controllability of outcome mea-
sures. The more important a measure is, the less con-
trol any one entity has over it. Therefore, outcome
measures, being the most important, are the least
controllable. This means that a set of measures, with
each measure having a differing degree of controlla-
bility, will usually be required to explain the whole
picture.

• It can be demonstrated that a robust measure-
ment system can be built from a small number of
individually imperfect measures. For example, if the
coldness of a dog’s nose means that there is a 70
percent probability that the dog is healthy, and if the
dog’s eating well means that there is a 60 percent
chance of its being healthy, then if both conditions
are positive, there is an 88 percent joint likelihood
that the dog is healthy.

In a large organization, a call for measure nomi-
nations can produce a large number of measures.
These measures must be culled to produce a worka-
ble number of more strategically oriented measures.
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT)

found that this culling could be done efficiently by
using a combination of the balanced scorecard cate-
gories with cause-and-effect diagrams. An original set
of 178 measures was reduced to a set of 40 strategic
measures. They were organized on a framework of
four report cards:

• External result—customer satisfaction,
• Internal result—employee actualization,
• Internal process—internal process efficiency,

and
• External process—outreach effectiveness.

When there are multiple measures of performance,
a new technique called data envelopment analysis
(DEA) can be useful for assessments of overall per-
formance efficiency over time and for comparisons
among several like operations. This technique, now
available in commercial software, offers the follow-
ing capabilities:

• Allows a comparison of similar production units
or one unit over time,

• Handles multiple inputs and outputs,
• Avoids subjective weighting of inputs and out-

puts,
• Quantifies results of efficiency improvements,
• Compensates for external factors affecting

efficiency,
• Does not require that data need be in dollars,

and
• Makes comparisons to the most efficient oper-

ating units.

The principles of the technique are discussed in
‘‘DEA: A New Tool for Multidimensional Productiv-
ity Assessment,’’ by Ron Hagquist of TxDOT. There
are numerous websites and books (such as Public
Sector Efficiency Measurement by Ganley and Cub-
bin) on the subject.
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APPENDIX B

Summary of Peer Exchange on Data for
Performance Measures
Madison, Wisconsin, August 25–26, 2000

Members of TRB Committee A1D09, Statewide
Transportation Data and Information Systems, con-
vened a peer exchange meeting on August 25 and 26,
2000, in Madison, Wisconsin (see sidebar, page 200).
The theme of the peer exchange was performance
measures in transportation and in particular the data
and data systems that underlie performance measures
in a multimodal system planning and management
context. Members representing nine state transpor-
tation departments described how their agencies de-
veloped and used performance measures and how
these efforts have shaped data collection, processing,
and analysis activities.

• Ronald Tweedie, chairman of the Committee of
Statewide Transportation Data and Information Sys-
tems (A1D09), opened the peer exchange with ref-
erences to the origins of the meeting. Other TRB
committees have availed themselves of the oppor-
tunity to meet in conjunction with their summer
meetings to promote additional dialogue, coordi-
nate related activities, and share a wide variety of
information on topics of interest to members. By na-
ture, the peer exchange format emphasizes open shar-
ing of practical information: for example, how new
ideas are being tried and tested, what is motivating
states and others to try new methods, what is work-
ing, and what problems have developed. The August
2000 meeting was the first one specifically involving
A1D09. Its focus on performance measurement sys-
tems was in part intended to provide useful infor-
mation in advance of several relevant upcoming con-
ferences and workshops. Those events included the
North American Travel Monitoring Exhibition and

Conference (NATMEC), TRB Conference on Perfor-
mance Measures to Improve Transportation Systems
and Agency Operations, and the Conference on Re-
mote Sensing and Spatial Information Technologies
for Transportation.1

• This written summary of the peer exchange was
proposed as a way of extending the discussion to oth-
ers. The following section provides a synthesis of re-
current issues and themes that emerged during the
meeting. This synthesis is followed by a description
of each of the states’ presentations, including related
discussion. Peer exchange participants also wished to
generate a list of issues and challenges to help guide
a research agenda for short- and long-term data-
oriented projects. A summary of the list appears as
an appendix to these proceedings.

SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF ISSUES

Presentations included discussions of several impor-
tant topics related to the use of performance mea-
sures, including data requirements and difficulties as-
sociated with data collection and analysis, public and
political acceptance of performance data, and the
overall agency strategy for using performance data.
The following major issues surfaced during the week-
end workshop.

1The NATMAC meeting took place August 27–31 in the Madi-
son, Wisconsin area. The TRB Conference on Performance Mea-
sures was held October 29–November 1, 2000, in Irvine, Cali-
fornia. The Remote Sensing Conference took place December
4–5, 2000, in Washington, D.C.
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PEER EXCHANGE ON DATA FOR PERFORMANCE MEASURES

COMMITTEE ON STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION DATA AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

MADISON, WISCONSIN, AUGUST 25–26, 2000: PARTICIPANTS

Niels Robert Bostrom, Division of Multimodal
Programs, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet,
125 Holmes Street, Frankfort, KY 40622

Ed Christopher, Bureau of Transportation Statis-
tics, 400 7th Street SW, Room 3420, Washing-
ton, DC 20590

Tremain Downey, Chief, Office of Performance
Measures and Data Analysis, Transportation
System Information Program, MS-38, Califor-
nia Department of Transportation, 1120 N
Street, P.O. Box 942874, Sacramento, CA
94274-0001

Tony Esteve, Federal Highway Administration,
400 7th Street SW, DOT Building, Room
3306, Washington, DC 20590

Barbara Mason Haines, Manager, Transporta-
tion Planning Division, Bureau of Planning and
Research, Pennsylvania DOT, P.O. Box 3555,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3555

Kim Hajek, Director, Data Management, Trans-
portation Planning and Programming Division,
Texas Department of Transportation, P.O. Box
149217, Austin, TX 78714-9217

James P. Hall, Assistant Professor, Department of
Management, Information Systems, University
of Illinois, P.O. Box 19243, Springfield, IL
62794

Jonette Kreideweis, Director, Office of Manage-
ment Data Services, Minnesota Department of

Transportation, Mail Stop 450, 395 John
Ireland Boulevard, St. Paul, MN 55155

Mark C. Larson, Director, Measurement and
Evaluation Section, Office of Business Plan-
ning, Minnesota Department of Transporta-
tion, Mail Stop 450, 395 John Ireland Boule-
vard, St. Paul, MN 55155

Thomas M. Palmerlee, Senior Program Officer,
Transportation Data, Transportation Research
Board, 2101 Constitution Avenue NW, Room
GR-326C, Washington, DC 20418

Roger Petzold, HEPS-20, Room 3301, Federal
Highway Administration, 400 7th Street, SW,
Washington, DC 20590

Steve Pickrell, Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 1300
Clay, Suite 1010, Oakland, CA 94612

Ronald W. Tweedie, 3 Carriage Road, Delmar,
NY 12054

Anita Vandervalk, Manager, Transportation Sta-
tistics Office, Planning Division, Florida De-
partment of Transportation, 605 Suwannee
Street, MS 27, Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450

William Walsek, Chief, Highway Information
Services Division, Maryland State Highway
Administration, 707 N. Calvert Street, MS C-
607, Baltimore, MD 21202

Data Quality and Integrity

Data quality is a significant concern of every agency
that participated in the exchange. There are several
aspects to data quality: currency (or timeliness), con-
sistency (whether two sources agree) between differ-
ent published data sources, precision (level of detail
or ‘‘grain’’), and accuracy (whether data are correct
or not). Expectations of public access to high-quality
transportation data have grown as more data have
been made accessible over the Internet. Such expec-
tations include demand for accurate, real-time data
by those interested in assessing current traffic con-
ditions and for comprehensive traffic counts and
long-term forecasts, often for project or develop-
ment-related analysis. Agencies need to anticipate

and budget for public access to avoid public relations
problems.

Specific concerns expressed by meeting participants
include the following:

• As mentioned, data accuracy is a significant con-
cern. Agency staff acknowledge that they may some-
times have to make available data that they know
are imperfect. A good Department of Transportation
(DOT) staff continually corrects or improves their
data sets. One way to achieve better data accuracy is
to expose it to the light of day. As more data are
made available and put to use, there will be more
public pressure and hence management support for
data quality, timeliness, and accuracy.
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• How good is good enough? Some data uses have
financial effects for the public or private sector. Al-
though most DOTs continuously strive for better-
data quality, it is also advisable that they establish
appropriate disclaimers.

1. The quality of data made available to manag-
ers, decision makers, and the public continues to be
a significant concern to most DOTs. The level of at-
tention focused on data quality may be growing due
to the greater accessibility to data that has been made
possible by posting data on public agency web sites.
Workshop participants cited examples of external
data users finding different values and different for-
mats for the same data in various places within the
agency’s web site. In other cases, data made accessi-
ble through electronic formats such as web sites may
differ from traditionally published data sources. Al-
though there will always be the possibility that some
data sources are more recent than others or may be
formatted for different purposes, there is a need to
ensure that the data users obtain are consistent across
the board with what is available from all sources
within the DOT.

2. The currency of data is also a concern, partly
due to the increased accessibility to data via the web
and the availability of more frequently updated in-
formation made possible by greater use of automated
data-collection and -reduction techniques. Problems
were reported, such as when two users tapped into
the same data source and obtained data from differ-
ent time periods. DOTs need to establish guidelines
and protocols that will determine when and how fre-
quently their data sources are updated. Users who
access agency data need to know what period the
data represent. Agencies should establish a procedure
for periodically updating published data and ensur-
ing that users understand the time period represented
by the latest update. Pennsylvania (PennDOT) has
addressed this problem by restricting public access to
data from the most recently completed and published
collection period. With this approach, a DOT may
update internal databases continuously but release
the new data summaries only periodically (e.g.,
monthly, quarterly) to reduce the proliferation of
conflicting data sets.

• Some DOTs expressed the concern that the in-
herent inaccuracies and imperfections in their data
limit the useful application of performance measures
in critical decisions. We need to be careful to avoid
creating a false perception of perfection or greater
expectations for data quality and accuracy than we
can deliver. For example, if specific project decisions
with clear financial or safety implications are based

too heavily on performance measures, the outcome
can be undesirable. Decision makers should use data
as indicators of conditions and performance trends,
for example, rather than as yes-or-no decision points.
The opinion was expressed that we should let people
make decisions, using indicators to guide them, but
that we should not absolve them of the responsibility
that comes with the decision-making authority.

3. There is concern that DOTs may be using rel-
atively coarse and imprecise data to drive highly spe-
cific decisions, for example, to select one project or
design solution from among several possibilities. Al-
though often there is no better method, decision mak-
ers need to be made aware of the quality of the data
that they are presented. We should do a better job of
defining the variability of a given set of performance
data or the range of valid estimates rather than pro-
vide a single data point for a given measure. It should
be the role of the data community to ensure that
managers and decision makers understand these data
characteristics and the consequences of data varia-
bility. It was suggested that this is something the data
community can actually do something about, even
though we may not be able to change the way in
which decision makers use the data in their decision
process.

Customer Perspectives

Most agencies acknowledge the importance of un-
derstanding the audience for performance data. The
audience can vary greatly, from internal group man-
agers and staff to executive management teams to
elected decision makers, to private-sector system
users (e.g., freight carriers, land developers), to the
motoring public, and to the general public, including
‘‘nonusers.’’ Some recurrent themes included the
following:

1. Defining the audience for performance mea-
surement is desirable and will help shape data-
collection and -reporting programs. It is not always
easy to agree on who the customers are for a partic-
ular data product, however. Careful thought on that
point is needed before data are developed and
released.

2. Although market research is conducted by
many DOTs, it is not necessarily accepted by all man-
agers or decision makers as accurate or representa-
tive. Due to a lack of standardized methods or estab-
lished regular survey programs, DOTs have often
found it difficult to combine or even compare results
from different surveys.
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3. Market research can be used successfully to
identify the key concerns, needs, and expectations of
different customer groups. Segmenting the broad
base of customers into more specific market segments
will help to refine an understanding of needs and to
focus on solutions.

Use of Performance Measures

After several years of discussion and debate over the
merit of ‘‘output’’ versus ‘‘outcome’’ measures, agen-
cies seem to be settling on a blend of the two. They
are balancing the customers’ expectation for outcome-
related performance information with the agency’s
need for useful output data that have meaning for
managers and decision makers. Although outcome
measures may more accurately reflect what the cus-
tomer sees and expects regarding performance, the
role of the DOT as a long-term conservator and
owner of the system demands a broad range of mea-
sure types. In addition to meeting expectations about
system outcome expressed in terms that the customer
can readily identify, DOTs need to measure the effi-
ciency of their programs and their progress on fronts
that are not readily visible to the public. For example,
the public may be more likely to notice and relate to
outcome measures, such as systemwide accident rates
or generalized pavement condition ratings. But the
agency needs to know something about specific high-
accident locations, bridge structural condition, or pre-
dictive pavement condition indicators such as cracking
and rutting. Customers are perceived to focus on pro-
grams with near-term, visible impact and to under-
value long-term investments in underlying system in-
tegrity and maintenance. Whether that situation holds
true in a certain state or region should be confirmed
through surveys. Still, planners and engineers do rec-
ognize the importance of balancing the customer im-
peratives with longer-term system preservation re-
quirements.

• Use of performance data requires an evolution-
ary approach to the process. There seems to be a
natural progression or trend within some agencies us-
ing performance data to proceed from detailed, tech-
nical, or system management applications to more
strategic, business-planning applications.

• Several DOTs with significant experience in the
application of performance measures are moving to-
ward true multimodal applications—a situation that
creates added challenges to data collection and main-
tenance; that is, different owners and operators are
involved other than the state DOT.

• Performance targets are becoming more preva-
lent, that is, identifying a desired level of achievement
on a specific performance measure by a particular
date or period of elapsed time. Unlike the use of con-
tinuous but nonspecific improvement goals over time,
the use of performance targets helps to identify per-
formance gaps, which can then be linked to business
planning and budgeting.

1. There is a particular interest in measures of mo-
bility but also in more limited hands-on experience
in developing and using such measures. For one,
agencies need to be sure to define what mobility
means to their managers, decision makers, and cus-
tomers. Agencies report that mobility takes on many
different meanings, depending on the audience, and
it may incorporate distinct adjunct characteristics,
such as accessibility and reliability. If mobility is to
be measured across multiple modes, this further com-
plicates the situation. That is because the DOT is of-
ten not the direct operator of some of the modes and
thus does not own the data. The Florida DOT pro-
vides one particularly structured approach to defin-
ing and quantifying mobility, dividing it into the four
dimensions of quantity, quality, accessibility, and uti-
lization (see the detailed discussion in Section 3).

2. There is considerable interest in mobility indi-
ces—aggregated measures that consider several dif-
ferent components of mobility rolled up into a single
measure or index. Opinions were divided, however,
as to whether single indices are appropriate for de-
scribing mobility and perhaps for other system focus
areas. Mobility may be particularly resistant to
meaningful indexing because it is a complex concept
measured in such a wide variety of ways in different
states. More states seem to have pursued develop-
ment of indices in other system areas, such as safety,
system condition, and maintenance, rather than in
mobility.

Data Integration

• Data integration is a major undertaking for
many agencies that have brought performance and
condition data into their everyday planning and man-
agement strategies.

• An important feature of data integration is the
transfer of data from legacy systems to integrated
systems. Dealing with legacy systems, nonstandardi-
zed reporting dates, data formats, collection meth-
ods, and so forth, is a problem at one level or another
for most agencies. It is too easy to inadvertently draw
different conclusions about a condition or trend if the
results depend too much on when a data request is
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filled or the particular source of the data. This situ-
ation can lead to credibility problems with legislators
and other outside stakeholders.

• For effective and efficient use of various data
sources and types for decision support, different data-
bases and analysis tools need to be brought together
and made to appear as a single, well-integrated infor-
mation center. Data integration promises to signifi-
cantly increase the value of data from the DOT and
other transportation agencies to a broad base of in-
ternal and external users. For large and small agencies,
true data integration is a significant undertaking with
major resource implications.

New Data Needs

1. Changes have been made to preexisting data-
collection programs and processes to address the new
data requirements of performance measures. How-
ever, DOTs report that additional funding for en-
hanced data collection is uncommon. Some larger
DOTs report increased spending in strategic market
research or economic analysis, but this was generally
not coupled with additional funding for traditional
data-collection and -analysis programs.

2. New sources of data need to be tapped to sup-
port new measures and augment limited data-
collection budgets. Some DOTs report teaming up
with university research centers to improve data-
collection and -analysis capabilities. Standardized
methods for collecting new types of data are desira-
ble. Some states report using variable collection
methodology for collecting data, such as travel time,
with the result that even within an agency, different
data sets cannot be directly compared or merged.
This is probably more the case in areas such as mo-
bility and accessibility, in which agencies are collect-
ing a type of data that was not previously collected
on a widespread or systematic basis.

3. Freight-related data are in growing demand by
agencies because the public-agency role in providing
freight mobility and reliability is becoming more im-
portant. A wide variety of data on freight movements
at the commodity and vehicle level as well as safety-
related information are of interest to agencies. Cur-
rently, many DOTs find it difficult, expensive, or both
to acquire those data, nor are they well equipped to
forecast future truck volumes or freight movement
patterns.

SECTION 2: RESEARCH AGENDA

On the second day of the peer exchange meeting, the
group worked on summarizing key challenges in the

area of data to support performance measures. Nine
areas of interest and concern were discussed in detail.
It was agreed that follow-up is desirable in each area.
The following is an outline of these areas of interest,
indicating the people identified in the group to initi-
ate the appropriate follow-up actions.

It was agreed that the research statements would
be completed and combined for review by the State-
wide Data Committee at the TRB annual meeting in
January 2001. Additionally, the individuals assigned
agreed to conduct research and report at the annual
meeting on these topics: mobility, freight, sustaina-
bility, and safety.

Market Research

Market research is desirable to obtain customer feed-
back (internal and external) regarding the selection
and use of performance measures. This activity is
beneficial to agencies in prioritizing workloads. The
group agreed that the following points would be
worth researching: how to use existing surveys, les-
sons learned from existing surveys, understanding
when market research is the right tool and when not
to use it, and how to develop satisfaction indicators.
An outcome of the research could be standardized
indicators, methods, and questions. It was agreed
that Ed Christopher would prepare a research pro-
posal in this area.

Mobility

Regarding mobility measures, it was agreed that
some standardized approaches might be appropriate.
The Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) Urban Mo-
bility Study is looking into such approaches. It was
agreed that Anita Vandervalk would be the liaison
between the Data Committee and the TTI team and
report back as appropriate. She would be assisted by
Tremain Downey and Rob Bostrom.

Freight Mobility

As the development of freight performance measures
was discussed, it was discovered that there are several
studies going on in this area. The question was posed:
What is used, should be used, or could be used, and
what are the implications for data collection? The
following points were considered to be important:
travel times, ton miles, market segmentation, truck
type, business travelers, different perceptions of mea-
sures (e.g., pavement condition for cars versus
trucks), and connectivity between terminals and cor-
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ridors. It was agreed that Rob Bostrom, Mark Lar-
son, and Ron Tweedie would bring the issues before
the TRB Freight Data Committee.

Intelligent Transportation System

Data from intelligent transportation system (ITS)
sources were discussed. There was agreement on the
need for a consensus on the types of planning data
that are needed from ITS. Questions were asked re-
garding how to use the data and what ITS can do.
Issues such as data capture, formats, software for
processing, dictionaries, reliability of data, and inte-
gration with planning data all need to be explored.
It was agreed that Bill Walsek and Jonette Kreideweis
would prepare a research proposal.

Use of Performance Measures in
State Governments

It is not clear where or how performance measures
are being used in state governments. The following
questions need to be answered: Have performance
measures had an impact on policy decisions? What
is the payoff for policy-level measurement versus en-
gineering-level measurement? Jonette Kreideweis was
tasked with preparing a research statement.

Safety Measures

It was agreed that another level of measures beyond
fatality and crash rates is necessary. The example of
high-accident locations was discussed. A research
statement should outline how safety measures are
used in the states and what the data issues are. Roger
Petzold was tasked with preparing this statement. He
would also work with the TRB Safety Task Force,
and Tremain Downey would assist.

Sustainability Measures

Measures of environmental justice, equity, and growth
management were determined important. Questions
such as these were asked: What are the data implica-
tions? What new measures do we need to support the
programs? Ed Christopher and Tremain Downey were
tasked with bringing this topic to the TRB Urban Data
Committee.

Summary of States’ Goals, Objectives, and
Performance Measures

The group discussed state goals and how they relate
to federal goals and measures. The question of align-
ing goals from 50 states, approximately 350 metro-
politan planning organizations (MPOs), and the fed-
eral level was raised. In discussing the need for
common indicators, it was decided that we should
learn from other states rather than attempt to stan-
dardize goals and measures. Ed Christopher, Roger
Petzold, and Tony Esteve were tasked with investi-
gating this question from the federal perspective and
reporting back to the TRB Urban Data Committee.

Quality Assurance of Data

The discussion began with a focus on data quality
issues and quickly evolved into several other impor-
tant data issues, such as integration, standardization,
and privatization of data collection. The following
questions were raised: How do you set up a relation-
ship for data collection? How do you relate the data?
Who is the data owner? Who coordinates integration
of the data? How are partnerships with MPOs, lo-
calities, and the private sector formed? What are the
effects of data integration on data quality and integ-
rity? The discussion centered on the changing role of
state DOTs regarding data quality, due to new per-
formance measures and the need to compare methods
of quality assurance. It was agreed that Anita Van-
dervalk and Ron Tweedie would prepare a research
statement on this topic.

SECTION 3: SUMMARY OF

STATES’ ACTIVITIES

Minnesota’s Performance Measurement
Directions and Issues

Mark Larson of the Minnesota Department of Trans-
portation (MnDOT) described the direction that per-
formance measurement has taken at MnDOT and
some of the key issues the agency has been required
to address. As an early leader in the field of perfor-
mance measurement in general and customer-based
measures in particular, MnDOT’s experience is rele-
vant and useful even to those agencies that have al-
ready made considerable progress in performance
measurement.
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Evolution

The MnDOT department-level performance effort
was introduced in 1993 following pioneer work in
the maintenance area. It has since developed and be-
gun to fold together a number of focus issues and
structural concepts, including the family of measures
concept—a relatively sophisticated market-research
orientation—as well as targets and now business-
planning applications. The original family of mea-
sures program focused on the transportation system,
public values, and organizational performance. The
program is now adding strategic emphasis to areas
including interregional corridors and program deliv-
ery. According to Mark Larson, attention to the new
program emphasis thus far has been mostly internal
to MnDOT and has not yet generated significant at-
tention among the general public or the state legis-
lature. The following components of MnDOT’s per-
formance measurement effort were presented.

Current Performance Planning Process Some of the
tools, techniques, and applications now being pur-
sued by MnDOT include the following:

• Strategic objectives,
• Customer market segmentation,
• Business planning,
• Activity-based costing,
• Targets and measures, and
• Application of performance targets to budget

and investment decisions.

Business Planning MnDOT’s application of perfor-
mance measurement to their business planning pro-
cess was described as a means to deploy assets and
resources to create value for their customers. Steps
include the following:

• Identify customers and their needs,
• Establish target levels of service (LOS),
• Identify products and services to meet needs,
• Determine resources needed, and
• Request resources through the budget process.

Measure Results and Adjust Strategies and Resources
to Customer Needs These are the five highest-level
key customer needs identified by MnDOT through
substantial market research:

• Predictability of travel time,
• Smooth uninterrupted trips,
• Safety,

• Timely and accurate traveler information, and
• Responsible use of resources.

Long-Term Outcomes and Strategic Objectives

MnDOT has also identified desired long-term out-
comes and strategic objectives for the program. It is
interesting to note that they are not all necessarily
couched in terms that customers use. Rather, the out-
comes and objectives speak to the special role and
responsibilities of the DOT as the owner and conser-
vator of the transportation system. These include de-
sired long-term outcomes, such as economic vitality,
adequacy of infrastructure, and travel options. Stra-
tegic objectives of the current program include prog-
ress toward a more multimodal orientation, special
focus on significant interregional corridors, and de-
livery of the construction and maintenance programs.
These objectives represent a leadership thrust by the
current administration to focus on strategic trans-
portation needs in the future and on streamlining or-
ganizational performance.

Alignment of Needs, Outcomes,
Objectives, and Targets

MnDOT recognizes the need for alignment among
customer needs, outcomes, and strategic objectives.
Targets and measures are then developed to bring
about the alignment. Relative to past years, emphasis
at MnDOT has shifted from measures to specific tar-
gets, for example, a defined LOS for a specific date
or period of time. The use of targets helps to identify
the performance gaps that need to be addressed in
the business plan. Targets need to be aligned inter-
nally as well. Departments, groups, districts, offices,
and work units all have targets that must address
common objectives but that also recognize the dif-
ferent levels of detail or aggregation of information
required to meet the various needs of these groups.

Interregional Corridor

MnDOT’s Interregional Corridor (IRC) Program was
singled out to provide current examples of how it is
using performance measures and targets. Perfor-
mance targets have been set for three different levels
of corridor. Average speed is the measure, derived
from estimated travel time over route distance.
Higher target speeds are established for the higher-
priority IRCs. Strategies to meet IRC targets include
highway design, access management, growth man-
agement, and integration of ITS techniques and
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freight and transit planning into system planning and
operation.

New Directions

One important new direction at MnDOT is increased
segmentation of the customer market. By disaggre-
gating their market research and focusing on distinct
groups of users, more can be learned about the
unique needs of these segments, and thus better so-
lutions can be devised. Examples of customer market
segments include commuters, farmers, emergency ve-
hicles, freight carriers and shippers, and intermodal
trip makers.

An emerging area of emphasis is freight movement.
MnDOT’s private-sector Minnesota Freight Advisory
Committee has proposed several performance mea-
sures. The measures focus on several important out-
come areas, such as economics, IRC travel time,
safety, removal of impediments, and reliability of
travel time. Freight measures are divided into groups
according to use of the measure, for example,
MnDOT’s use of investment prioritization and design
versus the use by the freight community and policy
makers. These are the examples of proposed freight
measures for project selection and design:

• Economic cost-benefit ratio,
• Shipper point-to-point travel time on IRCs, and
• Number of design impediments slowing access

to modal and intermodal terminals.

The following are examples of proposed freight mea-
sures for policy makers:

• Public transportation investment as the percent-
age of the state economy,

• Travel time to global markets, and
• Congestion compared with that of other major

metropolitan areas.

Data-Management Issues

The following data-management issues were identi-
fied:

• Need for standard methods for collecting new
data for new measures, such as speed and travel time.

• Legacy systems, nonstandard reporting dates,
and other factors. It is too easy to inadvertently draw
different results depending on when a data request is
filled. This can lead to credibility problems with leg-
islators and other outside stakeholders.

• Current versus consistent. Data customers want
the data to be current yet also want them comparable
with other data sources. This is a data-archiving and
-synchronizing issue.

• Need for different data sources to be better in-
tegrated, so that different users retrieving data at dif-
ferent sites are drawing on a single, consistent data
source.

• Need for quality assurance. Data users want as-
surance and validation that the data provided are ac-
curate. A growing importance is placed on data ac-
curacy. The more that data are reported and used,
the more the accuracy is scrutinized. There is a need
to move out of data reporting and into data analysis.

• Commercial customers’ request for more accu-
rate real-time data on speed and travel time. The data
need to be accurate to be marketable.

Other Issues

MnDOT has not received more money for data col-
lection, generally speaking. Greater resources have
been put into strategic market research, economic
analysis, and strategic planning but not necessarily
into traditional data collection and analysis. There is
also more emphasis on organizational performance,
efficiency of projects, and program delivery. Some
states noted that they have relied more on univer-
sity research centers to improve data collection and
analysis.

Defining the customer is not as obvious as it seems.
Market research is being used to better identify the
customer market segments, to identify what is im-
portant to them. Tennessee DOT also is reported to
be applying market segmentation techniques.

There is some concern over whether market re-
search results are accurate and actually speak for the
population as a whole. Combining or even com-
paring results from different surveys has proven
problematic.

Travel speed in MnDOT is an estimate arrived at
through travel time and distance estimates. Travel
time was measured by probe vehicles, but collection
methodology is variable. Some data came from in-
ground monitoring devices as well.

At the legislative level, there may be a concern
about or lack of familiarity with DOT’s move into
business methods and tools. One perspective is that
the process bypasses elected officials and the political
process. This may also be true of market research
because elected officials see themselves as the pulse
takers of public needs and opinions.

There is a legitimate concern about becoming too
technical with decision makers. They want measures
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that tell the story as clearly as possible, answering
questions such as these: Are we doing well? Do peo-
ple think we’re doing a good job? Yet engineering
and planning departments have a tendency to want
to make measurement precise and specific, resulting
in too much data potentially being heaped on deci-
sion makers.

Illinois DOT

Jim Hall, formerly of Illinois DOT (IDOT) and now
with the University of Illinois at Springfield, gave an
overview of the status of performance measurement at
IDOT. According to him, IDOT has not yet pursued
performance measurement to the same extent as have
other states. The presentation and discussion empha-
sized some of the concerns at IDOT that may be bar-
riers to adopting the concept of performance mea-
surement, both in decision-making applications and in
giving the public detailed system performance data.

Concerns of Management and Others

Several concerns were expressed:

• There is concern over growing public expecta-
tions for access to accurate, real-time data, particu-
larly from the Internet and web sites. Currently,
IDOT gets most requests for information about
snow-related lane closures. Greater public use of
those data raises the expectation and requirement for
data quality and timeliness, and IDOT would have
to anticipate and budget for those areas to avoid pub-
lic relations problems.

• Even more in demand are traffic data for use by
developers (presumably in preparation of impact
analyses and other items). Rather than seeking real-
time data, these users want comprehensive traffic
counts and forecasts. Thus, similar concerns are
raised about the currency of counts and the credibil-
ity of and assumptions behind traffic forecasts.

• Some measures can be a two-edged sword, for
example, congestion. Over time, congestion will
gradually worsen, but there is the possibility that cus-
tomer satisfaction with congestion levels will remain
generally constant as expectations are adjusted. DOT
needs to be able to reconcile these kinds of discrep-
ancies for decision makers.

Data Needs and Integration

Several points were raised:

• The geographic information system (GIS) is the
main data integration tool at IDOT; most databases

are tied to the GIS framework. When the system is
better integrated internally, IDOT expects to see
more public demand for data over the Internet.

• The technology is available; it is just a question
of how much data DOT chooses to make readily
available.

• Truck-related data are needed for more than just
the highway performance monitoring system (HPMS).
There is interest in gathering more truck-related crash
data by area and corridor. IDOT is investigating sam-
pling methods that focus on what the state needs
rather than considering HPMS reporting requirements
alone.

Data Quality Issues

Discussion ensued on issues of data quality and the
public use of DOT data:

• One way to attain better data accuracy is to ex-
pose it to the light of day. As more data are made
available and put to use, there will be more public
pressure and hence management support for data
quality, timeliness, and accuracy.

• Sometimes one must put data out even if it is
known to be imperfect. This situation too may bring
about more pressure for improved data.

• How good is good enough? Some data uses have
financial impacts for the public or private sector.
There is a need to have appropriate disclaimers in
addition to striving for better data quality.

• Due to inherent inaccuracies and imperfections
in data, data should be used for indicators rather
than as hard-and-fast decision points or determinants
of funding. Let people make decisions using data in-
dicators to guide them. Even a very good data system
should not absolve people of the responsibility that
comes with decision-making authority.

• Say that someone is constantly uncovering errors
in data or areas that need improvement. How does
one address that situation when data are used to sup-
port critical decisions with financial or safety impli-
cations? There is the need to be careful to avoid cre-
ating a false perception of perfection or greater
expectations for data quality and accuracy than we
can deliver.

• Are DOTs and decision makers using relatively
rough indicators to drive specific decisions? For ex-
ample, are indicators based on estimates or are rough
measurements used to make fine design decisions?
Sometimes there is no better method; in which case,
the best approach is to make sure that the decision
makers are presented with and understand the vari-
ability in the data, range of valid estimates, and other
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factors, as opposed to taking one data point and
overapplying it. This situation is something the data
community can do something about, even though we
may not be able to change the way in which decision
makers may use or misuse data.

Florida’s Mobility Performance
Measures Program

Anita Vandervalk, manager of the Florida Depart-
ment of Transportation (FDOT) Transportation Sta-
tistics Office, presented an overview of the Mobility
Performance Measures Program. Florida is another
state with substantial experience in the development
and application of performance measures to trans-
portation system planning, evaluation, and manage-
ment. Among the motivating factors for FDOT is the
state’s performance-based budgeting process, which
requires each agency in Florida to identify and apply
measurable performance objectives. Performance
measures are used to link planning and budgeting
with improved accountability.

Mobility Measurement

FDOT has developed numerous measures related to
goals and objectives in four main areas: safety, pres-
ervation, interconnectivity of the system, and mobil-
ity. Mobility is a particular concern of the depart-
ment because it is so difficult to measure. External
factors, such as economic growth, land use, and per-
sonal preferences of travelers, combine with internal
factors, such as infrastructure investment and man-
agement, to determine mobility performance for
the user. One difficulty is that FDOT does not have
direct control over all of the factors influencing mo-
bility.

Mobility Defined

FDOT defined mobility as ‘‘the ease with which peo-
ple and goods move through their community, state
and world.’’ The department identified several dis-
tinct components or attributes of travel and the trans-
portation system that contributes to mobility. FDOT
has a responsibility to provide the following for its
customers:

• Modal choice,
• Accessibility,
• Adequate travel time and speed,
• Affordability,
• Equity,

• Knowledge of the system, and
• Reliability.

Dimensions of Mobility Performance Measures

To allow for objective, structured quantification of
mobility, FDOT identified four dimensions for mea-
surement: quantity, quality, accessibility, and utiliza-
tion. Specific measures are identified for each dimen-
sion:

• Quantity reflects the magnitude of the use of the
facility or service and thus the demand and utility of
the service. Examples of measures include person
miles traveled (PMT), vehicle miles traveled (VMT),
and ridership. Unlike at some states or MPOs, these
measures are not indexed to population or other nor-
malizing descriptors, and thus PMT or VMT would
be expected to rise along with growth in population,
employment, and other factors.

• Quality of travel is related to the conditions of
travel from the user’s perspective. Depending on the
mode or system, different measures are applied. On
state highways, average speed and delay are mea-
sured. In corridors, average travel time and reliability
of trip time are measured. In transit modes, the ratio
of auto travel time to transit travel time for the same
trip is estimated.

• Reliability of travel in corridors is expressed as
the percentage of travelers whose travel time is sig-
nificantly worse than should reasonably be expected.
Reliability is therefore defined as ‘‘the percent of
travel that takes longer than the average time by no
more than a certain acceptable additional time.’’ The
average time is the median travel time during the time
period analyzed. An initial value is 5 percent, but
surveys of users will determine an acceptable per-
centage. Notably, travel time data influenced by traf-
fic accidents were retained in the sample when deter-
mining performance. The component of travel time
variability attributable to nonrecurring incidents is
considered part of the reliability performance. One
drawback to reliability measures is the data require-
ment. Corridor-specific data are required for the mea-
sures to be meaningful, and the state is currently con-
centrating on key urban corridors.

• Accessibility describes the ease with which peo-
ple can connect to the multimodal transportation sys-
tem. For state highways, measures include dwelling
unit proximity, employment proximity, and percent-
age of route miles with bike or pedestrian facilities.
Accessibility of the Florida Intrastate highway system
is particularly important because it links the state’s
commerce and tourism destinations. Nearly 90 per-
cent of significant intermodal facilities, two-thirds of
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the population and jobs, and 80 percent of industrial
warehouse facilities are within 5 miles of the highway
system. For metropolitan transit systems, accessibility
measures include coverage, frequency, and span of
service. These data are generally available from ex-
isting sources.

• Utilization measures relate demand to capacity
and describe the efficiency with which the system
provides mobility. These measures tend to reflect the
department’s perspective rather than that of the cus-
tomer, and they include the percentage of the system
that is heavily congested, vehicles per lane mile (a
density measure), duration of congestion, and transit
load factors.

Data Issues

Data Collection FDOT applies a combination of es-
timated and observed data at the system level and
primarily observed data at the corridor level. The de-
partment focuses on data that are already being col-
lected, with refinement as necessary to meet the needs
of the performance measures. Some special data col-
lection is required to support the measures, such as
vehicle occupancy, as well as speed and volume data
to support reliability measures.

Changes to FDOT’s data-collection program re-
quired to support the mobility program measures in-
clude implementation of a short-term traffic moni-
toring system (TMS) to extend the time period for
which traffic data are collected and eventually a per-
manent TMS that can provide 15-minute interval
polling on demand.

Data Modeling Issues Consistency across the state-
wide system is deemed more important than greater
precision on local segments. To help manage expec-
tations, FDOT advises against mapping data at a
level that would generate suspicion or complaints.
Such a strategy helps to ensure that data are used at
the statewide system level for which they are in-
tended. Traffic congestion spillbacks are not yet con-
sidered by FDOT’s travel models; thus, congestion
statewide may be underestimated by the models.
Nonetheless, trends rather than spot values have the
most value.

ITS Data Integration

An effort to integrate data collected through the
state’s ITS infrastructure is under way. FDOT is de-
veloping statewide data architecture, addressing the
following needs:

• Data retrieval: there is a proliferation of detec-
tors and sensors, but can they provide needed data?

• Data storage: what data should be kept and by
whom? How should data be stored and for how
long?

• Data reporting: who are the users, and how does
FDOT need to package the data for them?

FDOT acknowledges the need to identify both ar-
chitecture and protocols for data sampling and ma-
nipulation to distill the vast pool of ITS data for plan-
ning and monitoring activities.

Data Quality Florida has a well-established quality
assurance and quality control program, and it uses
other sources and validated models to supplement
and check its data quality.

Audience for Performance Measures and Reporting
Mechanisms FDOT’s audience includes the general
public, department staff, elected officials, legislative
staff, and other decision makers. Legislative staff are
taking more interest in the program and are starting
to appreciate the results and benefits.

At the district level, staff want more detailed in-
formation than is currently generated for the depart-
ment level. There are three areas of reporting:

• Entire state highway system,
• Florida Intrastate highway system, and
• Corridors, particularly those connecting major

urban areas.

Future Directions FDOT will continue to improve
and develop its performance measurement program.
Among those areas identified for development are the
following:

• Person-trip–based measures,
• Dynamic display of measures,
• Refinement of reliability measures,
• Corridor-level reporting,
• Incorporating ITS data and analysis, and
• Wider distribution of results.

Additional Isues

Other members of the committee expressed interest
in FDOT’s substantial reliance on outside consultants
to help design and implement highly technical and
labor-intensive programs. It was apparent from the
discussion that some states do not do this to the same
extent as FDOT or are not able to do use consultants
in this fashion. FDOT considers the use of ongoing
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consultant support an extension of its staff. The cur-
rent privatization initiative at the state level in Flor-
ida further supports such an approach.

California Department of Transportation’s
System Performance Measures

Tremain Downey, chief of the Office of Performance
Measures and Data Analysis, presented the perfor-
mance measurement effort of the California Depart-
ment of Transportation (Caltrans), focusing on the
accomplishments to date and status of implementa-
tion. Objectives were established through committees
with broad representation from outside the depart-
ment. There was acknowledgment that performance
measurement can focus on department performance,
modal system performance, or multimodal system;
Caltrans chose to focus on the multimodal system.

Uses of Performance Data

Caltrans intends to monitor and evaluate system per-
formance in a way that is complementary to what is
already under way at several major MPOs in the
state. The department intends to share existing data
and future forecasts of performance. Objectives in-
clude development of mode-neutral customer and
decision-support information. Caltrans hopes to
improve consensus-building efforts in the transpor-
tation planning context by providing objective, un-
derstandable information. Although part of the
motivation is to improve accountability by the de-
partment, there is also an attempt to improve infor-
mation on those elements of performance for which
Caltrans is not directly responsible.

Key Elements of System

The performance measurement system builds on five
important concepts:

• Outcome based,
• Multimodal in scope,
• Easy to understand,
• Supportable with existing data, and
• Useable to monitor and forecast performance.

Caltrans is well into its three-phase project: spanning
design, proof-of-concept testing, and incremental
implementation.

Performance Outcomes and Current Measures

Caltrans has defined nine outcome areas that guide
selection of measures. Among them are mobility and
accessibility, reliability, cost-effectiveness, safety, eq-
uity, economic well-being, and environmental quality.
Candidate measures or indicators have been defined
in each area. Thus far, Caltrans has fully tested three
measures: mobility and accessibility, reliability, and
environmental quality. Other measures are currently
undergoing testing.

The measures of mobility include average point-to-
point travel time and travel delay. Because of the
data-intensive nature of this travel time measure, the
focus is currently on travel delay. Delay is estimated
as the difference between free-flow travel time and
average observed (or projected) travel time.

Caltrans’s reliability measure is based on variability
in service between the expected and actual travel
times. Testing of the reliability measure in major met-
ropolitan areas of the state reveals that peak period
variability ranges from 10 percent to 50 percent, with
most segments experiencing variability within 30 per-
cent of expected travel time. An interesting observa-
tion is that reliability is not necessarily correlated with
delay. Some segments or corridors may have high de-
lay but relatively low variability in travel time. Among
the factors that Caltrans has identified in contributing
to reliability and variability are distances between in-
terchanges and highway geometrics.

Data Issues

Caltrans embarked on an aggressive data-integration
system. It will provide integrated data on perfor-
mance, physical characteristics, boundaries, environ-
mental, and financial aspects of the transportation in-
frastructure. Data collected by TMCs will be routed
to a single centralized location rather than to district
offices, as at present. Through this centralized clear-
inghouse, users and customers will have access to a
broad array of data by way of user-friendly interfaces.

Several steps remain in designing and implementing
the system, including making decisions on what infor-
mation should be collected and stored, what technol-
ogy will be used to collect and manage the data (par-
ticularly in expansion areas not currently served by
TMCs), how to convert data to useful information,
and how to best provide user access to the data.

Relationship to Decision Making

Caltrans believes that integrating data, as previously
described, is the biggest challenge and most impor-
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tant task to undertake. Integrating the data into the
planning and programming processes will follow.
California is not yet using data to prioritize or to
program system projects and services but instead to
evaluate existing projects and to provide information
to local decision makers and customers to use as they
wish.

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

Rob Bostrom, transportation engineering specialist
with the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KyTC,
the state’s DOT) presented information on Ken-
tucky’s use of performance measures in the planning
process and their relation to KyTC’s quality initia-
tives. The main goals of the quality initiatives are to
ensure mobility and access, support economic devel-
opment, continually improve organizational perfor-
mance, and strengthen customer and stakeholder re-
lationships. Overall emphasis is placed on improved
performance in the areas of project delivery, safety,
human resources, and system preservation.

The presentation of KyTC’s performance measures
efforts emphasized three units at KyTC: the Division
of Multimodal Programs, the Division of Planning,
and the Kentucky Transportation Center (a research
unit affiliated with the University of Kentucky).

Division of Multimodal Programs

Performance measures are used in a range of plan-
ning and analysis support functions, including the
following:

• Travel demand modeling;
• Air quality (including emission reduction and

state implementation plan compliance);
• Traffic forecasting (timeliness, charging costs to

projects);
• Mobility (cost of congestion); and
• Small urban area studies.

Pilot mobility evaluation programs are under way,
testing measures including travel time, travel relia-
bility, and congestion.

Division of Planning

The planning division at KyTC encompasses numer-
ous analytical support functions including GIS, high-
way information systems, and TMSs. Performance
measures are used in each of these systems to im-
prove performance and quality of data provided for

use by others. They include organizational perfor-
mance and program quality measures, such as degree
of accuracy of data sets, timeliness of inventory, and
number of mistakes.

Kentucky Transportation Center Research Unit

The transportation center has numerous planning-
related studies under way or ongoing, such as vehicle
classification analysis, load spectra development, and
cost of construction delays. For example, the growth
rate analysis study will improve estimation capabili-
ties for vehicle miles traveled and involve more so-
phisticated forecasting and analysis techniques. Stud-
ies such as this are measured in terms of their
timeliness and usefulness.

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation’s
Strategic Agenda

Barbara Mason Haines of the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Transportation (PennDOT) presented infor-
mation on the department’s ‘‘strategic agenda,’’ a
scorecard of the measures information system, and
state data currency issues.

Strategic Focus Areas

The strategic agenda is based on vision, mission, and
value statements developed through a typical strate-
gic planning process. The eight strategic focus areas
encompass most of the issues of interest tackled by
other state DOTs, such as mobility, customer focus,
and safety. Of special interest in the PennDOT effort
are strategies such as a ‘‘maintenance first’’ agenda,
singling out the importance of innovation and tech-
nology and building stronger relationships with part-
ners such as customers and suppliers. Each focus area
is associated with one or more goals and correspond-
ing objectives, which tend to be high level or strategic
in nature. That is, they emphasize relatively broad
results and are aimed at departmentwide processes
and activities. Also noteworthy in PennDOT’s
agenda is that each strategic focus area has an owner
or leader who is responsible for the results.

Scorecard of Measures Information System

The PennDOT strategic agenda includes a well-
organized scorecard of measures that clearly lays out
strategic focus areas, goals, measures, measurement
tools [the actual metric, e.g., international roughness
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index (IRI) or ISO 14001 environmental criteria],
and targets. A distinction is made as to whether a
goal supports external customer needs or internal
needs (e.g., department support).

PennDOT has developed an electronic version of
this scorecard of measures, providing a significant
amount of structured, detailed performance data.
This CD-based program stores and provides links to
information on a wide variety of performance fronts.
The user can zero in on a specific measure (e.g., IRI),
observe performance by engineering district and
county, or find out which particular pavement type
or traffic routes are contributing to a problem.

Data Issues

Traffic volume and other highway statistics are avail-
able on the Internet and draw from the same database
as does the state highway performance measuring sys-
tem. PennDOT resolved the data currency versus re-
porting cycle issue. All users draw from the same data-
base, which is updated quarterly. Actual data in the
database are updated continuously, but only owners
can access the latest data that have not yet been sum-
marized for the most recent quarter. Nonowners have
access only to the latest quarter. The result is elimi-
nating or minimizing the problem of different users
citing data from disparate time periods.

Maryland Department of Transportation,
State Highway Administration:
System Performance Report

William Walsek, division chief of the Highway Infor-
mation Services Division at the Maryland State High-
way Administration (SHA), presented the state of
Maryland’s Highway System Performance Measure-
ments Program and SHA’s 4-year business plan. The
business plan identifies eight key performance areas
for department focus: mobility, highway safety, sys-
tem preservation, economic development, commu-
nity enhancement, environmental responsibility, cus-
tomer service, and managing resources.

Business Plan

Within the mobility performance area, several goals
and corresponding measures have been identified. Al-
though some measures are similar to those used in
several other states, there are notable innovations.
Among them are the following:

• Reduce the time required to restore normal traf-
fic flow after an incident, and

• Provide timely and reliable mobility information
to the traveling public.

These goals suggest an unusual degree of emphasis
on incident management and real-time information
collection and distribution.

As at PennDOT, each goal is assigned one or two
senior managers, whose job it is to establish measures
and monitor progress. The performance measures are
tied to specific numeric targets that quantify the de-
sired level of service or improvement and identify a
specific target date.

The SHA objectives (targets) are a blend of exter-
nal measures of outcome (results), such as ‘‘improve
average clearing time of incidents by 5% by June
2001’’ and internal measures of agency output, such
as ‘‘provide more real-time information on the Web
by FY 2002.’’

Highway System Performance
Measurements Program

A work currently under development, the Maryland
Highway System Performance Measurements Pro-
gram will provide an annual report on system per-
formance. The report will include data on system
coverage, utilization, capital investment, demand,
condition, and community enhancement. The system
performance measures and indicators are generally
time based; that is, system condition or performance
is expressed as trends over time. Among the current
measures in use are track capital investment, lane
miles, and vehicle miles traveled; and relevant con-
textual information, such as population, number of
licensed drivers, size of labor force, and others. These
context measures provide a quick way to assess how
transportation system trends (e.g., vehicle miles trav-
eled) relate to general state trends (e.g., population
or labor force participation). Most of the data are
derived from existing sources, and to date, the report
focuses largely on historical trends rather than pro-
jected future trends.

Maryland DOT Program

Because it is a work in progress, to date the annual
performance report has not experienced a great deal
of external exposure or review. The agency is con-
cerned about consistency with other data distributed
to the public by SHA. Participants discussed the pros
and cons of delivering a single annual report covering
all of the topics, as opposed to, for example, quar-
terly reports covering a percentage of the topic areas.
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There is a concern about the need to manage infor-
mation flow and prevent data overload, particularly
at the level of senior management and elected offi-
cials. Furthermore, there are related benefits to a
more distributed approach to dissemination, such as
managing peak workload at the staff level and im-
proving currency of the reported data.

Texas Department of Transportation

Kim Hajek, director of data management in the
Transportation Planning and Programming Divi-
sion, presented information on performance mea-
surement at the Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT).

Performance Measures: Who Is the Audience and
How Is Reporting Done?

The performance measurement program serves the
Governor’s Office of Budget and Planning and the
Legislative Budget Office. Reporting is relatively for-
mal and structured as a result and is fed directly into
the budgeting process. TxDOT reports regularly to
legislative finance committees on financial perfor-
mance. Overall, the performance measurement pro-
cess in Texas has a strong financial component, rel-
ative to the process in other states. The financial staff
and committees are among the main target audience
for the data and measures. A balanced scorecard ap-
proach is used, including internal and external mea-
sures alike, process, and results. Measures attempt to
be explanatory and to gauge the efficiency of the sys-
tem. Department output is measured as well as out-
comes or results ‘‘on the street.’’

Strategic Plan

TxDOT’s strategic plan incorporates performance
measurement to determine whether specific goals are
met. The plan has a 5-year horizon but is updated
every 2 years. The new plan defines 4 goals, 16 strat-
egies, and approximately 120 measures. Each perfor-
mance measure reported has corresponding fiscal
analysis, describing what resources will be required to
deliver the targeted level of performance. This is an
important component of the plan that other DOTs
may wish to review. Also of interest are objectives and
measures on the fringe of TxDOT’s ability to influence
outcome—reduction in auto theft, for example.

Discussion

There was a spirited discussion over whether it is ap-
propriate to measure rates (e.g., number of fatalities
per million vehicle miles) or absolute values (e.g., to-
tal number of fatalities). Proponents of absolute val-
ues argue that indexed rates mask poor performance.
For example, even though a state’s population and
vehicle miles traveled are growing, a modest reduc-
tion in fatality rate will still result in more absolute
fatalities per year, which would be considered poor
or unacceptable performance by some. The corre-
sponding counterargument is that measures should
focus on aspects that the department can more di-
rectly influence, such as the accident rate, not total
accidents, because they cannot really influence to a
large extent population growth or even the growth
of vehicle miles traveled. Proponents of the rate ap-
proach would point to an improved (reduced) fatality
rate. People say that measures should be attainable
and that it is not likely that absolute fatalities can
reasonably be expected to hold or drop in a high-
growth state such as Texas. The opposing argument
is that the rate hides the truth, which is that more
people are killed per year, and that is what the public
and elected officials concentrate on.

This was an interesting debate because it called
into question the notion that you should not measure
what you cannot influence but instead measure what
customers think is relevant or important. The com-
promise and consensus opinion is that you need more
than one measure for the most important items. It
also helps to have diagnostic measures and indicators
(e.g., causes and particulars behind fatalities, not just
totals and rates).

New York State DOT Performance Measures

Ron Tweedie of the New York State Department of
Transportation (NYSDOT) described the state’s use
of performance measures in its capital programming
efforts. Performance measures are used in develop-
ment and monitoring of the Capital Program. They
are used for project selection and monitoring and to
gauge the customer satisfaction with the results of the
program. Performance measures are applied in four
traditional areas of system programming: pavement,
bridge, mobility, and safety.

Pavement measures include pavement condition,
with priority given to the national highway system
and major truck routes, paving cycle (how long it
takes to return to a specific segment), treatment life,
and percentage of single course overlays. The mea-
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sures also compute the ratio of treatment life to pav-
ing cycle.

As for bridges, according to Ron Tweedie, New
York ‘‘has lots of old ones.’’ A bridge condition index
is used to track the 7,600 state highway system
bridges. Primary concerns are safety, preservation,
and serviceability. Safety measures include vulnera-
bility to erosion and structural condition.

Mobility, as NYSDOT defines it, is the ability to
move people and goods conveniently, reliably, safely,
and at a reasonable cost. Measures used include
those related to congestion. NYSDOT is interested in
developing measures based on the value of time in
addition to travel time itself. The department is also
interested in ton-miles of delay due to the importance
of shipping time but acknowledges the difficulty in
obtaining good data about shipment travel times.

Safety issues revolve around reducing the number
of high-accident locations (HALs), the number of
highway safety inspections conducted, and inclusion
of HALs in the annual work program.

A discussion ensued regarding the use of mobility
indices, that is, aggregated measures that consider sev-
eral different components of mobility rolled up into a
single measure or index. Opinions were divided, with
a slight majority of the group seeming to agree that
single indices are inappropriate for describing mobility
and perhaps other system focus areas. Mobility may
be particularly resistant to meaningful indexing be-
cause it is a complex concept and measured in such a
wide variety of ways in different states. More states
seem to have pursued the development of indices in
other system areas, such as safety, system condition,
and maintenance, than in mobility.
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APPENDIX C

Research Statements Developed During
Peer Exchange

At the conclusion of the Statewide Transportation
Data and Information Systems (A1D09) Peer
Exchange on Performance Measures, five draft re-
search statements were prepared. The following is a
brief synopsis of the research statements.

1. Freight Performance Measures. Transportation
systems must address the needs of shippers, carriers,
logistics firms, and others who move goods on the
nation’s transportation network. Specific issues in-
clude travel time to markets, congestion costs, public
transportation investments, and cost and benefits to
the freight sector of major state transportation proj-
ects. Development of freight performance measures
and new technical tools to assist states, metropolitan
areas, and others in the analysis of goods movement
programs and projects would have a high payoff.

2. Intelligent Transportation System Archived Data
and Requirements from a Planning Perspective. Intel-
ligent transportation system (ITS) centers across the
nation are becoming a rich new source of empirical
data concerning traffic flows on highway systems. As
they build data archives, the challenge will be to iden-
tify with great specificity the requirements that others
have for these data. Examples of such requirements
include travel times, link speeds, delay, reliability, and
congestion. Research is needed to define a set of com-
mon requirements for transportation data from ITS
data archives. This effort would provide a template
for developers of ITS data archives and avoid costly
duplicative work by system developers.

3. Market Research for State Departments of
Transportation. Although state departments of trans-

portation (DOTs) have considerable experience in
measuring their transportation services and quanti-
fying their resources, they have limited experience in
measuring themselves against their customers’ expec-
tations and satisfaction. Learning what the customers
want, learning their levels of satisfaction, and getting
customer feedback are subject areas with which pub-
lic agencies have little experience. A synthesis effort
is needed to assess the role and state-of-the-practice
of market research within state DOTs. The synthesis
should document current experiences and serve as a
primer on the use of market research in the public
sector.

4. Integration and Quality Assurance in Transpor-
tation Data. The transportation community con-
stantly demands more data. Those data need to be
accurate, be able to meet customer needs, and be
geared to measuring performance and providing ac-
countability of transportation programs. Also, the
data must be obtained under tight budget constraints.
A growing number of transportation agencies are ex-
ploring the acquisition and integration of data across
federal, state, and local levels of government and
with the private sector. This possibility raises issues
regarding standards, quality assurance, privatization,
and intergovernmental relationships. The research
conducted would identify best practices at all levels
of government with respect to transportation data in-
tegration, data quality assurance, and other data re-
lationship issues.

5. Performance Measures and Their Applications
and Impacts on Transportation Decision Making. In
recent years, there has been a growing interest in the
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establishment of performance measures for transpor-
tation. The use of these measures can enhance ac-
countability, improve quality of products and ser-
vices, determine investment priorities, align resources
with strategic goals and objectives, and manage as-
sets. As state DOTs gain experience with perfor-

mance measures, research is needed to examine the
impact, value, and benefit of these measures on ac-
tual transportation decision making. Issues include
the influence on transportation policy, role of allo-
cating resources, process improvements, and organi-
zational or institutional changes.
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